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FOREWORD
In recent years, there has been an increasingvolume of reports, articles, papers, and
lectures dealing with various aspects of rotary-wing aircraft aerodynamics. To hose who
enter this domain, either as graduate students with some background in general aero-
dynamics, or those transferring from other fields of aeronautical or nonaeronauticaJ engi-
neering activities, this vast amount of literature becomes a proverbial haystack of infor-
mation; often with the result of looking for a needle that isn't there. But even those who
are professionally engaged in some aspects of rotary-wing technoloiP/may experience a
need for a reference text on basic rotor aerodynamics.
Through my experience both as an educator and practicing engineer directly in-
volved in various aspects of industrial aeronautics, it became double apparent that there
was a need for a textbook that would fulfill, if not all, at least some of the above require-
ments.
With this goal in mind, the text entitled Rotory-W/ng Aerodynamics was written
under contract from USAAMRDL/NASA Ames. On one hand, the objective is to provide
an understanding of the aerodynamic phenomena of the rotor and on the other, to
furnish tools for a quantitative evaluation of both rotor performance and the helicopter
as a whole.
Although the material deals primarily with the conventional helicopter and its
typical regimes of flight, it should also provide a comprehensive insight into other fields
of rotary-wing aircraft analysisas well.
In order to achieve this dual aim of understanding and quantitative evaluation,
various conceptual models will be developed. The models will reflect physical aspectsof
the considered phenomena and, at the same time, permit establishment of mathematical
treatmenL To more strongly emphasize this duality of purpose, the adjective ph,vsico-
mothemat/co/will often be used in referring to these models.
It should be realized at this point that similar to other fields of engineering analysis,
conceptual models-no matter how complicated in detail--still represent a simplified pic-
ture of phys,cal reality. It is obvious, hence, that the degree of sophistication of the
physicomathematical modelsshould be geared to the purpose for which they are intended.
When faced with the task of developing such a model, one may be advised to first ask
the following two questions: (1) whether the introduction of new complexities truly
contributes to a better understanding of the physics of the considered phenomena and
their qualitative and quantitative evaluation, and (2) whether the possible accuracy of the
data inputs is sufficiently high to justify these additional complexities.
In this respect, one should determine whether a more complex model would truly
lead to a more accurate analysis of the investigated phenomena or just, perhaps, that the
procedure only looks more impressive while mathematical manipulation would consume
more time and money. Furthermore, it should be realized that often in the more complex
approach, neither intermediate stepsnor final results can be easily scrutinized.
Withrespectto rotary-wingaerodynamicsingeneral,andperformancepr dictions
in particular, one should realize that aerodynamic phenomena associatedwith the various
regimes of flight of an even idealized, completely rigid rotor are very complicated. Fur-
thermore, the level of complexity increasesdue to the fact that in reality, every rotor is
non-rigid because of the elasticity of its components and/or built-in articulations. As a
result, a continuous interaction exists between aerodynamics and dynamics, thus intro-
ducing new potential complexities to the task of predicting aerodynamic characteristics
of the rotor. Fortunately, even conceptually simple models often enable one to get either
accurate trends or acceptable approximate answers to many rotary-wing performance
problems.
By following the development of basic rotor theories-from the simple momentum
approach through the combined momentum and bladeelement theory,'vortex theory,
and finally, potential theory-the reader will be able to observe the evolution of the
physicomathematical model of the rotor from its simplest form to more complex ones.
It will also be shown that an understanding or explanantion of the newly encountered
phenomena may require modifications and additions and sometimes, a completely new
approach to the representation of the actual rotor by its conceptual model. By the same
token, a better feel is developed with respect to the circumstances under which a simple
approach may still suffice. Finally, these simpler and more easily scrutinized methods
may serve as a means of checking the validity of the results obtained by potentially
accurate, hut also more complicated ways which may be prone to computational errors.
Presentation of the above-outlined theories, plus considerations of airfoils suitable
for rotary-wing aircraft constitutes the contents of Vo; I. "Reduction to practice" of the
material presented in Vol I is demonstrated in Vol II, where complete performance pre-
dictions are carried out for classical, winged, and tandem configurations including such
aspects as performance guarantees and aircraft growth.
The existing need for a text conforming to the above outlined philosophy was
recognized by representatives of USAAMRDL and in particular, by Mr. Paul Yaggy,
then Director of USAAMRDL, and Dr. I. Statler, Director of Ames Directorate whose
support made possible the contract for the preparation of the first two volumes.
To perform this task, a team was formed it Boeing Vertol consisting of He under-
signed as Editor-in-Chief and author of Vol I; Mr. C.N. Keys as the principal author of
Vol II; and Mrs. W. L. Metz as Associate Editor. The course of the work was monitored
by Mr. A. Morse and Dr. F.H. Schmitz of Ames Directorate; while Mr. Tex Jones from
USAAM RDL-Langley Directorate provided his technical assistance and expertise by re-
viewing the material contained in both volumes. Thanks l_e extended to the above-
mentioned as well as the other representatives of USAAMRDL. Finally, my asr_oclatesand
I wish to thank the management of Boeing Vertol; especially, Messrs. K. Grina, J. Mallen,
W. Walls, and E. Ratz for their support, understanding and patience.
There are, of course many more people from this country and abroad who signifi-
cantly contributed to the technical contents. Their individual contributions are more
specifically acknowledged in the prefacesof the individual volumes.
W.Z. Smpnlexwkl
• ' RldleyPerk,Pro.
/i i.,_ a_, to_
PREFACE
II II
Volume I of the text entitled Rotory-W/ng Aerodynomic$ is devoted in principle
to Boslc Theories of Rotor Aerodynomlcs. However, the exposition of the material is
preceded by an introductory chapter wherein the concept of rotary-wing aircraft in
general is defined. This is followed by comparisons of the energy effectiveness of heli-
copters with that of other static-thrust generators in hover; aswell aswith various air and
ground vehicles in forward translation. While the most important aspects of rotor-blade
dynamics and rotor control are only briefly reviewed, they should still provide a suffi-
cient understanding and appreciation of the rotor dynamic phenomena related to aero-
dynamic considerations.
The reader is introduced to the subject of rotary-wing aerodynamics in Ch II by
first examining the very simple physicomathematical model of the rotor offered by the
momentum theory. Here, it is shown that even this simple conceptual model may prove
quite useful in charting basic approaches to helicopter performance predictions; thus pro-
viding some guidance to the designer. However, the limitations of the momentum theory;
i.e., its inability to account for such phenomena as profile drag and lift characteristics of
blade profiles and geometry, necessitated the development of a more sophisticated con-
ceptual rotor model.
The cornblned b/ode-element ond momentum theory presented in Ch I I I represents
a new approach which demonstrates that indeed, greater accuracy in performance pre-
dictions is achieved, and this would also become a source of more.detailed guidelines for
helicopter design. Even with this improvement, many questions regarding flow fields
(both instantaneous and time averaged) around the rotor still remain unanswered.
In the vortex theory discussedin Ch IV, a rotor blade is modeled by means of a
vortex filament(s) or vorticity surface; thus opening almost unlimited possibilities for
studying the time-average and instantaneous flow fields generated by the rotor. Unfor-
tunately, the price of this increased freedom was computational complexity usually
requiring the use of high-capacity computers.
It appears that some of the rotor aerodynamic problems amenable to the treat-
ment of the vortex theory may be attacked with a somewhat reduced ¢omputationai
effort by using the approaches offered by the velocity ond occeJerotlonpotentlol theory.
This subject is presented in Ch V which also contains a brief outline of the application
of potentiai methods to the determination of flow fields around three.dimensional, non-
rotating bodies.
Considerations of o/rfoll sections suitable for rotors, as presented in Ch VI, com-
pletes the sequence on fundamentals of rotary-wing aerodynamics. This material provides
a basis for development of the methods for helicopter performance predictions used in
Vol II.
iii
In order to create a complete series on Rotary-Wing Aerodynamics the author
anticipates a third volume devoted to the application of the basic theories established in
Vol I. This volume would include (1) selected problems of helicopter flight mechanics
(e.g., ground effect, flight maneuvers, performance limitations, and autorotation); (2)
establishment of a link between aerodynamics and design optimization; and (3) develop-
ment of techniques leading to performance maximization of existing helicopters. In
fairness to the aeronautical engineers and designers who have been anxioudy awaiting
for the publication of this series, the first two volumes are being released prior to the
writing of the proposed third volume.
Returning to the present volume, the reader's attention is called to the fact that
both $1 metric and English unit systems are used in parallel; thus expediting an acquain-
tance with the metric approach for those who are not yet completely familiar with this
subjecL
in conclusion, I wish to express my indebtedness to the following persons who
generously contributed to this volume: Professor A. Azuma of the University of Tok_,o,
Japan for his review of the appendix to Ch IV; and to Drs. R. Dat and J.J. Costes of
ONERA, France for their valuable inputs and review of Ch V.
W. Z. Stepniewski
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NOTES ON METRIC SYSTEM
In order to assistthe reader in making the transition from Englishunits to equivalent
Sl metric units of measure, some important aspectsof the SI system encountered in applied
subsonic aerodynamics and rotary-wing mechanics of flight are listed below and briefly
reviewed.
BASIC METRIC SYSTEM (SI} UNITS
QUANTITY
mass
length
time
temperature
I
QUANTITY
i i
force
force
pressure
pressure
density
velocity
acceleration
acceleration of
gravity
work; energy
work; energy
power
power
power
viscosity
kinematic
viscosity
UNIT
kilogram
meter
second
Kelvin
DERIVATION
i
kg m/s=
9.807H
N/m =
kG/m =
kg/m 3
m/s
m/s2
9.807 m/s=
Nm
kG m
N m/s
kG m/s
75 kG mls
kgJms
.Ip
SYMBOL
hg
m
$
K
ENGLISH EQUIVALENT
0.0685 slug
3.281 ft
1.0 s
1.8* Rankine
DERIVED UNITS
UNIT
i
newton
kilogram force
newton/m =
kilogram force/m=
kilogram/meter 3
meterlsecond
meter/second=
g
joule
kilogram meter
watt
kilogram meteds
metric horsepower
,u (coefficient)
(stoke)
SYMBOL
N
hG
N/m =
hG/m =
t_g/m3
m/s
m/s=
g
Nm
kGm
W
hGm/s
hp
leg/ms
m=/s
ENG. EQ.
0.2248 Ib
2.2046 Ib
0.0209 psf
4.8825 psf
0.00194 slug/ft 3
3.281 fps
3.282 fps=
32.2 if/s =
0.7376 ft-lb
7.233 ft-lb
0.7376 if-Ibis
7.233 ft.-Ibis
0.9863 hp*
0.0288 slug/ft-s
10.764 ft=/s
*English horsepower =- 550 ft-lb/s.
t
The reader's attention is called to the fact that as long as metric units are input
into relationships designated asSI, and no specialconversion factors are incorporated into
the formulae, the obtained forces will be in newtons, pressuresin newtons per meter
squared, work or energy in newton meters, and power in newton meters per second. It
should be noted however, that in many countries, the kilogram of force (symbolized in
this text as hG) is widely used for the determination of weight (including that of air-
craft), while such quantities as discand/or wing Ioadingsare measured in hG/rn.
The popularity of the kilogram asa unit of force stems from the fact that prior to
the establishment of the newton as a unit of force, the kilogram was generally iv'a;eptedin
engineering practice as well as in everday life. It was defined as a force resulting from the
acceleration of earth's gravity acting on one kilogram of mass. However, the earth's g
value varies with altitude over sea level and geographiclatitude. Consequently, the defini-
tion of the kilogram of force as the weight of a kilogram of mass on the earth surface
required additonal specifications of earth coordinates as to where the weight is measured.
The newton (legm/s_) as a unit of force is more universal in the context of its not being
directly related to the gravity conditions encountered on this particular planet.
It should also be mentioned that in addition to the direct use of the kilogram of
force in engineering practice, its indirect influence can be consistently found when deal-
ing with the metric horsepower defined as hp = 75hGm/s. It should also be noted that
the so-defined metric horsepower amounts to 0.9863 of its Englishcounterpart defined as
hp = 550 fr-/b/s.
One final note - The most important characteristics of air a_ording to the Inter-
national Standard Atmosphere are given in the following table.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This chapter introduces the reader to the concept of rotary-wing aircraft in general.
The energy consumption of helicopters and tilt-rotors is compared with that of other
aircraft and automobiles. A brief discussionof dynamic problems of rotors indicates the
necessity for freedom of the flapping and lagging motion of rotor blades through discrete
hinges or blade flexibility, or for some alternate means of =erodynamic control of blade
lift around the azimuth. Then, stability of the flapping motion is examined-leading to an
explanation of the harmonic presentation of blade motion and rotor control through the
first harmonic inputs. Finally, the most common representativesof practical rotary-wing
configurations are briefly described.
Principal notation for Chapter I
A area m2 or fta
A amplitude m or ft
An (n - O,1,2,...) coefficient in Fourier expansion of feathering rad or deg
o acceleration m/s=, fps=, or g's
an (n - 0,1,2,...) coefficient in Fourier expansion of flapping rad or deg
Bn (n - I,_,...) coefficient in Fourier expansion of feathering rad or dog
bn fn - 1,2,...) coefficient in Fourier expansion of flapping tad or deg
CF centrifugal force N or Ib
c blade chord m or ft
Da specific distance km or n.mi
d diameter m, or ft
g acceleration of gravity 9.80m/s 2 or 32.2fps 2
/ moment of inertia kg-m= or slug-ft=
Is specific impulse s
/ angle of incidence, or imaginary unit: _ rad or deg
k spring constant N m/rad or Ib-ft/rad
L lift N or Ib
M moment N m or ft-lb
m mass kg or slugs
R rotor radius m or ft
Rs specific range km/kG or n.mi/Ib
• radial distance m or ft
T thrust N or Ib
t time s or hr
tsfc thrust specific fuel consumtion (kG/s)/kG or (Ib/s)/Ib
U velocity of flow approaching the blade m/s or fps
V velocity of flow in general m/s or fps
v downwash velocity m/s or fps
Theory
W
W
(1
Oo
17 =--"rfh/R
e
K
X
/z = VII/R_
v = lit
P
I"
¢
_Jbscripts
b
¢
CF
erit
d
dem p
F
f
fd
h
L
0
P
re$
T
t
w
0
II
±
Su_ncrtpt
weight or gross weight N, kG, or Ib
force/unit area (incl blade & disc loading) N/m 2, kG/m 2, or Ib/ft 2
rotor disc angle-of-attack
blade flapping angle
coning angle
relative flapping hinge offset
blade pitch angle
damping coefficient
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Introduction
1. DEFINITION OF ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT
1.1 General
From a stricUy aerodynamic point-of-view, rotary-wing aircraft may be defined
as configurations which, at least during takeoff and landing maneuvers, derive their lifting
force directly from an open airscrew, or airscrews. These maneuvers may be performed
either vertically or with ground run.
The lifting airscrew of vertical takeoff and I,_nding (VTOL) aircraft must be directly
powered. Some rotary-wing aircraft taking off and landing with a ground run--such as
helicopters and tilt-rotors operating at gross weights in excess of their hovering ability-
may also belong to the directly-powered group. However, there are other rotary-wing
configurations; for example, the autogiro where energy to the lifting airscrew is derived
indirectly through the motion of the vehicle as a whole with respect to the air mass.
In principle, all V'I'OL configurations, ranging from helicopters to rockets, possess
the ability to hover, but until now, VTOL aircraft extensively using hovering capabilities
in actual operations have been almost exclusively represented by helicopters because
of their (1) low energy consumption per unit of generated static thrust, and (2) relatively
low downwash in the fully developed slipstream in hover.
The first of these characteristics enables the aircraft to operate for extended periods
of time in hovering and near-hovering conditions. The second contributes to the reduc-
tion of ground erosion, and also permits activities of ground personnel within the down-
wash covered areas.
The low energy consuml_tion and relatively low downwash associated with static
thrust result from a low loading of the lift generators (thrust-per-unit-area of the lift gen-
erating surface). It is interesting to note that there has always been a strong intuitive asso-
ciation of rotary-wing aircratt with low disc loading which is reflected in the commonly
accepted name of rotor given to their lifting atrscrews. In contrast, the word propeller
is considered more applicable for the higher loaded lifting and propelling airscrews used
in tilt-wing configurations.
One might argue that the airscrews of the tilt-rotor should also be called propellers
since, in a completely converted forward flight, they truly propel the aircraft, while the
lift is provided solely by the fixed wing. Nevertheless, the UIt-rotor airscrews are still
classified as rotors. It appears hence that low disc loading remains the main characteristic
separating the so-called rotary-wing aircraft from other possible configurations depending
on open airscrews for vertical lift generation during takeoffs and landings.
1.2 Disc Loading
In order to provide a more quantitative definition of rotary-wing rotor loading
limits, past and current trends on the level of disc loading are examined. A strict defini-
tion of this parameter would be w = T/A, where T is the thrust-per-rotor and A is the
rotor disc area. However, in the so-called helicopter type steady-flight condition, all lift is
provided by the rotor(s). Thus the thrust is usually approximately equal to the gross
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weight of the aircraft: T _ W and, unless stated otherwise, the disc loading is defined
as w =- W/A where A is now the total disc area of all lifting rotors of the aircraft.
Although historically there is a continuous trend to increase the disc loading of
helicopters, it can be seen from Fig 1.1 that its current value appears to level off at
w _ 50 hGIm a (w _- I0 psf) for medium and heavy gross-weight machines, while the
value of the lighter aircraft appears to be much lower.
There are only a few inputs from tilt-rotor aircraft actually flown or being de-
veloped, but they seem to indicate w _- 70 kG/m 2 (w _- 14psf) as the upper limit of the
disc loading. However, this trend reflects only relatively small aircraft, while for larger
machines, as in the case of helicopters, w may increase with gross weight. In view of this
and from additional design studies of large aircraft, it appears that w _ I00 hG/m 2
(w _- 20psO can be assumed as the upper limit for the tilt-rotor concept.
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Figure 1.I Trends in disc/ooding of rotory-wing oircroft
2. ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF ROTARY-WING AIRCRAFT
2.1 Hover
Of all static-thrust generators, whether air dependent or air independent, such as
rockets, the rotors of rotary-wing aircraft during hover operate at the lowest loading of
the thrust-generating area. Consequently, of the whole family of actual and potential
VTOL aircraft, rotary wings represent the lowest level of energy consumption required
for static th rust.
Specific impulse (1=) is used to provide a comprehensive comparative scale for this
energy consumption:
Is = T/_F (1.1)
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where T is the thrust in kilograms (Ib), and i_F is the rate of fuel consumption (kG/s, or
Ib/s). Specific impulse hence can be interpreted as the hypothetical time in seconds
that a given thrust generator could operate by consuming the amount of fuel having a
weight equal to the generated thrust. For VTOL configurations, this thrust can be as-
sumed as equal to the gross weight for which I_F is determined. Denoting the thrust spe-
cific fuel consumption per unit of force in one second as (tsfc)s, the expression for
specific impulse can be rewritten as follows:
l, = 7/(tsfc),. (1.1a)
In Fig 1.2, specific impulse for air-dependent generators is shown for the static
condition while the Is of rockets, of course, is independent of the state of motion of the
vehicle. The various concepts extend along the abcissaaxis in the order of their increasing
thrust-generating area loading. It should be noted that this ranking is synonymous with
the increasing fully-developed downwash velocity (v==).
1(_ 000
IbO 000
Figure 1.2 Specific impulse of various thrust generators
This figure alsoshows that rotary-wing aircraft with a static specific impulse of over
70 000 seconds vs a few hundred seconds for chemical rockets represent the concepts
most suitable for operations where long times in hover and near-hovering conditions
are required. The additional operational advantage of a low fully-developed downwash
velocity" v==is also quite apparent; e.g., v_ < 30 mls (< 100 fps) for helicopters, versus
vo=> 2400 m/s (> 8000 fps) for chemical rockets.
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2.2 Cruise
In order to provide a yardstick for a quantitative comparison of various modes
of transportation regarding energy consumption in horizontal translation, a concept
similar to that of the specific impulse is proposed. It will be called the specific distance
(Ds) representing a hypothetical distance in km (n.mi) that a vehicle could travel if the
weight of fuel consumed were equal to the gross weight (14/). When the so-called specific
range (R s =- distance traveled uslng one unit of the fuel weight;say, km/kG} is known,
D s can be expressed as follows:
D, = R,W. (1.2)
It is obvious that the specific range and hence, the specific distance, depends on
the speed of motion. For bouyant water vessels, as well as airships and wheel-supported
ground vehicles, the Rs and Ds increase as motion speed decreases; while for aircraft
(both rotary and fixed-wing), there are combinations of flight speed and altitude which
maximize Rs and Ds.
Specific distances for helicopters, tilt-rotors in the airplane mode of flight, auto-
mobiles, and dirigibles are shown in Fig 1.3 as a function of speed while for other fixed-
wing aircraft, Ds values are indicated at their optimum cruise speed and flight-altitude
combinations.
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Figure 1.3 .Specific distance of various vehicles
From Fig 1.3 and other studies t , it can be seen that in contrast to hovering, the
helicopter in cruise shows much higher energy consumption levels per unit of gross weight
and unit of distance traveled than other means of air and ground transportation. However,
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this does not preclude the possibility that under actual operating conditions (due to less
wasted time in terminal operations or more direct routes), even the helicopters now in
operation (1960 technology) may become competititive with other vehicles as far as
energy per passenger kilometer is concerned=. Furthermore, large strides toward improve-
ment in helicopter energy consumption in cruise appear possible =.3.
Another representative of rotary-wing aircraft; namely, the tilt-rotor, is in a much
better position as far as cruise energy is concerned.
3. FUNDAMENTAL DYNAMIC PROBLEMS OF THE ROTOR
3.1 Asymmetry of Flow
Most of the dynamic and many of the aerodynamic problems of rotary-wing
aircraft stem from the fact that an inplane velocity component (VII) appears in all non-
axial translatory motions of a rotor. Let us assume that the velocity vector (Fig 1.4)
representing the distant incoming flow (-_ = velocity of flight w/th an opposite sign)
forms an angle "¢d with the rotor plane (positive when the incoming flow has a com-
ponent in the mrust direction). Then the component--either inplane or parallel to t_e
disc-can be expressed as
VII -- Vc_ ad. (1.3)
Figure 1.4 Inplone velocities of o rotor in nonoxlal tronslotion
In hovering and axial translation, every blade element experiences the velocity
of the incoming flow which is solely a function of the radial location given by radius •
of that elemenL However, the presence of the inplane component VII destroys the axial
symmetry and now the air velocity encountered by the blade element is not only a
function of r, but also of the blade azimuth position (_) measured in the direction of
rotor rotation from the downwind blade position (Fig 1.4b_.
in order to have a quantitative measure of the amount of asymmetry caused by the
inplane component, the concept of advance ratio (/a) was introduced and defined as
1"hearM
p = VltlR_
where R_ _ V r is the tip speed of the rotor.
(1.4)
3.2 Asymmetry of Blade Loads
Relying on an analogy with the fixed wings, one may anticipate that from the
point-of-view of lift generation by a blade element located at station 7- r/R, the most
important air velocity component of the inplane velocity Vll would be that which is
perpendicular to the blade axis (UJ.7):
Ui_ = Ht sin _ + VrF
or (1.5)
UIF = Vt(psln ¢ + _.
It is clear from Eq (1.5) that every element of the blade expedences a sinusoidal
perturbation of its air velocity component perpendicular to the axis. As a result of this,
the U±Tvalues on the advancing side will be higher than on the retreating side. Further-
more, the level of these differences would depend on the magnitude of the advance ratio
p. It should also be noted that on the retreating side there is a circle of diameter dr = #R
where the blade encounters air flow from the trailing edge. This region is called the
reversed velocity area.
The above somewhat cursory analysis should indicate that with _ > O, the advancing
side of the rotor may produce a higher lift than the retreating one. For a blade rigidly
attached to the hub, this would produce a rolling moment which, in principle, can be
neutralized for the aircraft as a whole by paidng equally sized rotors rotating in opposite
directions. Such pairing can be visualized through coaxial, side-by-side, tandems, or some
other configuration.
However, as long as an unbalanced rolling moment exists within the rotor itself,
a I;orresponding bending moment (usually very high) at the blade root and rotor shaft
would also be present.
Proper aerodynamic countermeasures should be applied in order to diminish or
completely eliminate the moment unbalance resulting from the presence of the rotor
inplane component of the distant flow. In this respect, two solutions come to mind:
(1) variation of the blade angle-of-attack in such a manner that the influence of the/_
sin _ term in Eq (1.5) is nullified; and (2) application of other aerodynamic means of
lift management such as circulation control through blowing and/or suction, flaps, and
spoilers. All of these potential means of lift control should be activated in such a way
that the effect sought in (1) is achieved.
The /_ sin d2 term is of the first-harmonic type with respect to the rotor rotation
about its axis; hence, the countermeasures aimed at the elimination (or decrease) of
the infuence of this term should also be of the first-harmonic character.
3.3 Flapping Hinge
A practical solution to problems stemming from the asymmetry of flow was achieved
by de la Cierva through the introduction of the flapping hinge in his autogiro in 1923.
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This was done after an accident resulting from an uncontrolled roll in an earlier model
having "rigid" blades.
Incorporation of the flapping hinge eliminated any possibility of transferring
the blade bending moment to the hub. At the same time, it gave the blade the freedom
to flap about the hinge. It will be shown later that this flapping motion has an aero-
dynamic effect equivalent to a reduction of the blade angle-of-attack on the advancing
side, and an increase on the retreating one. It is understandable that the additional degree
of freedom given to the blade led to a strong interaction between dynamic and aero-
dynamic effects.
More recently, schemes of controlling the rolling moment through circulation
control have been proposed by Yuan 4, Cheesemen s, Dorand _, and Williams _. However,
our attention will be focused on the de la Cierva blade articulation approach, as it repre-
sents the most widely used scheme of dealing with the azimuthal blade lift perturbations
resulting from the inplane velocity. It should be emphasized that the introduction of
blade articulation was probably the most important contribution to the development of
practical rotary-wing aircraft.
For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that the flapping hinge is located on the
rotor axis, and that it is perpendicular to that axis (Fig 1.5).
Neglecting the possible effects of rotor generated vortices in the proximity of the
blades, it may be stated that in hovering or axial translation, velocities experienced by
a rotor blade and hence, the aerodynamic Ioadings, remain constant with the azimuth
angle. In addition to the aerodynamic lift per blade (Lb) which is approximately equal
to thrust per blade (Tb) , there are two other forces acting in the plane passing through
the rotor and blade axis: the centrifugal force, CF; and the weight of the blade, Wb.
Because of the freedom of motion around the flapping hinge, the blade may deflect from
the rotor plane (plane perpendicular to the shaft and passing through the hub center)
and start to move along a conical surface. The angle that the generatrice-in this case,
the blade axis-forms with the rotor plane is called the coning angle 030; up positive),
and its value can be determined from the moment equilibrium conditions around the
flapping hinge (Fig 1.5):
LbrL -- CFsln{Jorct - WbrwcoS_ o =- 0 (1.6)
or, under the small-angle assumption,
Lbr L - CF_orcF - Wbr w = O. (1.6a)
Once the lift and mass distribution along the blade and the rotor tip speed (Vt)
are known, it becomes easy to find the corresponding coning angle. The following simpli-
lying assumptions are made to illustrate this process: (a) the mass per unit of blade span
(RTb) is constant; ie, _la(r) = const and hence, rCF = (2/3)R; (b) the weight of the blade
is small in comparison with the aerodynamic lift (thrust) per blade, Wb _ Lb; and (c) the
lift distribution along the blade is parabolic, rL = (3/4)R. Under these assumptions, Eq
(16a) would yield the following solution:
8o = (918)(Lb/CF) -(9/4)(RLb/rn b Vt =) (1.7)
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Figure 1.5 Articuloted b/ode wl_ flopping hinge only
where m b = R_ b is the blade mass.
The physical and design significance of the above equations is quite obvious:
even if the Lb/rn b ratio and tip speed remain the same for both large and small radii
blades, the coning angle value would be higher for the blade of a larger radius. Large
coning angles (_o > 9°) are not desirable because of aerodynamic interference in for-
ward flight. They may also introduce control errors. For this reason, relative shifting of
the blade mass center toward the tip is required for large diameter rotors to remedy the
tendency of_ o to grow with radius (R).
4. BLADE FLAPPING MOTION
Introduction of the freedom-to-flap leads to an important question-Will the
motion of the blade about the flapping hinge be stable? Both static and dynamic stability
should be considered in answering this question.
4.1 Static Stability
In order to examine the static stability of the blade, we will assume that the blade
is displaced up from its posiUon of equilibrium at an angle _o through an angle d/3 (Fig
1.6). This displacement will affect only the magnitude of the component of centrifugal
force perpendicular to the blade. Under the small-angle assumption, a new value of the
moment about the flapping hinge, due to the CF component perpendicular to the blade
(CF.L) will generally be
McF.L + dMCFI = -(CF)rcF(_o + dE) (1.8)
10
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and consequently,
--(CF)rcF_o E MCF.L
dMCF l = --(CF}rcFd _
or (I .9)
dMcF.L/d _ = --(GF)rcF.
S S \
, /_'/ 6_. __ cF.
I -
_:CF_
Figure 1.6 Displacement of a blade from its pos/tion of equilibrium
From Eq (1.9) it can be seen that the blade is statically stable since dMcFl/d(3
is negative. This means that when the blade is displaced from its position of equilibrium,
a restoring moment is generated-tending to return the blade to its original location.
4.2 Dynamic Stability
Knowing that the blade possesses static stability, the remaining question is whether
the blade flapping motion is dynamically stable; i.e., whether the displaced blade will con-
verge in time to its originai position of equilibrium.
Prior to answering this question, some new geometric and aerodynamic aspects
must be considered. The geometry of a blade element can usually be described by the
following three characteristics.: (1) relative blade station, T--r/R, giving the position of
the considered element along the blade span, (2) shape of the airfoil and position of the
zero-lift chordline, and (3) orientation of the airfoil with respect to the rotor plane as
determined by the local pitch angle 6Twhich represents the angle between the zero-lift
blade chord and the rotor plane (Fig 1.7b).
Depending on the distribution of 8 7 =long the radius, the blade may be either
fiat, 6F(T) =const; or it may be twisted, _(r") =hconst.
It should be noted that the pitch angles of all stations can be varied simultaneously
by rotating the blade as a whole about the so-called pitch axis through an increment &O o.
11
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Figure 1.7 Notations
This action is called feathering.
For the sake of simplicity, we are considering hovering conditions; therefore, the
only "distant" flow experienced by the blade element is that due to the rotor angular
velocity (Q) about its axis. The velocity vector of this flow is either in, or parallel to,
the rotor plane and for an element located at T, would amount to UF = -r£_ = -TV r.
Under steady-state conditions, the angle of incidence (it-) that a blade element makes
with U? is equal to its geometric pitch angle iF = O F.
Returning to the subject of dynamic stability, we will assume-as in the case of
static-that the blade has been displaced up from its position of equilibrium at the coning
angle/30 to a new position at an angle/3 (Fig 1.7a).
When released from its forced position at/3, the statically stable blade will begin to
move down (toward/30) at an angular velocity; -(d/3/dt) =- -_.
It should also be noted (Fig 1.7b) that with the appearance of-_, the angles of
incidence at all blade stations will increase. At any relative station 7--- r/R, the increment
AiF, under small-angle assumptions, will be:
RF(d/31dt) = _ d_t = --_/D,. (1.10)
Since 4/is independent of Tin Eq (1.10), all blade stations will experience the same
change in their angle-of-incidence as they would by feathering through an angle AS.
In other words, from an aerodynamic point-of-view, it has been shown that flapping is
equivalent to feathering. (A 8 0 due to blade rotation about _e pitching axis = _i due to
flapping.) This means that A/as given by Eq (1.10) would cause exactly the same change
in aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the blade as .blade pitching (feathering)
through an angle L_Bo.
As to dynamic stability, it is important to recognize that down-flapping increases
the blade incidence, since A/will be positive just as d/3/dt is negative. Consequently, as
long as the blade is operating below its stall limits, down-flapping would result in an
increase in the lift (thrust) per blade. Furthermore, these forces and the flapping velocity
are of opposite signs; hence, the resulting additional aerodynamic moment about the
flapping hinges will oppose the blade flapping motion; i.e., damping will be provided.
Knowing the slope aTb/aSelso c (in N per radian) in the vicinity of the considered
pitch angle (6o¢), assuming that aTb/asolso ©= const, and taking advantage of Eq (1.10),
the aerodynamic damping moment encountered by a flapping blade can be expressed as
follows:
12
Mdmrnp = r R (a Tb/aO o)]Oo¢/_/,Q,
or calling r R (a Tb/aOo)[Oo ¢ (I/_) = K the damping coefficient, Eq (1.11 ) becomes
Mdamp =---K_.
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(1.11)
Similar to the case of static stability (Eq (1.8)), the restoring moment (tending
to bring the blade to its original position) can be expressed as follows:
Mre ' = --(CF)rcF _ (1.12)
or recognizing that (CF)rcF - h represents the "spring" constant, Eq (1.12) becomes
M_= = --k_. (1.12a)
Now, the equation of motion of the flapping blade can be written as
I_+ K_ +h=O (1.13)
where/f is the blade moment of inertia about the flapping hinge.
Eq (1.13) has the same form as the well-known equation of linear motion of a
mass point with elastic restraint and damping. Its general solution (p. 130 of Ref 8) is:
= AeXlt + Be;k2t (1.14)
where X1 and ;_= are the roots of the characteristic equation
IfX 2 + KX + h = O. (1.15)
These roots are:
and
xl = -(_/21_) + _(_/21r)= - (kll_)'
(116)
x= = -(K/21_) - _/(_/21r)" - (k/If)'.
The sign of the under.the-root expression govem the character of motion which, in
or, rewriting the above in explicit form, it becomes
rR [(aTtJaSo)lSo(l/E_)J = -- 4(CF)rcFI f . (1.17)
In practical designs, the first term in this expression is usually much smaller than
the second one: K2 _ O.032(4hlf).
This means that in general, both square roots in Eq (1.16) are imaginary and thus,
blade oscillations about the flapping hinge will be periodic. The solution of Eq (1.13)
containing real quantities only is written in order to find the period of oscillations (r
in seconds):
13
K = -- 4klf
turn, depends on the sign of the following quantity:
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= CI_ f_/21f)r cos [_/(k/If) - (K'/#lf2)t] + De(_/2/f)t$1n [%/(k/If) - (K2/41f')'t]
(1.is)
where C and D are two constants to be determined from the boundary conditions.
The period, in seconds, of the damped oscillations expressed by Eq (1.18) will be:
1
= 2_ (1.19)
_/(k/If) -- (K= /41f 2)
and the frequency (in hertz) is v = lit.
It can be seen from Eq (1.19) that when the damping factor becomes K = 2v_fk,
T--oo; in other words, the motion becomes non-oscillatory, of the pure subsidence type.
The above K value is called critical damping (K©rlt). For K<Kc,lt, the general char-
acter of an oscillatory motion will be of the type shown in Fig 1,3.
oI
Figure 1.8 Charocter of the periodic damped motion
The rapidity of convergence can be measured by the ratio of two consecutive
amplitudes (say, A2/A i):
A=/A 1 = e-(K/21f)(t + r)/_(KI21f)t = £(K/21F;_ . (1.20)
In order to get some idea regarding the period and decay of the amplitude of an
oscillating blade, the ratios appearing under the square root in Eq (1.19) will be examined.
hi/, = [(1/2)MRS' ] [(213)R] 1(I/3)MR' = Q'. (1.21)
It cam be seen from Eqs (1.19) and (1.21) that when there is no damping (K =0),
the period of oscillation is exactJy equal to the time of one revolution (t o = 21ritz ; or
ton = 21r). This means that the frequency of oscillations is equal to one per revolution.
The ratio of the period of oscillation with damping to that without damping
(1"/ro) can be obtained from Eq (1.19):
14
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T/I" o = I/_/1 - (K214kl;). (1.22)
But the K2/4klf has already been examined and assuming typical values, was found
to be K2/4klf _-0.032. It appears, hence, that for practical design rotors, it is permissible
to neglect the influence of damping and to assume that
r _- _o =2_/_.
Some insight regarding consecutive amplitude ratios can be obtained by examining
the expression K/21I appearing in the exponent ore in Eq (1.20). Noting that Tb = wbRc
where wb is the blade loading, the derivative expressing blade-thrust versus collective-
pitch variations can be expressed as
aTb/aeoloo" = (awb/aSolso )Rc.
Assuming that the blade mass is uniformly distributed along its axis, the blade moment of
inertia about the flapping hinge becomes (l/3)(Wb/g)R =, and the expression for K/21f
can be written as follows:
, 2If = RrrRc(Bwb/aeo)leo©(l/E_)l(2/3)(WJg)R=. (1.23)
In order to make the present investigation of dynamic stability more universal,
the blade loading is nondimensionalized by dividing wb by PVt=: _¢b = Wb/PVr a" The
awb/a8 o derivative can now be written as awb/a8 o = (a_v_laSo)pVt 2. Remembering
that Wb = wsbRc; where wsb is the blade structural weight-per-unit area, and _R-- Vr;
and further, assuming that7 T = 2/3, Eq (1.23) can now be expressed as
x/21f = [a(wb/pVt2)laeoleoc]gp Vt21Wsb . (1.24)
The character of the i)_,bli)O o = f(O©) variation is shown in Fig 1.9. It can be seen
that when 8o-_ O; a_/blaOo-_ o, also. This obviously means that for either completely or
aJmost completely unloaded rotors (0 o -_ 0), the damping coefficient may become very
small or may even drop to zero. However, for typical operations, 8 o _ I0°; and it may be
assumed that i)_blaO o _ 0.65/rod. This quantity, when combined with typical values
encountered in practice: namely, V t = 200 m/s (_ 650 fps), wsb = 301tG/m 2 (_.6 psf_,
and p = Po = 1.23 kg/m 3 (0.002378 slugs/cu.ft); would result in x/21f -_ 5.3/s, and an
amplitude ratio of
A=/A1 _=e -1"1_ = 0.323.
This means that each amplitude following another would only amount to approxi-
mately one-third that of the preceding one. Consequently, a blade having a flapping
hinge perpendicular to the rotor axis would rapidly converge to its original position after
having been displaced from its angle of equilibrium. In other words, it may be stated that
under normal operating conditions, the flapping motion of a rotor blade would exhibit
not only static, but also dynamic stability. This characteristic is one of the most im-
portant factors in making rotary-wing aircraft feasible.
15
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4.3 Effect of Flapping Hinge Offset
All of the preceding considerations were performed under the assumption that the
flapping hinge passes through, and is perpendicular to, the rotor axis. For simpler design
solutions, as well as improved controllability due to the presence of the hub moment,
the flapping hinges of practical rotary-wing aircraft are often located with some offset
(usually a few percent) of the rotor radius 71- rf/R, where rf is the radius determining
the location of the flapping hinge (Fig 1.9). As before, it will be assumed that (1) the
flapping hinge is perpendicular to a radial plane passing through the rotor axis, (2) the
blade mass (rob) is uniformly distributed along the blade so thatm b = RWb/g where 1_b
is the blade weight per unit span, and g is the acceleration of gravity, and (3) the blade
is completely rigid.
Figure I. 10 Offset flapping hinge
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The question is, What effect would the hinge offset have on the flapping frequency
of the blade which, for an undamped blade with the flapping hinge at the rotor axis,
amounts to one-per-revolution?
To investigate this problem alone, the damping term can be neglected, and the
equation of the blade motion around its flapping hinge can be written as follows:
If_ + M,,, = 0 (1.25)
where Mre= is the restoring moment about the flapping hinge. Keeping Eq (1.2a) in
mind, Eq (1.25) can be rewritten as
I_ + _ = o. (1.25a)
In Eqs (1.25) and (1.25a), /f is the blade moment of inertia about the flapping
hinge which can now be expressed as
I
If =/(Wo/g)RdrR 2 (r - rt} 2 = (I /3,)(Wo/g)R 2 (1 - 7) 3 . (1.26)
The restoring moment Mrw s appearing in Eq (1.2.5) can be written as follows:
I
Mr°, = /'(_'_,/g)R2_2r(r - ,7)R_dr= (7/6)W_,/gJR_2(I - _)2(7+ 2)_. (1.2-/)
Comparing Eqs (1.25) and (1.25a) with Eq (1.2"/), one would find that the spring
constant k can be expressed as
* = (116)(W_,lg)R_2( 7 -- _)= (7 + 2). (1.28)
For the type of equation represented by Eq (1.25a), the natural frequency of
harmonic motion s can be expressed as
_ - (2_) _ = kVETT;. (1.29)
Substituting the k value from Eq (1.28) and the If value from Eq (1.26) into Eq
(1.29), the blade natural frequency referred to one revolution becomes
(,,In) = (o01_) =-._I_= = _/(_ +'2)12(I - _). (1.30)
In view of the fact that usually, r/_ I, Eq (1.30) can be simplified:
vln _- x/[1 + (rll2)](1 +_+rl 2 +...) _ _/l+(.?/2)r_ _ 1+(3/4)rl. (1.31)
Values of the first natural flapping frequency for blades with an offset flapping
hinge as given by the exact (Eq (1.30)), and an approximate (Eq (1.31)) formulae are
shown in Fig 1.1 1.
Two things can be noted from the equations and figures: (1) flapping frequency
increases with the flapping hinge offset, and (2) Eq (1.31) provides an acceptable approxi-
mation for the offset values of r/ _ 0.08 usually encountered in practi_ for articu-
lated rotors.
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Figure I.I I Effect of flapping hinge on blade flapping frequency
The so-called hingeless rotors exhibit various degrees of rigidity as far as blade
flapping deformation is concerned. This, combined with the action of the centrifugal
acceleration on the blade mass particles leads to flapping frequencies higher than one
per rev, (v/n > 1.0). For most hingeless rotors, this ratio would probably not exceed the
v/n == l. 1 value. However, in truly "rigid" blades such as the counter-rotating rotors of
the ABC type, values as high as v/n _ 7.# may be encountered (see p. 39).
Since the value of the flapping frequency ratio of a hinged blade depends on the
magnitude of hinge offset, one often encounters the flapping rigidity of hingeless blades
expressed in terms of the equivalent or virtual flapping hinge offset. For example, it may
be stated that a hingeless blade having a first natural frequency of v/n = 1.08 represents
an equivalent flapping hinge offset of 10 percent, since an articulated blade with the
actual flapping hinge located at 10 percent of radius would have the same v/n value (Fig
1.11). This approach is convenient for such estimates as an immediate assessment of the
control power through the hub moments which are proportional to the flapping hinge
offset.
Although the role of flapping hinge offsets, both actual and equivalent, may be
neglected in most performance tasks, it has been considered in some detail because prob-
lems related to the hinge offset are constantly encountered in such fields as control and
trim analysis. For a more detailed discussion on this subject, the reader is referred to
Chs 2 and 3 of Vol I1.
5. ROTOR CONTROL
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5.1 Rotor Thrust Inclination through Cyclic Control in Hover
In Sect 4.2 it was shown that the blade motion about the flappin 8 hinse of a
rotating rotor can be interpreted as a free oscillatory motion with dampins. If, however,
an external periodically varying moment is applied, the motion would then become
forced oscillation. In the case of a rotor, it is evident that such an external moment
can be generated through a forced variation of the blade thrust. It was also mentioned
that this could be done by such means as flap deflection and circulation control throush
blowing or suction. At present, however, the most common way of varying the blade
thrust around the azimuth is through feathering-a periodic change of the blade pitch
angle 8 o as a whole. This variation of 8 o with azimuth must be periodic and conse-
quentJy, can be expanded into a Fourier series containing any number of harmonics
(n ;_ 1). However, in practice, control inputs in all regimes of flight and especially in
hover are usually of first harmonic character:
8o¢, = 8o - 8.!cos(_, - $I) (1.32)
where 81 is the maximum deviation of the blade collective pitch angle from its nominal
(average) value (6o) , and _1 represents the azimuth angle at which this maximum devia-
tion occurs (Fig 1.12a)
In practice, the blade collective pitch variation given by Eq (1.32) is accomplished
through a relatively simple mechanical device called the swashplate, which was probably
first proposed by Yur'iev in 1911. This device consists of a circular track which, through
pilot-control inputs, can be arbitrarily inclined with respect to the plane perpendicular
to the rotor axis (Fig 1.12b).
SWASHPLATE
(b)
Figure I. 12 Scheme of cyclic control
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The inner race of the swashplate is attached to the rotor shaft by means ofa gimbal
joint. This is done in such a way that it remains stationary as far as rotation about the
rotor axis is concerned. In contrast, the outer race is driven at the rotational speed of the
rotor. Pitch links, connecting the outer race to the blade pitch arms, transmit the inclina-
tion of the swashplate into the variation of the blade pitch angle according to Eq (1.32).
Without going into the refinements of aerodynamic theories, it may be anticipated
that the first harmonic cyclic variation of the blade collective pitch would produce
corresponding cyclic changes in the thrust per blade which, of course, would mean that
the moment experienced by the blade about the flapping hinge would also vary cy-
clically. This would generate a forcing moment (Mr) which would become a function
°fA00@=8o@-0o; Mf= f(AOo_ .)
Simply to illustrate the problem, it will be assumed that A 0o _ reaches its maxi-
mum positive value at _ = 90°; hence, Mf_ = Mfm,x sin _ =- Mfm=x sin _t. Under
this assu mption, an analogy to the case of forced oscillation of a mass point with damping
can be noticed as the equation of motion of the blade becomes
I_ + r'_ + hE = Mfrn,x sin _2t. (1.33)
The complete solution of Eq (1.33) iscomposed of the following terms:
(It -- IfEZ2)sinE_t - K_ cos_t (1.34)
= AeXlt + BeL=t + Mfm'x (k _lf_2)= + K2R=
The first two terms represent previously discussed free, dynamically stable oscilla-
tions that quickly decrease with time (transient motion). The third term describes a
simple harmonic motion with constant amplitude. It is clear, hence, that after a few
revolutions, the blade will be moving according to the third term of Eq (1 .34). The e
terms in this equation, can therefore be neglected and the equation can be rewritten
as follows:
M tm .x
= _/(k -/_z2) = + K=_z= sin(_zt - _,) (1.3s)
where the value of the phase lag angle @p is determined by the following relationship:
tan @/_ = g_/(h - If_2). (1.36)
It can be seen from Eq (1.36) that when k = IfQ=, _p = 90 =.
For a blade with its non-off_t flapping hinge located perpendicular to the rotor
axis and having a constant axial mass distribution, _(r) = const,
h = (CF)RFcF = (1/2)MRE_a(2/3)R = Ifn'.
Consequently, the phase lag angle for this blade will be 90 ° . This means that
when the first-harmonic pitch control is applied in such a way that its maximum value
occurs at VJ = 90 ° (Omo x at _ = 90 °) and hence Mfmmx also occurs at _ = 900; _m_x
will take place at @ = 180 °.
As to the magnitude of(Jrnax (Ref 8, p. 139), it can be shown that
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_mRx _ Mtrnax/Kfz (1.37)
but
Mfmax = aTa/aeoleoc(Aeom,xRTT).
Substituting the _ value appearing in Eq (1.11)into Eq (1.37), this equation is now
reduced to
#rn,x _" ACorn,x" (1.37a)
Eqs (1.35) and (1.37a) indicate that by applying a first-harmonic variation of the
cyclic pitch to a hovering rotor with flapping hinges (zero offset hinges perpendicular to
the rotor axis) a steady inclination of the tip-path plane can be obtained as long as the
control input remains the same. Furthermore, the maximum value of that angle-of-
inclination is equal to the maximum pitch control input (A 8ommx). In this way, an
equivalence of blade feathering and flapping has once more been demonstrated.
It was also shown that for the zero-offset flapping hinges, the phase lag angle-
which is independent of damping-amounts to 90". This means that the maximum
flapping angle of the blade occurs 90* later than the maximum blade pitch angle.
In order to get some idea regarding the influence of the blade natural frequency
and damping on the phase lag angle, Eq (1.36) is written as follows:
KI2
ton _u = [(*/It) - _']/f" (1.3s)
where h/If is the square of the frequency of the flapping blade with zero damping (see
Eq (1.19)) times 27r: kV/_f = 2n_. Substituting this value into Eq (1.38) and considering
that _ = (#n)n, Eq (1.38) becomes:
Kfl
tan _# = [(v/n)2(2rm) 2 _ I22 Ill" (1.38a)
Since 2_n - _, Eq (1.38a) can now be rewritten as
i(
tan _# = [(u/n) 2 _ 1]EUf" (1.38b)
Eq (1.38b) cleady indicates that as the natural frequency of the blade about its
flapping hinge becomes greater than one-per-revolution, as in the case of articulated
blades with flapping hinge offsets and hingeless rotors, the phase lag angle becomes less
than 90*.
In order to more clearly indicate the influence of damping, a relative damping ratio
(_/Kctit) can be introduced. This is done by dividing both the numerator and denomi-
nator in Eq (1.38b) by Kcrir -2V_tk=21fI2. Now Eq (1.38b) becomes
2(K/Kcrit) (1.38C)
tan qJ# [(v/n) = - 1]
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This relationship, illustrated in Fig 1.13, is reproduced from Gessow and Myers 9.
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5.2 Blade Flapping in Forward Flight
For simplicity, helicopter translations with an inplane velocity (VII) will be called
forward flight. In Sect 3.1, Eq (1.5), it was shown that the velocity component perpen-
dicular to the blade (UJ.) varies with the azimuth as as/n _ function. It was also pointed
out that because of blade thrust, the aerodynamic moment about the flapping hinge
(Mr) may also vary with the azimuth in the same manner as the U/component. This, in
turn, would lead to a variation of the aerodynamic moment with _: Mf=Mf(_). Under
steady-state conditions, Mf would change periodically in exactly the same way through
each revolution. Similar to the previously considered case of cyclic control in hover, Mr
may be regarded as a moment forcing the blade to oscillate about its flapping hinge. The
following equation desEdbes this kind of motion:
If_ + _ + hE = Mf(_). (1.39)
It may be expected that the steady-state solution of this equation is a harmonic
function of _ which can be expressed in terms of a Fourier series representing a sum of
simple harmonic motions. Stopping at the second harmonic, the solution would be
= oo - o1 cos_ - b1 sl,__ - o=c= (2_) - b=sin (2_) (1.40)
where the following interpretation can be given to the coefficients Oo, o I, o=, bl, and b2:
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oo - represents the part of flapping independent of ¢. This is the same as the coning
angle in hover (/30) when all cyclic inputs are zero: /30= %.
01 - the coefficient representing the amplitude of a pure, first-harmonic, cosine motion
and, according to the previously adopted sign convention, it describes the fore and aft
inclination of the rotor disc(tip-path plane) having a maximum elevation at ¢ = 780° and
minimum elevation at ¢ = 0 (Fig 1.14).
-V _ATH 'p I
INCOMING D'_E .][
FLOW = I1,=0
I
I
I
Figure I. 14 Pure cosine motion - tlp-poth p/one seen from the/eft
b1 - coefficient representing the amplitude of a pure, first-harmonic, sine motion reach-
ing_mi n at ¢ =90 =, and/3m, x at ¢=270 ° (Fig 1.15).
I
I
= 270 ° -___I _ "gO °
I
I
I
Figure 1.15 Pure sine motion - tllPPeth p/one seen from the reor
02, b2, etc. - coefficients representing amplitudes of the higher harmonics. For instance,
when plotting the _ =-o2 cos (2_) motion vs ¢ (Fig 1.16), it can be seen that two max-
ima appear; one at ¢ = 90 ° and another at ¢ = 270 °. By the same token, two minima are
also present (¢ = 0° and ¢ = 180=)o while zeroes are reached at ¢ =45 °, 135 °, 225 =, and
315 °.
It is obvious that as additional harmonic terms are introduced into Eq (1.40),
the determination of the path of" the blade tips becomes more accurate. However, for
purely performance considerations, the zero (On) plus the two first-harmonic terms are
usually sufficient.
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Figure I. 16 Tip-poth of= b/ode executing second hormonic cosine motion
Some insight into the order of magnitude of the flapping harmonic coefficients
encountered in practice can be obtained from the following flight measurementsg:
oo = 8. 7=; o1 = 6.1°; b I = 3.9=; o2 = 0.5°; andb 2 =--0.1=.
Retaining only first-harmonic terms and making substitutions =0_ oo =/3o, °1 =/31
cos 41, and b 1 =/31 sin 41 -- Eq (1.40) may be rewritten as follows:
/3 =/30 -/31 cos (4 - _1). (1.41)
Eq (1.41) is identical to Eq (1.32) and clearly indicates that the tip-path plane is
inclined from the plane perpendicular to the shaft through an angle/31. It should also be
noted that the tip-path plane is perpendicular to an axis called the virtual oxls ofrototlon.
This axis extends through the hub and lies in a plane which passes through the rotor axis
and makes an angle _1 with the _ = 0 plane.
In general, _1 =# 0; therefore, the lowest point in flapping is not necessarily at the
down-wind, and the highest at the up-wind, position. Should Mf(_) be of the character
Mf = Mfmlx sin _ however, then the equation of motion (1.39) would be identical to
Eq (1.33)and thus, for the case of (u/n) = 1, a 90 ° phase lag shift may be expected. In
the expression for/3 as given by Eq (1.41), this would mean that _1 = 0 and the blade
would experience maximum flapping angle at _ = 180 = and minimum at _ = 0 =.
Determination of the flapping coefficient requires an extensive knowledge of rotary-
wing aerodynamics. Consequently, only the details necessary for a better understanding
of the physical aspects is provided in the following dir,;ussion.
Assuming, for simplicity, that the resultant force representing blade thrust (Tb)
in both hover and forward flight remains at the same relative blade station ?T, the thrust
moment about a non-offset flapping hinge would be
Mf = TbR_ T. (1.42)
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If the blades are completely rigid, it may be anticipated that as a first approxi-
mat/on, 7b, as any other lift force, would vary proportionally to the square of the UJ.
component experienced by the blade at station • T. This means that the thrust per blade
in hover (Tbh) would be proportional to UJ.h = :
Tb h "_ UJ_ = = (Vt?T) 2 (1.43)
while in forward flight,
Tbfd "_ Ulfd_ = Vr = (F T + IJ sin _)=. (1.44)
Combining Eqs (1.42), (1.43), and (1.44), imagining that the flapping hinges
are locked perpendicularly tllrough the rotor axis, and assuming that the blades are rigid,
the ratio of blade thrust moment about the flapping hinge in forward flight (Mffd) to
that in hovering (Mfh) would exhibit the following proportionality:
(Mtfd/Mfh) ~ [1 + 2(/Jsln $/Fr) + (IJ= sin 2 $)/rT=]. (1.45)
Omitting the last term in Eq (1.45) as being small (at least for/J < 0.3) in compari-
son with the two preceding ones, Eq (1.45) can be rewritten as
(Mfm/Mt h) ~ [1 + 2(#sin $/FT) }. (1.45a)
From this equation and Fig 1.17, it may be assumed as a first approximation
that in translatory flight with an inplane velocity component (/J > 0), an aerodynamic
forcing moment proportional to sin _ will be present. Furthermore, itcan be seen from
Eq (1.45a) that its magnitude will also be proportional to/_. Proportionality of the
forcing moment to sin _ makes the presently considered case analogous to that of the
thrust vector tilt in hover as discussed in Sect 5.1. Consequently, many of the conclusions
,,- f-.:,
I #'0 ..,_ _. o_ I
I
J 0.3 _% _._ .-- _//
F/gum 1.17 Churocter of the aerodynomic forcing moment due to
the Inplune velocity component
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reached at that time can readily be applied here. For instance, it becomes evident chat
for flapping blades with zero offset [(v/n) = 1.0], the phase angle in forward flight will
also be _p = 90 °. In other words, maximum flapping will occur 90 ° after Mff d assumes
its maximum value. In the considered case, it will obviously mean that maximum eleva-
tion will take place at _ = 180 ° and its minimum (the largest negative), at _ = 0. As to
the magnitude of the flapping motion determined by the value of thea 1 coefficient in
Eq (1.40), it may be anticipated that this quantity will be strongly influenced by the/_
level (see Eq (1.45)).
The sideward tilt of the tip-path plane as reflected by the b 1 values in Eq (1.40)
may be explained as a consequence of coning: 81 = f(%). Using an approach suggested
by Gessow and Myers9, the above dependence can be explained as follows: Without
coning, the influence of forward velocity on the flapping blade at _/ = 780° will be the
same as at ¢ --- 0° asshown in Fig 1.18a).
However, for the coned rotor, a difference in the angle-of-attack of the blade with-
in the leading (90°_ _/ _270 °) and the trailing (270° _ _ _450 °) sectors may occur.
_/'_AV" +V_o C_r
¢,.1110e
(b)
Figure 1.18 Velocity component due to coning
If we imagine that the bladesare somehow restricted against flapping but retain
their coning angleoo =-_o, additional forward velocity components at _ = 0° (-4 V) and
d/= 180° (At_ would be as shown in the upper part of Fig 1.18b.
A genera/expression for _ i/at zll azimuth angleswill be as follow_:
_v =- v_o cos_,. U.46)
It is clear from this equation that the influence of the angle-of-attack variation due
to coning will be first harmonic in character. This, in turn, would generate variation of
the aerodynamic moment of the same character. It may be expected hence, that a new
periodic motion of the blade will result. For the frequency ratio v/n _ 1.0, it may be
expected that the phase lag angle will be about 90° or, in other words, the bl sin
should approximately describe the character of the flapping angle variation due to coning
angle effects.
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It should be noted, however, that in addition to coning which is usually the stron-
gest factor, there may be other causes for the cos _ variation of the blade aerodynamic
moment leading to lateral flapping.
There are many causes for the blade tip motions described by the higher flapping
harmonics represented in Eq (1.40) by the terms containing coefficients o2, b= .....
For instance, existence of the reversed flow region and the presence of the sin 2 _a and
cos2 _ terms may be one cause of the second harmonic excitations.
5.3 Control of the Thrust Vector Inclination
Control of the thrust vector inclination, both in hovering and forward flight, can be
accomplished through the following means:
1. Inclination of the rotor shaft whose axis in this case is identical to that of the
control axis (Fig 1.19a).
2. Inclination of the hub only, which would be equivalent to the displacement of the
control axis (Fig 1.19b).
3. Inclination of the swashplate which, again, is equivalent to the displacement of the
control axis (Fig 1.19c).
Although only the tilt of the thrust vector through cyclic control inputs was dis-
cussed in Sect 5.1, it can be shown that in the absence of the inplane translatory velocity
component (i.e., when _u= 0 as in hovering), any of the means of thrust tilt shown in Fig
1.19 would, after a brief transient period, lead to an alignment of the thrust vector with
the control axis. This means that the tip-path plane would then assume a position perpen-
dicular to the control axis.
V i,,'-
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F/gum I. 19 Various means of tilting the thrust vector
However, when an inplane component of the distant flow appears (_u> 0), flapping
would develop and the thrust vector will tilt (from its original position of alignment with
the control axis) in the direction of the inplane velocity component (dash lines in Fig
1.19). This means that the tip-path plane will no longer be perpendicular to the control
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axis. This phenomenon of deviation of the thrust vector from the control axis is impor-
tant when making a trim analysis of the whole aircraft.
Feathering which is presently achieved through mechanical inputs from a swash-
plate--either directly to the blade pitch arm or th:'ough a special flap, twisting the blade-
represents practically the only method used for controlling the rotor thrust tilt. It is
obvious that this type of control would permit one to tilt the rotor thrust vector to any
position in the ground frame of reference as needed for a desired flight condition.
In order to gain more insight and understanding of the physical relationship be-
tween feathering and flapping, the following elementary example is considered:
A simple flapping rotor with infinitely heavy blades (% = 0) is operating in
forward flight. The control axis is vertical and the rotor disc is tilted upward
by o 1 as depicted in Fig 1.20a. As interpreted by Gessow and Myers 9-''An
observer riding on the control axis and rotating with the blades observes
that the blades flap up and down with each revolution, but they are fixed
in pitch. At the same time, an observer who sits in the plane of the tips-
rotating with the blades-observes that the blades do not flap at all, but do
change their pitch-high, then low-once each revolution. The pitch is low
on the advancing side of the rotor and high on the retreating side. Exam-
ining Fig 1.20b, it is seen that the amount of blade feathering with respect
to the plane of the tips is equal in degrees to the amount of blade flapping
with respect to the control axis. Fore and aft (01 ) flapping with respect to
the control axis is therefore equal to lateral (B l) feathering with respect
to the axis perpendicular to the plane of the ups. The control axis is the
axis of no feathering; the axis perpendicular to the plane of the tips is the
plane of no flapping (except for higher harmonics)."
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II - FLAdqItNG ZERO FEATHERING Ik_X. DOWN
C - FLAPPING FULL UP FEATHERING ZERO
O - FLAImtqNG ZERO FEATHERING MAX. UP
Figure 1.20 Flopping ond feotherlng
From a practical point of view, one usually tries to use some cleady identifiable
line as a reference because of its physical or design significance. In helicopters, this line
is represented by the rotor-shaft axis. For this reason, it is important to know how to
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calculate the position of the tip-path plane (to which thrust is assumedto be perpendicular)
with respect to the rotor-shaft axis.
Before establishing the necessary relationships, it should be recalled that there is
no feathering with respect to the control axis; i.e., the axis perpendicular to the swash-
plate plane. This becomes obvious when one realizes that the attachment points of the
pitch links and the blade pitch axis move in a plane parallel to the swashplate (Fig 1.20c).
As previously discussed,however, flapping may exist with respect to the control
axis, and its value was given by Eq (1.40) which, when limited to the first-harmonic
flapping terms, becomes
= Oo - Ol cos _ - bl sin d/. (1.47)
Feathering motion with respect to the tip-path plane (also up to the first harmonics
only) is given by
8 = Ao - A1 cos _ - B1 sin _. (1.48)
Denoting flapping and feathering motions with respect to the shaft by the sub-
script s, the following relationships as shown in Fig (1.21) 9 are obtained:
• I
,
Figure 1.21 Flopping ond feathering wtth respect to the short oxls
cL = a_ - BI= (1.49)
Ao = Ao, (1.50)
% = ao, (1.51)
ol = o1= + Bls (1.52)
bl = bls + Als (1.53)
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where _ represents the angle-of-attack (with respect to the distant flow V) of the plane
perpendicular to the control axis.
6. BLADE LAGGING MOTION
When looking at rotor configurations incorporating flapping hinges, one would
usually notice additional discrete hinges located approximately perpendicular to the
rotor plane. These hinges are called lag or drag hinges, and they permit the blade to
execute some motion in the rotor plane (Fig 1.22).
Figure 1.22 Hub with flapping and lag hinges
In hingeless rotors, one can imagine that, similar to the flapping case, the inplane
flexibility would provide a virtual hinge for this type of motion. The need for a lag hinge,
or provision of inplane blade flexibility can be better appreciated in light of the following
consideration:
It can be shown (for instance on p.85, Ref 10) that the Coriolis (inplane) accelera-
tion (ac) experienced by a mass element located at a distance • from the shaft axis of a
blade rotating about the rotor axis with an angular velocity Q, and having a flapping
angular velocity/_ when the blade is at an angle 8, will be
ac = 2,9_t_. (1.54)
Assuming a simple harmonic flapping motion,/$ may be expressed as
= 8o - 01 cos (_ - _1) (1.5s)
where /$o is the coning angle. In the present consideration, it is assumed that/3 o = O;
/_1 is the maximum (absolute) value of the flapping angle; and 41 is the azimuth angle
corresponding to the maximum (down) value of 8. Expressing _ in terms of rotor rota-
tional velocity and time (qJ = E_t), Eq (1.55) can be written as
0 = (so- t_ cos (_t - q,_). (1.55a)
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Consequently,
and Eq (1.54) becomes
and
/}= &_.sin(_t - ¢'I);
However,
oc = --2r_2_1 = sin (_t -- V;1)COS (Qt - V;1).
sin (_t - @_)cos (_t - @_) = ',_sin (2_t - 2VJ_),
(I.SSb)
(I.S6)
ac = --r_=_l 2 sin 2(_2t - V;1). (1.57)
It is clear from Eq (1.57) that a c varies as the second harmonic and thus reaches
its highest positive as well as its maximum negative value twice per each revolution. It is
obvious that without a lag hinge, the blade root could be subjected to a fatigue bending
moment--changing from + co - twice per revolution.
For a typical medium-size helicopter (such as the hypothetical aircraft considered
in Vol II) with R = 7.6m_ ;2 = 30 tad/s; and/_1 = 0.1 rod; the inplane Coriolis accelera-
tion experienced by the blade mass elements at r = 0.SR would amount to aCmox
5.5g, where g is the acceleration of gravity.
Similar to the previous investigation of blade flapping stability, it can be shown
that a blade having the freedom to move around an offset lag hinge would exhibit static
stability. However, as far as dynamic stability is concerned, hinges perpendicular or
almost perpendicular to the plane of rotation would encounter much lower aerodynamic
damping, lhis is because the blade resistance to lagging would now be provided by drag
forces which, in general, are much smaller than those associated with lift. Consequently,
special hydraulic or friction dampers or other means of damping are usually installed (Fig
1.22).
Although the lag hinge and the associated inplane blade motion has a considerable
effect on the dynamic problems of rotary-wing aircraft (for example, ground and air
resonance), its importance from a purely performance point of view is very minor and
except for hub drag effects, its presence may be ignored.
7. CONFIGURATIONS
With general background information regarding rotary-wing aircraft as a group as
well as some exposure to dynamic problems particular to the rotor, the reader should be
in a position to recognize the significance of various approaches to design concepts of
rotors, types of control, and rotorcraft configurations.
7.1 Rotor Types
Main and tail rotors usually belong to one of the following types:
1. Fully-articulated-incorporating both flapping and lagging hinges (Figs 1.22
and 1.23a).
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(O} FULLY ARTICULATED
(C) HINGELESS
RING MING£
FLAPPING
(b) TEETERING
I \ _--'_L THRI[E HINGES
\ lit ONE POINT
ROYO_
SI'U_FI
(d) ELASTOMERIC
Figure 1.23 Principol types of rotor hubs: :
2. Teetering (Fig 1.23b)
3. Hingeles$ (Fig 1.23c).
A fourth type of blade suspension, represented by the elastomeric hub, is now
being developed (Fig 1.23d). In thisscheme, freedom of flap,lag,and featheringmotions
are concentrated into a singlejoint,thus assuring a limited sphericalfreedom of blade
movement. Of course, many other systems of blade attachments have eitherbeen, or are
being developed (forinstance,bearinglessand flextypes}.
From the point-of-view of flying qualities,aeroelastic,and vibration aspects,all
of the aforementioned hub configurationsmay exhibit differentcharacteristics.Neverthe-
less,except for the parasitedrag level,the aerodynamic treatment of theirperformance
problems may be identicalfor practicalengineeringpurposes.
7.2 Types of Helicopter Control
Similar to fixed-wing aircraft, longitudinal, lateral, and directional controls are
also required in helicopters. However, because of the V'l'OL-type operations of helicopters,
a means of vertical control directly governing the height of rotary-wing aircraft within the
ground reference frame is also needed. Furthermore, the large reaction torques generated
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by the mechanically-driven lifting rotors must be counterbalanced in order to prevent an
undesirable rotation of the airframe. In multi-rotor configurations (e.g., coaxial, tandem,
and side-by-side), this task is accomplished by pairing lifting rotors of equal size, but having
opposite directions of rotation. With few exceptions, the tail rotor-whether open or
enclosed-currently serves as a main-rotor torque-compensating device for pure helicopter
single-rotor designs. The control forces and moments in pure helicopters are usually gener-
ated entirely by the lifting and tail rotors, while the nonrotating empennage surfaces serve
principally as a means of trim.
Verticol control of helicopter configurations is almost always obtained through
a direct variation of thrust of the lifting rotor or rotors. The most common means of
accomplishing this goal is through a geometric simultaneous increase or decrease of the
pitch an_e of all the blades in one rotor. This is called collective or zero-hormonic pitch
control. Other means of rotor thrust variation include circulation, or boundary-layer con-
trol of the flow around the blade airfoils. Variation of rotor rotational speed may, in prin-
ciple, also be used as a means of direct thrust control, but the slow response resulting
from the high rotational inertia of lifting rotors renders this approach impractical.
Longitudinal end leteml control of single-rotor end coexl¢l helicopters is usually
accomplished by tilting the thrust vector through a cyclic application of the first-harmonic
blade feathering from the swashplate. The resulting inclination of the thrust vector pro-
vides a horizontal component which pulls the rotorcraft in the desired direction while
the thrust moment about the aircraft e.g. rotates the helicopter in a pitching, rolling,
or coupled motion.
At this point, it should be noted that application of cyclic control to rotors having
offset flapping hinges--either discrete or virtual-generates a hub moment in addition to
that resulting from thrust-vector tilt.
In the scheme shown in Fig 1.24, it is assumed that the flapping hinge is located at
a distance rf h = _R and the blades execute a flapping motion as given in Eq (1.41).
LCFccm_1 + f
I
(cp ¢= #$_) sl, _$_
cp c= #$ _
Figure 1.24 Scheme of hub-moment generotion
The centrifugal force component (CF cos _) acting along the blade can, in tum,
be resolved into two forces at the flapping hinge; one, perpendicular (CFI = CFcos [3sin [J)
and the other parallel (CFll = CF cos2 _ ), to the hub plane. The CFJ. component will
reach its maximum value when the blade attains ¢ = ¢1 + Tr, and its lowest level when
the blade is at ¢ = ¢ I-
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Taking Eq (1.41) into consideration, and accepting small angle assumptions, the
moment generated at azimuth angle ¢ by the CFJ. of a single blade having an offset
(Tt) flapping hinge will be
M'_ = _R(CF)[_oCos(_ -- _1) --_1 cos_(_ -- _1)].
Eq (1.58) can be averaged over one revolution as follows
¢-¢1=2,r
M'_ =[_R(CF)/2=] / [_oCos (_-¢1) -_, c°s_ (¢-¢1)]d¢
¢-¢1=0
which becomes
and for all b blades
(1.58)
m_ = ,_b_R(CF). (1.60)
With respect to the CF II components, it can be seen that under the small angle
assumption (cos _ = 1), their contributions will mutually cancel out within one revolu-
tion. It may be stated hence that on the strength of Eq (1.60), the hub moment generated
by offset flapping hinges is equal to a product of the half amplitude of the flapping
angle, offset of the flapping hinge, number of blades, and magnitude of the blade cen-
trifugal force.
Longitudinal control of the side-by-s/de contTgumt/on would be obtained in the
same way as for the single-rotor helicopter.
Longitud/nol control of tondem$ can be best acheived through a differential varia-
tion of the magnitude of the rotor thrust. This may be accompanied by some tilt of the
thrust vectors with respect to the rotor shaft. The first of these objectives is reached
through the application of the differential collective pitch control while for the second,
cyclic control inputs are used as in the single-rotor case.
Lateral control of the s/de-by-s/de configurot/on is usually obtained in exactly the
same way as longitudinal control of the tandem; i.e., through differential collective pitch
which again, may be combined with cyclic control inputs.
Leterol control of tQndem$ is usually accomplished in the same way as for the
single-rotor types; i.e., through cyclic control.
Direct/ona/ control of the single-rotor he//copter is most often obtained from the
tail-rotor thrust variation resulting from collective pitch inputs to the t_il-rotor blades.
Direct/on# control of coax/ol types is commonly based on changing the torque
distribution between the rotors. This is usually done through differential variation of the
collective pitch of the upper and lower rotors. Other means of disturbing the torque equi-
librium between the rotors can also be used; for instance, by actuating the spoilers which
would cause an increase in the blade drag while the lift remains constant.
Directiono/ control of the side-by-s/de conf/gurations and tandems is usually achieved
through differential inclination of the lifting-rotor thrust vectors. This is accomplished
by proper cyclic control inputs.
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It should be realized that-similar to the case of the previously discussed vertical
control-inclination of the rotor thrust can be achieved by means other than directly
governing the periodic variation of the blade pitch angle through swashplate inputs.
First-harmonic airfoil circulation control through blowing or boundary layer control
through blowing or suction can lead to the same results. There are other examples of cyclic
variation of the blaoe Lnrust. Use oT a servo-flap, located some distance oer, nu u,e uLau¢
trailing edge, and twisting the torsionally soft blade is one of them (Kaman).
The most common types of helicopter controls are summarized in Table I-1.
Higher harmonics and other contro/s. In addition to the zero and first-harmonic
blade-lift variation generally used for control of the helicopter as a whole, the blade lift
may be varied according to higher harmonics. Such controls are primarily intended for
such special purposes as vibration suppression, alleviation of structural loads, and im-
provements in rotor aerodynamic characteristics_2.
An extreme in rotor control freedom is represented by active feedback control.
Here, as indicated by Kretz _3, an uncoupled blade-lift variation replaces the mutually
dependent monocyclic control generated by the swashplate. Both theoretical and experi-
mental studies indicate that this concept, called the feedback rotor, should contribute
to the extension of the rotor flight envelope to high advance ratios (1_= 1.0) by elimi-
nating instabilities occurring in the high /J regime of flight. To accomplish this goal,
information about the blade-flapping an_le and blade stall conditions is fed into a closed-
loop system (incorporating on-board computers) which commands the blade pitch angle
through fast-response, hydroelectric actuators.
At this point it should be noted that becauseof the elevated frequencies of blade
feathering oscillations associated with higher harmonics, as well as the short response
time required in feedback rotors, a high angularacceleration about the pitch axis may be
encountered. This in turn would necessitate fast-reacting actuators capable of developing
high forces. To avoid the weight and power penalties which would result, designersmust
look for other means of varying blade lift (e.g., circulation control and flaps) which
would not require high angular acceleration of components (blades) having large polar
moments of inertia.
7.3 Conventional Helicopter
Basic rotor theories and their application to performance are limited in this volume
to conventional helicopters. They may be defined as rotorcraft having a main rotor disc
loading of w _ 50 hG/m 2, while propulsion, as well as most of the lift in all regimes of
flight is provided by a subsonic rotor, or rotors. Configurations incorporating auxiliary
forms of propulsive thrust are not considered here. However, rotor thrust augmentation
through auxiliary wings is discussedin Vol II.
The most commonly known configurations conforming to the above definition of
conventional helicopters are described below.
The mechanicdly-drfven, sing e-rotor helicopter, at present, represents the most
widely used configuration and thus, may be considered as the classical representative of
conventional helicopters. This type covers a considerable range of gross weights-from
small single-seatersof less than 450 kG (==1000 Ib) gross weight (Fig 1.25), to the crane
type having a grossweight approaching45 000 kG (==100 000 Ib) (Fig 1.26).
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Figure 1.25 Small mechanically-driven, single-rotor helicopter
in ground trainer con figuration
(DeI-Mar Engineering DH.2A - W _- 295 hG)
Figure 1.26 Large mechanically-driven, slmE/e-rotorhelicopter
(MIL MI-10- W,=41 O00 hG)
All of these configurations incorporate tail rotors with special aerodynamic prob-
lems of their own.
Main rotors usually consist of one of the following types: fully-articulated, incor-
porating both flapping and lagging hinges (Fig 1.23a); teetering (Fig 1.23b); hinge/ass
(Fig 1.23c), or e/astomeric _Fig 1.23d).
Tandem. The tandem is the second most widely used configuration of the con-
ventional helicopters. At present, it appears that this application is more and more
directed toward helicopters of higher gross weights ranging from W ==8600 kG (19 000
Ib) for the light transports (Fig 1.27) to W _ 60 000 hG (130 000 Ib) as represented by
the new classof projected heavy-lift helicopters (Fig 1.28).
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Figure 1.2 7 Light transport helicopter
(Boeing Vertol 107-11 - W ==8600 kG)
Figure 1.28 Artist's concept of XCH-62 heovy-/Ift tandem helicopter
(W _ 6OOOOkG)
As indicated in Table I-1, mutual cancellation of the rotor torques eliminates the
need for a tail rotor, and yaw control is usually obtained by differential lateral inclina-
tion of the fore and aft rotor thrust vectors through the application of proper cyclic
control. A3though the horizontal thrust componen_ required for forward translation of
the helicopter are chiefly obtained by rotating the aircraft about i_ e.g. through differ-
ential thrust of the front and rear rotors, an additional horizontal component is generated
in the same way as for single-rotor configurations; i.e., through cyclic control using swash-
plate inputs.
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This need for thrust-vector inclinations; especially, in the differential direction (yaw
control), favors the application of articulated rotor hubs with both flapping and lagging
hinges,or with elastomeric suspensionof the blades.
As far as rotor arrangements are concemed, there appears to be a tendency toward
the overlapping type. This leads to aerodynamic interferences occurring in both vertical
translation and hover. In an oblique translation with a velocity component in the aircraft
plane of symmetry, an aerodynamic interference between the rotors appears whether
they are of the overlapping or non-ovedapping types.
Coax a . The coaxial configuration, although practically nonexistent in the U.S.,
represents a rather considerable class numerically, chiefly due to its popularity in the
USSR (Fig 1.29).
Figure 1.29 Cooxlol conflgur_lon
(Karnov - W J= 7.]00 hG)
The coaxial helicopter may be considered as an extreme of the tandem with both
rotors completely overlapping. Consequently, aerodynamic problems of this configura-
tion may be treated as an extension of those of the tandem. Becauseof the mutual
torque compensation by the main rotors, no antitorque rotor is required for this concept.
In order to avoid structural complexity by the provision of a special tail rotor purely for
yaw control, the latter is usually achieved by various meansof alternating torque distribu-
tion between the two main rotors.
A new concept in coaxial configurations is represented by the ABC (advanced blade
concept) flight research helicopter (Fig 1.30).
Because of truly rigid blades (v/n _ 1.4) and a design in which large root and shaft
bending moments can be tolerated, higher lift can be developed on the advancing and
then, on the retreating side of each rotor. Therefore, some stall problems resulting from
the necessity of operating the blades at high lift coefficients on the retreating sidecan be
eliminated. The unbalanced rolling moments wimin each inoividual rotor will cancel
each other for the aircraft as a whole.
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Figure 1.30 Sikorsky 8-69 (XH-59A) prototype for eveluetion of the ABC rotor system
Side-by-side. As far as pure helicopters are concerned, it appears that the side-by-
side configurations (similar to the tandem) are most widely applied in the heavier
gross-weight classes up to W _ 105 000 kG (232 000 Ib). One such helicopter is depicted
in Fig 1.31.
Figure 1.31 Heevy-lift type helicopter of the side-by-side configuration
(MIL MI-12 - W _- 105 000 kG)
Similar to the tandem, yaw moments are usually obtained through differential
inclination (this time, in the fore and aft direction) of the rotor thrust vectors. This
requirement in turn leads to the preference for either completely articulated rotors, or
rotors equipped with relatively soft blades in the flapping plane.
From an aerodynamic point of view, the side-by-side configuration can usually
be treated in the first approximation as being composed of two independent rotors.
However, aerodynamic interaction encountered between the rotor and the supporting
structure, or the wing, should normally be considered. These interferences can easily
be understood on the basis of consideration of the vertical drag of the classical and
winged single-rotor helicopters in hover and axial translation. A detailed discussion on
this subject can be found in Chs II and IV of Vol II.
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Helicopters with Reaction-Driven Rotors. Helicopters equipped with reaction-
driven rotors usually belong to the single-rotor category. There are several possible ways
of obtaining reaction drive; however, it appears that prevailing concepts incorporate
rotors with driving devices located in the tip region of the blades. Blade driving force is
obtained by discharging either air or a mixture of air and combustion products. Depending
on the temperature of the exhaust gases, these systems can be categorized as representing
(a) cold, (b) warm, or (c) hot cycles. In the fifties, small cold-cycle helicopters such as
the Djinn achieved operational applications. However, it is now believed that helicopters
with reaction-driven rotors might be potentially competitive with the mechanically-
driven concepts within the class of heavy, 50 000-kG (110 000-1b), and very heavy-
lift, 100 000-kG (220 000-1b) and higher, helicopters (Fig 1.32).
_-_ _-"_ .__'7 .j ' . "---_j
Figure 1.32 Artist's concept of a heavy-lift helicopter with a warm-cycle, jet-driven rotor
For this heavy-lift category, it appears that the warm-cycle would probably be the
most suitable, although the hot-cycle, or even concepts based on special turbofans or
turbojet engines mounted at the blade tips, cannot be completely excluded.
In principle, the reaction drive of the rotor eliminates the need for torque com-
pensation. Nevertheless, small tail rotors are sometimes envisioned in order to provide
yaw control in hover and low forward speeds and take care of the friction moments trans-
mitted through the hub.
The,'modynamics of the cycle and its overall efficiency represent special problems
of these configurations. However, basic aerodynamics of the classic single rotor should
also be applicable to the reaction types.
In addition to the above discussed configurations, there may be many others.
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However, as long as they can be classified in an aerodynamic sense as belonging to the
family of conventional helicopters defined at the beginning of this section, the reader
should have no difficulty in dealing with either pcrformance predictions or other aero-
dynamic problems.
7.4 Tilt Rotor
Aerodynamic problems and performance predictions of tilt-rotors (.Fig 1.33) in
the helicopter regime of flight can be treated exactly as those of the side-by-side type.
Special problems associated with the role of the wing, especially under forward-flight
conditions, are somewhat similar to those of the winged helicopter discussedin Ch IV of
Vol I1.
Figure 1.33 Bell XV-15 tilt-rotor in the helicopter regime of flight
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CHAPTER II
MOMENTUM THEORY
Basic momentum relationships are used in the development of physicomathematical
models of lifting airscrews. The actuator discconcept is presented asa model of the ideal
rotor, and performance predictions of helicopters incorporating such rotors are outlined.
Induced power penalties associated with nonuniform downwash distributions and tip
lossesare considered. Momentum theory is applied to estimates of induced power losses
of a tandem in forward flight. Finally, limitations of the simple momentum theory in
modeling actual rotors is discussed.
Principal notation for Chapter II
A area m2, or ft 2
D drag N, or Ib
E energy N m, or ft-lb
H total head N/m 2, or Ib/ft=
HP horsepower 735 N m/s, or 550 ft-lb/s
h altitude or height m, or ft
k ratio of actual power to ideal power
hv download factor
m mass kg, or slugs
l distance m, or ft
power Nm/s, or ft.lb/s
p pressure N/m 2, or psf
R rotor or slipstream radius m, or ft
r radial distance m, or ft
T thrust N, or Ib
V velocity m/s, or fps
W weight, or grossweight N, or Ib
w area, disc loading N/m =, or psf
a angleof thrust inclination rad, or deg
1' angle rad, or deg
increment
K ratio of ideal power available to PIdh
p air density kgJm3, or slugs/ft 3
Subscripts
my available
jx axial
c climb
d descent
ds downstream
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e
eq
f
fp
fr
free
fs
h
ho
id
and
mix
o
OP r
re
$
u
up
v
w
effective, or economic
equivalent
forward
flight path
front
free
freestream
hover
horlzontaJ
ideal
induced
mixed
initial
corresponding to maximum range
rear
slipstream
ultimate
upstream
vertical
wind
Superscripts
#
vector
dimensionless relative value
differential with respect to time
resultant flow
I. INTRODUCTION
The idea of using an airscrew as a direct lift-producing device is not new. Sketches
and models made by Leonardo da Vinci indicate that he worked along these lines at the
end of the 15th century. Nevertheless, with the emergence of fixed-wing aircraft and
dirigibles, the airscrew found its principal application as a device producing the thrust
required to overcome the drag in forward flight. Therefore, the airscrew theory was
originally developed chiefly for its application as a propeller. Later, when the helicopter
concept began to receive more attention and practical thought, the already developed
propeller theories served as a guide for analysis of the helicopter rotor.
Obviously, propeller theories were primarily concerned with the movement of the
airscrew along its axis and generation of static thrust. But the most attractive feature
of helicopters and V'I'OL aircraft is their ability to climb vertically and to hover without
any motion of the aircraft as a whole. Consequently, for both of these regimes of flight,
the study of propellers provided theories which could be applied directly to the heli-
copter and rotor/propeller VTOL's.
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Through the 19th century, theories were developed in conjunction with the steadily
growing application of propellers in naval systems and thus, became another source of
information and inspiration in rotor analysis. The works of Rankine (1865) and Froude
(1878-1889) which served as a foundation for the theory of ship propellers, also served as
a basis for the momentum theory considered in this chapter. As their approach repre-
sents one of the simplest explanations of the problem of thrust generation by a propeller
or helicopter rotor, it is also extremely suitable for the physical interpretation of numer-
ous flight phenomena. It seems advisable, therefore, to begin the study of rotary-wing
aerodynamics by becoming acquainted with the principles of the simple momentum
theory.
2. SIMPLEST MODEL OF THRUST GENERATION
The basic relationships of Newtonian mechanics can lead to the development of
a simple, but at the same time quite universal, physicomathematical model of a thrust
generator. Without going into any details regarding either geometric characteristics or
the modus operandi of the thrust-generator itself_, it is simply assumed that under static
conditions as well as in translation at velocity V with respect to the ideal (frictionless
and incompressible) fluid of density p and pressure Po, the as.yet-undefined device is
somehow capable of imparting linear momentum to the medium.
For the sake of convenience, it is usually postulated that the thrust generator
remains stationary while a very large mass of fluid moves past it at a uniform vdocity
(-_), (Fig 2.1). It will also be assumed that the thrust coincides with the positive axis
of a coordinate system having its origin at the "center" of the thrust generator.
T
\__._ '_% BOUNDARY OF THE
n ,, ,-* _ _ _% AF F ECTE D SLIPSTREAM
/ .i-=
"_ / /_"v A,_== A.
"v"
<,,L':,h-v,,.,o
¢.
Figure 2. l 5irnplest phy$icornothematico/ model of o thrust generotor
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The thrust generator interacts with the fluid by imparting uniformly distributed
linear momentum to a distinct streamtube bound by a surface through which the mass
cannot be exchanged. This means that by the law of continuity, the mass flow within
the tube is the same at every section, while both velocity and pressureof the fluid alter.
However, at some point far downstream, the pressure returns tOPo, and the incremental
velocity variation reaches its ultimate value of-_u uniformly distributed over the final
tube cross-sectionarea, Au.
Knowledge of _u and Au in addition to the alrea_ known V and p represents all
the necessary information for determining the thrust /generated by this very simple
physicomathematical model, as well as for computing the power required in that process.
According to the laws of classical mechanics, the direction of the generated thrust
(_ will be opposite to that of _'u, while its magnitude will be equal to the rate of momen-
tum change within the streamtube between its final and initial values. Denoting the rate
of massflow by r_, force T becomes
7 = - (2.1)
where the resultantvelocityof flowfardownstream (_u)is _'u = 7+ _'u. Consequently,
Eq (2.1) becomes
T _ o-dP--mv u. (2.1a)
Furthermore, sincer_ = VuAuP , the above equation can be rewritten as
T = -IV + vulAupvu (2.1b)
where I I denotes the absolute (scalar) value of the resultant vector, _u; while_u from now
on will be known as the ful/y-devdoped induced ve/ocity.*
Inspection of Eqs (2.1a) and (2.1b) can teach us that in dynamic generation of a
given thrust (T), a tradeoff can be made between the magnitude of a fully-developed
induced velocity (_), and the rn_s flow which, in turn, depends on (a) cross-section
of the streamtube far downstream, Au; (b) absolute value of the resultant velocity of flow
within the tube itself far downstream, Vu; and (c) density of fluid, p. This of course
would permit further tradeoffs between the above parameters within a constant r_.
The above general conclusions already contribute to tome understanding of dy-
namic thrust generation, but in order to get a still deeper insight into this matter, it is
also necessary to consider the power (P) required in the process.This can be done by
examining the difference in the rate of flow of kinetic energy through a cross-section of
the streamtube far downstream in the ultimate wake (Eu) and far upstream (Eup).
*It should be noted that when Sl units (kg/s for mass flow and mls for velocity) are
used in the above equations, thrust T is obtained in newtons which can be converted to
kilogram force by multiplying the answer by 1/9.807 "= O.102. In English units; i.e.,
when massflow is computed in slugs/s and velocity in fps, T is given in pounds.
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p = _- _ _-p = ½_(_'2 _ _2) (2.2)
Remembering that _'u = _ + _u, and performing subtraction as indicated in Eq
(2.2), one obtains
P = ½rnvu(2V + Vu), (2.2a)
but rn_"u =-_; hence, Eq (2.2a) can be rewritten as follows:
P = --(_'_ + ½ _'_',). (2.2b)
The above equation shows that power required by our simple model of a thrust
generator is equal to minus the sum of a dot (scalar) product of the velocity of the in-
coming flow and the developed thrust, and one-half of another dot product of thrust and
fully-developed induced velocity.
Since T and vu are in opposite directions (forming a 180 ° angle), their dot product
(_"_u) is negative. Hence, the second term in the brackets in Eq (2.2) is always negative
and in view of the minus sign in front of the bracket, contribution of that product to the
power required is always positive. In other words, a power input is always required to
cover energy losses associated with the induced velocity needed in the process of dynamic
thrust generation.
A_ to the first term (_._) in the brackets of Eq (2.2b), it should be noted that 7f=
angles between thrust (_) and the distant flow (T_} may vary from 0 ° to 180 °. Conse-
quently for 0 _ 7f s < 90 °, the sign of the T- V product will be positive and the total
amount of power required to be inputted into the thrust generator may be decreased,
reduced to zero, or even become negative (windmill).
For the case of actual flight, Eq (2.2b) can be rewritten in nonvectorial notations:
P = TV cos ?fp + ½ Tv,. (2.2¢)
It should be noted at _his point that in developing our simplest mathematical
model, an ideal fluid was assumed, with no dissipation of energy through friction or
energy transfer to the fluid under the form of turbulent wakes. Furthermore, auniform
distribution of the fully-developed induced velocity has been assumed.
It will be shown in Sect 5 that uniformity of the fully-developed downwash
velocity is synonymous with minimization of the power required to generate a given
thrust under assumed conditions of flight velocity, air density, and the cross.section area
of the fully-developed slipstream. Thus, the power expressed by Eqs (2.2b) or (2.2c)
may be called the Ideol power (Pid) required, while its part related to the thrust-generating
process and represented by the second term in Eqs (2.2b) or (2.2c) is called Ide# induced
power (Pidind). It should also be noted that the assumption of a steady-state motion
signifies ma= the thrust T is in balance with all of the other forces (aerodynamic, gravita-
tional, etc.) acting on the thrust generator.
It may be of interest to find out that even this simplest physicomathematical model
of a thrust generator may prove helpful in understanding some important trends in the
VTOL field. For instance, (Eq (2.2c) indicates that for the case of static thrust genera-
tion which, for V'I'OL, is synonymous with hovering out-of-ground effect, the ideal
power required would be:
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Piah = _ Tvu (2.3)
where, in SI units, the answer will be in N m/s and in English units in ft-lb/s. Thrust in
kilograms of force (hG = 9.807N) per horsepower will be
T/Pidh = 150Iv u kG/hp
or in pounds, (2.3a)
T/Pidh = 1 lO0/v u Ib/hp.
The above expression clearly shows that in order to obtain the highest possible
power economy (maximum thrust per horsepower) in the generation of static thrust,
one should strive for the lowest possible induced velocity in the fully-developed slip-
stream. The relationship given in Eq (2.3a) is plotted in Fig 2.2 (reproduced from Refl)
and it remarkably well indicates the actual trend in static power loading from helicopters
to rockets.
T/Pid leg/he
==j o= ,s_
r _uR_=Ts'_b'_°4
F
Figure 2.2 Trend in static thrust to Ideal power ratios for various VTOL concepts
In the previously considered model of the thrust generator, no attempt was made to
describe its geometry nor to explain the actual process of imparting linear momentum
to the fluid. For this reason, our simplest model, although helpful in predicting some
general trends, would be of little help in dealing with practical problems of design and
performance predictions of rotary.wing aircraft. Thus, another model reflecting at least
some geometric characteristics of open alrscrews (rotors and propellers) is required.
3. ACTUATOR DISC
The actuator disc, while still representing a very simple physicomathematical
model, is better suited for the simulation of an open airscrew than the model described
above. In this case, a disc-perpendicular to the generated thrust and capable of
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imparting axial momentum to the fluid as well as sustaining pressure differential between
its upper and lower surface-is substituted for an actual rotor-propeller. This concept
may be considered as a sublimation of the idea of an airscrew having a large number of
blades.
As in the previous section, it is assumed that the disc remains stationary while
a large mass of fluid of density p and pressure Po flows around it at a velocity -k'.
Under these conditions, the mechanism of thrust generation is explained as follows:
Fluid passing either through the disc or in its vicinity acquires induced velocity v which
is uniform over the entire disc and is directed opposite to the thrust. It is again assumed
that the fluid is ideal. Consequently, rotation of the disc does not encounter any friction
or form drag as it imparts purely linear momentum (in the -T direction) to the passing
fluid. This of course means that there is no rotation of the slil_tream.
3.1 Induced Velocity and Thrust in Axial Translation
Axial translation in climb can obviously be either in the thrust'direction as in
vertical climb of a rotorcraft, or in the opposite direction as in vertical descent. In the
first case let us consider a rotor or propeller moving in the thrust direction (climbing)
at a constant velocity V¢, while developing thrust T. Here, an equivalent motion is sub-
stituted when the thrust generator remains stationary while the air flows past it in the
axial direction (far from the rotor) at a speed of -Vc (Fig 2.3).
\, -v.T1 /.
-V¢ V¢ _
T IV'--'v"
-'--" i J
Figure 2.3 Scheme of flow corresponding to vertical cfimb
Similar to the simple model, a single axis coordinate system is selected with its
positive direction coinciding with that of the thrust T. Air I_articles approaching the
acluator disc acquire some additional velocity that reaches a-v c value at the disc itself.
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After passing through the disc, the speed of flow increases still further until, far
downstream, the induced velocity reaches its ultimate value of -v u while the resultant
velocity of flow becomes Vu = -V c - Vu, and pressure returns to that of the sur-
rounding air; i.e., it becomes Po. Remembering that the mass flow within the streamtube
is constant, its shape will probably resemble that shown in Fig 2.3.
In order to physically explain the thrust-generating mechanism of the actuator
disc, it may be assumed that pressure above the disc is lower than that below it. Because
of this discontinuity in pressure, Bernoulli's equation can only be applied separately to
the upstream and downstream parts of the flow tube. For the upstream part of the tube,
the total head (Ho) should be the same.
Ho = Po + ½P Vc 2 = P + ½p(Vc + vc)2 (2.4)
where vc is the induced velocity at the disc and p is the pressure just above the disc
su rface.
The same is true for the total head (Hds) of the downstream part:
H_s = Po + ½p(vc + v,,)2 = P + z_ + ½p(v c + vc)_ (2.s)
where p + Ap represents the pressure just below the disc, with &p being the pressure
differential at the disc.
Subtracting H o from I-Iris, one obtains:
ZW = P(V c + ½h,)v,,. (2.6)
Consequently, thrust developed by a disc of radius R can be expressed as T = _R2 Z_o or,
in terms of Eq (2.6):
T = lrR2p(Vc + ½Vu)V u. (2.7)
On the other hand, according to Eq (2.1a), the tot_aJ thrust Tcan be expressed in this
case as
T = IrRap(Vc + vc,)v u. (2.8)
Equating the right-hand sides of Eqs (2.7) and (2.8), one finds that
%=_v u
or
(2.9)
(2.9a)uu = 2vc.
Substitution of this new value of v u into Eq (2.8) results in
T = 2_R=p(V¢ + %)v c (2.10)
or denoting the total thrust generating area of any actuator disc-like device as A, Eq
(2.10) may be rewritten more generally as
T = 2Ap(V c + v¢)v c. (2.10a)
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Eq (2.10a)can be solved for vc, thus obtaining an expression for induced velocity
at the disc
vc = -½Vc + _/_Vc 2 + (T/2Ap)' (2.11)
Remembering that T/A =- w is the disc loading or, in more general terms, the
thrust area loading, it can be rewritten as follows:
vc = -½vc + v"/,v=' + (,,/2p)'. (2.11a)
In hover or under any static conditions at a speed Vc = O;
T = 2Apvh _, (2.12)
while the induced velocity (Vh) becomes
vh = _P'_. (2.13)
As to the direction of the induced velocity vector (_c), it was assumed at the be-
ginning of the development of relationships given by Eqs (2.11) to (2.13) that-_ c is
opposite to the thrust _ and in the same direction as the relative flow of air (--_c)re-
suiting from climb. Under these assumptions, positive values of v¢ simply indicate that
the initial assumption of the'_ c direction is correct.
It can be seen that the last term under the square root sign in Eq (2.11a) is _e
square of induced velocity in hovering. Eq (2.11a) can then be rewritten as follows:
Vc = --½Vc + _/_Vc 2 + Vh=' (2.14)
The above expression can be nondimensionalized by dividing both sides by vh and
defining two nondimensional velocities: (1) the nondimensional induced velocity,
-vc = vC/Vh, and (2) the nondimensional rate of climb, Vc - Vc/vh orLmore generally,
the nondimensional rate of axial translation in the direction of thrust, Vmx --- V=x/Vh.
For the case of climb, Eq (2.14) can now be rewritten as
= + + 7' (2.14a)
This equation shows how the nondimensionai induced velocity varies (decreases)
from its maximum hover value of 1.0 as the rotor starts tr_ axially translate in the direc-
tion of thrust at a rate of "V¢ or "Vu. The relationship expressed by Eq (2.14a) is shown
graphically in the right side of Fig 2.4.
Descent in GenerN. Eqs (2.11) to (2.14a)which establish relationships between
thrust and induced velocity in vertical climb can be modified for vertical descent. This
can be simply done by changing the sign of Vc and Pc in the first term on the dght side
of Eqs (2.11) to (2.14a) from "-" to "+". However, in order to clearly indicate that the
considered case now refers to vertical descent, the symbol Vd - -V c is used for dimen-
sional, and i7o, - -Pc is used for nondimensional rates of descent, while the correspond-
ing induced velocities will be symbolized as vd and _d, respectively. Thus,
v# = ½ Vc/ + _/¼ Vd= + (T/2Ap)', (2.15)
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Figure 2.4 Nondlmensional induced velocity vs nondimensional
rate of climb or descent
or
v d = r/_V d -F _/_Vd 2 -F (wl2P)', (2.15a)
vd = ½Vcl + _/_Vd 2 + vh 2'. (2.15b)
In nondimensional form where-vd -= vd/Vh and _d =- VdlVh,
= + + l'. (2.1sc)
A plot representing Eq (2.1 $c) was added to Fig 2.4 as an extension of the ;c =
f(Vc) curve to the descent region.
It can be seen from Eq (2.15a) that in vertical descent, _d increases with the in-
creasing V'-d and when V"-d_ 1.0, "_d'-_ _d .
It should be realized at this point that the above-presented results are based on the
conceptual model, assuming that regardless of the high level of the rate of vertical descent.,
downwash velocity through the rotor is still so high that the resultant flow through the
rotor is always in a direction opposite to the thrust (i.e., downward). This obviously
forces an increase of _d with that of -Vd until at high levels of i7d, the V d values start.
to approach those of i7d, Consequently, the rate of flow through the disc approaches
zero [_rR 2 p(v d - Vd) -_ 0] and the whole concept of the actuator disc acting on the
air passing through it becomes meaningless. It can be seen hence that the validity of the
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physicomathematical model based on the general type of flow shown in Fig 2.3, although
apparently satisfactory for the case of vertical climb, hovering, and moderate rates of
vertical descent, should be reexamined for fast vertical descent.
Fast Descent. Fast vertical descents can be defined as those cases where the rate of
descent is sufficiently high to sustain an unbroken flow in the thrust direction (i.e., up)
within the whole streamtube. The necessary condition would obviously be [Vd/VdL >
2.0. When this condition is fulfilled, one can imagine a special shape of a strearntube
effected by a stationary rotor submerged in a large air mass flowing in the positive direc-
tion at speed Vc/(Fig 2.5).
I
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Figure 2.5 Flow potterns in vertlcol descent
Far below the rotor, the airstream velocity is Vd - --(-Vc_. However, as the flow
approaches the disc, the rate of flow is reduced under the influence of the rotor down-
wash and the airstream widens.
If the downwash at the rotor itself is -vd, then the rate of flow through the rotor
disc will obviously be V'= Vd -- Yd. It can be shown, as for the rate of climb, that the
downwash far downstream from the rotor (in this case, above the rotor) will reach a
maximum value equal to twice the induced velocity at the disc: vu = 2v d.
Under the assumption of IVd/Vdl > 2.0 (Fig 2.5), the relationship for thrust can be
written as follows:
T = 2,R:p(Vd - vd)vd.
Substituting vh = for T/2nRZp and solving the above equation for Vd, one obtains:
vd = ½Vd -- _Vc/= -- vh =', (2.16)
or, in nondimensional form,
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(2.16a)
A plot representing Eq (2.16a) is also added to Fig 2.4 (solid-line portion of left-hand
side curve).
It should be noted that the selection of the "-" sign before the square root in Eqs
(2.16) and (2.16a) assures that IVd/vdl ;= 2.0. This means that the condition of a con-
tinuous unidirectional (up) flow within the streamtube is fulfilled. By contrast if the
sign before the square root is "+", then in general, IVcl/VdL _ 2.0. At high rates of vertical
descent where _d _, 1.0, the ratio iVd/vdt would approach 1.0 (broken line portion of
• e left-hand side curve in Fig 2.4).
As in the case of the previously considered model (Fig 2.3) in the above limiting
case, no flow would go through the disc. However, even for the intermediate values of
1.0 < IVcl/VdJ < 2.0, a situation would exist in which the concept of a continuous
streamtube is incompatible with the unidirectional flow. It can be seen that for IVd/Vdl
within the above limits, the flow in the streamtube above the disc would come to a stop
and then reverse its direction. It may be expected hence that in reality, a ne_' different
flow pattern would establish itself before the postulated complete reversal of the direc-
tion of flow occurs.
For the limiting case of I Vd/vdl = 2.0 which corresponds to I_dl = 2.0, the air
far above the disc will come to rest.
3.2 Contraction and Expansion of the Slipstream
Knowledge of the fully-developed induced velocity (vu = 2v¢ or vu = 2vd) would
permit determination of the slipstream contraction or expansion (ratio of the radius of
the fully-developed slipstream, Ru, to that of the actuator disc, R). For the case of climb
or more generally, axial translation in the thrust direction,
Ru/R = _/[1 + (V=lvc)]l[2 + (Vc/vc)]'. (2.17)
Dividing Vc and vc by Vh, Eq (2.17) becomes:
Ru/R = ._111 + (_c/gc)]/[2 + (Vc_-c)] '. (2.17a)
Substituting the _c values from Eq (2.14a) into the above equation, the following
relationship expressing Ru/R in terms of Vc is obtained:
+ + + i' (2.17b)Ru/R
it can be seen from Eq (2.17b) that for _c = 0 (i.e., in hover), Rub/R = 0.707.
/ks Vc increa_s, so does the Ru / R ratio; and for _7c _ 1.0, contraction of the slipstream
tends to disappear (Fig 2.6).
When vertical climb is replaced by vertical descent, _7c becomes negative, _'c < O;
and the far-away flow is now directed upward. However, if it is postulated that the re-
sulting flow in the streamtube remains continuously directed in the negative direction
(opposite to the thrust vector) as in the case of climb (Fig 2.3), then the Ru/R ratio_
would tend to decrease as the absolute value of-'Vc becomes higher. Finally, for Vc
--_ -=, Ru/ R"_ O.
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Figure 2.6 Ratio of fully-developed woke radius to that of the actuotor disc vs Vc
It is obvious that maintaining the above postulated flow pattern would require that
IvdL/IVdl > 2.0. This requirement, in practice, can probably be fulfilled in partial-power
descent at low descent speeds, but outside of this regime of flight, the very high induced
velocities needed in this flow scheme would not qualify it asa model propedy reflecting
physical reality.
For the flow schemes in vertical descentcorresponding to the so_;alled fast descent
depicted in Fig 2.5, the Ru/R ratio is as follows:
(Ru/R)d = x/[(Vd/Fd) -- 1]/[(Vd/;d) -- 2] '. (2.18)
Substiutting the-_d values given in Eq (2.16a) into the above equation, the follow-
ing is obtained:
I/ -- \n-- __ i I
The above equation is also plotted in Fig 2.6. From this fi_Jre as well as an inspec-
tion of Eq (2.18a), it can be seen that for ]2d >, 1.0, (Ru/R)_-_I.O. However, as IFd I -_
2.0; Ru/R -_ _, while Vd -- 2Vd -_ O. This would mean that the air flow in the stream-
tube (Fig 2.5) would come to rest with respect to the rotor disc, while the whole mass of
air outside of the tube would still flow upward at a speed equal to Vd. Of course, this
situation is not acceptable from a physical point of view, and it is more reasonable to
assume that before this ultimate state of air coming to rest is reached, a new flow pattern
would be created.
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3.3 Ideal Power in Climb and Hovering
As in the case of the simplest thrust generator model, power required by the
actuator disc either for climb or hover may again be called the ideal power. This is justi-
fied by the previously made assumptions that (a) there are no friction or form drag losses,
(b) the whole disc up to the limit of its geometric dimensions is participating in thrust
generation, and (c) the downwash velocity is uniform at any slipstream cross-section.
Expressions for the ideal power in vertical climb (Pidc) can readily be obtained
from the relationship previously established in Sect 2. When a proper value of the fully-
developed downwash velocity (vu = 2vc) and cos "yfp = 1.0 are introduced into Eq (2-2c),
then liPid c becomes
(SI) HPid c = T(Vc + vc)1735. (2.19)
(ENG) HPidc = T(Vc + vc)/550.
Eq (2.19) shows that for an idealized rotor as modeled by the actuator disc de-
veloping thrust 7", the power required in steady climb at a rate Vc is equal to the product
of the thrust and the sum of the rate of climb plus the induced velocity at the disc (vc).
Thus, in the case of a steady vertical ascent with no download when T = W (W being
the weight of the aircraft in newtons or pounds), the total ideal power needed to climb is
equal to the power required to overcome gravity (WVc) plus the ideal induced power
(Wvc).
By substituting the expression for vc from Eq (2.11a) into Eq (2.19), the following
explicit relationship between liP required and rate of climb Vc (for T = W) is obtained:
(sJ)
(ENG)
HPidc = W[½V¢ + _/¼Vc 2 + (W/2Ap_]/735.
HPid c = W[½V c + _/¼V¢' + (W/2Apt]I550.
(2.20)
Eq (2.20) is also valid for an axial motion in the direction of thrust when Vmx is
substituted for Vc, and Tfor W.
Remembering that W/2pA - w/2p=vh =, Eq (2.20) can be rewritten in either Nm/s
or ft-lb/s as follows:
Pid c = W(½V c H- _f_Vc _ -t- Vh2"), (2.20a)
or in terms of nondimensional rate of climb-V¢ --- Vc/Vh, it becomes
Pidc = Wvh( ½ F= + _/¼-Vc' + f ). (2.20b)
P/d- can be expressed as the ideal power required in hoverPIdh times a factor K:
Pidc =-"I_idh where, in turn, PIdh = Wvh. SubstituUng the above expressions into Eq
(2.20b), one obtains
K = ½F_ + ,/'_=' + 1'. (2.2o_)
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In the case of hovering or under static thrust conditions in general, Vc = O, and
Eq (2.19) would reduce to the following expression for HP required:
(SI) P_dh = Tv _735 .
(2.21)
(ENG) Pidh = Tv 550.
The above result could have been obtained directly from Eq (2.3), remembering
that vu = 2v h for the actuator disc.
Substituting the value for vh from Eq (2.13) and rewriting Eq (2.21) in terms of
the reciprocal of horsepower loading; i.e., (P/7_ h and disc loading w, one obtains
(s_)
(ENG)
(2.21 a)
where, for the case of hovering with no download, T = W and thus, w = T/A = W/A.
Eq (2.21) indicates that if a physicomathematical model based on the actuator
disc concept could truly represent actual rotor/propellers, there would be no lower
limit for the r_nwer reouired to produce a given static thrust. It would only be necessary
to make the disc loading (w) as low as possible. It should be noted that in spite of the fact
that the profile drag is neglected in the actuator diK concept, the disc loading is still the
most important parameter as far as achieving a set goal of minimizing the HP/Tratio of
actual rotary-wing aircraft is concerned. However, high structural weight and operational
difficulties encountered by aircraft having low disc-loading rotors force the designers to
optimize their designs around higher w values as indicated in Fig 1.1.
3.4 Vertical Climb Rates
• Nondimensional rates in vertical climb can be simply obtained by solving Eq (2.20c)
for Vc:
"Vc = K- (ILK). (2.22)
Remembering that the K factor represents a ratio of the ideal power available
to the ideal power required in hovering (K --- Pmev/Pl¢ll7 ), Eq (2.22) can be plotted as
shown in Fig 2.7.
Problems of predicting the rate of vertical ascent as well as absolute and/or opera-
tional ceiling (corresponding to a prescribed rate-of-climb value) of actual rotary-wing
aircraft can be reduced to the case of the ideal actuator disc considerations; hence, a
way of determining the dimensionzd rate of climb vs idtitude becomes of interest.
Dimensional rates of climb for T = W can e_btained from Eq (2.22) by
multiplying both sides of this equation by rid = _/W/27rR'p and expressing the K ratio
in terms of ideal available power (PidRv) and ideal hovering power, P/cth = 14_[W/2_tR=P _
After performing these operations and expressing powers in units of HP, the following is
obtained.
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(Sl) Vc = (735 tIPid, v/W ) -- (W 2/1470 IrR= pHPidev).
(:2.23)
(ENG) Vc = (550HPidmv/W) -- (HP/IlOO1rR=pHPm,_).
As the variation ofHPidmv vs altitude should be known, then HPtdjv/W can easily
be computed for any altitude h. The same applies to W2/_R2p HPidav, and the vertical
rate of climb at any altitude can readily be obtained from Eq (2.23).
If the relationship between the power available from the rotor (HPidmv) and air
density, p, can be expressed as a simple algebraic function, then by setting Vc = 0, Eq
(2.23) can be solved for PH; i.e., the density corresponding to the absolute ceiling. From
this value of PH, the absolute ceiling can readily be found from tables of standard atmos-
phe re.
When there is a defined requirement for rate of vertical climb at the so-called
operational hovering altitude (say, Vc = 180 m/rain = 3.0 m/s) the hovering ceiling can
be found by substituting the desired value of V= into Eq (2.23) and solving forp. How-
ever, the relationship between engine power and density cannot usually be expressed
simply, and a graphical method such as that shown in Fig 2.8 can be used,or a suitable
computer program for solving this equation through an iteration process must be estab-
lished.
3.5 Vertical Descent Rates
Rates in partial-power descent will be considered first for the IVd/Vdl< 1.0 case.
Under these conditions, the general flow is still down and, according to the previously
developed rules, the ideal power (in HP) required for this process-according to Eq (2.2b)
with'_'_'d being negative-will be as follows:
Pidd = T(Vd- Vd) (2.24)
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or, assuming T = W,
Pid d = W(Vd- Vd). (2.24a)
Substituting the vd value from Eq (2.15a) into Eq (2.24a), relationships similar
to those given by Eq (2.20) can be obtained:
or
Pidd = W[-_Vd + _/_Vd' + (W/2Ap)] (2.25)
Pidd = W(-½Vd + _/_Vd 2 + Vh') (2.25a)
In substituting V d =- I Vd/Vhl and defining, as in the case of climb, Pidd = gdPidh
where 0 _ Kd _ 1.0, one obtains:
The solution of Eq (2.25b) for "Vd in terms OfK d gives
V d = --K_ + (lIKe).
(2.25b)
(2.26)
A plot of the above relationship is added to Fig 2.7. It can be seen from this figure
that as the actuator disc begins to descend at some nondimensional rate "Vd or, in other
words, when "Vc changes its sign from the positive to the negative, power required to
produce a given amount of thrust becomes lower than that required in hovering (K <
1.0). Conversely, when power supplied to the rotor is reduced below the hovering level,
it starts to descend in the so-called partial-power descent. It should be noted, however,
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that both Fig 2.7 and Eq (2.25b), indicating no_power required (K = 0), can only be
approached at very high Vd values (K-.=. 0 when Vd _ 7.0). It may be recalled at this
point that the relationships given in Eqs (2.25) through (2.26) were based on a physical
concept; assuming that the resultant flow everywhere within the slipstream tube is in
the direction of the downwash at the disc (down) as dictated by the condition 12Vdl >
[Vdt , while the flow outside the tube moves in the direction of thrust (up).
Let us now look at the other concept of flow; namely, when [Vd[ ;_ [2Vdl , the
flow within the streamtube is always in the direction of thrust (up), just the same as
the whole mass of air. In this case, since IVdl ;= 12vdl, Pidd as given by Eqs (2.24) and
(2.24a) will be negative.
Pidd = -T(Vd - vd) (2.27)
or
Pidd = -W(V d - vd). (2.27a)
Eqs (2.27) and (2.27a) indicate that power is delivered by the actuator disc and
thus, this particular descent or more generally, exposure to the airflow with velocity
IVdl ;_ 12vdl in the thrust direction, is called the windmill state. Substituting the induced
velocity value (Vd) as given by Eq (2.16) into Eq (2.27a), and making the same rearrange-
ments as in the previous case, one obtains
Pid d = -W(_ V d -- %/_ Vd = -- Vh2) ' . (2.28)
Rates in partial-power descent in nondimensional form can be obtained from Eq
(2.28):
Kd = -_LTd + _/¼_d: -- 1' (2.28a)
and finally,
V'-d =--[K + (I/K)] . (2.29)
It can be seen from Eq (2.28a) that for "Vd > 2, the x d is negative; i.e., power is
delivered by the rotor. When V--d < 2, there is no real solution to Eq (2.28a), which
means that the assumed physical concept of the model pictured in Fig 2.5 is no longer
applicable. For the limiting case of _d = 2, the power ratio reaches its lowest value for
the windmill state; namely, K = -I.0, and the corresponding rate of descent also attains
its lowest value, _d = 2. In order to maintain a steady-state operation, energy delivered
by the rotor should be consumed or dissipated at the rate of its generation. Actual rotors
dissipate energy because of the existance of profile power. However, the rotor profile
power of such rotary-wing aircraft as helicopters and tilt-rotors does not usually exceed
30 percent of the ideal hovering power. This obviously means that even for the limiting
case of the lowest power delivered in the windmill stage (K = -I), all of that power can-
not be dissipated as profile power losses. It may be expected hence, that the correspond-
ing rate of descent of-Vd =2.0 or, in other words, Vd=2"v/'w'/"_pwould be too conserva-
tive. Indeed, the above velocity is higher than those usually observed in actual flight
tests. Furthermore, it is again emphasized that the requirement of air coming to rest
in the slipstream above the rotor while the remaining mass moves at steady velocity Vd
is physically doubtful.
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It appears that the actuator disc concept, when applied to cases of vertic =l ascent
and hovering, does not encounter any logical difficulties. By contrast, in vertical descent,
inadequacies of the assumed model become quite obvious. It may be expected, hence,
that the actuator disc approach may provide reasonably good guidance for both under-
standing and even approximate performance predictions in vertical climb and in hover
and, perhaps, at partial power descents with power levels only sli_tly lower than that
required in hover. However, even in the latter case, wind-tunnel tests performed by
YagD/= with a tilt-wing propeller, and discussed by this =,,thor 3, leave some doubts
regarding the validity of Eq (2.29). As to the whole spectrum of vertical descent; i.e.,
from partial power to pure autorotation (K = 0), the search for a completely satisfactory
physicomathematical model still continues. In the meantime, analytical gaps are being
plugged through experimental results.
3.6 Induced Velocity and Thrust in NonaxiaJ Translation
Through application of the actuator disc concept to the case of axial translation,
a basic relationship for thrust in this type of motion was established which may be
expressed as follows:
The thrust developed by a rotor moving along its axis at a speed _x
is equal to the rate of mass flow through the disc times t_e doubled
induced velocity at the disc. In this case, the rate of mass flow is
cleady defined as the product of the disc area (A - IrR2) times the
air density p, times the resultant flow through the disc: _" = Vex ÷ v
which, in axial translation, is identical to an algebraic sum.
The accuracy of the above relationship has been proven within the limits of validity
of the simple momentum theory. Unfortunately, as far as exposure of an actuator disc
to velocity -_' (opposite to the flight speed) with an inplane component is concerned
(Fig 2.9), no rigorous development of the formula for thrust basedon the simple momen-
lure approach can be offered. Consequently, the relationship proposed by Glauert4.5,
although unproven for the time being, will be ar,_,epted.This relationship, when expressed
in words, sounds exactly the same as those given for axial translation. However, in non-
axial translation, the resultant speed of flow through the_disc should always be inter-
preted as the vectorial sum of the distant flow velocity (-12) and induced velocity in for-
ward flight (_f). Liter in C_s IV and V it will be shown that Glauert's buic formula can
be rigorously proven with the help of vortex and potential theories. In the meantime, the
vectorial definition of this relationship can be translated Into analytical expressions as
follows.
Denoting the scalar value of the resultant speedof flow at the discby V', Eq (2.10),
giving thrust in axial trandation, can now be generalized into the following expression
_tP -O_by ml_tituting V'for IVo + vol:
T = 2_Rap V'vf. (2.30)
Analogous with Eq (2.10), it is postulated that far downstream, the induced veloc-
ity vf is doubled; i.e., vu --"2Yr. In making this assumption, 7rR2pV'becomes the mass
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Figure 2.9 Actuotor disc in an oblique flow
flow through the streamtube (affected by action of the rotor), whose cross-section is nR 2.
An indirect support for the validity of Eq (2.30) can be found by comparing it wit_
a formula giving lift developed by a wing having 2R span and downwash v distributed uni-
formly along the span. In this case, the lift developed in horizontal flight is expressed by
exactly the same formula as Eq (2.:30) _ .
Accepting the validity of Eq (2.30), the induced velocity in forward flight can
readily be expressed as
vf = T/2_R=p V" (2.31)
It should be noted, however, that the above expression in its present form does not
permit determination of the vf value since V' is also dependent on vf {-_" = "_ + _f).
In order to solve Eq (2.30) for vf, V' must be first expressed in terms of V and vf.
With the same notations as those in Fig 2.9, V'becomes:
v" = _/(w - Vsi"=)2 + ( Vcosa)" .
Substituting the above value into Eq (2.30) and performing the necessary manipula-
tion-remembering that T/1rR 2 - w is the disc loading-the following fourth-degree equa-
tion for vf is obtained:
vf4 - 2V vf 3 s/ritz + V_vf = - (w/2p) 2 = 0. (2.32)
However, (w/2p) = = vh4 where vh is the induced velocity in hovering or under static
thrust conditions in _neral), and Eq (2.32) can be presented in nondimensional form:
_'f4 _ 2VVt',_na + 'V";f2 _ I = 0 (2.32a)
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where _-= V/Vh and "_f = vf/Vh. Eqs (2.32) and (2.32a) can be solved by Newton's
method and its more modem derivatives adapted to computer techniques. Also graph-
ical solutions may be quite useful in that respect.
It should be noted that for the axial translation in the direction of thrust; i.e.,
when a = -90 °, and V = V,x or V = Vc, Eq (2.32a) can be reduced to a quadratic form
and the solution is identical to that of Eq (2.14a). Also of interest may be another limit-
ing condition; namely, when a = 0. In the latter case, Eq (2.32a) is reduced to a biquad-
ratio form and the solution for ;f can also be easily obtained:
,I
= + + I. (2.33)
Relationships of_ = f('V) for a=--90 = and a=0 ° are plotted in Fig 2.10. Thus, these two
curves represent limiting cases of nondimensionaJ induced velocity v'f vs nondimensional
speed of flow _ (speed of flight with the opposite sign). All other cases corresponding to
intermediate angle-of-attack (a) values will be included within these two curves. Of course,
for horizontal flight when absolute values of ¢ are small, the trend indicated by the eL= 0
curve should be quite representative. By examining Fig 2.10, it should also be noted that
for _ ;_ 3.0, "_values tend to converge to a common limit regardless of the magnitude of a.
|
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Figure 2.10 Nondtmensionol Induced velocity vs nondlmensional speed of flow
Furthermore, starting from V;_ 3.0, the nondimensional induced velocity can be approxi-
mated by the simple relationship of
"_f = IIV. (2.34)
Eq (2.34) could have been directly derived from Eq (2.30) by assuming that V '_- V.
Eq (2.30) would then become
T = 27rR=pVvf (2.35)
and consequently,
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(2.36)vf = T/2_R2 p V
which can be easily transformed into the form of Eq (2.34).
3.7 Power Required in Nonaxial Translation
Using the notations in Fig 2.11, and substituting the proper quantities for T.V and
½ "_'_'u into Eq (2.2b), ideal power required (Pidf in N m/s or ft-lb/s) in nonaxial transla-
tion (forward flight) can be obtained:
Pidf = -T( Vf$in a - vf) (2.37)
where the expression in the parentheses represents the axial component (V '=x)of flow at
the disc: V 'ex = Vf sin a - vf. It can be seen that when a _ 0, Eq(2.37) is positive; i.e.,
in this type of flow, power must be delivered to the rotor modeled by the actuator disc.
Vf Vcf
T I
Dhof
%
I
Figure 2.11 Rotory-wing oircrcft (modeled by the octuotor disc) in forward flight
For a helicopter moving in the gravitational coordinate system at velocity of flight Vf,
Pidf can be obtained by rewriting Eq (2.37):
Pidt = -T( V t cos Tip - vf) . (2.37a)
However, _fD = 90° - (7 + av), and Eq (2.37a) can be presented in the following form:
Pidf = (Vf stn 7)(Tco$ av) + (Vf cos 7)(Tsin %) + Tvf. (2.38)
It should be realized that
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Vf sin _ -_ Vcf rateofclimbin forward fli_t
Vf cos 7 -- Vho horizontal component of the speed of flight
and in a steady-state flight:
Tcos _v = kvfW
Tsin o_ = Dho
vertical thrust component, balancing aircraft gross weight
times the hvf coefficient, accounting for the vertical drag
in forward flight
horizontal thrust component required to overcome the hori-
zontal component of the total drag.
Taking the above relationships into consideration, the idea] power required in for-
ward flight can be expressed as follows:
Pidf = VhoDho + VcfhvfW + Tvf (2.39)
where T = %/(/qvf _2 _. Dho=', or T = W_/kvf = -F (Dho/l_ =', and Dho/Wis the hori-
zontal draB-to-weight ratio of the aircraft as a whole at the considered speed. For those
cases when hvf_ 1.0 and Dho/Ware considered small, it may be assumed that T_ W, and
Eq (2.39) may be written as follows:
Pid, = W[(DholW)Vho + Vcf + Vho]. (2.39a)
Thus, ideal power required by a helicopter modeled by the actuator disc mounted
on a realistic body; i.e., generating drag forces when moving through the air, would con-
sist of a sum of three distinct terms: (a) power required to overcome the horizontal
component of the tow drag, (b) power required to overcome gravity in climb, and (c) the
induced power associated with the process of thrust generation.
Horizontal flight represents a particular case when the ideal power required is com-
posed of dra 8 and induced terms only. Induced power reaches its maximum in hovering
and then decreases with increasing speed of flight. In contrast, starting with zero in hover,
the drag power increase is roughly proportional to the cube of forward speed, and the
resulting totaJ ideal power-required curve should exhibit the character shown in Fig 2.12.
¢ /'/
% _' _. f INDUCED
o "" "_ .," Pow=. (P,._)
• PARASITE " -- .....
POWER (Pper) .,... --" " _"
__ _mP imp°
SPEED OF FLIGHT
Figure 2.12 Parasite and induced power vs speed of flight
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3.8 Thrust Tilt in Forward Flight
In the pure helicopter, the rotor performs a dual function of lifting and propelling
in all regimes of powered flight. Using the notations in Fig 2.11, the horizontal force
equilibrium condition can be expressed as
T tan_ v = Dho
or
-a v = ton "I (Dho/T) " (2.40)
In many practical considerations, the small angle assumption as well as the W _ T
condition can be justified. Thus, Eq (2.40) can be simplified to the following form:
-av _ (Dho/W). (2.40a)
3.9 Induced Power in Horizontal Flight
In principle, Eqs (2.32) and (2.32a) allow one to calculate induced velocity at any
speed in horizontal flight (Vho) once the tilt of the thrust vector (av) and hence, the a
angle (a = av) corresponding to that speed, is computed from either Eq (2.40) or (2.40a).
However, the iteration method required to solve Eqs (2.32) and (2.32a) may be tedious
unless a suitable computer program is available. For this reason, simpler approaches may
be of some value.
At low flying speeds, the assumption that Vho = V' is no longer acceptable and
thus, Eqs (2.34) and (2.36) cannot be used. However, the rotor tilt, at, = a, required in
steady flight at low velocities will be so small that av _ O. This implies that the induced
velocity Vho is perpendicular to the flying speed Vho(Fig 2.13).
----Vho.. _
VERTICAL
--%
I " _ _1 --Vho
!
--Vh° _ _ I
t ...... JIMv,
I
1
I
Figure 2.13 Velocity or the disc at o low horizontol speed
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Under the foregoing assumptions, Eq (2.33) can be used. Also, approximate values
of "_ho can be obtained from the nondimensional graph of Fig 2.10. However, for those
cases when the a v _- 0 assumption is not acceptable, the following graphical method,
which permits consideration of the existence of the thrust tilt angle _ _= O, can be
used.
A curve giving v = ffV') is drawn from Eq (2.30) using the same scale for both
ordinate and abscissa axes. This will obviously be a hyperbola whose point v = V' will
correspond to the hover condition.
The value ot tire induced velocity must satisfy Eq (2.30) as given by the graph in
Fig 2.14, as well as the other relationship of
V'= Vho + _ho .
I
)'1
!, t
HOVERING v - V'
v=f(V')
_,---'_V' _ RELATIVE VIELOCITY AT DUlC V"
Figure 2.14 Induced velocity vs relative velocity at the disc
By referring to Figs 2.13 and 2.14, one can see that a simple graphical method
can be employed in finding the downwash velocity in horizontal flight.
The value of Vho and the direction Of Vho (tilt of the rotor o_,) are known. A_,sum-
ing a value of V', the corresponding value of vho is found from Fig 2.14. These values
of V and Vho must also satisfy the vectorial relationship shown in Fig2.1S. This means
that the head of the vector V'must lie on line e-b parallel to the rotor axis, while the
length ofo-b must be equal to the value of Vho corresponding to the assumed V'. If the
V "and Vho chosen the first time do not fulfill these conditions, a new value of V'should
be assumed and the whole procedure repeated. By cutting and trying, the correct pair of
values of V 'and Vho satisfying both Eq (2.30) and the vectorial sum condition can easily
be found.
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Figure 2. I 5 Velocities at the disc In horizontal flight at high-thrust inclination
3.10 Rateof Climb in Forward Flight
When the total power available at the actuator disc modeling a rotor (Pid, v) is
known, the rate of climb can be found in the following manner.
It is assumed that the rotor thrust inclination-a_, remains the same in ascending
flight as it would be in horizontal flight at a speed Vho equal to the horizontal compo-
nent of the actual flying speed Vf. Hence, if the drag as a function of forward speed of
the helicopter is known, then the rotor thrust tilt-av can readily be computed. Also,
since the ideal power available at the rotor Pi_lmv(N m/s or ft-lb/s) is known, the total
rate of axial flow through the disc U (m/s or fps) can be found from Eq (2.37), where U
is substituted for the axial component V'mx:
U = Pid, v/kvfW. (2.41)
On the other hand, for small a_'s, the rate of climb can be expressed (Fig 2.16) as:
Vc = U - (Vfav + vf). (2.42)
and, substituting Eq (2.41) for U,
V¢ = (Pidev/hvfW) -- (Vfav + vf). (2.43)
The value of vf in Eq (2.43) is yet unknown, but it may readily be found with the
help of a simple graph such as that shown in Fig 2.16. From the head of vector Vho , a
line is drawn parallel to the disc axis. Again, from the head of vector U, a line normal
to the disc axis and intersecting the first line, is drawn. By approximation, point A may
be considered as the head of a vector representingthe relative velocity of the slipstream V '.
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Figure 2.16 Velocity scheme in forword flight climb
0-A indicates the magnitude of V; and the corresponding vf can be found easily from the
graph in Fig 2.14, vf = f(V). When the vf value is introduced into Eq (2.43), the rate of
climb will be obtained.
In finding the induced velocity vf at any altitude, it must be remembered that vf
is inversely proportional to the air density (Eq 2.30). A graph of vf = f (altitude) with
the scale of V ' remaining constant could be helpful for altitude calculations. However,
a procedure based on the principle of excess power is usually accurate enough for all
practical purposes in determining the rate of climb. It can be seen from Eq (2.39) that
Vcf = [Pid, v -- (VhoDho + Tvf)]lhvfW"
In the above equation, the expression in the parentheses represents the power
required in horizontal flight Pidhorera at a speed Vho while Pidov should be interpreted
as the ideal power available at the actuator disc (rotor). Vcf can now be expressed in
m/s or fpm, while both powers are in horsepower, and weight in N or Ib:
(sl)
(ENG)
Vc_ = 735 (HPieov- HP,_ho_,q)ll%W.
Vcf : 550(HPidev - HPidhoreq)lkvf W.
(2.44)
In many cases, it may be assumed that the vertical load factor hvf= 1.0.
Service and absolute ceilings in forward flight can be obtained from Eq (2.44)
by finding the maximum rate of climb ( VCf)mR x at several altitudes and plotting (VCf)mex
values versus altitude. It is obvious that the altitude at which ( Vcf)mex reaches some pre-
scribed value; say, ( Vcf)mex = 70 m/rain, will represent the service ceiling (Fig 2.17).
The method of finding the rate of climb from the excess power can be accepted for
higher flying speeds ( Vo and higher) when climbing would not appreciably change the
rate of flow through the disc. For low forward speeds, the graphical method previously
outlined is more suitable.
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Figure 2.17 Maximum forward climb diagrorn and determination of
absolute and service ceilings
3.11 Partial and zero-power descent in forward flight
In forward flight with a horizontal velocity component Vho, it can be seen from
Eq (2.44) that Vcf becomes negative as the ideal rotor power available becomes lower
than that required in horizontal flight. In other words, the aircraft begins to descend at
a rate Vdf -- --Vcr In a particular case where HPidev = 0, this rate of descent becomes,
(Sl) Vdf = 735HPidhoreq/hvfW.
(ENG) Vdf = 550HP idhoreJ hvf H'.
(2.45)
In this equation, V d is in m/s or fps, and Win N or lb.
If power is taken from the rotor (say, to drive some accessories), then the first
term in Eq (2.44) also becomes negative and obviously, the absolute value of--Vc¢ (i.e.,
at a rate of descent Vd) would become higher than that given by Eq (2.45).
At this point it shou!d be noted that the validity of Eqs (2.44) and (2.45) is based
on the assumption that contrary to the case of axial and near-axial translation, neither
climb nor descent would noticeably alter the value of induced velocity corresponding to
Vho. Consequently, in climb and descent, the induced power would remain the same as
for the case of horizontal flight. It can be seen from Fig 2.10 that for speeds of forward
translation in excess of V¢ _ 2, the variation in the inflow angles that may be encountered
in either climb or descent of practical rotary-wing aircraft would not noticeably alter the
induced velocity values. Furthermore, for a rate of climb (or descent) on the order of
J+ Pc/Vf{ _ 113 (not likely to be exceeded in practice) the difference between the total
rate of flow (V') through the slipstream at the disc and that corresponding to the hori-
zontal component may be ignored. Consequently, it may be assumed that for Vf;_ 2, the
induced velocity and hence, the induced power in forward flight (or descent) with a
horizontal component Vho would be the same as in a purely horizontal flight at the same
speed. As a result, the method of predicting + Vc on the basis of either an excess or
shortage of power available with respect to power required in horizontal flight is justified.
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For some exceptional cases of extremely high rates of climb or descent at V'f;_ 2,
the associated variations of induced velocities and powers from those corresponding to
horizontal flight should be considered.
4. FLIGHT ENVELOPE OF AN IDEAL HELICOPTER
Much may be learned and many performance problems more simply solved by sub-
stituting the flight envelope of an idealized helicopter for that of actual rotary-wing air-
craft.
A complete flight envelope for a constant flight altitude would be contained with-
in the limits of the maximum rate of climb at the highest possible HPidav , and a rate of
descent corresponding to HPidav = 0. These rates of climb and descent can be shown as a
function of the horizontal component of the speed of flight given in either an absolute
dimensional [+ Vcf = f[ Vho)] or nondimensional [+ _cf = f(_ho)] form. In both cases,
the general character of the graph will obviously remain the same as shown in Fig2.18.
Vc
Vc= f r Vhd
PPidav= max
%o
Vd f(Vh°) PPidaw = 0
Vd--V=
Figure 2.18 Flight envelope of the ideal helicopter
In establishing the flight envelope in vertical ascent and descent at low forward
speeds ( Vho < 2.0), the Vcf and Vdf values should be calculated by the procedures
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outlined in Sects 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. However, for higher forward speeds ( _ho ;_ 2) where
the principle of excess ideal power available can be directly used, a new interpretation
for the relationships between Pidav, Vd = f(Vho), and Vcf = f(Vho) is possible. This
approach, outlined below, may be of interest in dealing with some of the problems of
performance optimization.
Equivalent rote-of-climb. Assuming that kvf = 1.0, the second term in the paren-
theses of Eq (2.44) becomes the rate of descent atPidav = 0 as given by Eq (2.45), while
the first term may be called the equivalent rate of climb in m/s or fps: (SI) Vceq =
735 HPidav/14/; or (ENG) Vceq = 550 HPidmv/ H' .
Using the above interpretation of Eq (2.44), the rate of climb at any value of
the horizontal component ( Vho ) of flight velocity (Vf) can be expressed as the differ-
ence between Vce q and rate of descent at that particular speed, when HPidmv = O:
Vcf : Vceq -- Vdf. (2.4_)
The above equation can also be presented in nondimensionaJ form by dividing both
sides by the induced velocity in hovering:
_c f = -Vceq - V--df . (2.46a)
Consequently, once Vdf = f( Vho ) or _df -- f(_ho) relationships are established
for Pidev = 0, then it becomes easy to obtain rates of climb in forward flight ( _ho ;_ 2)
for all values of Picl, v. This is done by calculating the equivalent rates of climb ( Vce q or
"Vceq ) corresponding to Pidmv and performing the subtraction indicated by Eqs (2.46)
and (2.46a), either arithmetically or graphically (see Fig 2.18).
Examination of the V_f = f(Vho ) for lip = 0 will help one to single out several,
operationally important, speeds of flight, Vf. Note that it may usually be assumed that
Vf _ Vho).
Economic speed, Who e or simply, Va, corresponds to the lowest rate of descent
for unpowered flight (Fig 2.18). In powered horizontal flight, it corresponds to the low-
est value of power required. In flight with excess power, it assures the highest rate of
climb (Vcfmex).
Optimu,_ speed Vhoop r or simply, Vopr, assures the best gliding ratio in unpowered
flight. In the presence of a tallwind (Vw) or headwind (-Vw) , this gliding ratio showing
the ratio of distance traveled (_) to altitude lost (/7) will be
(tin) = (Vho ± vw)/v,,.
For a zero-wind condition, this ratio becomes maximum at Vho = Ve, representing
the abscissa of the point of tangency of a straight line drawn from the origin of coordi-
nates to the V d = f(Vho) curve. In the presence ofa headwind-V w or tailwind Vw,
the tangents will be drawn from the Vho = Vw point in the first case, and Vho = -Vw
in the second (Fig 2.18).
In horizontal powered flight, the thus-determined speeds of flight would assure
maximum range under zero wind and ± V w conditions, as this would minimize the ideal
amount of energy (Eid) required per unit of distance traveled (.f = 1.0) and unit of gross
weigh t (W) :
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Eid/Wll.. I = Pid,,al(V h +- Vw) W
where Pidrea is in N m/s or ft-lb/s, and W in N or lb.
However, Pidreq / W = Viddf and consequently, the condition of minimizing the
above expression becomes the same as for the optimum glide angle in unpowered flight.
Maximum speed of horizontal flight Vhomjx or simply Vrnmx, is reached when
Vce q -- Vdf or, in other words, ideal power available becomes equal to the ideal power
required.
5. EFFECTS OF DOWNWASH CHARACTERISTICS ON INDUCED POWER
5.1 Uniform Downwash - No Tip Losses
In the physicomathematical models based on the actuator disc concept, it was
assumed that the induced velocity in axial flow is uniform both at the disc and in the
fully-developed wake. For oblique flows, especially throe characterized by high speeds
( Vf _> _), no explicit scheme was postulated regarding induced velocity distribution
over the disc itself; the only assumption being that the downwash is uniform in any
cross-section of the fully-developed slipstream and is equal to twice the average induced
velocity at the disc. Furthermore, it was also stated that in either case, the disc is equally
effective in thrust generation up to the limit of its geometric dimension; i.e., up to its
radius R. The induced velocity associated with this type of given thrust generation is
called the ideal induced velocity and the corresponding induced power, the ideal power.
It can be proven that the above flow conditions are synonymous with the minimi-
zation of induced power required for generation of a given thrust; i.e., for making the
Pied/T ratio a minimum. For the sake of simplicity, the problem of the Pied/T optimiza-
fion will be considered for cases of hovering and high-speed horizontal translation only
( Fho _ ;ho).
Hovering. In steady-state hovering-no controls application--it may be assumed
that because of the axial symmetry of flow, the variation of downwash velocity at the
disc ( v! is a function only of the radial position at the considered point on the disc. This
means that for any annulus of radius r= RF, and width dr = Rdf (where F = r/R), the in-
duced velocity vF = const (Fig 2.19).
Figure 2.19 Elementary annulus of the actuator disc
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With respect to the variation of vF from one station 7 to another, this relationship
can be expressed as a product of the ideal induced velocity rid corresponding to a
given thrust Tand some function ofF:
vv = v_of(_) (2.48)
where f(7) is assumed to be a continuous, differentiable function of r, at least within the
0 _ _ _ 1.O interval.
Elementary thrust produced by an annulus RdF wide and having.radius RFcan be
expressed as follows:
d TF = 4 _ R=p vT2 TdF, (2.49)
while the total thrust will be
and
I.o
T = 41rR=p _0 v_TdK
The corresponding elementary and total induced power will be
dpin d = 4nR= pvF 3 Fd_
Pin d
(2.s0)
(2.51)
1.0
= 4_R=p f v_ FdF. (2.52)
0
Expressing v7 in Eqs (2.50) and (2.52) according to Eq (2.48), the Pind/T ratio
can be written as follows:
1.0 t.O
= /o (2.s3)
It can be seen from Eq (2.53) that for a _ven vm, the Pied/T ratio is a function of
3" only. Consequently, conditions for an extremum for the Pind/T value can be sought
by differentiating Eq (2.53) with respect to ?" and equating the numerator of the so-
obtained fraction to zero. This would result in the following equation:
I.o l.O
0 0
1.0 1.0
where f_?) is the first derivative of f(Y).
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An inspection of Eq (2.54) indicates that when f('f) = const within the 0 _ F_ 1.0
interval and hence, f'(F) = 0, the left side of the equation reduces to zero. Physical
considerations indicate that the above condition of f('r) = const would make the Pind/T
ratio a minimum.
To enable one to visualize the character of the disc area loading associated with
various downwash distributions, d TF as given by Eq (2.49) is divided by the elementary
annulus area (2:rR2Ydf) over which dTFis generated. This leads to the following relation-
ship:
&p?- d Ty/ 21rR2?dF = 2pvF 2 . (2.55)
This expression can be nondimensionalized by first substituting Eq (2.48) for vT,
and then dividing both sides of Eq (2.55) by the dynamic pressure corresponding to the
ideal induced velocity required to generate a given thrust or, more generally, produce a
desired disc loading (w). When so-modified, Eq (2.55) becomes
A-_ 7 = 4 [f(7)] ' (2.55a)
where _F - APF/½pvia =.
It can be seen from Eq (2.55a) that for the particular case of f(r) = const = 1.0,
the pressure differential over the disc becomes constant, as was assumed in Sect 3.1, and
is equal to 4 times the dynamic pressure of induced velocity.
Horizontel Flight. To gain an insight into induced power aspects and spanwise load
distribution of rotors in horizontal flight, a technique was developed which would (1)
relate the shape of the downwash distribution in the fully developed wake to the induced
power required to produce a given thrust, and (2) determine the type of the correspond-
ing span loading of the disc modeling an actual rotor.
According to the momentum theory, the thrust d TE developed by the strip of the
disc Rd_ wide located at x = RR can be expressed as the rate of flow of the vertical
momentum through a corresponding strip of the slipstream cross-section located far
downstream where the induced velocity reaches its ultimate value (Fig 2.20).
T x' + /'I_'_
-Vho __ !
_ -_ -_ _=.- _ Vho
v
RX-- Rdi
Figure 2.20 Scheme of horizonta/ flight
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Assuming that IVhol 1_ IVholand hence, V' ,_ Vho, this elementary thrust becomes
dT_ = 4R=p VhoV_'d_ ,
while the corresponding elementary induced power will be
dPind.._x = 4R= P VhoV._x2_d_
(2.56)
(2.s7)
where v£, the average induced velocity at the disc at station _, is assumed to double its
value in the fully-developed_m.
In both equations, %// - x" can be substituted for j7 with the following results:
dT- i = 4R =p VhoV;Vri_-_ a2 (2.56a)
and
dPind_x = 4R2 p VhoV_ 2 _ I7--_3"d2 . (2.57a)
As in the case of hovering, v;- can be expressed in terms of the ideal induced veloc-
ity in horizontal flight as given by Eq (2.36) times some known or assumed function f(x):
vz = Vidhof(X) (2.58)
where function f(_) should be continuous and hence, differentiable within the -I.0
_ 1.0 limits.
Once f(_) is known, the total thrust and the corresponding induced power can be
obtained by substituting the right side of Eq (2.58) for vT, and then integrating Eqs
(2.56a) and (2.57a) within theR = -I.0 to 2"= 1.0 limits. If a symmetry exists with respect
to the vertical plane perpendicular to the x axis, and passing through the y axis, these
integrals become
1.0
T = 2 f dT E (2.59)
0
and
1.0
Pind = 2 f dPind;" (2.60)
0
The character of the spanwise load distribution along the disc span (lateral diam-
eter) associated with various f(_) functions can best be presented in nondimensional
form. This can be done by keeping in mind Eo (2.58) and remembering that the thrust
corresponding to uniform downwash distribution is T = 2 _ R 2 p Vho Vidho Dividing
both sides of Eq (2.56a) by the so-defined T,
d'_-i / d_ = (2 /_) r_)vr_"_ . (2.61)
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Decades ago, in a situation analogous to the momentum interpretation of the
thrust generated by an actuator disc in forward flight (Figure 2.20), it was proven by
the fixed-wing theory that the Pind/T ratio is minimized when the downwash velocity
in a fully-developed wake is uniform. While no further proof of this statement is neces-
sary at this point, it should be noted that when f('R) = 1.0 and hence v_ = Vidho , the
integration indicated by Eo (2.59) will lead to the basic Glauert relationship given by Eq
(2.35), and the accompanying span-loading as given by Eq (2.61) is ellip_icaJ. Although
this latter result coulo also be accepted solely on the basis of the proof offered by fixed-
wing aerodynamics, the above analysis was developed as a toot for future investigations
of the various effects of nonuniform downwash distributions in forward flight.
5.2 Nonuniform Downwash and Tip Losses - The hin d Factor
Definition of the hi, d Factor. In the preceding chapter, it was shown that nonuni-
form downwash distribution (both in axial and in forward flight) causes the induced
power to rise above its optimum level. It may also be expected that various aerodynamic
phenomena occurring at the outer rim of the disc may reduce its thrust-generating effec-
tiveness in that region; therefore, the effective disc radius ira) becomes smaller than R;
i.e., Ra/R = -fa < 1.0. This would also contribute to an increase in the Pind associated
with generation of a given thrust.
The deviations of the actual induced power from its ideal level resulting from the
above-discussed, and other phenomena such as mutual rotor interference can be con-
veniently gauged through the hin d factor,
hind = Pind/Pid. (2.62)
In hovering, the induced power of a disc with nonuniform distribution of the
downwash velocity, and the effective relative radius7 a < 1.0, can be obtained from Eq
(2.52) by substituting vldf('F ) for vr and changing the limits of integration from 0 to 1.0,
to 0 toFa:
?'a
Pind = #lrR= Pvidh_J [ f(7)] SFd? (2.63)
0
Introducing the Pi.d value as given by Eq (2.63) into Eq (2.62), and then dividing
the result by the expression Pid = 21rR= PVidh 3, the following expression for the bin d
factor in hovering is obtained:
7a
hindh = 2 f [ f(F)} ' FdT. (2.64)
0
The procedure used to determine the hin d factor in horizontal flight is similar to
that outlined above. In Eq (2.57a), vidho f(_) is substituted for v_- and the I under the
square root is replaced by Ha = where _a = ?'a is one-half of the relative effective disc
span. The integration indicated by Eq (2.60) is now performed within the 0 to_'a limits
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instead of the 0 to 7.0 limits, and the obtained expression is divided by the ideal induced
power in horizontal flight (2_R 2 p VhoVidho2):
ire
= (4/_) f [f(,_)]2 _/_e 2 _ _2'd_ " (2.65)kindho
le
o
It should be emphasized at this point that in horizontal flight as the downwash
velocity in the slipstream becomes nonuniform, the streamtube would no longer retain its
circular cr_s-section as shown in Fig 2.20. Nevertheless, it is assumed that in spite of the
cross_ection deformation, the area dAx of a section element associated with a location x
will remain the same as in uniform downwash considerations; i.e., dA_ = 2R2_ (ix.
This would obviously mean that the corresponding elementary thrust and induced pow_l
can still be expressed by Eqs (2.56a) and (2.57a) respectively, and Eq (2.65) remains
valid.
5.3 Examples of kin d Values and Types of Loading in Hover (Figure 2.21)
Uniform Downwash with Tip Losses. To produce the same thrust as for the ideal
case (a), the induced velocity (b) should be vin d = vid/F e and consequently,
f{F) = I/T, , (2.66)
which, substitutedinto Eq (2.64),yields
kindh = I/F,. (2.67)
The nondimensional disc area loading remains uniform (b) as in the case of no tip
losses (a), but its value as given by Eq (2.55a) will now be
&_ : 4/_ = . (2.68)
Triangular Downwash Distribution with v?-= 0 at F= O. This type of downwash dis-
tribution can be described by the following expression for the f(F) function:
f('F)= u? (2.69
where the coefficientu should be determined on the condition that the total thrust
corresponding to the nonuniform downwash distributionand tip lossesmust be equal to
the idealconditions (7-/o,= 2fir2 p vld= ). Substituting w_dT for v_.in Eq (2.S0),inte-
grating within the limits of 0 to _e, and equating the so-modified expression to the ideal
thrust; one would find that _' = 1.414/Fe = which, substituted into Eq (2.64) gives kindh =
i13/_e(c).
Substituting 1.4147/_ for f(F.)in Eq (2.55a),one findsthat
A_;" = (817,')? = . (2.70)
This means that in order to produce a triangular downwash distribution, the local
dis(: area loading should vary as a square ofF" (c).
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Figure 2.27 Hover kindh volue$ ond A_l, vor/otion$ for the fol/owlng Induced
velocity distributions:
(o) uniform with no tip losses
(b) uniform with tip losses
(c) triongulor with or without tip losses
(d) proportiono/ to _lrFwlth or without tip losses
(e) reversed triongulor with no tip losses
(f) proportional to (7 -- pa) with no tip losses
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Other Patterns of Downwash Distribution. kindh values and _3rvariations corre-
sponding to the patterns of induced velocity distribution gwen by f(F) = uXf-_, f(¥) =
u(l - Z), and f(T) = u(l -- T 2) are also shown in (d), (e), and(f).
It can be seen that the nonuniformity of the downwash distribution and excessive
tip losses may push the induced power required to generate a given thrust in hover way
over its ideal value. However, some nonuniform downwash patterns are more detrimental
than others. For instance, f('f) = vMr_(d) results in hindh = 1.05/_ only, while those
with maximum downwash at the disc center and zero at the disc edge appear especially
unfavorable, showing the t_'indh factor to be as high as 1.47 and 1.29 in schemes (e) and
(f). In those cases where some induced velocities are directed opposite to the general
direction of flow in the slipstream, the kin d values may be ever, higher.
It should also be noted that the Fo in (e) and (f) does does not anpcar in either of
the expressions for ffF) or/_indh. This omission is the result ef the low induced velocities
at the outer disc rim; therefore, the variation of're values within practicaJ limits (0.9_ 7e
1.0)has very littleinfluenceon the levelof the u coefficientand hindh.
With resoect to the A_Fdistribution, it can be easily seen that in addition to the
previously discussed cases of uniform and triangular downwash distribution, the parabolic
distribution of (d) would require a triangular variation of A_r; for the reversed triangular
distribution of (e), the A_r variation should be proportional to (1 - 7-)2; and for the
f(F) = v(1 -- T2) distribution of(f), A_ r would be proportional to (I _ 72 )2.
5.4 hind Values and Types of Span-Loading in Horizontal Flight (Figure 2.22)
An analogy to the hovering case can be drawn here - once the type of downwash
distribution fl(R) is known (e.g., uniform, parabolic, or triangular), then f(_) = uft(_ ).
The value of u can now be determined from the condition that thrust producecl by the
fl(k-)-type downwash distribution should be equal to that corresponding to the ideal
case. This approach will be applied to a few selected examples.
Uniform Downwesh Without and With "rip Losses. It can be seen from Eq (2.65)
that for the ideal case when fl(_) = 1.0 and 2"e = 1.0, _= 1.0 and as expected, htndh o =
1.0 also (a). If there are tip losses i'Ve < 1.0) while the downwash still remains uniform,
then, contrary to hover, the thrust equality condition would lead to v = ?/,_e2 and vjT =
Vidho/Xo =. The corresponding induced power factor would be hiadh o = l/_e _ as shown
in (b), and the span load distribution will retain its elliptical shape.
Triangular Downwash - f(R) = _. The condition of equality of thrust expressed
in terms of ideal induced velocity and that given by Eq (2.59) with the integration limits
0 - _'e, and k-e2 substituted for 1 in Eq (2.56a) leads to:
v : 4/_t x( _/_e = _ _2 'd_ (2.71)
0
which, integrated within the indicated limits, gives v = Tr/(4/3)_e s = 2.356/_ 3 . Substi-
tutingf(_)=v_into Eq (2.65) and integrating from _'= 0 to x=_e gives
hindh o = 1.338/x_ 2 " (2.72)
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Figure 2.22 Exomples of hindh ° vQ/UeS ond d T_/ dR vorlotton in horlzonto/
flight for the following Induced velocity distributions: (o) uniform with no
tip losses; (b) uniform with tip losses; (c} triongulor with tip losses; ond (d)
reversed trlongulor with no tip losses
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while the corresponding relative span loading (c), as obtained from Eq (2.61), will be
dTx/dx = (l.S/xe3)xVr_--_. (2.73)
Reversed Triongulor Distribution - f(x) = _(I - _). An example of the type of
downwash distribution where induced velocities decrease to zero at the tip is given in
(d). Similar to the previously considered case of hovering, the influence of span losses
can be ignored here, and it may be assumed that _e = 1.0. Under this assumption, the
condition of thrust equality Jeads to _ = ?. 737, while the induced power factor becomes
hindh ° = 1.21. The associated relative span Io_din_ will be
dTx/dx = 1.106(1 - x)_V/'_-'-_. (2.74)
As indicated in Fig 2.22, horizontal or more generally, forward flight, deviations
in the average downwash from its optimum uniform value may also lead to consider-
able losses in induced power. It should also be noted that some types of downwash
distribution, such as that exemplified by the triangular type, are especially damaging.
Although tip losses are always detrimental, their significance, like that of the hover-
ing case, is related to the basic shape of downwash distribution. They appear least detri-
mental in downwash types where induced velocity approaches zero toward the tips of
the disc.
Similar to the case of hover, the presence of an upwash within the generally down-
ward directed induced velocity field would contribute to a considerable increase of the
hindh o vaJueS.
As to span loading associated with various types of downwash distribution, the
reader is referred to the lower part of Fig 2.22.
6. TANDEM ROTOR INTERFERENCE IN HORIZONTAL FLIGHT
6.1 The Model
An investigation of the induced power of non-overlapping or slighUy overlapping
tandems in forward flight may serve as an additional example of the application of the
momentum theory to the basic problems of mutual rotor interference in forward flight.
To achieve the double goal of a better understanding as well as a quantitative evaluation
of these problems, the tandem is modeled by two actuator discs, of the same radius R,
representing the rotors (Fig 2.23). It is again assumed that the aircraft is statio__nary, while
a large mass of air moves past it at velocity -_"(inverse of the speed of flight V).
Since the actuator disc does not affect the approaching fluid, it may be postulated
that-in analogy to the tandem biplane-the influence of the rear rotor on the front rotor
may be neglected. By contrast, the effects of the flow tube extending downstream from
the front rotor and entering the "sphere of influence" of the rear rotor represent the
physical concept of mutual rotor interference. It may be anticipated that the geometric
position of the rear rotor with respect to the streamtube affected by the front rotor, as
determined by hr_, would represent one of the most important parameters in the deter-
mination of induced power.
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Figure 2.23 Representotlon of (a) slightly overlapping, and (b) nonovedapplng
tandems in horizontal tTight
To facilitate the task, it will be assumed that the forward speed is high enough
to justify the small-angle assumption in determining deflection of the flow due to the
induced velocity; therefore, the rate of flow thorugh the rotor becomes almost equal to
the speed of flight (V '_= V).
6.2 Axial Flow Velocities and induced Power
The average induced velocity of the front rotor (Vfr), developing thrust (Tfr), can
be expressed in the same way as for the isolated rotor:
vf r = Tfr/2_R =p V. (2.75)
In the following section, it will be shown that the downwash velocity at the
trailing edge of the rotor attains its full far-downstream value equal to twice the average
induced velocity. Hence, it is logical to assume that the air approaching the rear rotor
already has a downward component equal to 2Vlr.
The induced velocity associated with thrust Tre of the rear rotor will be
vre = Trw/2_R= pV. (2.76)
Should the rear rotor be completely submerged in the slipstream of the front rotor,
the total axial component (Vex) of the rate of flow through the disc associated only with
lift generation by both rotors will be
V, xre = 2vfr + vre. (2.77)
Consequently, the induced power (in Nm/s or ft-lb/s) of the rear rotor will be
Pi,_,, = T_(2vfr + v,,),
and the total induced power of bot_ rotors becomes
Pind = [Tf, Vfr -b Tre(2Vfr + vre)] .
(2.78)
(2.79)
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For a particular case when the front and rear rotors are producing the same thrust,
and the latter is fully submerged in the slipstream of the front one, the induced power of
the tandem would be equal to twice that of the two isolated rotors producing the same
thrust.
However, in numerous practicaJ cases, the rear rotor is not fully submerged in the
streamtube affected by the front rotor. This may be due to the geometry of the aircraft,
its trim position in flight, and finally, the downward deflection of its front rotor slip-
stream. In order to deal with all of these cases, a simplified picture of the interaction
between the slipstream of the front and rear rotors is conceived, imagining that the air.
streams penetrate each other in the manner shown in Fig 2.24.
--'1"-" -,_,/___ R
_r .... ... I """""--
I SECTION
iI--8
8
Figure 2.24 Streomtube mix of two rotors
It may be anticipated that within those regions where the streamtube affected by
the front rotor does not penetrate into that influenced by the rear rotor, the downwash
in the unmixed part of the rear rotor streamtube will remain as given by Eq (2.76). In
those regions where the airstream influenced by the front rotor penetrates that influ-
enced by the rear one, Eq (2.77) is assumed to be valid.
Consequently, the induced power of the whole helicopter can be broken down
into three components and computed separately. The first one will be of the front rotor,
and will remain the same as for the previously discussed case.
Pindfr = vfrT#" (2.80)
As far as the rear rotor is concerned, the part of its induced power that may be
"credited" to the nonmixed part of the rear-rotor airstream can be expressed as
Pindrefre e = Trevre(Arefree/frR2 ) . (2.81)
For that part where the two streams mix together, the induced power can be de-
termined as
Pindremix = Tre(2Vfr + vre)(AremtxlTrR2), (2.82)
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where Aremi x represents the mixed area, and Arefre e represents the freestream (Fig 2.24).
The total induced power of the helicopter will be the rum of all three components:
Find = Tfrvf, + (Tre/TrR2)[vreAr, fre, + (2Vfr + vre)Ar, mix]. (2.83)
For the particular case of rotors producing the same thrust equal to 7"/2, the expres-
sion for induced power is reduced to the following:
Find = (T2/TrR2P V) [¼ + (l141rRa)(Ar, lree + 3Aremix)]. (2,84)
In order to convert Eqs (2.83) and (2.84) to horsepower, the results of the caJcula-
tions conducted in SI units should be divided by 735; or in English, by 550.
It should be realized that the above-considered induced power of the tandem con-
figuration is still for an idealized case, as it assumes uniform downwash distribution and
no tip losses. However, Pind, as given by Eq (2.84) will be higher than the truly ideal one
corresponding to two isolated rotors, each developing a thrust of one-half T.
6.3 The hin d Factor
Similar to the hindh factor discussed previously in Sect 5.2, the hindho factor can
be defined as a ratio of the induced power as given by Eq (2.84) to that of the ideal in-
duced power of two isolated rotors of the same radius, each developing a thrust equal to
one-half T:
hindho =-- Pind/2Pidl_ T "
Performing the necessary substitution, one obtains:
kindho = 2[¼ + (l/4_rR=)(Arefr, e + 3Aremtx)]. (2.85)
It can be seen that for rotors located so that the centedine of the front rotor air-
stream passes through the hub of the rear rotor (hre = 0), the hindho would be equal to
2.0. However, when corrections resulting from tip losses are introduced, the kindn o
factor for the case of hre = 0 becomes higher than 2.
The graph plotted in Fig 2.25 shows the variation in the htndho factor (including
tip losses) vs elevation of the hub of the rear rotor over the centerline of the front rotor
airstream tube as predicted by this momentum approach _,
For comparison, the hindh o values are shown as computed for a non-overlapped
tandem on the basis of the Mangler-Squire theory s .
In addition, results representing an average of over 60 points obtained by Boeing-
Vertol in wind.tunnel tests of a universal tandem helicopter model are also shown in this
figure. The lower of the two Boeing curves represenr.s direct total power measurements
(including blade profile drag contribution). The upper curve gives the induced power
ratios (true hindh o factor values) which were computed by assuming that profile power
amounts to 25-percent of the total power. It can be seen that the hindh 0 v=lues predicted
by the simple momentum approach agree quite well with those obtained from the wind-
tunnel tests.
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Figure 2.25 The hin d factor for a tandem in horizontal flight vs rear-rotor elevation
7. INDUCED VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION ALONG DISC CHORDS
Momentum theory can also provide some insight into such problems as induced
velocity distribution along the fore-and-aft rotor disc chords in horizontal flight.
To demonstrate the basic methodology of attacking this task, only a simple case
of an actuator disc having a uniform surface loading (_p = w = const) over its entire
area is considered here. However, once understood, this approach can easily be extended
to include other cases where Ap varies over the disc area.
The general flow pattern is assumed to be similar to that shown in Fig 2.20, in-
cluding the assumption that Vho _ vho. However, to facilitate the present study, spe-
cial coordinate systems and notations were introduced as shown in Fig 2.26.
-vho
Y
2%o
IfJbo A_TU ATOIq DISC
Figure 2.26 Notations and coordinate systems for determination of the chordwlse
Induced velocity distribution
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From this figure it should be noted that in addition to the x,y coordinates, an
auxiliary scale _" is introduced in such a way that its origin coincides with the leading
edge of a chordwise disc element dx wide and located at a distance x n.
In order to accomplish the task of determining induced velocity distribution along
an arbitrary chord located at a distance x n from the fore-and-aft disc diameter, attention
is first concentrated on an infinitesimal element d_" long, dx wide, and located at a dis-
tance _'m along the examined chord. The total length of that chord will obviously be
I. = 2_/R= - xn='.
Thrust d T'mn developed by the d_dx element will be dT'mn = wd_dx, where
w is the disc loading. According to the momentum theory interpretation developed in
the subsection of Sect 5.1 on horizontal flight, d T'mn can be expressed as follows:
wd_ dx = 2_/R= -- yn='dxp Vho2dVhonm (2.86)
where 2_/R = -yn =' is the chord of the slipstream cross-section associated with the disc
strip located atXn, and dVhonr n iS the induced velocity at the element d_dx.
Remembering that the radius of the slipstream cross-section for Vho _ Vho is the
same as that of the disc; i.e., _/R = - yn 2' = _/R 2 -- xn =', Eq (2.86) can be rewritten
as
dVhonrn = (w/4p Vho_/R 2 -- xn=')d_. (2.87)
Since the point at i'm was arbitrarily selected, then it may be stated that at any point of
the disc chord located atxn, Eq (2.87) is valid, and consequently,
(dVho/d_;)n = wl4p Vho_/R % -- xn='. (2.88)
It may be imagined that on the scale of infinitesimal dimensions, the "far-down-
stream" distance from a point nm where dVho occurs can be expressed as a (nottoo
large) number j of elementary lengths d_. This means that the value of dVho would he
doubled at a distancejd_" downstream from the point where it was first generated.
Now, looking upstream from a point located on a strip n at a distance i'm, one
would find that all the elements of that strip from the leading edge to a point located
at _rn - jd_ developed induced velocities which are already twice as high as those given
by Eq (2.87). In other words, the slope of the induced speed growth would be twice
as high as that given by Ecl (2.88).
It may be stated hence, that the total induced velocity occurring at point nrn will
be
vhonm = 2(dvho/d_)n (_rn "- jd_) + (dvho/d_),jd_. (2.89)
Neglecting the infinesimals vs the finite quantities, Eq (2.89) becomes
vh ohm = 2 ( dVh o/d_ )n _rn • (2.90)
However, _'m can be expressed as the half-chord length _/R = - xn =' times _m, where
"_m- _m/,/R _ - _._'.
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Expressing the induced velocity derivative in Eq (2.90) according to Eq (2.88) and
substituting _m_/R 2 -- Xn2"for i'm, the following is obtained:
Vhom= (,,/2p . (2.91)
It can be seen from this equation that the influence of the spanwise location of the
chord (xn) has disappeared, which means that the expressed relationship is valid for any
disc chord. At the leading edge of the disc, the induced velocity is zero and then grows
lineady until it reaches a value equal to the average induced velocity of horizontal flight
(Eq (2.36)) along the whole lateral diameter of _e disc, where _'rn = 1.0. Along the
trailing edge, the induced vdocity becomes twice its average value (i'm = 2.0) as shown in
Fig 2.26.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS RE SIMPLE MOMENTUM THEORY
The application of physicomathematical models based on the simple momentum
approach to thrust generation in both axial and oblique translation has provided some
understanding of the basic relationships between such important design parameters as
disc loading and power required per unit of thrust. A satisfactory interpretation of power
required in climb, in both vertical ascent and forward translation, and some understand-
ing of the partial-power and no-power vertical descent phenomena have been achieved;
although in the latter case, it became clear that the physical assumptions required in the
structure of the model based on the simple momentum approach were not completely
convincing. The influence of nonuniform downwash distribution and tip losses on in-
duced power was shown. (:)ualitatively valid methods for estimating induced power losses
of tandem rotors in forward flight were developed. Finally, some insight was gained re-
garding chordwise induced velocity distribution at the disc in horizontal flight.
It may be stated hence, that the simple momentum theory contributes to a better
understanding of many basic aspects of performance of rotary-wing aircraft. Further-
more, many performance predictions (e.g., vertical flight, forward flight, and average
downwash velocity at various tilt angles of the rotor) can be performed by substituting
proper conceptual models based on the momentum theory for actual helicopters. In
addition to obtaining quantitative results which are often sufficiently accurate, the
momentum approach may provide a clarity of the overall picture that c,ould be lacking
when more complicated theories are applied.
However, the presently discussed theory encounters serious limitations in providing
guidance for rotor design, as it singles out disc loading as the only important parameter.
Consequenly, it does not provide any insight into such rotor characteristics as ratio of
the blade area to the disc area (solidity ratio, o)0 blade airfoil characteristics, tip speed
values with all the associated phenomena of compressibility, etc. Even when discussing
the influence of nonuniformity of induced velocity and tip losses on the hin d factor in
hover and forward flight, the simple momentum approach did not provide a physical
concept that could explain the nonuniformities of downwash velocities or the presence
of tip losses.
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In order to be able to investigate the influence of such rotor design parameters as
blade geometry (planform, airfoils, and twist), airfoil characteristics, solidity ratio, and
tip speed on helicopter performance, a new physicomathematical model reflecting all of
these quantities must be conceived. The combined blade element and momentum theory
considered in the next chapter provides a more refined model.
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CHAPTER III
BLADE ELEMENT THEORY
The concept of modeling rotor blades through an assembly of aerodynamically
independent airfoil elements is developed, and then combined with the momentum
theory in order to determine flow conditions at each element. This approach is first
applied to axial translation (with hover as a limiting case) of single and overlapping
tandem rotors, and then is extended to include forward regimes of flight. In this way,
a more refined tool for complete performance predictions of a helicopter, and a better
design guide than that offered by the momentum theory alone is provided.
Principal notation for Chapter III
A area m 2, or ft 2
AR aspect ratio
a section lift-curve slope rad "1, or deg "1
b number of blades
CD wing or body drag coefficient
C/. wing or body lift coefficient
Cp rotor power coefficient: Cp - P/_R2 p Vt 3
C O rotor torque coefficient: C O =- Q/IrR3p Vt 2
C T rotor thrust coefficient: C T =- T/TrR2p Vr 2
c chord m, or ft
Cd section drag coefficient
c! section lift coefficient
cm section moment coefficient
c# blade area power coefficient
c_ blade area torque coefficient
ct blade area thrust coefficient
D drag N, or Ib
d diameter m, or ft
f equivalent fiat plate area m 2, or ft 2
/-P horsepower 75kG m/s, or 550 ft-lb/s
h height m, or ft
hin d ratio of actual to induced power
hv vertical download coefficient: hv =- T/W
L lift N, or Ib
M Mach number
ov ovedap
P power N m/s, or ft-lb/s
Q torque Nm, or ft-lb
R rotor radius m, or ft
Re Reynolds number
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$
T
U
V
V
W
W
wf
E
F
e
X
P
0
GO
Subscri9_
o
8x
b
C
eq
fo
h
ho
i
id
ind
Inp
L
o
ov
por
radial distance
speed of sound
thrust
blade taper ratio: tr =- ct/Cr
velocity of flow approaching the blade
velocity in general
downwash velocity
weight
disc loading
equivalent fiat-plate area loading
angle-of-attack
flapping angle
increment
small, but finite, increment of distance
airfoil sweep angle
ordinate
efficiency
blade section pitch angle
inflow ratio
advance ratio: p _- V/Vt
air density
rotor solidity ratio: o -- b'cR/TrR 2
inflow angle
azimuth angle
rotor rotational speed
an_lar velocity
aerodynamics
axial
blade
climb
effective
equivalent
forward
hover
horizontal
inboard, or initial
ideal
induced
inplane
lift
zero station
overlap
parasite
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m, or ft
m/s, or fps
N, or Ib
m/s, or fps
m/s, or fps
m/s, or fps
N, or Ib
N/m 2 , or Ib/ft 2
N/m 2 , or Ib/ft =
rad, or deg
rad, or deg
m, or ft
tad, or deg
rad, or deg
kgJm 3 , or slugJft 3
rad, or deg
rad, or deg
rad/s
rad/s
station
pf
R
r
re$
ro r
Fr
t
th
tot
tr
U
±
11
Superscripts
profile
rotor
station r
resu It an t
rotational
Fear rotor
tip
thermal
total
transmission
ultimate
perpendicular
parallel
nondimensional
average
Blade Element Theory
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this chapter is to construct a physicomathematical model of the
rotor in order to eliminate or, at least, to alleviate the previously-discussed limitations
of the momentum theory.
The blade element, or strip theory, provides a model which will permit one to
determine, as precisely as possible, aerodynamic forces and moments acting on various
segments of the blade. This is done by imagining that the blade is composed of aerody-
namically independent, chordwise-oriented, narrow strips or elements.
From purely geometric considerations, it is relatively easy to determine the total
velocity of air flow approaching any blade element for any given flight condition, as well
as the component of that flow perpendicular to the blade axis. If information regarding
values of the lift, drag, and moment coefficients existing at each blade tip could somehow
be obtained, then knowing the chord lengths of the strips and the magnitude of the flow
velocity component perpendicular to the blade axis, the lift,drag, and pitching moment
per unit length of the blade span can be computed. Integrating (either graphically or
numerically) those unit loads over the entire blade span, the total lift, drag or, more
important, torque about the rotor axis of rotation, and pitching moment experienced
by the blade as a whole can be obtained.
Hence, it is clear that a precise determination of aerodynamic coefficients at
various blade stations becomes the key to the successful application of the blade element
concept.
Attempts to obtain this information were first made in the so-called primitive
blode element theory, developed almost entirely by S. Drzewiwcki between 1892 and
1920 (Ref 1, p. 211).
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At that time, it was commonly accepted that the angle-of-attack of a blade section
was the angle between the zero-lift chord of a particular section and the normal (perpen-
dicular to the blade axis) component of flow resulting from the translation of the rotor
as a whole and rotation of the blade about the rotor axis. The role of local induced
velocity was completely ignored in this approach.
Knowing the so-defined section angle-of-attack_ it was further assumed that lift and
drag coefficients experienced by the blade section would be the same as those of a fixed
wing of "proper aspect ratio" at the same angle-of-attack. However, an uncertainty still
existed as to what should be regarded as the proper aspect ratio. In this respe'ct, various
authors suggested aspect ratios ranging from AR = 6 to AR = 12, while others considered
the actual blade ratio as being most representative. The uncertainty as to the true angle-
of-attack at every element of the blade constituted a serious logical drawback of the rotor
model based on the primitive blade element theory. Along with a better understanding of
the two-dimensional (sectional) airfoil characteristic, it became clear that if the complete
pattern of air flow (including induced velocities) in the immediate vicinity of the blade
element were known, then the forces and moments acting on that element could be
accurately predicted using sectional coefficients cl, cd, and cm obtained after due con-
sideration of the existing Reynolds and Math numbers and steadiness of the flow.
Indeed, the entire current philosophy of predicting rotor performance and airloads can
characterized as an effort to depict, as accurately as possible and at every instant of
time, the flow fields in the immediate vicinity of the blade elements.
Combining the blade element and momentum theories discussed in this chapter
probably represents one of the simplest ways of finding time-average induced velocities
at various points of the rotor disc. Although this represents a definite step in the right
direction, it should be realized that the proposed approach can not account for instan-
taneous flow changes. Consequently, its usefulness is greatly limited when dealing with
the aeroelastic and some aidoad problems where knowledge of the variation of forces
and moments with time is essential. By contrast, the combined blade element-momentum
theory may offer simple, but sufficiently accurate, computational methods for many
practical tasks of performance prediction. This is especially true during the concept-
formulation phase of preliminary design of rotary-wing aircraft. Here, the main value of
this theory cleady lies in its ability to indicate the influence, on helicopter performance,
of such important design parameters as tip speed, rotor solidity, blade planform, twist,
and airfoil characteristics in addition to disc loading whose significance was stressed by
the momentum approach. All of these relationships, should provide a valuable guide in
the process of aircraft optimization for any set of" mission requirements.
2. AXIAL TRANSLATION AND HOVERING
2.1 Basic Considerations of Thrust and Torque Predictions
By analogy with the momentum theory, basic concepts of the blade element theory
will be initially examined using the case of a rotor in axial translation in the direction of
thrust (climb).
Consider that the blade of a rotor of radius R is composed of narrow elements
dr - Rd'f wide, having a chord c, an incidence (pitch) angle with respect to the rotor
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plane O, and a defined airfoil section. In general, these three quantities may vary along
the blade span or, in other words, may depend on the radial position of the blade element
as defined by r -= R? (Fig 3.1).
NOTE: THE BLADE ELEMENT IS SHOWN STATIONARY WHILE THE AIR FLOWS PAST IT
Figure 3.1 Blade element concept
The rotor is composed of b blades, and is assumed to be turning at a rotational
velocity _ --- Vt/R (where Vt is the tip speed) while moving along its axis in the direc-
tion of thrust, at a speed Vc.
If the pitch angle; i.e., the angle between the zero lift-line of the element and the
rotor disc, of an element located at radius • is Or, its angle-of attack a_, asshown in Fig
3.1 (with • subscriptsomitted),will be:
where _Ir is the angle due to the rate of climb _lr = ton't(V¢/f_r) and ¢2r is the induced
angle: _2r = ton'1(vrl_r).
The angle-of-attack of the element at station r can now be expressedas
ar = Or - tan-1[(Vc + vr)lf_r] (3.1)
or in those caseswhere v¢ and vr aresmall in comparison wit_ _r,
ar = Or - (Pc + vr)l_r (3.1 a)
where, of course, all anglesare expressedin radians.
If the induced velocity at some radius • were known, it would be possible to esti-
mate accurately the lift and drag of the blade element using section coefficients. The
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section lift coefficient cxr = orar, where Or is the slope of the lift curve for the airfoil
of the considered blade element. The Or value, of course should correspond to the opera-
tional conditions of that particular blade element; i.e., its Mach and Reynolds numbers
as well as the influence of unsteady aerodynamics should be considered.
The above-mentioned aspects, as well as other phenomena affecting airfoil char-
acteristics in the particular environment of rotary-wing operation, will be discussed in
Ch Vl.
The magnitude of the lift (d Lr I Ur) experienced by the blade element of width
dr and chord cr will be:
dLr = ½POr arUr 2 crdr. (3.2)
When Vc and vr are small in compariscn with _.r, which is often true for the
working part of the blade, Ur _" _r. Therefore, substituting Eq (3.1a) for a r in Eq (3.2),
it becomes
[0 Vc + vr']cr(S2r)= dr. (3.3)dLr = HarP • Qr
The elementary profile drag (dDprrl[Ut)experienced by the blade element at radius
• will be
dDpr• = ½pcd•Ut2crdr (3.4)
or, assuming that Qr _- U•:
dDpr r = _Cdr[,(_r) 2 crdr. (3.5)
Consequently, the elementary thrust (dTt) will be
dTr = dLtcos Cr - dDprrsin _• (3.6)
and the corresponding elementary torque is
dQr = (dLrsin ¢• + dDprrCO$ Cr)r
where Cr is given by the relationship
ton Cr = (Vc + vr)/_r.
When Cr is small,
(3.7)
ton Cr _ sin ¢• _ Cr,
and
dT r = dLr - dDr[(V c + v•)/_'lr].
For the working part of the blade, usually, dDr[( V c + Vr)/Qr]
(3.8) becomes
dT• == dLr.
(3.8)
'< dL•, and Eq
(3.8a)
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Similarly, the simplest formula for the elementary torque will be:
dQr = [dLr(Vc + vr)/_r + dDprr]r (3.9)
or, in light of Eq (3.8a):
dQ r = [dTr(V c + vr)l_r + dDprr]r. (3.9a)
Remembering that elementary power (dP r in N m/s, or ft-lb/s) required by the con-
sidered blade element is
dPr = dQr_
and substituting Eq (3.9a) into the above relationship, dP r can be expressed as follows:
dp r = dTr(Vc + Vr) + dDprrr_. (3.10)
It can be noticed from Eq (3.10) that the power required by a blade element in
axial translation in the direction of thrust (climb) contains two terms previously identi-
fied in the momentum theory; namely, (1) d Tr V¢ ; i.e., power associated with an axial
translation at a speed Vc, and (2) dTrvr; i.e., power associated with induced velocity
(induced power). However, a third term that was not present in the momentum consider-
ations appears in Eq (3.10). This is dDprrr_ which, of course, represents the profile
power required by the blade element moving through the air at a speed r_.
2.2 Combined Blade-Element and Momentum Theory
Induced velocity (vr) for various values of r can be determined by combining
blade element and momentum theories as probably originally proposed by Klemin 2.
This would provide the missing link for a more accurate estimation of dTr, dQr, and
hence, dPr values.
Using the notations of Fig 3.2, the thrust (dTr) produced by an elementary annulus
of width dr and radius r can be expressed--in analogy to Eq (2.49)-according to the
momentum theory as
T I tV¢
-Y c
_ dr-dk-r I
PLAN VIEW SIDEoVIEWI
Figure 3.2 Elemer, tary annulus of the rotor disc
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dTr = 47rp(V¢ + vt)vrrdr (3.11)
where vr is the induced velocity at the rotor disc.
On the other hand, according to the blade element theory and under the assump-
tions discussed in the preceding par_raphs, the elementary thrust experienced by b
number of blades can be expressed as
dTr = _r (E_r)i pbcrdr. (3.12)
Using the nondimensional notation (T) for radial location as expressed in Ch II, the
following nondimensional quantities are obtained:
r=R7
dr = Rd_ (3.13)
r_ = Vtf
where V t -- R_ is the tip speed.
Equating the right sides of Eqs (3.11) and (3.12), introducing the notations as
given in Eq (3.13), and remembering that if the pitch angle at station Fis OF, then
czy = o-_[e_-- (vc + v_)l v,r],
an_ the following basic equation is obtained:
81rRv_r + (Vre_bcF+ 87rRV¢)vF+ VtV¢o#b¢_.- Vri oFbcTf81, = O. (3.14)
The above equation can be solved for the induced velocity at station F:
[_(,,oo ,.). oo:, ;1<,.,,>tT - .R+ + + .2Vii V \167rR _t 8_R 87rRV r J
In hovering, when V¢ = O, Eq (3.15) is simplified to the following:
o_bcF
vF = V t + + • (3.16)
167rR V \161rRI 8_R
If, in addition, the blade is of rectangular shape (chord c is constant), then the
rotor solidity o can be expressed as follows:
o = bcR/_R = = bc/IrR;
hence,
bc = olrR.
Further assuming that the lift dope a may be considered the same for the whole
blade span, Eq (3.16) becomes:
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[ ao I2 +v7 = Vr -- _'_ + V\I6 1 (3.17)
Knowing the variation of the blade twist angle with its span, 07(r") , the blade pitch
angle at any station F"can be expressed analytically. For example, in the case of linear
iwist:
0F = 8o - OeotF
where 00 is the pitch angle at zero station, while Oror expresses the total angle of the
washout. Introducing the above expression into Eq (3.17), the formula for downwash
distribution of a lineady twisted rectangular blade is obtained:
_ __ + 00 -- 0to r16 [ \ 161 7 (3.17a)
Eqs (3.15) to (3.17a) permit one to compute downwash velocity (vr) in vertical
ascent, or in hovering for a rotor with any number of blades (b) of any planform and any
pitch distribution. Knowing the true downwash value at any blade station F, it is possible
to find (with the help of two-dimensional airfoil characterisitics) the true valuesof thrust
and torque experienced by every blade element (see Eqs (3.3), (3.4), (3.8), and (3.9)).
Furthermore, one may acquire some feeling regarding performance advantages (magni-
rude of the hind factor) either in hovering or in climb resulting from particular combina-
tions of the chord (planform) and twist distribution. It would also be nossible to learn
about the section lift coefficient variation along the blade span [ (cz = f (7)].
Section lift distribution along the blade is illustrated by the following example for
the hover case of a rotor with rectangular, untwisted blades. For 0to r = 0, Eq (3.17a)
can be presented in a nondimensional form as (v'f/Vr) = f(F).
v; ao a_s
-- = _m + + -- OaF.
Vr i6 V \16] 8 (3.18)
Assuming that a : 5.73 tad, several values of 0o: 00 : 4 ° == 0.07 rad, 8 ° ==0.14
rod, and 12 ° _- 0.21 rod; and two solidity ratios of o = 0.05 and O.I0; vr/V r is computed
from Eq (3.18) and shown in the lower part of Fig 3.3.
Knowing that vT/V r = f(r'), the angle-of-attack at a station _"can be obtained from
Eq (3.1),
and consequently,
aT= Oo- tan-  v lVt)l' ]
= = a{Oo- tan- ( )/r]l_/Vr (3.19)
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o - 0.10
----- 0.05
cI - f(r-)
_ _ ...,.....- -" "" :0o.12 °
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
•, 4°
I.°
12 °
(v/V t) - f(r')
Figure 3.3 Exornples of sectional lift coefficient ond relotive induced
velocity distribution olong the" fiat blade
The above-determined section lift coefficients are shown in the upper part of Fig 3.3.
Evoluotion of the Conceptual Model. The physicomathematical model of the rotor
based on the combined momentum and blade element theory provided the means of
determining radial distribution of time-average induced velocities of a rotor with blades
of oetineci geometry and known airfoil-section characteristics. This, in turn, would permit
one to calculate the thrust developed by the rotor, both in hovering and climb, as well as
the corresponding power required in those regimes of flight. Also, knowledge of the sec-
tion lift distribution along the blade span at various 80 values should give some idea re-
garding the appearance of stall at high collective pitch angles.
However, the above-discussed model has not given any indication regarding the
existence of tip losses. Also, the inflow and wake structures still remain undetermined,
except for the information obtained from the momentum theory that downstream,
the slipstrea_n should contract because of the increase of the induced velocity to twice
that of its at-the-disc value.
Nevertheless, in spite of all the above shortcomings, the combined momentum and
blade-element theory provides enough insight into the operation of real-life rotors to
warrant its application to performance predictions of rotors in axial translation, and
especially, in hovering. Presenting some performance aspects in nondimensional form is
often more convenient than dealing with dimensional qualities; therefore, the most
important dimensionless coefficients used in rotary-wing aerodynamics are discussed
below.
2.3 Nondimensional Coefficients
Similar to fixed-wing practice, nondimensional thrust and torque, or power coeffi-
cients of a rotor can be defined on the basis of: (1) either disc or total blade areas,
(2) air density, (3) the square of characteristic velocity (tip speed V r), =.el (4) in the
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case of torque, rotor radius (R).
(zrR 2 ) are defined as follows:
thrust coefficient
torque coefficient
power coefficient
Nondimensional coefficients based on the disc area
C r = T/_R 2 p Vr 2
C O = Q/_R3p Vt 2
Cp = P/=R2 P Vr 3
and those referred to the total blade area (A b):
The
thrust coefficient
torque coefficient
power coefficient
dimensional quantities
ct = T/AbPVr= = CT/o
cq - Q/AbRpVr 2 = Co/o
cp =- P/AbPVt 3 = Cp/o"
in the above expressions are either in SI or English
units, as indicated in the Principal Notations at the beginning of this chapter.
In addition to the above a priori-defined coefficients, expressions for the average
lift coefficient, c'£h; the average profile drag coefficient, _'d; and the average total drag
coefficient CDh for hover can easily be developed.*
Average Lift Coefficient. Within the validity of small angle assumptions (dT= dL),
the thrust of a blade element cRdFIocated at r = RTcan be expressed as
dT = ½p bc Rc1 Vr= ?2 d_.
Assuming that ¢j; along the whole radius is constant and equal tOOth, and remem-
bering that bc R = owR 2, the above expression can be integrated from F = 0 to P'= 1.0;
leading to
"clh = 6T/o_R= p Vt 2 = 6CT/o = 6Or. (3.20)
However, if a cutout exists at the blade root so that the inboard station T/=_ 0, and
tip losses reduce the effective relative rotor radius to ?'e, then integration of dT would be
performed from Ti to Fo, resulting in the following:
"c_n = 6T/a_R= p Vt= (7"3 - 7i3 )" (3.20a)
It can be seen from Eq (3.20¢) that a customary cutout (usually'r i • 0.2) would
have little effect on the _'L/_ level. By contrast, tip losses may noticeably influence the
average lift coefficient. For instance, ?w = 0.95 would increase C'£h by about 13 percent.
Assuming uniform distribution of downwash velocity over the entire disc, still
another useful expression for _! h can be developed by substituting a relationship based
on ideal induced velocity (vial) for T in Eq (3.20); i.e., T=27TR 2 pvicl 2 .
"_th = ;2(%,lVr)' Io. (3.21)
*Lower-case letters are used for _'_h and _'d in order to emphasize their relationship to
section coefficients, while _Oh is obviously based on the total drag of the blade, including
the induced drag.
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Conversely, for a given value of the average lift coefficient, the corresponding
(vid/Vt) ratio would be:
("M v,) = 0.289 c /'f ho. (3.21a)
Average Profile and Total Drag Coefficients. Similar to the average lift coefficient,
the average profile (_'_) and total drag (CD) coefficients can be obtained. The contribu-
tion of b blade elements located at k-R to the rotor profile power (in N m/s or ft-lb/s)
will be
dPpr = _pbcR cdVt3? 3 dr. (3.22)
Again assuming that c# is constant along the blade and is equal to c'd, the above
equation is integrated within Y= 0 to 7= /.0 limits in order to obtain profile power
in hovering (Pprh):
PP"h = (118) o'lrR=p Vr' "cd (3.22a)
and consequently,
_d = 8Pprh/offR= P Vt3" (3.23)
The tot_ average drag coefficient (_Dh) by analogy with Eq (3.23)will be
Cob = 8P/q _/°_R= P Vt 3 (3.24)
where PRh represents the total rotor power in hovering (in Nm/s or ft-lb/s).
2.4 Rotor Profile Power in Axial Translation
Determination of_d, x. When integradng Eq (3.22a) it was assumed that the pro-
file drag coefficient and blade chord were constant along the blade span. Actually, one
may expect that the blade chord c and usually, the profile drag coefficient Cd, vary along
the blade span. This latter variation is caused by the fact that at any particular station
Cd7 = f(ReF, MT, c_ hetc). Here, the etc could mean airfoil r_tion geometry, surface
roughness, special boundary layer conditions as influenced by the centrifugal accelera-
tion field of rotating blades and, in some special cases, the application of BLC. All of
these parameters may be dependent on ?,, thus making calf = f(r'). Consequently when
integrating Eq (3.22), Cd-F and c 7 should be retained under the sign of the integral:
1.o
Ppr h = _bRPVr 3 f cTcc_rT3dF. (3.25)
o
Equating the fight sides of Eqs (3.22a) and (3.25), the following expression for the
equivaJent _'¢ in hovering or any axial trandation is obtained:
1.o
"i_h = (4b/o;rR) J CFcdFP 3 dr. (3.26)
o
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When cF = c = const, Eq (3.26) becomes
1.o
= 4 / cdF?3dF. (3.26a)
o
The integration indicated in Eqs (3.26) and (3.26a) is usually either numerically
or graphically performed because of the complicated nature of the CdF= f(F) relation-
ship.
It should be mentioned at this point that since blade surface roughness is one of the
most important parameters influencing cdF values, some allowance should be made for
the increase in profile drag by multiplying the cdmin values from airfoil wind.tunnel data
by a roughness coefficient. Depending on the blade construction and State of the blade
surface, the magnitude of the roughness coefficient may van/ within rather wide limits-
from 1.15 for smooth blades to 1.5 or even more for sand and/or rain-eroded ones (see
Ch II, Vol II). For laminar airfoil sections which are very sensitive to surface roughness,
roughness correction factors may exceed 1.5 whenever the blades are in less than perfect
condition. Details for accounting for the influence of such other parameters as Re and M
on Cdr can also be found in Ch II of Vol I1.
Approximate Determination of _'d, x. Because of the complexity of finding _dRx
from Eqs (3.26) and (3.26a), the following approximate method can often be used.
1. For given conditions of pitch angle, tip speed, and air density, the section lift
coefficient ct o._ s is determined at F = O. 75.
2. Assuming that the lift coefficient obtained in 1 also exists atF = 0.8, the corre-
sponding c d value is computed, taking into account the Reynolds and Mach numbers
existing at F= 0.8 and cp0._5.
3. The cd determined in 2 is corrected for blade surface roughness, multiplying
the Cdrni n component of the total profile drag coefficient by a suitable correction factor.
Assuming that this cd value exists along the whole blade, the profile power is computed
from Eq _3.22a).
It should be emphasized, however, that since the profile power increases due to
compressibility may be quite considerable (see Ch Vtof this volume, and Ch II, Vol I!),
the shortcut method may miss the blade area (mostly outboard) where rapid profile
drag occurs. The problem of compressible drag should be thoroughly investigated if there
is any possibility that an unfavorable combination of lift coefficient and Mach number
may exist. This should be done throughout the whole operational range of the rotor, and
especially when high thrust and elevated tip speed is combined with low air density and
tern peratu re.
While lowering the tip speed (reduction of M) may appear as the simplest way of
alleviating the compressible-drag problem, in some cases this approach may prove dis-
advantageous as the higher blade-element lift coefficients c_7 resulting from a reduced V r
-even in combination with the lower Mach number-might still produce higher drag
coefficients than those associated with the original ct7 and M combination.
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2.5 Tip Losses
While a clearer insight into the physical and computational aspects of tip losses
will be gained through the vortex theory discussed in the next chapter, the existence of
this phenomenon should be acknowledged even when the rotor thrust is calculated by
the combined momentum blade-element theory. This is usually done by assuming that
the predicted aerodynamic lift extends up to some blade station; i.e., to the so-called
effective blade radius (r • = RTe) and ends abruptly at that station.
There are numerous theoretical or empirical formulae for predicting tip losses.
For instance, Prandd gives a simple, but only approximate formula for propellers which
is based on the vortex theory (Ref 1, p. 265):
= I - (3.27)
where b is the number of blades, ;k is the inflow ratio of the propeller, and ;k = Vex/Vri
Vex being the axial velocity at the disc.
Some authors simply recommend expressing the effective radius as:
r, = R - 0.5_
where _ is the average blade chord.
Dividing the above equation by R, the following is obtained:
= 1 - 0.5(_a/b). (3.28)
Sissingh 3 proposes the following expression:
= Z - C,o [1 + O. 7(,d]IZ.5R
where c,o is the chord length at the root end and (tr) is the blade taper ratio.
By analogy with the preceding case, the above expression for rectangular blades can
be presented as follows:
= 1- 3.56o/b. (3.29)
Walc_ recommends another expression which, for a rotor with rectangular blades,
can be written as follows:
& = i - 1 8v . 13.3o)
For comparison, tip losses as given by Eqs (3.27) through (3.30) were computed
for a hovering rotor at SL, STD; out-of-ground effect where w=4OhG/rn 2 =392 N/rn2;
V r = 200 m/s; b = 4; and o = O.10. The results are shown in Table II1-1.
It can be seen from this table that 7e values calculated by different formulae are
somewhat different. However, their average amounts to _ = 0.952 and this, or an even
slighUy higher value of Ye = 0.96, appears as a reasonable number for the approximate
tip-loss factor in hovering.
2.6 Rotor Thrust and Power in Climb and Hovering
Knowledge of induced velocity distribution along the blades and hence, of sectional
lift coefficients permits calculation of the thrust of the rotor using the blade element
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i
EQUATION
(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)
(3.30)
re
0.978
0.961
0.912
0.956
TABLE II1-1
approach. However, once v = f(7) has been established, it may often be more convenient
to use the momentum theow in estimating the total thrust T.
After substitu ring RY for r, and Rd¥ for dr, Eq (3.1 ; ) becomes
and consequently,
while, in hovering,
dT = 41rR 2 p (V¢ + v)vFd7
r=
T¢ = 4_R2p / (V c + v) vt'dF.
,8
_j
Th = 47rR2pf v2 7 dr.
(3.31)
(3.32)
When induced velocity vs blade span is given in nondimensional form, v/Vt, Eq
(3.32) becomes:
Th = 47rR 2 p Vr = (v/V t)2 "Fd'f. (3.32a)
In all of the above three equations, Fi is the inboard station where the actual blade
begins. Since the analytical relations between v and T are rather complicated, a computer-
ized numerical or graphical integration is more suitable for practical purposes.
A scheme of graphical integration of Eq (3.32a) is shown in Fig 3.4. In this case,
since the induced velocity is expressed in a nondimensional form, the area A can be
used in both the SI and English measuring systems, while R 2 p Vr = is expressed in the
proper units.
In the case of a rotor having rectangular untwisted blades the (riVe) = f(F) is ex-
pressed by the relatively simple relationship of Eq (3.18). In addition, if the influence of
M and Re on the variation of the lift slope along the blade radius can be neglected (i.e.,
it may be assumed that the section lift slope o = const for all stations); then Eq (3.18)
is introduced into Eq (3.32a) and, for simplicity, the integration is performed within the
0 to Te limits with the following results:
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(v/V )=i"
r
Figure 3.4 Graphicol integration of thrust
T = 4 lrR 2 p Vt 2 IA 2 Fe2 + (1/3)B7o3 + 4A(2A' - 3BTe)_/'(A =lsB2 + BF°) 3']
or (3.33)
IA 4A(2A2 - 3BFe)_/(A= + BY°)3']C T = 4 2Fe= + (1/3)BFe 2 + 15B 2
where A = oa/16, and B = o_8o/8.
It should be noted that the terms containing A s were omitted in the above two
equations. This is permissible as long as B is not approaching zero, which obviously means
that the blade pitch angle is 0 o _ O.
For a rotor having linearly twisted blades, expressions for T and CT can be ob-
tained in a way similar to the preceding case.
Maximum Thrust in Hovering. In some practicaJ problems, it may be important
to know the maximum thrust that can be obtained from a given rotor, assuming that
the power available is sufficient to retain a given tip speed. To solve this problem, it
would be necesssry to figure out which sections of the blade would stall first and at what
pitch angle. The blade pitch angle corresponding to the beginning of stall can easily be
found by the following procedure.
The maximum attainable section lift coefficient (Cfmex) at various stations Fshould
be estimated by first taking into consideration the blade airfoil sections, the effect of
Reynolds and Math numbers and finally, all other secondary effects such as unsteady
aerodynamic phenomena (should this be justified by the rate of the pitch change) and
boundary-layer interaction.
It should be noted that for the rectangular or moderately tapered blade, Re in.
creases toward the tip, while M becomes higher regardless of the blade planform. The
first of these increases nearly always leads to higher Clmox values, while elevated Math
numbers, which may be encountered in the outer portion of the blade, tend to reduce the
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Clrnsx (see Ch VI). As a result of these conflicting influences between Reynolds and
Mach numbers, CimRx will first increase along the radius until it reaches its maximum
at some blade station, and then its value will decrease toward the tip. The character
of this variation is shown as a solid line in Fig 3.5.
e_
©_=n F
v
Figure 3. 5 Determination of the blade stall regions
Using the procedure leading to Eq (319), the section lift-coefficient values for
some assumed representative collective pitch value (00) can be calculated, and after
plotting them vs F (broken line in Fig 3.7), one could see, at this particular 80 level,
whether there would be a possibility of stall and if so, within which segment of the blade
it would occur.
Blade stall can also be studied by determining the local pitch angle at the various
blade stations at which stall would take place.
Equating the right sides of Eqs (3.11) and (3.12), assuming Vc = 0 (for hover),
and remembering that r- RTand dr =-- RdT, the relationship between induced velocity Vr-
at a station T, and lift coefficient of the blade element ct7 can be obtained:
or
_(z/8 )(b_/R)c_;-'v7 = V t 7t r
v#Vt = _(I/8_)(bc/R)ct_F[
For rectangularblades (bc/R = _ro),Eq (3.34a)becomes
(3.34)
(3.34a)
v_IV, = _/(1/8) octrF: (3.34b)
When ctmmx reaches its maximum value, so does the (vT/Vt) ratio. Consequently,
within the limits of validity of small-angle assumptions, the pitch angle of the blade ele-
ment at station Tcorresponding to the beginning of stall will be
O_,t = ctmsx_r/ a_ + (vpIVt)msxff . (3.3S)
After the OFst values have been calculated for several blade stations, one will have a
fairly clear picture of the pitch angle 0 o (of the blade as d whole) where stall begins.
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If the maximum possible thrust from a blade of given planform and airfoil sec-
tion is required, it is possible to select a twist distribution wherein the section lift co-
efficients simultaneously reach their maximum values over the largest possible part of
the blade. When the blade is non-twisted (no washout), it is oovious that the lowest value
of 87sr is the blade pitch angle at which stall begins.
Using the previously established formulae, the rotor thrust value corresponding to
the beginning of stall can now be calculated from the known v_/Vt = f(¥) relationship.
The so-obtained thrust can be assumed as being close to its maximum value. However,
a more thorough study of Tm,x can be made when T is calculated for several values of
8 o greater than the 8 o at the beginning of stall. In this case, at those blade stations
where the local stall pitch angle 8_'=r has been exceeded, the downwash velocity vFshould
be computed from Eqs (3.34a) and (3.34b), using the post-stall c= value (region a-b,
Fig 3.6).
Figure 3.6 Typical _ vs ¢zcurve
The above discussion of the hovering case should enable the reader to deal with
stall and maximum thrust protdems in vertical flight at a given rate-of-climb.
Induced Power in Axial Translation. In vertical translation (climb or descent),
as wdf as in hovering, the induced power can be estimated by following the outline given
in Sect 5.1 of Ch I1. Once the _vaJues or the vF/Vr ratios are computed as a function of
¥, the whole procedure of finding the induced power-either in hover (Pindh) or in climb
(Pindc)--becomes quite simple. Eq (2.52) is rewritten using the velocity ratio approach:
Find = 4_R' V,' p f (vdV,)' _ d_ (3.36)
where, depending on the unit system used, Find will be in either Nm/s or ft-lb/s.
Because of the complexity of the expressions for _= f(r"J or vF/V t = f(¥), the most
practical procedure for finding Fin d will be to perform the above integration, as in the
case of thrust, either on a computer or graphically. The latter procedure-analgous to
that illustrated in Fig 3.4-is shown in Fig 3.7..
Knowing Find, the induced power factor kin d =- Pind/Pld can be determined; again
following procedures established in Sect 5.2 of Ch I1. This will be done analytically using,
as an example, a rotor with rectan_lar untwisted blades where a closed-form formula for
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Figure 3. 7 Graphical integration of induced power
Pindh can be easily obtained in the following steps: (1) substitute the vF/V t ratio given in
Eq (3.18) into Eq (3.36), (2) define ao/16 as A and ao8o/8 as B, (3) integrate within the
limits of ri = 0 to ?e, and (4) neglect the terms containing A s and A 7. Consequently,
;(3B7o - 2A')(dA' + BT;,)' A"Pindh = 47rR= Vr 3 P Bz
+ _ - 2A3Te = - ABF e (3.37)
35 B = "
Equating thrust expressed in terms of ideal induced velocity (Vid) to me thrust
given by Eq (3.33), the following formula for the equivalent Videq is obtained:
/A I 4 A(2A' - 3BF°)(_,/A = + aT;)" (3.38)%deq = 1.41V t =F°= +'_ BYe3 + --15 B =
therefore, the hindh factor becomes
kindh = Ptnd/21rR =PVideq3. (3.39)
Assuming the following geometric and operational characteristics for a rotor
with untwisted rectangular blades: R = 7.6 m, o= 0.7, "#e= 0.95, 00 = 10 ° = O.17 rad,
V r = 213 m/s, a = 6.O/tad, and p = 1.23 hg/m z, the thrust computed from Eq (3.33)
would amount to T = 70 lOON -_. 7150 kG. The induced power (Eq (3.37)) would be
Pind = 1 019 445 Nm/s = 13871-P, and the induced power factor, computed from Eqs
(3.38) and (3.39) is hindh = 1.1Z
Blade Twist and Chord Distribution for Uniform Downwosh /n Hovering. The
operating conditions of a rotor are specified as: (1) the effective disc loading w e -
TifF° 2 R =, tip speed Vr, and air density p, or (2) simply as the average lift coefficient
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_'Lh and V r. The problem consists of finding a blade twist and/or chord distribution which,
under the so-defined operating conditions, would produce a uniform induced velocity.
In the first case, the induced velocity which we try to makeuniform would be v =
while in the second, using nominal C'th, it can be expressed as:
However, from Eq (3.34),the lift coefficient which should exist at station Fin order
to produce the required uniform downwash is:
elf = 8nR(v/Vt) 2/bcFF , (3.40)
For a rectangular blade and assuming that Fe = 1.0, the v/V t ratio substituted from
Eq (3.21) gives the followingcl_ distribution in terms ofElh :
cjF = (2/3)("Elh/'F). (3.40a)
It isclearfrom Eqs (3.40) and (3.40a) that the required cjzF increasestoward the
root of the blade as • decreases.For a tapered blade,thisneed for an increasein clTcan
be at leastparti_iy offsetby the chord enlarsement (Eq(3.40)).Neverthelessitisobvious
that the specialcondition of a uniform downwash can only be fulfilledown to the value
of Fwhere the requiredClF does not exceed the maximum liftcoefficient¢.*m,,x.
The blade pitch angle (ST) at stationT required to produce downwash v can now be
readily obtained. Under small angle assumptions, it will be:
8r = (ct_la_) + (vlVtT). (3.41)
For rectangular blades, the right side of Eq (3.40a) can be substituted for clt 7 in
Eq (3.41) and v/V r can be expressed in terms ofT.0 n ; thus, Eq (3.41) becomes
8F = (2/3)_jth/a??) + (0.28 cgV_ahO/F,F). (3.41a)
For o = 0. I and El/7 = 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5, the OF= f(F) is computed from Eq (3.41a)
and plotted in Fig 3.8, and c e F from Eq (3.40a) is also shown, thus giving some idea re-
garding the blade twist and the section-lift coefficient required to achieve a uniform
downwash in hover. Because of the large twist angles required toward the root, and the
high section lift coefficient, the goal of uniform induced velocity over most of the blade
(down to say, station F= 0.1) is not practical. It should be noted, however, that even a
modest linear twist (8 r ,= -I 0") should well approximate the ideal twist distribution
for blade stations 0.4 • ? • 1.0.
Power Losses Due to Slipstream Rotation. Slipstream rotation was not considered
in the momentum theory; however, it can be seen that lift generation by the blade ele-
ments may introduce some rotation to the slipstream which, although not contributing
to the lift, will create a new requirement for power as additional energy is carried away in
Ihe wake.
Slipstream rotation may even be present in a nonviscous fluid due to the fact that
downwash vi. associated with the blade element lift is not parallel to the rotor axis, but
is perpendicular to the resultant flow at the lifting line of that element as shown in Fig
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Figure 3.8 BIode twist and section lift distribution required for uniform downwosh
3.9. It can be seen from this figure that Vror/V = v/. / Vrn. Assuming that v/. _ v and
Vre s _-, I/T 7, the following is obtained:
v,o r = v(v/Vr'i ). (3.42)
dT dL
Vrot
Figure 3.9 51ipstreom-rotating component (Vrot) of lift-induced velocity (v L )
The power loss (in Nm/s or ft-lb/s) due to the rotation of the fluid passing at a rate
of 2wRu 2 p v ? d'i" through an annulus located in the ultimate wake and having a radius
RuT and width RudYwill be:
dProt = fir 2 Ru2 P V_u = _3 d'f (3.43)
where oau is the angular speed of the slipstream rotation in the fully-developed wake.
Defining the speed of slipstream rotation in the disc plane by _, remembering that
Ru = R ] q_', and applying the principle of conservation of angular momentum, one will
find that
_u = 2ha
and Eq (3.43) can be rewritten as follows:
(3.44)
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dProt = 2_R2 vp(RTc_) 2 FdF, (3.45)
but RFc_ =- vro t = v2 /VtT (Eq (3.42)); hence,
dPror = [2_R 2 P va (v/Vr) = It] d_. (3.45a)
Next assuming that the induced velocity v is constant over the disc and performing
integration from ?/ to Ye, the following is obtained:
Pror = 2wR= PV3 (v/Vr) =/°go(_/Fi)" (3.46)
However, 2wR 2 pv z is the ideal induced power in hovering (Pic_); hence,
Prot = Piv(v/i/¢) = Ioge (Fe/Fi). (3.47)
For instance, assuming that T/= 0.25 and that? e = 0.96,
Pror _ l'345Pid(vlVt) =" (3.48)
Since v/V r is usually less than 0.07 for contemporary helicopters, power losses due
to slipstream rotation should not exceed 0.7 percent.
2.7 Thrust and Induced Power of Intermeshing and overlapping rotors
Definition of Overlap. In multirotored aircraft, the rotors may be arranged in such
a way that the stagger distance (dr) between the axes of any two rotors may be smaller
than the sum of their respective radii (R 1 and R2). When ds < (R I + R2) , mutual inter-
ference occurs in axial translation and hovering, leading to aerodynamic characteristics
different than those of isolated ones. As to the arrangement of the rotors, they may be
either coplanar (pure intermeshing), or one may be elevated above the other, thus form-
ing an overlapping confi_ration (Fig 3.10).
The amount of overlap (or) for R t = R2 can be expressed as a nondimensionaJ
number (or in percent) as follows:
ov = 1 - (ds/d) (3.49)
where d is the rotor diameter.
A physicomathematical model based on the combined momentum and blade ele-
ment theory may be helpful in understanding aerodynamic interference of intermeshing
and overlapping rotors in hovering and in axial translation. Consequently, the basic
philosophy of this approach will be outlined and the results briefly discussed here, while
details of the complete derivation of the presented relationship can be found in Ref 5.
The considered case will be limited to either truly coplanar rotors or those having
a relatively small vertical displacement (say hrr _ O.IOR). This would permit treating
them as being intermeshing. Thus, it will be assumed that a common rate of flow is
established within the overlalaped, or intermeshed, area.
Induced Velocity. The induced velocity (roy) at any point of the overlapped
region can be obtained by considering an e/ementary area dA of diameter dr (Fig 3.11),
the location of wttich is determined by r I and r3.
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Figure 3.11 Nototlons ond theoretlcol chorocterof downwosh distribution of
overlapping rotors in hover
The rate of flow through the element dA will be VovP_dr 2 and, according to
the momentum theory, the thrust produced will be:
o'7"= (lr/4)2pvov 2 dr 2 . (3.so)
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On the other hand, the elementary thrust dT-developed over the dA area due to
the action of Rotor 1-can be expressed according to the blade element theory. This can
be considered as the (ndr 2/4)/2r.rldr fraction of the total thrust generated by the whole
annulus of radius r I and the width dr as given by Eq (3.12):
dT I = (1/16)p(_rl)= czlbc(dr= /rt). (3.51)
Similarly, for Rotor 2,
dT2 = (me)p (_zr2)_ct2t_(dr' /r2). (3.51)
where cz, with a suitable subscript, is the section lift coefficient at the corresponding
radius r I --- 7_R orr 2 -= F2R. But the elementary thrust calculated using the momentum
theory should be equal to the sum of the dT I and dT 2 thrust produced from the blade
element theory.
dT = dT 1 + dT 2. (3.53)
Substituting Eqs (3.50), (3.51), and (3.52) into Eq (3.53) and further simplifying
under the assumption that the blades have a uniform chord and linear twist, the following
formula for downwash at any point of the overlapped area is obtained:
Vrl-(718)oa + + (7/8)aolOo(r 1 + r2) + Ot(r I + r22;]}.Vov =
(3.s4)
When the blade is nontwisted, Eq (3.54) becomes
Vov = v,[-(i/8)a_ + _/[(i/8)oo]' + (l/8)aOeo(rt + rJ]. (3.54a)
It can be seen from the above equation that the sum ? 1 + _2 remains the same at
all points along the 01 - 02 axis joining the centers of the rotors. This means that for
rotors with untwisted blades, the downwash velocity is constant along this axis within
the overlapped area. Along they-y axis, the sum r t + r_ increases with distance from
the 0I-02 line. This implies that the downwash velocity for fiat blades increases toward
the sharp edges of the ovedapped area (Fig 3.10a). Fig 3.10b shows the character of in-
duced velocity distribution for blades with a linear washout.
In the limiting case when the ovedap amounts to 100 percent (i.e., when the rotors
are coaxial and hence TI = 72 = 7), Eqs (3.54) and (3.54a) become identical with those
expressing the downwash for an isolated rotor with the exception that the solidity of
this single rotor is equal to the sum of solidities making a coaxial arrangement.
Experimental results s from direct induced velociW measurements usine a bank of
pitot-static anemometers in model tests of coplanar, or slightly vertically displaced over-
lapping rotors (with an ovedap of up to 40 percent) seem to confirm the predicted
trend (Fig 3.12).
Determination of Thrust and Induced Power. Knowing the induced velocity at
all points of the overlapped area and keeping in mind the expressions giving this value
in the nonovedapped portion, it is easy to calculate the thrust and inducea power for
each part of the total projected area of the overlapping rotors.
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Figure 3.12 Examples of predicted and me_ured downwash of overlapping and
intermeshing rotors incorporating 37½ percent overlap
Figure 3.13 shows a relative reduction in thrust of the overlapped configuration
with respect to that of two isolated rotors. This figure also gives a comparison with test
results.
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Figure 3.13 Thrust ratio vs percentage of rotor over/up
The hlndh factor of the overlapped configuration vs percentage of overlap is plotted
in Fig 3.14. It can be noted that for a helicopter having 37½ percent overlap, the increase
in induced power would amount to about 10 percent over that required by two isolated
rotors jointly producing the same thrust.
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Figure 3.14 Ratio of actual-to-idea/inducedpower vs percentage of overlap
2.8 Rotor Power, and Aerodynamic and Overall Efficiencies in Hover
Total Rotor Power. In axially symmetric regimes of flight, including hovering, the
advent of the combined blade-element and momentum theory paved the way for a more
realistic prediction of rotor power required than that offered by the pure momentum
approach. This was accomplished through the incorporation of blade profile power into a
conceptual model and establishing a means of determining time-average induced velocity
distribution =long the disc radius. Consequently, the total power required by a rotor in
hover can now be presented as a sum of the induced and profile powers.
P = ?ind + ?#r (3.55)
where values can be computed using the methods outlined in the preceding sections of
this chapter. However, for many practical engineering tasks, it may be more convenient
to rewrite Eq (3.55) in terms of rotor ideal power.
P = Pid kinOh + Por (3.55a)
where the kindh factor reflects induced power losses due to both nonuniform downwash
distribution and tip loss, and Ppr is given in terms of the average blade profile drag
coefficient C'd (Eq (3.22a)).
Aerodynamic Efficiency (Figure-of-Merit). In parallel with improved analytical
methods of estimating rotor power as well as more refined testing techniques, there
appeared a need for a quantitative indicator which would measure the deviation of actual
rotor power obtained from its estimated ideal value.
For the static-thrust case (hovering), this is usually done through the so-called
figure-of-merit (FM), which is also known as aerodynamic efficiency (_ta):
FM = TT, = Pid/P (3.56)
where P_d and P are ideal and actual powers required by the rotor at a given level of the
thrust generator loading as given by the totat thrust T per rotor or, more generally,
by the nominal disc loading w - T/wR 2.
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Remembering that Pid = T_/r_ ; P = PId kind + (II8) a _R 2 Cdo Vt 3, and Clh =
6w/op V2; the Pld and P values can be substituted into Eq (3.56) and the numerator
and denominator divided by T_'_"p, thus leading to the following:
_oh = 11[kind + _C_dol_,)(V,/_)] (3.S7)
or, since _ = Vidh, Eq (3.57) becomes
_°, = l/[k,._ + _C_dol_,J(V, lvidhJ]. (3.57a)
For contemporary helicopters, the average lift-to-profile-drag coefficient ratios
would probably be included in these limits: 50 _ (C'_h/'Cdo) _ 70. Assuming, in addi-
tion, that kindh = 1.12, the l_Oh ValUes were computed from Eq (3.57a) and plotted vs
(Vt/Vidh) in Fig 3.15.
Figure 3. 75 Aerodynamic effTclency in hover (_oh) vS (Vr/V idh) ratio
From this figure, it can be seen that with a disc loading of w =40 kG/m = (gpsf)
and V t = 275 m/$ (700 fps), (V t/Vid h ) _ 7 7 and aerodynamic efficiencies as high as
_/° _- 0. 78 may be expected. However, for w = 20 kG/m 2, and the same Vr, then
(VJVid h) _-24, and _ may drop to 0.7.
Overall Efficiency. The figure-of-merit obviously provides a measure for evaluating
only the aerodynamic aspect of the excellence of design. In order to compare the overall
(total) efficiency (r/tot! of various rotary-wing aircraft (both shaft and tip-jet driven)
in hovering, a method based on a comparison of the ideal Dower required to the thermal
energy consumed in a unit of time may be more suitable 6. As long as jet fuels with an
approximately equal heating value of about 10 300 Cal/k8 (18 500 Btu/Ib) are used, the
rate of thermal power input (Pth) in N m/s or ft-lb/s per unit (N or Ib) of thrust generated
can be defined as follows:
Sl Pth = 1220 tsfc
Eng Prh = 4000 tsfc
and consequently, the overall total efficiency becomes
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SI _ror = Vidh/1220 tsfc (3.58)
Eng Trot = Vldh/4000 tsfc
where tsfc is used to denote the thrust specific fuel consumption (kG/hr,kG or Ib/hr,lb)
with respect to the total rotor thrust 7-.
Recalling Eqs (1.1) and (1.1a), ;he above expressions can also be written in terms
of specific impulse (I s); I_us Eq (3.58) becomes
SI Trot = I= vie h/4 267 000 (3.58a)
Eng Trot = lavtdh/14 00(3 000.
For instance, for a helicopter where w = 35 hG/m 2 (7.0 psf), V/dh _ ll.8 rn/s
(38 fps), and /s = 70000s; Trot _ 0.19.
3. FORWARD FLIGHT
3.1 Velocities
As in the case of vertical ascent and hovering, the blade element approach could
provide the proper means for predicting aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the
blade in forward flight. Again, it is necessary to know the magnitude and direction of the
relative air flow in the immediate vicinity of the investigated element of the blade. Once
this information is available, actual computation of forces and moments should be based
on the two-dimensional (section) airfoil characteristics, including Reynolds and Mach
number effects, special aspects of unsteady aerodynamics and, if possible, proper correc-
tions for oblique flow at various azimuth angles, effect of blade centrifugal field on the
boundary layer, etc. (see Ch VI).
In the general case of a steady_tate flight of a helicopter, the rotor _xis is tilted
from the vertical through an angle o_; while the aircraft is moving at constant speed Vf
along the inclined path where Vc and Vho respectively, are the vertical (rate-of-climb)
and horizontal components.
Using the concept of a stationary rotor as shown in Fig 3.16, the speed -Vf can be
resolved into two components; one, axial (perpendicular to' the air$crew disc) and the
other, parallel to the disc (inplane). Obviously, the axial components will be:
Vex = -V© cos ¢_ + Vno sin av. (3.59)
The inplane component will be
Vlnp =--Vno cos a v + Vc sin a v . (3.60)
In those cases when the tilt angle av is small (as it usually is in all helicopter flight
regimes), Eqs (3.59} and (3.60) can be simplified as follows:
v,x = -Vc + vn,,a,, (3.sSa)
and V/rip : -Vao + V©_. (3.60a)
As a first approximation, only the component of Vln p perpendicular to l_e blade
axis (Vbi) will be considered for computing forces acting on the elements. Measuring
the azimuth angle from the blade downwind position (Fig 3.17), and assuming that the
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Figure 3.17 Air velocities ot u blade element, due to flow in the disc plone
flow is positive when coming toward the blade leading edge, the following is obtained:
Vbl = Vi. p sin _, (3.61)
In the case of horizontal flight (which is most often analyzed in detail), Vi, p may
be considered (for small av) as identical to the speed of flight Vho, and Eq (3.61) be-
comes:
Vbj. = Vhosln _. (3.61a)
In addition to the Vb L component, blade elements experience flow due to the
rotor rotation at a tip speed of V t = R_. Consequently, for a blade element located
at an azimuth angle _, and at a distance r -= R_', the total component of the inplane
velocity perpendicular to the blade (UJ.) will be:
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UI(F,_) = VtF + Vho S/n _. (3.62)
Assuming that the blade tips do not change their position with respect to the tip-
path plane representing the rotor disc, the air flow in the immediate neighborhood of
a blade element will be as shown in Fig 3.18. Designating the pitch angle of a blade ele-
ment as 0('F,_), the corresponding angle-of-attack cz(T_) will be
o.(7,_) = O(?,q_) - ¢(T, VO (3.63)
where ¢(F_) is the total inflow angle (positive in the clockwise direction),
tan-t¢(_,@)= v,xrot(r,$)lU±(_@) (3.64)
and, in rum, Vaxto t isthe sum of Vex as defined by Eq (3.59a)and the induced velocity
v(C@) at the considered element.
U1_@
v;,,%
PLANE IITO ROTOR DISC
dD
Figure 3.18 Air velocities at o blade element
3.2 Thrust and Torque (General Considerations)
If the value of the Vexre t for a blade element at station 7and azimuth angle _ were
known, it would be possible to compute the following forces experienced by this ele-
ment: (1) lift dL(_@), (2) profile drag dDpr({@), and (3) totaJ drag dD(r,@).
Within the limits of the small-angle assumptions (the validity of which should
always be checked prior to starting the actual calculations), these elementary aerody.
namic forces and torques can be expressed as follows:
Thrust:
dr_@) _ dL(_@) = ½Rp (V_+ Vh, sin _)' a_,@)[O(r@) -- _(r@)]_ d_
Total Drag:
dD(_ @) = dL(_ _v)¢(_) + ½ Rp[(V t F + Vho sin _)' Ci_Cd(_@) ] d_
Profile Drag:
aD.r_f,qj)= ½Rp[(VtF + VhoSln _)2 CFCd(_qj)]dF
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Total Torque:
Profile Torque:
dQ.r(F_) = RTdD.r(_)
Now, the case
Thrust:
T = ¼oR2p
of rectangular blades may be presented as follows:
(3.65)
F e 271'
// { (V t r + Vhosin _)2 a_F_k)[O(F_) - @(_)] } dFd_
Total Torque:
Q = (bR/2_) wI(2/o
Profile Torque:
= ,_oR3p [
Total Power:
PR = Q_
Profile Power:
PRp r = Qpr_,
where _ is the angular velocity of the rotor.
1.0 2/1"
_i 0
1.0 2/7
f (V,F+ Vho sin V/)2Cd(_b,)FdYdVv
0
(3.66)
The integrations indicated by Eq (3.66) can usually be performed either on a com-
puter or graphically. In both cases, the thrust and/or torque for the whole blade is deter-
mined for selected azimuth angles, then the average for a complete revolution is found
and the result multiplied by the number of blades. However, in order to apply the above-
described procedure, the downwash velocity v('C_) at each point of the rotor disc must be
known (Fig 3.18)
In those cases when the induced part represents only a small fraction of the total
axial inflow velocity (V, xro t), the deviations of the actual induced velocity (at various
points on the rotor or propeller disc) from its average value are no longer important.
It may be assumed hence, that the downwash is uniform over the whole disc, and can be
computed according to the simple momentum theory (Eq (2.36)). An additional small
improvement can be gained by including tip losses (¥e < 1.0).
If information regarding the type of disc area loading is available, a chordwise dis-
tribution of time-average induced velocities can be obtained by the methods described
in Sect 7 of Ch II. A further refinement of this approach-based on combining the blade-
element and momentum theories-is outlined in Sect 3.3.
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However, with the current state of the art of rotary-wing aerodynan_ics, the most
precise determination of v(r_j values-both time-average and instantaneous-can, in
principle, be obtained through the application of the vortex theory described in Ch IV,
and to a lesser extent, by the potential theory discussed in Ch V.
3.3 Downwash Distribution Along the Rotor Disc Chord
Taking into account such rotor characteristics as number of blades, blade planform,
twist, pitch angle, and section lift-curve slope, the blade element theory allows one to
determine the variation of the area loading along any of the chords of the rotor disc.
Once the above information is available, the chordwise induced velocity distribution
can be computed by using the method developed in Sect 7 of Ch II. The procedure
described below is based on the case of downwash distribution along the fore-and-aft
rotor disc diameter; expecting that the reader now has a grasp of the principles of this
approach and should be able extend it to other disc chords as well.
Downwosh Distribution Along the I-ore-und-Aft Rotor Diameter. Similar to Sect 7
of Ch II, the case of horizontal flight at speed Vho is considered, assuming that Vho
Vho and consequendy, the resultant flow through the rotor V'_ Vho, while the basic
notations of Fig 2.26 as adapted to the present case are shown in Fig 3.19.
Y
+
-Vho _ _
Figure3.19 BasicNotations
In order to determine the elementary thrust dT'using the blade_lement approach,
it should be noted that the considered element corresponding to the coordinate J"is also
located at radius r = RF =IR - _1.
if all b blade elements through one complete revolution (27r) maintained the same
angle-of-attack and experienced the same velocity component perpendicular to the blade
axis (Ut_) that they had at point _', their collective thrust would be dT2_.
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However, only part of this thrust may be credited to the thrust generation at the
considered element (ix d_'; and therefore, would represent only a dx/2:rRFfraction of
dT2_ :
dT _ = d T2_(dx/2_RF). (3.67)
In order to determine d T2_ , it is necessary to know: (a) the geometric pitch angle
(e_-) when the blade element is at a point defined by the coordinate _', (b) all the com-
ponents of the axial inflow immediately ahead of the element, and (c) axial velocity
components due to the flapping motion (if present). At this point, it should be recalled
that this flapping motion is geometrically equivalent to the variation of the pitch angle
of the considered blade element by the amount,
_et = R_/U±_
where _ isthe flapping velocityat the appropriate azimuth angle (in thiscase, @ = 180
and 0 degrees),and U.I.isthe velocitycomponent perpendicular to the rotor blade axisat
stationFR when itpassesover the point defined by the ordinate _'.
Summing up, itmay be statedthat knowing the blade twist,and eitherthe variation
of the pitch angle with azimuth as required to eliminate flapping or the rateof flapping
at each azimuth angle,itwillbe possibleto determine both the geometric and the equiva-
lentpitchangle 8_-of each blade element along the fore-and-aftdiscaxis.
The actual angle-of-attack of the blade element ((z_.) will be equal to the difference
between 0_- and the total inflow angle resulting from (a) rotor disc inclination ow with
respect to the direction of the incoming velocity (-Vho) and (b) that due to downwash
(v_.) at the considered element. Therefore,
a_ = eF -(v, oa, + v_)lUz_ (3.68)
where, for the considered case of the fore-and-aft diameter, U±_ = FrY.
Now, the elementary thrust dT2_ of all b blades corresponding to blade strips
dr = d_ wide and having a chord cFwill be
where at-isthe sectionallift-curveslope atstation_'.
Substituting Eq (3.69) into Eq (3.67) leads to the following:
= - (3.70)
The expression in front of dxd t is the local disc loading, w_-= dT'_/dxd t. It was
shown in Sect 7 of Ch II that knowledge of the local disc loading at any point along a
chord of the disc would permit one to determine the slope of the chordwise variation of
induced velocity at that particular point (see Eq 2.88)).
In Ch II, the disc area loading was assumed uniform, while various rotor disc chords
were considered. By contrast, the present task consists of finding the induced velocity
distribution along the fore-and-aft diameter only, while the disc loading varies from one
point of the chord to another. Taking these differences into account, and using the nota-
tions shown in Fig 3.19, Eq (2.88) can be rewritten as follows:
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(dv/d_)_ = w_/4p VhoR. (3.71)
It was also shown in Sect 7 of Ch II that at any sm=ll but finite, distance e down-
stream from the point of induced velocity generation, the induced velocity slope becomes
twice as high as that given by Eq (3.71):
{dv/d_)_+ e = w_/2p VhoR. (3.72)
By substituting the expression in front of dxd[ in Eq (3.70) for w[-, a formula
for the induced velocity slope just downstream of point _"could be obtained. One should
note, however, that v_- whose v=lue is unknown, appears in the expression for w_- . This
value can be defined as:
vt = f(dv/dU[+ed_,
0
and Eq (3.72) can be written as
(dv/d_) _ +e = (¢_bCFVrT/STrR21_) l S_ - (avl_l'f) -L/ (dv/d[) _+ed_/Vr_] ( (3. 73)
where/J - WV r.
Where the blades have a constant ct_ord, and it is assumed that o_ =o =const, then
remembering that Vt = R£_, Eq (3.73) becomes
(dv/d_)[+ e = (oeaT/81z) OF - (avl_/r,) - (dv/d_)t+ed_/Vt . (3.73a)
Eqs (3.73) and (3.73a) can be evaluated by the finite differences step-by-step pro.
cedure. This will yield not only the desired (dv/d_)_;+e slope at every point _'+e, but will
also determine the sought relationship v = f(_). In order to get these results, the whole
fore-and-aft diameter is first divided into a number of segments of length _ [" small
enough so that within each of them the induced velocity dope may be considered con.
stant. Next, at the mid-point of each segment, values of 8_- and, in the case of a variable
blade planform of the chord (c_)-pcrhaps, a_ as well-should be determined.
Starting with the first segment and gradually progressing to the following ones, a
general expression for the downwash slope at the nth segment can be developed which,
for a rotor with rectangular blades and e = const, becomes
(dv/d_). = (VrooYn/SRIJ) 0- (av/Fn)p- (dv/dt)kA_/Vr (3.74)
or introducing the nondimensional _[ =- A-_/R, substituting A_'R for _" in Eq (3.74),
and remembering that V t = RQ, the above equation becomes
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n-f
- 1
(3.74a)
The increment of induced velocity corresponding to the n tn segment will be Av n =
(d vide) n ,_. Adding these increments, a complete v = f(_) relationship can be obtained.
The method described above was used to calculate the induced velocity distribution
along the fore-and-aft rotor diameter for the case represented in Fig 3.20, for which
experimental downwash measurements were available (Fig 6, Ref 7).
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Figure 3.20 Comparison between calculated and measured induced velocity
along the fore_and-aft disc axis
It can be seen from this figure that a good agreement has been obtained between
the predicted (broken line) and the measured values (points).
An approach similar to that presented above can be applied to any fore-and-aft
disc chord. However, in expressing the induced velocity slope according to the momen-
tum theory, Eq (2.88) with the proper values ofx n should now be used.
3.4 Blade Profile Drag Contribution to Rotor Power and Drag (Simple Approach)
The blade element theory may be quite helpful for a better insight into problems
of the blade profile drag contributions to the rotor power required in forward flight as
well as rotor overall drag.
In the simple approach, only the component of the resultant air velocity perpen-
dicular to the blade at the 7, _ coordinates (U.L_ _) is considered, while the influence of
the velocity component parallel to the blade is neglected.
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Under these assumptions, the elementary profile drag experienced by a blade strip
dr = R d? wide, and located at a distance • = R7 from the rotor axis when the blade is at
an azimuth angle @, will be
dDr¢ = ½Rpc_,ca_ ¢ U±r¢ 2 d¥. (3.75)
and the corresponding elementary torque is
dQF_ = RFdOr¢. (3.76)
The drag component in the direction opposite to that of flight (dDf_¢) becomes:
clDfo?rt_ = dDT _ sin 4 . (3.77)
Defining the flow approaching the blade from the leading edge direction as posi-
tive, and using the notations from Fig 3.21, U 1 T¢ becomes:
U17¢ = Vr1" + Vsln ¢ (3.78)
or, with p =- V/Vr,
u±_ = vt(T + us/n ¢). (3.78a)
'180 o
270 ° 90°
,0 o
Figure 3.21 Air velocity perpendicular to the blade
Since, in general, dD;¢ varies with the azimuth angle _ as well as the blade element
position T, the values of the torque (Opt) and drag (Dfopr)contdbutions of all b blades
averaged over one full rotor revolution must be obtained through integration with respect
to 7 as well as 4.
Substituting the value for UI 7 _ from Eq (3.78a) into Eqs (3.76) and (3.77), the
following is obtained: 1.0 an
Qpr = (bR = P V,'/41r) J Jc_a.iC)T(e + #sin _)= dfd¢. (3.79)
0 0
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When the c(r, ¢/J and cd(r, _/) variations indicated in Eq (3.79) cannot be neglected,
then the Qpr values are usually evaluated through numerical procedures on the computer
or graphically. However, Eq (3.79) can be easily integrated under the following simpli-
fi/ing assumptions:
1. The drag coefficient is equal to_ and is constant along the blade.
2. The drag coefficient does not vary as the blade changesits azimuth.
3. The blade chord is constant.
Under these conditions, Eq (3.79) is reduced to (Nm or ft.lb):
Qp, = (118)o p V?'Zd(1+ (3.80)
and the corresponding profile power in N m/s or ft-lb/s becomes
Ppr = (I/8,)°TrR2 P VrZ'Ed( l + _=) (3.80a)
or, inhorsepower:
SI I-Ppr = o_R = p Vt3_d(l + p2)/5880
(3.80b)
Eng /-Pp, = o_R 2 p Vr3_d(1 +/2)/4400.
But (1/8) oTrR2p Vt3"cd = PDrh ; i.e.,the profile drag in hovering, therefore
ppr = ppth(l + pa). (3.80c)
Similar to Qpr, the blade profile drag contribution to the rotor drag, in N or Ib,
can be expressed as
1.0 21r
Dpr = (bRp Vt=/4_r) .[ .[ ¢l_d_(F + i_sln 4) = sin _ di'd_ (3.81)
0 0
and again, when c(_,_) :hconst and Cd(f,_) _ const, the above integration must be per-
formed by numerical or graphical means. However, under the samesimplifying assump-
tions, Eq (3.81) becomes
Dpr = _oTrR2 pVt= PEd
and t_e corresponding power in Nm/s or ft-lb/s is
SI
(3.82)
(3.83)
(3.83a)
or, inI'P:
Eng I'PDp r = o_R 2p Vr3p=_d/2200.
Remembering the previously quoted expression for PPrh, Eq (3.83) can be re-
written as follows:
Po#r = 2Pprh la2. (3o83b)
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3.5 Further Study of Blade Profile Drag Contribution to Rotor Power and Drag
It may be recalled that equations expressingthe contribution of the blade profile
drag to the rotor power, Eq (3.80c) and drags Eq (3.83b) were developed under the
following assumptions:
1. Influence of oblique flow on the profile drag coefficient of the blade airfoil
was neglected.
2. Only the flow components perpendicular to the blade were considered in de-
termining the drag of any blade element.
3. Influence of the reversed flow region on the retreating side, and differences in
profile drag coefficient associated with this type of flow were neglected.
For a more realistic evaluation of the profile drag and associated power, a new
study is performed without the above limiting constraints, but with c = const.
Using the notations in Fig 3.22, it is possible to express the total resultant speed
U'_tor at any blade element located at station 7 and at an azimuth _ by the following:
UT_ror = vt_/(r+ _= sin _#)2+ _= cos2_,,. (3.84)
e
V tin _ dD V
. t
Figure 3.22 Flow directions and drag components at a blade element
Consequently, the total profile drag (dDF_to _ of the blade element in the direc-
tion of the resultant local air flow becomes:
dD_bro t = _p V== "F+ #sln _b): + 1_ cos= _b]CdF_bcRdF (3.85)
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where cdr _ is the profile drag coefficient at station 7 and azimuth _, with due con-
sideration of the actual flow conditions; i.e., direction of flow (oblique, reversed) in addi-
tion to the usually considered influences of Reynolds and Mach numbers.
The contribution of dDi_ror to the rotor drag component dDpr _ can be ex-
pressed as follows (see Fig 3.22):
dDpr _ = [(Vr¥s/n _ + V)/UTr_) ]dDF_rot. (3.86)
Making the proper substitutions from Eqs (3.84) and (3.85), Eq (3.86) becomes:
dDpr_ = ½pcRVtacd_¢(Tsln _ + /z}_,l(F+ /zsln _J2 + /z2 cos2 _'df'. (3.87)
The total contribution to the parasite drag of a rotor equipped with b blades of
constant chord c will be (in N, or Ib):
I 2w
(l/4w)pbcR V,' f [ Cd_(¥sint_+/z)'Wi(¥+,sin _,)'+/Z'cos2_ 'd_d_. (3.88)Dpr =
,t =?
0 o
After o_R 2 is substituted for bcR, Eq (3.88) is rewritten in a form similar to Eq
(3.82):
I 2n
o o (3.89)
By multiplying Eq (3.891 by V r/z = V, an expression for the resulting power (in
Nm/s or ft-lb/s, is obtained, while m horsepower (SI units) it becomes:
I 21r
o o (3.90)
In English units, a 2200 numerical coefficient would replace the 2940 appearing in Eq
(3.90).
By examining Eqs (3.89) and (3.90), it can readily be seen that the expression
"(1/n/z) times the double integral .... " replaces the c-d terms in Eqs (3.82) and (3.83).
Thus, it may be considered as a true average drag coefficient (_'dpr) as far as rotor con-
tribution to the power and parasite drag is concerned:
c'dpr= (I/n/z)/ / cc/_(Fsin_+/z)_/(¥+/zsln _b," + /z' cos' _,'d'i'd_'. (3.91)
0 o
Because of the difficulties which may be encountered in expressing the variation
ofc d with rand _ under an analytical form, it will probably be more practical to perform
the integration in Eq (3.91) either numerically or graphically.
Comparing the values of'cc/pr determined from Eq (3.91) with those ofc'd, some
feeling may develop as to the magnitude of error resulting from neglecting skin friction
and all other effects of skewed air flow with respect to the blade axis.
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As an illustrative example, the variation of the Fdpr coefficient from Eq (3.91) was
computed vs p. In this simplified example, it was assumed that no compressibility effects
were encountered and variations in the blade lift coefficient were such that Cdr_. values
were influenced only by the direction of flow with respect to the blade radlaJ axis.
The following numerical values were used in the present example: (a) airfoil thick-
ness, tic = 15 percent, (b) the profile drag at the 'sweep-back' angle F = 0 °, is cd =
0.009, (c) the friction drag at r = 90 ° is cf = 0.0067, and (d) the drag coefficient in the
completely reversed flow: i.e., at r = 180 ° is call80 = 0.035. Furthermore, it was assumed
that for the oblique flow, the profile drag coefficient varies according to the.following
formula from p. 211 of Ref8:
cdf[') = ct[ 1 + 2(t/c) cos r + 60(t/c)" cos r].
Results of the computation of_p r are shown in Fig 3.23. A glance at this figure
will indicate that the blade profile drag contribution to the parasite drag at first increases
rather rapidly with/1 and then very slowly as it approaches asymptomatically the average
drag coefficient of the stopped rotor (p = =0). For p values encountered in high-speed
cruise (/J _- 0.35), it may be assumed that on the average,
0.02
0.01
l_dpr
I I I I |
0 02 0.4 O_ O_ 1.0
Figure 3.23 Totol equivolent profile drag coefficient versus/J
Substituting the above value instead of "(I/_r/_) times the double integral .... "
into Eqs (3.89) and (3.90), the following Dpr is obtained (in N, or Ib):
Dpr = (3/8)poTrR = Vr = lz"Ed (3.92)
and for horsepower:
SI
Eng
tPoD r = (3/5880) owR= p Vr31J=_'d
FPDpr = (3/4400)G_R2 P Vr 3 1_: _c/
(3.93)
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It should be realized that one-third of the vaJues indicated by Eq (3.93) represents
the profile power in hover (FPpth) and consequently, Eq (3.93) can be rewritten as
follows:
FPDp , = 31_a IPp,h . (3.94)
Considerations similar to the preceding ones would indicate that the profile power
in forward flight increases more rapidly than indicated by Eq (3.80c), and the following
expression probably describes this power rise more accu rately:
l'Pp, = IPp,h (1 + I.7p' ). (3.95)
Therefore, total power required to overcome the blade profile drag will be the sum of
Eqs (3.94) and (3.95):
I'PP,ro t = tPp,o(l + 4.7p2). (3.96)
3.6 Contribution of Blade Element Induced Drag to Rotor Torque and Power
In performance predictions of helicopters in forward flight, it is usually sufficient
to estimate the induced power from the momentum theory and then correct those
estimates through proper factors (hindfo). There are also cases where more detailed s_dies
of the induced power in forward flight of helicopters are required. To provide the neces-
sary insight into these problems, a simplified approach to the estimation of the rotor
torque (Qind) due to the blade element induced drag is briefly outlined.
Let dL_ be the lift generated by a blade element located at a station F, while the
blade itself is at an azimuth 4; then for those flight conditions and Fvalues where the
small angle assumptions are valid, the elementary induced drag due to lift d/.;_ may be
expressed as follows (Fig 3.24):
dDL 7_) = [(VT_/Vr)/(P + I_ sin _)] dLT_. (3.97)
dOLf_,
dT dLF#
Vtlf +/=sin _1
Figure 3.24 Forces and velocities at a blade element
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The corresponding elementary torque for all b blades (dQindF_) will be
dQinc/F _ = bRP[vFv//Vt)/(F + /_ sin _)]dLF_ (3.98)
and the elementary power, in N m/s or ft-lb/s is dPind_ _ = _dQtndTqj which, in view of
the fact that QR = Vt, can be written as follows:
dPindFVj = bF[ vFV//('i + IJs/n V))] dLFv j. (3.99)
However, once the induced velocity, v_ = f(T,_), as well as those of the actual or
equivalent blade pitch angle 87_ = f(F, VJ) are known, then dLT_ can be computed from
Eq (3.1). Now, both Q/nd and PIn_ can be obtained by evaluating the following integral,
either by computer or by graphical means:
re 27r
r_ o
while the induced power in N m/$ or ft-lb/sbecomes
Pind = QQin¢" (3.101)
and in horsepower,
SI Pind = (I/735)I'ZQ/nd
Eng Plnd = (I/550)_Qind"
(3.101a)
3.7 Contribution of Blade Element Induced Drag to Rotor Drag
Under small-angle assumptions, the elementary induced drag due to the (dL) pro-
duced by a blade strip located at station r when the blade is at an azimuth VJis
and the t;ontribution of dD'indr _ to the total drag of the rotor can be expressed as
follows:
dOindr @ = [(vr@/VtCF + IJ sin _ )] sin @dLF vj. (3.102)
Again, the induced part of the rotor drag (Dind) could be obtained as a double
integral of Eq (3.102) within the limits of ¥= F/to F= Fe, and @= 0 to VJ= 2Tr. However,
in order to give the reader some idea as to the magnitude of induced drag, it will be
assumed that at some representative blade station F, both the induced velocity and
elementary lift remain constant throughout a complete rotor revolution; i.e., vT@ = vT =
const, and dLF@ = dLp -= const. Under these assumptions, the integration of Eq (3.102)
must be performed within the VJ = 0 to V_= 2v limits only, thus making the following
contribu lion to the rotor drag-
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dDindF = [dLF/2_Jfv_/Vr) / isin _J(Z + psin _))d_. (3.103)
0
As an example, the (dDindF/dLr) ratio has been evaluated from Eq (3.103) for
the following conditions: ? = O. 7, I_ = 0.3, Vr = 200 m/s, and w = 40 hG/m = ; resulting
in vie d -_ 12.6 m/s and vind/V r _- 0.063. This leads to dDmc/o.7/dLo.7 _ -0.02.
It should be noted that the sign of the above ratio is negative, which means that
instead of drag, a propulsive force will be obtained. This somewhat surprising result is
due to the assumption of the constancy of both elementary lift and induced velocity
throughout the revolution, which makes the absolute values of the negative drag com-
ponent on the retreating side higher than the positive value on the advancing side.
The magnitude of the dDlndo.7/dLo. 7 ratio is small, and under actual operating
conditions, would probably be even smaller than in the present example. Consequently,
the contribution of the blade element induced drag to the total drag of the rotor is
usual ly neglected.
3.8 Propulsive Thrust and Power Required in Horizontal Flight
Let it be assumed that f stands for the equivalent flat-plate area representing para-
site drag, DpBr, of the helicopter as a whole, except for that contributed by the actual
blades. This means that in addition to airframe drag, f would also represent the drag of
the lifting rotor hub(s), including blade shanks and the entire tail rotor (if present).
In Sect 3.7, it was shown that contributions of the blade element induced drag to
the rotor drag may usually be neglected. Hence, the total drag of a helicopter in forward
flight will be:
D=D,B,+O .,
where DiJar = _p V = f. For a helicopter with n identical rotors, the total drag becomes:
D = (1/2)p V = f + (318)npe_R = Vr=lZ_d . (3.104)
Thrust Inclination. Thrust inclination in forward flight (within the validity of small
angle assumptions) can now be expressed:
--av = D/W = [fl/2Jp v2 r + (3/SJnpo,R = V,2 _ _J/W. (3.105)
Defining W/f- wf as the equivalent fiat plate area loading and remembering that
W/olrR = =- w b is the blade loading, Eq (3.105) can be rewritten as follows:
--a v = (1/2)p Vt =# [(Nwf) + (314)n(o/W "Ed] . (3.105a)
or
--¢zv = (1/2)p Vt= p[ (l_lwf) + (3/4)(_d/ Wb) ] . (3.105b)
It is apparent from Eq (3.105b) that reduction of the blade area (high wb) without
a ¢orresponding increase in the _'d values would be beneficial for reducing ¢zv. Reduction
of the parasite drag (in¢n=_e of wf) is obviously always beneficial.
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Tota/ Rotor Power Required in Horizontal Tran$1otlon. The total horsepower
required by rotorcraft in the horizontal helicopter regime of flight will be the sum of the
induced, profile, and parasite power. Thus, assuming that the ton thrust of all n lifting
rotors is T = hvhoW and the actual disc loading is who -- hv_ow , where w is the nominal
disc loading, w =- W/A, the total rotor power in horsepower (in $1 units) becomes:
_P. = (k._o=/73S)[(w.k,. _ o/2Pvho)+ (I ÷4.7.=)(./8) o_R"p Vr' _d+ '_PVho3f].
(3.106)
In English units, the numerical coefficient preceding the brackets would be 550 instead
of 735.
It should be noted that it is often assumed-especially in preliminary-design calcula-
tions-that the vertical download coefficient hVho= 1.0. For more details regarding the
methods of determining kvh o values, the reader is directed to Ch III of Vol I1.
Assuming that transmission losses, power required for the tail rotor (if present),
and various auxiliary equipment represent a fixed fraction of the required/'PR, the shaft
horsepower,/-P$ can be simply expressed as:
tP$ = tPR /rttr (3.107)
where r/rr-the so-called transmission efficiency-reflects all of the above-mentioned
losses, while the/'PR is given by Eq (3.106). For more deudls regarding transmission,
accessory, and other losses, see Chs I-III of Vol II.
Eq (3.106) indicates that real rotorcraft would require additional power resulting
from the blade profile drag, in contrast to the ideal helicopter considered in Ch II. Con-
sequently, a graph of the power required components of reid helicopters (Fig 3.25) would
differ from that of the ideal rotor mounted on an airframe encountering parasite drag
(Fig 2.12).
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Figure 3.15 Power components of o real helicopter
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3.9 Rotor and Helicopter Efficiency in Horizontal Flight
All of the significant components of power required in the horizontal helicopter-
type regime of flight have been accounted for. Having this information, it may be desir-
able to develop a way of evaluating the degree of success in achieving a purely aerody-
namic efficiency for the rotor system or, an overall excellence of the rotorcraft as a
whole. The usefulness of the 'yardstick' used in such an evaluation would increase if it
• permitted one to grade the rotor systems and rotary-wing aircraft not only within
their own groups, but also to compare them with other lifting systems, other aircraft,
and even with various land and water vehicles as well. Some possible means for such a
comparison are discussed in the following sections.
Weight- (or Llft)to-the-Equivolent-Drog Rotio. Determination of the gross weight
of any vehicle to the equivalent-drag ratio (W/De) representsone of the possible ways of
evaluating the overall efficiency of that vehicle in horizontal translation_ For aircraft, it
may usually be assumed that the lift is equal to the grossweight; hence, the term lift-to-
the_quivalent-drag ratio (L/De) is often used when referring to the overall efficiency of
the rotorcraft, or aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor alone.
The equivalent drag of vehicles using shaft-type engines can be based on the SHP
required and defined as follows:
SI Dw
SI De
Eng Dw
= 735 5HP/Vm/s N }
= 75 SHP/Vmla kG I (3.108)
= 550 5HP/Vfps Ib
where the speed of horizontal flight is in either m/s or fps. When the speed of flight is
in km/h or in kn, it becomes
Sl De = 204.2 SHP/Vkm/h
SI De = 20.83 SHP/Vkm/h
Eng De = 325 SHP/Vkn
f
The weight-to-equivalent-drag ratio becomes
NkG (3.108a)
Ib
St W/De = W Vm/#/735 5HP W in N
St W/De = W Vm/s/75 5HP W in kG
Eng W/D e = WVfp,/550 5HP W in tb
or Sl W/De = WVkmlI_/204.25HP Win N
Sl W/De = WVkmlh/20"83 SHP WinkG
Eng W/De = WVkn/325SHP. W in Ib
I (3._09)
I (3.109a)
The typical shape of W/De = f(V) for a helicopter is shown in Fig 3.26.
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Figure 3.26 Typicol character of W/De vs speed of flight
Eqs (3.109) and (3.109a) permit one to grade shaft-driven rotary-wing aircraft
within their own group as well as to make a comparison with other types of aircraft
and vehicles as long as they are powered by shaft-type engines. However, the definitions
given by these equations are not suitable for jet.driven helicopters, jet-propelled aircraft,
and vehicles in general which use other than shaft-type engines for propulsion. Therefore,
as in the case of hover (Sect 2.8), expenditure of thermal energy instead of SHP may be
used to provide a more general basis for comparison. In this approach, the ratio of weight-
to-equivalent-drag is based on the thermal power (W/De)rh of vehicles using jet fuel.
When V is in m/s or fps:
SI (W/De)rh = 1220 tsf¢ /Vml,
(3._o)
Eng (W/De)th = 4000 tsfc/Vfp s
where tsfc is the hourly fuel consumption per unit of the gross weight of an aircraft or
vehicle in general.
Specific Power. Horsepower required per unit of gross weight, when shown vs
horizontal speed (t-P/W) = f(Vho ) may also serve as one of the possible means of assessing
the overall efficiency of rotorcraft, and can be used as a guideline in comparing them
with other shaft-powered aircraft and vehicles in general. This I-P/W ratio obviously has
the dimension of velocity: (N m/s)/N or (ft-lb/s)/Ib. However, it may be more convenient
to present this quantity in a nondimensional (coefficient) form.
The specific power coefficient Cp/T (PiT in the subscript symbolizing the power-
to-thrust, or gross-weight, ratio) can be obtained from the specific power (either PiT or
P/WI by dividing that quantity by the ideal resultant velocity of flow through the disc
(V_. d in m/s or fps) corresponding to the case of the actuator disc (ideal rotor) in hori-
zontal translation in the absence of parasite drag. Under these assumptions, V'/c/ can be
expressed according to the momentum theory as follows:
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and consequently, with P in N m/s or ft-lb/s; T (or 14]) in N or Ib; and V' in m/s or fps,
the specific power coefficient becomes
cp/r = P/T_/vio2 + V_o_". (3.111)
It is obvious that the so-defined Cp/T can be based on (a) rotor power of an iso-
lated rotor, (b) rotor power of a rotorcraft as a whole, or (c) shaft power of the air-
craft.
A comparison of the actual Cp/T values with ideal values can provide a measure of
'goodness' of an isolated rotor, or a rotary-wing aircraft as a whole, in forward flight.
This approach is similar to The figure-of-merit, aerodynamic, and overall efficiency dis-
cussed for the case of hover in Sect 2.8.
For the ideal power required in horizontal flight (with hover as a limiting case)
P = Trio , while rid is expressed as in Eq (2.33) and then the rate of flow Through the
rotor becomes:
v;_ = v,,_1/,½_°2+ d'/,_o" + 7" (3.112)
and the ideal specific power coefficient, (Cp/T)id expressed in terms of The nondimen-
sional velocity in forward flight, Vho ---- Vho/viOh, is
(Cp/r)iO = f(V), computed from Eq (3.113), is shown in Fig 3.27.
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Figure 3.27 Examples of Cp/T v$ nondimenslonol velocity of forward flight
For comparison, the Cp/T values for a typical helicopter based on both shaft and
rotor power minus the parasite part, are also shown in this figure.
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Figure-of-Merit or Efficiency Concepts in Horizontal Flight. Similar to the case
of hover, the figure-of-merit (FMho) concept may be adapted to horizontal flight. It
appears, however, that an alternate term of efficiency-with vadous qualifying adjectives
-may be more descriptive than the figure-of-merit. This will become evident from the
following examples.
Rotor figure_f<nerit in its usual sense, also called aerodynamic efficiency (%)ho'
can be defined as:
R'h o -- FMho = (Cp / TJ idl (Cp /T) R (3.114)
where (Cp/T) R is based on rotor power required, excluding all power expenditure for
overcoming the parasite drag. A plot of _eho for a typical rotor system is shown in Fig
3.28. In hovering, Eq (3.114) becomes identical with Eq (3.55) previously developed in
Sect 2.8.
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Figure 3.28 Exomples of the oerodynornic ond shoft power-be+ed eff/clencles
.Short power-breed efficiency, _$ho' may be defined in the following way:
_$ho ---- FMSho = (Cp/TJid/(Cp/T)$ (3.114a)
where (Cp/T)s is computed on the basis of shaft power required by rotary-wing air-
craft throughout the whole regime of horizontal flight and hover (Fi_ 3.28).
Totol or overoll efficiency, _rh, may represent the final generalization of the
concept by basing Cp/T values on the rate of expenditure of thermal energy:
_rh =-" FM_ = (CT/P )Id I (C,o/7.,)th. (3.114b)
By plotting the above defined efficiencies w nondimensional speed of horizontal
flight, one would be able to judge the extent to which a particular design approaches the
ideal represented by the actuator disc. Furthermore, a means of comparing various
rotary.wing aircraft in the helicopter regime of flight is obtained.
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The basic philosophy of the blade element theory, consisting of investigating
aerodynamic phenomena occuring within a narrow chordwise strip of the blade, led to
the development of a powerful, but simple, computational tool for the determination of
forces and moments experienced by the blade as a whole. This approach became possible
through the use of two-dimensional airfoil characteristics, reflecting not only blade sec-
tion geometry (chord length and airfoil shape), but also such operational parameters as
Reynolds and Mach numbers, and, if necessary, special aspects of unsteady aerodynamics.
Since the proper application of airfoil-section coefficients requires a complete
definition of the flow-velocity magnitude and direction-in the immediate vicinity of
the blade, knowledge of induced velocities at the blade becomes essential. The combined
blade-element and momentum theory represents one of the possible methods for de-
termining the induced velocity field of a rotor. However, it should be noted that the
flow picture obtained in this way, although more realistic than that provided by the
momentum theory, is still somewhat idealized. This is chiefly due to the fact that air
movements associated with thrust generation are represent_'d as time-average values.
If one would investigate the rotor wake with not-too-sensitive anemometers (pitot-
static tubes for instance), one would probably find that indeed, the measured flows in
axial translation under static conditions, and even in horizontal flight, are in good agree-
ment with those predicted by the combined momentum blade-element theory; especially,
inboard from the blade tip regions. However, should more sensitive velocity measuring
devices such as hot-wire anemometers or laser beams be used, or the actual flow in the
wake visualized by smoke or other means, then one would realize that the velocity field
of the rotor is time-dependent and subject to various fluctuations.
The combined blade-element and momentum theory does not explain many of the
aerodynamic phenomena. It is also of no help when dealing with such problems as tip
losses, and of very little assistance in investigating the influence of the number of blades
per rotor, or their index angle, on induced power. With the exception of the last two
problems, limitations of the combined blade-element and momentum theory are not too
important from a performance point-of-view, but may become significant as far as pre-
dictions of blade air loads, vibratory excitations, and understanding noise generation are
concerned.
The so-called vortex theories, which will be reviewed in the following chapter,
should provide a more suitable physical representation of time-dependent aerodynamic
events, and will describe in more detail mutual blade interference, and give a clue as to
the blade-load variation in the tip region.
Nevertheless, there is still a place in rotary-wing aerodynamics for the combined
blade-element and momentum theory, since it provides /he designer with a simple means
of investigating the influence of important design parameters on performance.
In the pure momentum approach, it was recognized that the disc loading was the
only significant design parameter. By contrast, the blade-element theory permits one to
investigate the influence of such quantities as tip speed, blade loading, blade airfoil char-
acteristics, blade planform, and blade twist distribution. This allows the designer to
examine the interplay between these parameters; which becomes especially useful in es-
tablishing general design and performance trends and philosophies, thus opening the way
toward design optimization.
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CHAPTER I V
VORTEX THEORY
The sequenceof the matedaJ presented in this chapter reflects, to some extent, the
chronology of vortex theory development. The basic properties of vortices in an ideal
fluid-as determined by the Biot-Savart, Helmholtz, and Kelvin laws-are considered
first, followed by the eady application of simple vortex systemsto modeling of hovering
rotors having an infinite number of blades. Consideration of the horizontal translation
of a lifting airscrew with a fiat wake servesas an introduction to contemporary applica-
tions of the vortex theory to rotary-wing aerodynamics. Hover and vertical climb are
re-examined for casesreflecting a finite number of blades modeled by single vortices or
vorticity surfaces, while the wake is either rigid or is free to form its own shape. These
approaches are later extended to studies of forward flight. An examination of the im-
portance of such real-fluid properties as compressibility and viscosity concludes this
presentation of the proper vortex theory. Finally, the so-called local momentum theory,
although seemingly belonging to the preceding material, is added as an appendix to this
chapter for the reason that some basic knowledge of vortex mechanics is needed for an
understanding of this particular approach.
Principal notation for Chapter IV
AR aspect ratio
o lift curve slope rad1 or deg"1
b number of blades
C T rotor thrust coefficient
c blade, or wing chord m or ft
ct section lift coefficient
d distance m or ft
• vortex core radius m or ft
j,h" unit vectors in Cartesian coordinates
Ku, Kv, Kw iteration factors
l lift per unit length N/m or Ib/ft
M Mach number
M moment N m or ft-lb
N exponent
0 Biot-Savart operator
p pressure N/m = or psf
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P
R
[
7
.r
$
$
T
t
U
U,V,W
u,v,w
V
V
x_ y_ Z
x, y_ z
(z
F
T
6
e
A
X
_,_,_
P
o
%J
11"
parameter
rotor radius
radial distance
nondirnensional radial distance; F" --- r/R
position vector
speed of sound
distance along a curve
thrust
time
velocity of flow approaching the vortex
influence functions
induced velocity components along x, y, z axes
velocity
total induced velocity
Cartesian coordinates
-x/r; _ =y/r; _- zlr
angle-of-attack
flapping angle
circulation
circulation per unit length
increment
small increment
blade section pitch angle (to zero-lift chord)
angle as defined
ingle as defined
inflow ratio; X =-- V==/V t
rotor advance ratio; /a -- Vinp/Vt
ordinates
air density
rotor solidity ratio
induced velocity influence coefficient
time
inflow angle
velocity potential
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morft
m orft
morft
m/s or fps
m orft
N orlb
s
m/s or fps
m/s or fps
m/s or fps
m/s or fps
m orft
rad or deg
rad or deg
m=/s or ft2/s
m/s or ft/s
r_d or deg
rad or deg
rad or deg
morft
kgJm3 or slugs/ft 3
s
tad or deg
m=/s or ft:/s
_2
GO
Subscripts
8v
b
c
f
/
• or7
t
tg
u
II
.t
Superscripts
A
blade azimuth angle
rotor rotational velocity
solid angle
average
blade
curvalure
final
initial
lower
at station r or _-
tip
tangential
upper
due to flapping
parallel
perpendicular
vector
nondirnensional
average, or as defined
as defined
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rad or deg
rad/s
sterad ian
1. INTRODUCTION
The simple momentum and the combined blade element-momentum theories per.
mit one to investigate aerodynamic events created by the presence of a lifting or pro-
pelling airscrew only within the confines of the slipstream. Outside of this limited sphere
of influence, the fluid-whether flowing or stationary (hovering)--is assumed to be com-
pletely unaffected by the presence of the airscrew. This is a serious ¢onceptuaJ limitation
as one would like to be able to investigate the flow fields induced by a rotor within the
whole unlimited volume of fluid without a pdod space restrictions-and only then decide
whether some regions of the surrounding space should be eliminated from the investi-
gation.
At the beginning of this century, Joukowsky and Kutta proved that lift generation
was related to the presence of a vortex exposed to a flow having a velocity component
perpendicular to the vortex filament and thus opened the way for modeling both fixed
and rotating wings through vortices. This approach eliminated the slipstream-only restric-
tions of the momentum and blade<lement approaches since, by analogy with electro-
magnetic induction, the influence of a vortex in an ideal fluid is unlimited, even though
according to the Biot-Savart law, the strength of that influence decreases with distance.
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An additional benefit resulting from the application of vortices to airscrewmodeling
was the possibility of examining time-dependent flows-an aspect that was missingin the
theories discussedin the two preceding chapters.
The actual application of the vortex concept to modeling of alrscrews started with
the development of the 'vortex theory' whose foundations were laid by Joukowsky = in
the USSR in the late teens and early twenties, and in the West by Goldstein: in the
twenties. Joukowsky was also the first (late teens) to apply the vortex concept to the
solution of the problem of a hovering rotor with an infinite number of blades. The same
task was considered much later (1937) in the West by Knight and Hefner_. However, the
ever-growing application of the vortex theory to rotary-wing aerodynamics began in the
fifties. In the West, the works of Gray, Landgrebe, Lcewy, Miller, Piziali and others
paved the way for that growth. Probably most of the important contributions in that
domain were listed and summarized by Landgrebe and Cheney4 . In the USSR, there was
also a large number of researchers who, by pursuing an independent, although somewhat
parallel, course contributed to further development of the vortex theory. In that respect,
the names of Baskin, Vil'dgrube, Vozhdayev and Maykapar come to one's mind. Their
most significant efforts, with those of many others, have been collected in book form t .
To gradually introduce the reader to the more complex aspects of the vortex
theory, the material in this chapter is, in principle, presented along the lines of the
historic development of that theory. After a brief review of the Biot-Savart law, the
simplest concept of the wake as represented by a rotor with an infinite number of blades
is considered first. Then more and more sophisticated physicomathematical models are
examined and the following schemesin particular will be considered in an incompressible
fluid: (a) those based on linearized theory (rigid wake), where it is assumed that first tip
vortices and then all the fluid elements forming the vortex sheet move rectilinearly
with a uniform velocity; (b) those incorporating corrections for the deformation of the
wake caused by slipstream contraction (especially in hover and low-speed axial transla-
tion) which are called quasi-linearized, or semirigid; and (c) those basedon the concept
of nonlinear interactions among the vortices. This latter approach is also tailed the free-
wake concept. An examination of the role of viscosity and compressibility of the fluid
conclude this chapter.
The material presented in this way should enable the reader to follow the philoso-
phy of the airload and performance prediction computer programs in Vol II (Sect 1 of Ch
II, and 3.2 of Ch III) as well as to be prepared to study the more advancedoriginal papers
now appearing in ever-increasing numbers. For those who are especially interested in
theoretical aspects of the application of the vortex theory to rotary-wing aerodynamics,
the book by Baskin et all -frequently referred to in this chapter--is highly recommended.
2. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ROTOR MODELING BY VORTICES
In an incompressible medium, the vector field of induced velocity can be com-
pletely determined with the help of a suitable vortex system. However, to achieve this
goal in a compressible fluid, one has to rely on an additional field of sources.
Fortunately, most of the problems encountered in rotary-wing aerodynamics can
be treated as being incompressible. ConsequentJy, classicalexpressionsof the Biot-Savart
law can usually be applied when establishing the relationships between the strength and
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geometry of vortices F = f(x,y,z) (defined by the strength of circulation and shape of
the filament), and velocities v = f(x,y,z) induced by them in the surrounding fluid:
= r(F).
The basic Biot-Savart law can be modified for those cases where compressibility
should not be ignored; and thus, within the limits of linearized theory, one can obtain
an induced velocity vector field from the known vortex system without having to resort
to an additional field of sources t .
Incorporation of the vortex theory into the creation of physicomathematical
models of airscrews in various regimes of operation opened new possibilities for a more
precise treatment of the time-average flow phenomena. However, it proved especially
valuable for consideration of instantaneous flows which could not be handled by the
airscrew model concepts based on the simple momentum and combined momentum and
blade-element theories.
Many design and analytical problems can now be attacked with the help of the
approaches offered by the vortex theory; for instance, the significance of the number of
blades, tip losses, upwash, impulsive loading, impulsive noise generation, etc. Further-
more, when one begins to think about large rotors with a small number of blades rotating
at 2 rps or even slower, the whole concept of a continuous steady flow within a well-
defined streamtube which may be acceptable for a rotor configuration with a large
number of blades (Fig 4.1a), does not appear to propedy represent the physical reality
(Fig 4.1 b).
.... _.-_:_,_11Lq=_l_ .=.p-,-
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1 Examples of flow visualization for (a) six.bladed, and (b) one-bladed
rotor/n hover 5
As to the structure of the complete vortex system of an airscrew, theoretical con-
sideratJons postulate-and various visualization techniques such as smoke in air s , dyes and
bubbles in water tunnels _, and laser _." tend to confirm-that such a system can be repre-
sented by ia) the so-called bound vortices which are attached to the blade and are di-
rected along their longitudinal axes, and (b) free vortices which actually form the wake.
In the latter category one may distinguish, in turn, the so-called shed vortices which, at
the moment of leaving the blade, are parallel to its axis, and trailing vortices springing
along the blade span in the original direction either perpendicular or approximately per-
pendicular to the blade axis. Among the trailing vortices, those leaving the blade tips-the
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so-called tip vortices--usually dominate the flow picture in all regimes of airscrew opera-
tion (Figs 4.1 and 4.2).
Figure #.2 Exernple of tTow visuolizotion of o rotor In nonoxlal translation 6
It is therefore understandable why the eady physicomathematic=l models of the
rotor had logical structures built around the tip vortices alone. However, as indicated by
Gray in Fig 4.3', the complete vortex system of a real airscrew is more complicated since
the shed and trailing vortices may form a surface of vortJcity of a generally helical shape,
called the vortex sheet, behind each blade. This surface has an axis that is either perpen-
dicular (axial flow) or skewed (flow with an inplane component) with respect to the air-
screw disc. In limiting cases of inflow with relatively high inplane velocity components,
it may be assumed that the whole wake degenerates into a fiat ribbon of vorticity.
Tiff
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Figure 4.3 Scheme of _e Woke structure for a single b/ode/n hovel 4
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All vortex surfaces represent a discontinuity in the flow field, due to the rotational
motion of the fluid particles. However, outside of these surfaces, the flow can usually be
considered as irrotational, or potential.
Should the wake of a lift generator remain invariable with time*, then the perturba-
tions (velocities) induced in the fluid flowing past it could be computed with clear con-
science using the Biot-Savart law which does not contain any provision for the time
required to transmit a signal from vortices to the point where the induced velocity is
determined. However, in reality, because of the interaction between vortices, flow fluc-
tuations, and various maneuvers, the geometry of the wake, and strength of vortices
forming that wake may vary with time. Furthermore, even when the wake stays basically
invariable, the distances of various blade stations from the vortices may change with time.
For instance, this would be the case in determining induced velocity at a point located
in the coordinate system rotating with the blade (say at some station along its span at a
given position along the chord). Consequently, noninstantaneous transmittal of aerody-
namic signals might have some significance.
Examination of flow visualization pictures (e.g., Figs 4.1b and 4.2) focus one's
attention on another property of real fluids; namely viscosity. It can be clearly seen from
these figures that due to its influence, vortices dissipate downstream in the wake. This
phenomena has been examined for both fixed-wing t and rotary-wing =° aircraft. Although
the process of vortex dissipation is quite complicated, its significance should be kept in
mind when airscrew physicomathematical models based on the vortex theory are de-
veloped. At this point, it may be added that some first-order corrections related to the
existence of viscosity can be directly incorporated by propedy modifying the classic
Biot-Savart relationships I •
3. VORTICES IN IDEAL FLUID
3.1 Basic Laws
Single FIIoment.s. All eady attempts in the development of the vortex theory were
based on the classic approach, treating air as an incompressible fluid. In addition, all the
assumptions of classical hydro and aero mechanics regarding vortices were retained. In
any textbook on this subject (e.g., Ref 11), one can find that fluid motion associated
with the existence of a vortex can be broken down into (a) rotation of the infinitesimally
narrow vortex core (filament), and (b) irrotational (potential) flow outside of the core
itself. Two-dimensional flow induced by an infinitely long straight vortex of strength ["
occurs in concentric circles, and tzngenUal velocity(v_) at any given point of a circle of
radius • is constant and equal to
vtg = ['/2_r. (4.1)
To avoid infinite vte values at the vortex center, it is assumed, even in the classic
theory, that the core has a finite crosHection. Consequently, vtg increases only to its
finite maximum value at the border of the core, which is assumed to rotate as a rigid
eUnltelied fixed wing. or • rotor with in Infinite number of bllKlu meV rlprmmnt such • _me.
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body, and the character of the tangential velocity distribution around the vortex may be
expected to be asshown in Fig 4.4.
I i
v,_[ I
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Figure 4.4 Velocity end pressure distribution in the Interior
ond neighborhood of o rectilinear vortex 11
The behavior of vortex filaments in an ideal fluid is governed by the following
theorems of Helmholtz and Kelvin:
1. "No fluid can have a rotation if it did not originally rotate."
2. "Fluid particles which at any time are part of a vortex line (filament) always
belong to the same vortex line."
3. "Vortex filaments must be either closed lines or end on the boundaries of the
fluid."
As to the strength of circulation, Eq (4.1) indicates that
[" = 2_•Vtg.
But the right-hand side of this equation can be interpreted asa line integral
C
F = / VrgdS
where vtg is the tangential velocity corresponding to any radius r, and the integration is
performed along the circle of that particular radius.
This relationship can be generalized; thus one can determine the circulation inside
a region bordered by any closed curve (C) which contains a single vortex filament, or a
system of vortex filaments:
C
r = f v Cos0 ds (4.2)
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where 0 is the angle between the velocity vector and the tangent of the path along which
the circulation is computed.
Figure "1.5 Determlnotlon of circulation
Consequently, if the velocity distribution within a particular region of a two-
dimensional flow is known, the associated circulation may be found by the use of Eq
(4.2).
Vortex Surfoce. When vortex filaments are very close to each other, they may be
considered as forming a continuous surface of vorticity (vortex sheet). Denoting the cir-
culation per unit width of the sheet as3., the relationship between its value and that of
the tangential velocity component just above vu and below vt. the vortex sheet can be
found using the principle expressedby Eq (4.2).
Circulation _F associated with a 6s-wide element of the vortex sheet can be de-
termined as a line integral of velocity taken around that element (Fig 4.6). Since 6s is
small, it may be assumed that the velocity components perpendicular to the sheet are the
same at both ends of the element. Thus, their contributions to the line integral would
cancel each other, and the resulting value would be
6r = vu6s - vL6s;
but 3.= 6 P/6s, hence
3' = vu - vz- (4.3)
V u
L
6s / vt
Figure 4.6 Circulot/on ossociotedwith o vortex sheet
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Eq (4.3) shows that a vortex sheet represents a surface of discontinuity of the tan-
_ntial component of the velocity of flow, and the strength of circulation per unit width
of the sheet (_) represents the amount of that discontinuity.
3.2 Biot-Savart Law
Three-Dtmension=/ Vortex. The Biot-Savart law is one of the principal tools for
determination of the flow field induced by a system of vortex filaments. In vectorial
notations, the elementary velocity d_ induced at a point P by an element d_ belonging
to vortex filament C of strength r is expressed as fallows (Fig 4.7):
d; = (Fl#lr)[(_x _)ld'], (4.4)
while the total induced velocity (v) at that point becomes
C
= (['/4_r) _- [(d_'x _)/d 3 ] (4.4a)
where the integral sign indicates that an integration is carried along the line of filament
C, d]' represents an element of that filament, and d is the distance between the point in
space where we want to determine velocity _'and the element d_. The latter is so directed
on the filament C that looking along d_one should see the circulation around C in the
clockwise direction. The cross-product d'S*x oFhas z value of ds d sln(CJ) and has a direc-
tion perpendicular to a plane defined by d_'and _ while qbdenotes an angle between the
vectors. In Prandtl's Fundornentols z i the following was used to describe _':
The velocity v is obtained by_ adding together the contributions of the
individual filament element d_, and the contribution of this element is
perpendicular to d_' and _, and is inversely proportional to the square of
the distance d from the point in question. This, however, is exactly the
law of Blot and $avart in electrodynarnics from which the magnetic field
in the neighborhood of a current-carrying wire can be calculated.
./
='v_, ,. *,,) _" "
---'= X
Figure 4, 7 Induction of velocity _¢zt o point P
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Going from vectorial notations to Cartesian coordinates, vector _"can be resolved
into components (_, _,,_) along the x, y, and z axes of that coordinate system. Baskin,
et elJ, outlined the following procedure: Let the equation of line C (Fig 4.7) be given in
a parametric form:
= Up), _ = _(p), _ = _(p) (4.5)
where p is the parameter (usually an angle for a curved vortex filament). As parameter
p varies from its initial (Pi) to its final value (pf), point N(_, r_ _') describescurve C. Now,
vectors _,, and ds"(which may be considered a derivative of d ), can be expressed in light
of Eq (4.5) as follows:
J = (_ - x)7 + (,_ - y)7 + (r - zjZ
(4.6)
d_ + d'_
-4b
where _./; and _are unit vectors of the coordinate sytem x, y, z.
Introducing the above expressions into Eq (4.4a), the x, y, z components of the
induced velocity vector areobtained:
v = -- (x - _J - (z-r) --
4_r ; d 3
Pi
w= Ld"
(4.s)
(4.9)
where
d = _/(x - _)= + (y - _)= + (z - _)2'. (4.1o)
Vortex/n o Plane. If the vortex filament lies in a plane, Eq (4.4a) can be simplified
as follows:
F c
v = _/,, ¢,. (4.11)
When the actual shape of a vortex filament can be approximated by linear seg-
ments (as for instance, AB in Fig 4.8), Eq (4.4) may be modified to a form more conven-
ient for finding, in practice, the induced velocity increment (A V) corresponding to this
particular segmentof the vortex filament.
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Figure 4.8 Increment of velocity Av induced (up from the poper plone)
by vortex segment A-B
It can be seen from _is figure that ds = ddO/sln ¢ and d = r/Mn ¢, where r is the dis-
tance of point P from the AB axis. Consequently, ds can be expressed as ds = (r/sin2¢)dO.
Substituting the above determined values for ds and d, Eq (4.11) becomes
A8
Av = (F/4_rr). r s/n¢dO,
but since O = Ir - ¢ and sin ¢ = sin O, the above equation can be rewritten within limits
of integration from 01 = It - ¢1 to _2 = it- ¢2 :
/,
Av = (r/4ttr) J sin _dO. (4.12)
Performing the above integration and remembering the relationships between O, and O:,
and ¢1 and ¢:, the following is obtained:
_v = (r/4_r)lcos _= + cos(_r-_, )].
Looking at Fig 4.8 one would note that Tr - ¢1 = Al and ¢2 = A2, and the above
equation can be rewritten as follows:
Av = (F/4_r)(cos A= +Cos A=). (4.13)
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When the vortex filament AB becomes very long; i.e., when it extends from --== to
==, then/k I = A 2 = 0, and Eq (4.13) is reduced to Eq (4.1).
Interaction between vortices. It should be noted at this point that although vor-
tices induce velocities within the fluid they, in turn, may be subjected to the action of the
fluid. According to Helmholtz's theorem, there is no exchange of either mass or momen-
turn between the vortex core (filament) and the rest of the fluid; hence, ifa vortex fila-
ment were located in the mass of moving fluid, it would move with the fluid. This obvi-
o_Jsly means that velocity fields induced by a system of vortices can produce reciprocaJ
motion of those vortices belonging to the system. Thus, in an incompressible fluid, the
classic Biot-Savart law should, in principle, provide a sufficient tool for determining from
an initially given system of vortices, not only the associated field of induced velocities,
but the resulting motion, or perturbation of motion, of the vortices themselves.
3.3 Kutta.Joukowsky Law
Circuletion ond Lift. The Kutta-J oukowsky law represents another important tool
in the application of the classic vortex theory. It permits one to establish a relationship
between the loads on the blades and strength (circulation ]") of bound vortices. This law
states that lift (_) per unit span of a blade (or wing in general) 11 can be expressed as:
= pU 1 F (4.14)
where F is the strength of circulation around the considered blade section, p is the air
density, and Ui is the air velocity component perpendicular to the vortex filament at
that section.
If c is the chord and cI is the section lift coefficient at the considered station, then
Eq (4.14) can be rewritten as:
ct = 2rlUzc (4.15)
or
r = _ct u±c, (4.16)
Trolling Vortices. Considering the Helmholtz and Kutta-Joukowsky laws, Eq
(4.16) would indicate that whenever the value of the product ofcz U£c varies along the
rotor blades, then over a length dr, a vortex filament of strength d[' = -(SF/ar) dr
should leave the blade. By the same token, if the circulation around the blade remains
constant along its entire span, then the vortex bound to the blade would leave it at the
tip and root only. In t_is case, in hovering or vertical ascent, the vortex system would
resemble that shown in Fig 4.9, where vortices springing out from the tip form an approx-
imately helical line (also see Fig 4.1b).
As to the root vortex, it is apparent that since _r is zero at the rotor axis, the only
remaining velocity (in the case of vertical flight or hovering) is axial. Hence, it is not diffio
cult to imagine that each vortex leaving the blade at the root combines with those of the
other blades to form one common vortex line along the rotor axis.
Constont Blode Clrculotlon ond ¢T. In hovering or axial translation at speeds such
that velocity (U17) experienced at various blade stations T (where ?'---dR) may be con-
sidered as Uli, == Vr F, it is easy to express the constant blade circulation in terms of the
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Figure 4.9 Scheme of vortex system/n oxlN tronslotlon for constant
circulot/on along the blade
rotor thrust coefficient (CT) , tip speed (V r), rotor radius (R), and number of blades (b).
Eq (4.14) indicates that for Ulr = Vrr ' the load distribution along the blade is tri-
angular, reaching its maximum value per unit of blade length of 2m=x = FbP Vt at the
tip, where r b is the circulation along the blade. The total load (thrust) per blade Tb will
hence, be Tb = Fbp VtR/2. However, Tb = T/b where Tisthe total thrust.Consequently,
['_ = 2T/bp VtR. (4.17)
Multiplying the numerator and denominator of the above expression by 7rR Vt, we
obtain
Fb = 2CT_R Vtlb. (4.17a)
4. ELEMENTARY CONSIDERATIONS OF HOVERING ROTORS
4.1 Rotor with a Single Cylindrical Wake
Assumptions. The task consists of determining induced velocities at the disc of a
rotor hovering far from the ground. To solve this problem, it is assumed that the rotor has
a very large (infinite) number of blades. This implies that distances between the ¢onse-
cutive vortex helixes are so small that instead of having either helical vortex sheets or
helixes of tip vortices corresponding to the number of blades, the whole wake below the
rotor may be considered as filled with vorticity. It is further assumed that (a) circulation
along the blade is constant, and (b) there is no slipstream contraction. Consequently, the
whole vortex wake would consist of a single cylinder of vorticity having radius R, and
extend downstream from the rotor disc (y= = 0) to infinity (7= = --_) (physical con-
cept somewhat similar to that of Fig 4.1a). Vortices bound to the rotor blades and the
root vortices extending along the cylinder axis would complete the vortex system of the
rotor (Fig 4.10).
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Figure 4.10 Scheme of the cylindrical woke of a stationory rotor
Coordinate System. The Cartesian xyz coordinate system shown in this figure will
be used in most of the casesconsidered in this chapter. It can be seen that they axis is di-
rected in the thrust (vertical) direction. This is clone in order to retain the traditional v
symbol for the induced velocity component (downwash) directly associated with thrust
generation. In forward flight regimes, the x axis will coincide with the direction of rotor
displacement with respect to the still air mass.
Ano/ysis. As to the contribution of various vortices to the downwash induced at
the rotor disc, it can be seen that neither root nor bound vortices would have any influ-
ence in that respect, Root vortices (distributed along the y axis), or those representing
any y component (if present) on the surface of the cylindric al wake, being perpendicular
to the rotor disc cannot induce any velocities in the direction normal to the disc plane.
They can only contribute to the rotation of the slipstream.
It is easy to show that the contribution of the bound vortices to the creation of
downwash in the plane of the disc (under the assumption of a large number of blades)
will also be zero. By selecting an arbitrary point on the disc, it can be seen that the
tendency to create downwash by the sum of all the vortices located to one side of a line
drawn through the chosen point and the center of the discwill be exactly equal in magni-
tude but opposite in sign to the sum of those located at the other side of the line. It is
obvious, hence, that under these assumptions, no downwash can be created by the bound
vortices. Consequently, only the vortices forming circles parallel to the rotor discon the
cylindrical wake can contribute to the generation of the induced velocity normal to the
rotor planes.
The Biot-$avzrt law indicates that at a point P, the velocity potential ¢p corre-
sponding to a closed vortex filament of strength r will be ( Ref 11, p. 104):
where co is the solid anglesubtended by that closed vortex line. The velocity (vp) induced
at that point will be:
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vp = grad_op = (114 Fco. (4.18)
in view of the above, the induced velocity (i.e., that in the direction of they axis)
will be obtained by differentiating I_co with respect toy. However, under the assumption
of a cylindrical wake with no slipstream contraction, the intensity of circulation per unit
of length in the y direction (*t - 6I"/6y) remains unchanged, which also means that
d r / dy = c onst.
It may be assumed that between the two coordinates Y2 and Yl, the gradient of
angle c_ can simply be expressed as the difference in co(y=) and co(Ys) values. Now, Eq
(4.18) can be rewritten as follows:
vp = (l141r}(drldy)[co(y=) -- CO(Ys)]. (4.19)
It was assumed that the rotor was far from the ground and thus, its wake extended
far below: y=.= --o= (Fig 4.10). For any pointP located in the plane of the rotor disc
but inside the circle of the vortex cylinder, co_y=) = O, since the supporting ring is in-
finitely far from point P. For.v I = O, co(Y1) = 2_r, and the point P lies in the plane of
the supporting ring. This means that the induced velocity in the plane of the disc becomes
vp = -½ (dr/dy) = const. (4.19a)
In view of the fact that the above equation was established for an arbitrary point
of the rotor disc, the induced velocity should be constant over the whole disc area.
Should point P be located outside of the rotor disc atP l, both co(y=)and co(Y1)
equal zero, thus, according to Eq (4.19), no flow (at least in the y direction) would be
induced by the assumed wake.
The downwash velocity far below the rotor (v_.) can also be found with the help
of Eq (4.19): If point P is moved far below the rotor, then obviously, co_v=) still remains
equal to zero, but co(y1)=41r. Therefore,
v_. = -(dr/dy). (4.19b)
Comparing Eqs (4.19a) and(4.19b), one sees immediately that v_. = 2v, as in-
dicated previously by the momentum theory.
Taking Eq (4.17) into consideration, the total value of the circulation transferred
to the wake during one revolution of the rotor becomes
_r = 2TIp VrR (4.20)
and
dr/ dy = --_c['l _ y (4.21)
where &y = vat is the distance traveled by the wake during the time At=2_R/V t corre-
sponding to one complete rotor revolution. Making the necessary substitutions for A["
and _y in Eq (4.21), and then introducing the so, brained dI'/dy values into Eq (4.19a)
will result in the following:
v=_.
The above expression is immediately recognized as the formula for the ideal in-
duced velocity previously obtained in the momentum theory.
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Although the above results are correct, at first glance it may appear that some
logical contradictions exist in the physicomathematicai model, as the increaseof velociW
in the downstream direction postulated by Eq (4.19b) _hould cause contraction of the
wake convecting the shed vorticity; but in spite of this, a constant cross4ection of the
slipstream was still assumed.
However, closer examination of the consequences of dipstream contraction indi-
cates that the relationship established for the cylindrical wake would still be valid if con-
tinuity of the vortex surface far downstream were assumed. Obviously, _o(y2) and
(o(yl) appearing in Eq (4.19) will not change; being 0 and 2_r, respectively, and the value
of dF/dy will also remain constant as in the cylindrical case. To visualize this result, one
must imagine the vortex filaments forming the rotor wake as being of small, but finite,
diameter. Since they are 'packed' so tightly that consecutive vortex rings touch each
other-thus forming a continuous vortex sheet-the number of vortex filaments per unit
of the wake length will be the same in the contracted slipstream region as in the non-
contracted portion.
4.2 Circulation Varying Along the Blade Surface
Wake Vortlclty. From the point-of-view of practical application, cases wherein
circulation varies along the blade should be of greater interest than ]"('r) = const. In the
simplest physicomathematical model of a rotor with varying circulation when hovering
out-of-ground effect, it may be assumed that a vortex filament leaving the blade at a
particular station moves (as in the preceding case) along a circular cylinder of a radius
equal to that of the blade station from which the filament originated. This would result in
wakes wherein vortices are distributed along concentric cylindrical surfaces. For a large
number of blades, it may be assumed that a continuous distribution is obtained along
each cylindrical surface.
The strength of each vortex filament leaving the blade is equal to the corresponding
variation of circulation along the radius, but is of the opposite sign.
Knowing F = f(r) for the blade (Fig 4.11), the variation of circulation for a blade
element dr wide and located at a distance • from the rotor axis will be (dI'/dr)dr. Thus, a
vortex of this strength should leave the blade at station • + dr. It wasshown that vortices
springing out at a given radius do not produce any downwash in the plane of the disc
outside of the radius at which they separate from the blade. This means that the con-
sidered vortex of strength -(d ['/dr)dr leaving the blade at station • + dr has no influ-
ence on the downwash velocities of blade elements outboard of this station. The vortex,
however, may affect the inboard elements, and this influence can be easily estimated.
The strength of the vortex at station • + dr will be
Frtdr = F, + (dWdr)dr.
Differentiating the above expression with respect to y, and neglecting infinitesi-
mals of higher order, the following is obtained:
dI'_/rldy = dI'r/dy.
Induced Velocities. Substituting drr/dy instead of dFr+dr/dy into Eq (4.19a),
the corresponding velocity induced at the rotor disc at station • + dr *= • becomes
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Figure 4. I 1 C/rculotlon retying o/ong the b/ode
v r = -_(drrldy ). (4.23)
The downwash created by the inboard elements at station r (0 to r) will be
I d[[" r + (dr/dr/dr - (4.24)
v°-" = dy
Neglecting the infinitesimals of higher order, Eq (4.24) reduces to zero.
These results indicate that under the assumption of a large number of blades and
cylindrical wakes, the circulation existing at any blade element influences the downwash
at that particular element only. Thus, the blade elements may be treated as being r_ipro-
caily independent, as was assumed in the combined momentum and blade-element
theory.
It is now possible to establish relationships between the circulation, the geometry
of the rotor (chord, number of blades, et_.), and the charac.'teristics of the airfoil sec-
tion at each blade station without considering any possible ramifications from any other
point aiong the blade.
The lift coefficient of a blade section at a given radius r is:
c_, = o,(e, - #,).
where values of or (section4ift curve dope), e r (blade pitch angle), and _r (total inflow
angle) are all determined at station r. In hover, under small angle assumptions, ebr= ve/gZr,
and
C=r = ur[6r - (vr/g_r)]" (4.25)
Substituting _ r in Eq (4.16) for the velocity of flow UL, and expressing cAl at,cord-
ing to Eq (4.25), the tot_ circulation at station r for b number of blades is readily ob-
tained:
r, = _o, _,[er - (v/nr)lnr. (4.26)
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In the case of hover, the vortex filaments spring out from each blade station and
move clown with the slipstream. It is clear that the distance (dv) traveled by the vortices
springing from all b bladesalong the rotor axis during onerevolution will be:
dy = 2_ Vr/_. (4.27)
Now, the averagechange of circulation along the rotor axisy in the negative direc-
tion, --{dP/dy) can be obtained by dividing Eq (4.26) by Eq (4.27):
-(drldy)r = (l141r)orbCr[ er - (vr/_r)] _' r/v,. (4.28)
In analogy to Eq (4.19a), vr ,, -_(dP/dY)r; therefore, expressing this derivative
according to Eq (4.28) and switching to the Tnotations (K-- r/R) for determining the
position of the considered element on the blade, the following equation-now in v_-is
obtained:
87rRv/ + Vcerbc, vF - Vt2a-/bc_Te_ = O. (4.29)
A glance at the above equation well Indicate that it is identical to Eq (3.14) ob-
tained from the combined momentum and blade_lement theory when Vc = 0.
5. SIMPLE ROTOR WAKE MODELS IN FORWARD FLIGHT
5.1 Development of the Concept
In the consideration of axial rotor translations (with hovering as a limiting case),
the simplest physi¢omathematical model of the rotor vortex system was built around the
tip and root vortices only. A similar approach can also be taken for nonaxlal regimes of
flight. However, the basic differences between the two casesshould be noted: (1) A com-
plete axial symmetry existed in steady-state vertical climb and in hover, and the blade
azimuth angle had no influence on the circulation. Consequently, constancy of the
circulation along the blade radius (['b = P(r) = const) represented a sufficient condition
for obtaining the rotor wake models discussedin Sect4.1 of this chapter. (2) In contrast,
it should be anticipated that the azimuth angle could Influence the blade circulation
value in forward flight; hence, in order to obtain the desired simple wake with no shed or
trailing vortices along the blade span, it must be stated explicitly that
£'b = Pfr,¢) = const. (4.30)
In such a case, the vortices would leave the blade only at the tips and roots, and at
low nonaxial translational speeds the wake would appear asshown in Fig 4.12a. Further-
more, assuming that there is no slipstream contraction, all of the tip vortices wou ld form
helical lines on the surface of an elliptic cylinder of constant cross-section (Fig 4.12b). In
both cases,the root vortices can be imagined as forming a single filament along the wake
axis.
As the inplane velocity component increases, one may also imagine that the wake
assumes a more and more skewed position with respect to the rotor discplane, while its
thickness measured perpendicularly to the cylinder axis becomes progressively reduced.
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Finally, at the limit (as, for instance, in high-speed horizontal flight), it may be assumed
that the whole wake degenerates into a constant-width fiat 'ribbon' of vorti¢ity trailing
behind the rotor (Fig 4.13). This would obviously represent the simplest model for the
wake of a rotor in horizontal translation.
-V
,, _===..-_j,..
_..(, X
Figure 4.13 ROt woke formed by tip vortices of o two-bladed rotor at # = 0.25 n
Having established the physical model of the wake, further procedures in finding
induced velocities at points of interest (say, at the rotor disc) can be visualized as follows.
First, obtain analytical expressions for the shape of vortex filaments in the xyz coordi-
nate system and then using suitable Biot-Savart formula given in Sect 3.2, try to get the
solution either in a closed form, or one based on the use of special functions (e.g., elliptic,
Legendre, Bessel, etc.) which are available in tabulated form. If, for some reason, I_e
above approach proves too difficult, then advantage may be taken of computer tech-
niques. In this case, the actual shape of vortex filaments would be approximated by
broken lines, with the length of these straight-line segments selected so as to reach a de-
sirable compromise between accuracy and time of the computations.
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5.2 Consequencesof the to(F, _) -- const Assumption
At this point, it may be of interest to examine the extent to which the re(F,@) ---
const assumption could reflect a reality. In order to do this, the corresponding variation
of blade loading with radius and azimuth will be examined.
Relationship between Rotor Thrust and Circulation per Blade. Assuming that the
induced velocity at the blade is small in comparison with the velocity component U± per-
pendicular to the blade axis of the resultant flow at some relative station ?=--rIR, the ele-
mentary thrust (lift) dTb per length dYR of one blade, according to the Kutta-Joukowsky
law, can be expressedas
dT b = p rbU±RdF (4.31)
where r b is the circulation around the blade and U L = (_'+/a sin @)Vr (Fig4.14). Con-
sequently,
dT b = pF b VrR(F + _sln @)dT. (4.31a)
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Figure 4.14 Notations
Integrating the above equations within limit of -=r 0 to-=r 1.0, and averaging the
obtained lift per blade over one revolution, a relationship between the total rotor thrust
T of all b blades, and the circulation per blade can easily be established:
1.0 21r
T= bPrbVrR2, // (_ + la sin@)dFd@
o o
from which
T = ½bp[" b VrR (4.32)
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or conversely,
F, = 2 Tlbp R V r. (4.33)
It can be seen from the above equation that the relationship (under the ["u(7) =
const assumption) between T and r b is identical to Eq (4.17) and independent of the
advance ratio/_.
In order to further examine the practical consequences of the assumption that
blade circulation remains constant along the radius and is independent of the azimuth,
let us examine variations of the load-per-unit length of the blade span (dTb/Rd7) as a
function of both Tand _. From Eq (4.31a),
dTb/RdF = pF b Vt(F + kl sin ¢). (4.34)
Thrust Offset. The above equation indicates that the load over the disc would
become asymmetric with respect to the xOy plane as /_ begins to increase. This is illu-
strated in Fig 4.1.5 for a typical high-speed advance ratio ofju = 0.35.
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Figure 4.15 Chorocter of Iood distribution at p = 0.3.5 for I_b(F, _) = const
It can be seen from this figure that the resultant thrust would be displaced to the
advancing side of the disc, thus producing an unbalanced rolling moment M x.
The magnitude of this moment can be easily calculated; remembering that the
elementary rolling moment (dMx) shown in Fig 4.14 is:
dM x --- -dT b RFsin Ik.
Denoting dT b in the above expression as given in Eq (4.31a) and performing the
double integration for all b blades from ?"= 0 to F= 1.0, and from _ = 0 to _ = 2_r, the
following is obtained:
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M x = --¼bPFbR z V t/_ where p -IVI/V r. (4.35)
The relative thrust (lift) offset (_Mx ---- z/R) can be found by dividing Eq (4.35)
by T (as given by Eq (4.32)) and by R. This results in
,TMx = ½/_. (4.36)
Such large thrust (lift) offsets are not realistic for single-rotor configurations,
although they may be tolerated in helicopters using paired contrarotating 'rigid' rotors;
for instance, the ABC Wpe shown in Fig 1.30. Consequently, for most of the cases en-
countered in practice, the validity of the physicomathematical model based on the
assumption of constant circulation must be critically examined before using-for the sake
of simplicity-the F(T, ¢) = const approach.
Circulation Varlotton Required to Eliminate Thrust Offset. Elimination of the
rolling moment can be achieved by postulating that the blade thrust moment, with re-
spect to its actual (in articulated rotors) or virtual (in hingeless configurations) flapping
axis, remains constant regardless of the azimuth value.
I.O
M b = [ R'fdT b = const. (4.37)
Jo
Expressing d Tb according to Eq (4.31 a) in Eq (4.37) and changing the notation
for Fb to Fb(¢) in order to emphasize the depenoence of circulation on the azimuth, the
integral from Eq (4.37), with constant multipliers omitted, becomes
Fb(¢)[l + (312)psin _ ] = const (4.38)
where Fb(¢ ) can now be interpreted as circulation averaged over the entire blade length
when the blade is at an azimuth _. Consequently, the required character for the varia-
tion of the average blade circulation with _ will be
Fb(¢ ) = const/[f + (3/2}psin 4]. (4.39)
This can also be expressed as
rb(_) = Fb + _rb(_), (4,40)
where _b is the blade circulation averaged over one revolution.
Wohe of o Rotor with No Thrust Offset. Since in almost all practical rotary-wing
configurations, very little or no thrust offset is permitted, the average blade circulation
must vary with the azimuth angle as indicated by Eq (4.39). This in turn implies that shed
vortices appear in the wake. The actual circulation also usually varies within the blade
span, which leads to the presence of trailing vortices springing from the blade. It may be
stated hence, that in the majority of cases encountered in forward flight, the blade circu-
lation is a function of ?'and ¢.
The example in Fig 4.16 of the actual character of circulation variation for an
articulated rotor in forward flight shows that indeed, circulation varies not only with the
azimuth, but with blade stations (F) as well.
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Figure 4.16 An example of circulation variation for on articulated rotor In forward flight
Because of the fact that generally, Yb = r('f,¢), the whole conceptual model of the vor-
tex system reflecting the reality of rotor operation in forward flight may become more
complicated than the simple scheme based on the existance of tip and root vortices
only. A discussion of the fiat wake is presented in the following section as an example
of how even in a simplified model, some of the r_ = rl'F,_) aspects are taken into con-
sideration.
6. FLAT WAKE
It was indicated in Sect 5.1 that the so-called flat wake represents a limiting case
when all of the vortices transfered to the slipstream of a rotor moving at a relatively high
forward speed (usually purely horizontal) are reduced to a single ribbon of vorticity.
In spite of the basic simplicity of such a vortex system, it merits attention, as many
practical problems of rotary.wing aerodynamics can be quantitatively examined using
a mathematical model based on the flat-wake concept. Furthermore, studying a wake of
this type should provide the reader with introductory material, later facilitating working
with more complicated vortex systems. The basic presentation of this subject closely
follows the development of the wake concept by Baskin et al _, and then a somewhat
different approach by Ormiston =4 is briefly discussed.
6.1 Variable Circulation Along the Blade
Determination of the Vortex System. It was shown that the assumption of
['b(_) = const may lead to unbalanced rolling moments. NevertJ_eless, for the sake of
simplicity, Baskin et al assume that the variation of circulation with azimuth may be
neglected for practical calculations if, at each blade station, the circulation is averaged
over a complete rotor revolution. In this way, a conceptual model is obtained where the
radial change rb(? ) of the ¢.averased blade circulation becomes the only variation to be
considered.
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It should be recalled that acceptance of rb(¢) = const would imply that there are
no shed vortices. Bound vortices, as in the caseof hover, would not generate any vertical
induced velocities, but would contribute to the slipstream rotation by inducing tangen.
tial velocities above and below the rotor disc. For single rotors, these effects may be
neglected since these tangentiaJ velocities are usuaJly no higher than 0.5 percent of the
tip speed. For the two-rotor configuration (coaxial and intermeshing), they may be con-
sidered in a more detailed analysis.
Becauseof the assumption that rb(r) _ const, the trailing vortices would spring
from various blade stations and form a system which, when viewed at a particular instant
in time, would consist of cycloids of various shapes, depending on the station of their
origin (Fig 4.17).
:-v
F/gum 4.17 Trailing vortices of a rotor with circulation varying
along the blades
Using the notations given in this figure, the equation of a single vortex filament
shed from the tip can be expressedquite simply as
(4.41)
where V is the velocity of the distant flow (with the proper sign), ¢ is the blade azimuth
at time t, and R is the rotor radius. Denoting ¢o as the azimuth angle at which the tip
vortex separates from the blade, t can now be expressed in terms of the azimuth angles
and ¢0: t = (¢ - ¢o)/2_r(rps) where rps = Vr/2_R. Introducing the above values into
Eq (4.41), the following is obtained:
x = .R[(_,- _,o)-cos _]
z = R sin
(4.41 a)
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where/_ is the tip-speed ratio (which, in the assumed coordinate system, should be taken
with the minus sign).
The trailing vortices leaving the blade along its span can be imagined as discrete
filaments If the blade circulation jumps by steps. However, if the circulation varies in a
continuous manner (dr b 7/d7, finite along the whole blade), then a continuous sheet of
vorticity would also form. This sheet can be visualized as consisting of separate, As wide,
ribbons of vorticity. As discussed in Sect 4.2 of this chapter, the circulation strength of
such a ribbon springing from a blade segment Ar = AFR long will be
_b';" = -(dr'b _ld_) _R , (4.42)
while its shape will be represented by a cycloid whose equation (in analogy to Eq (4.41a))
can be written in a nondimensionai form as follows:
;" = _(¢ - _o) - 7cos
(4.43)
= Fsln ¢
where
-- x/R, and_ - z/R.
In order to determine the strength of circulation 3' per unit width of a ribbon of
vortici_ _s wide, let us look at Fig 4.18. It can be seen from this fiBJre that taking all b
blades into account,
3" = (_¢o121r)bArb_l_s
where _s = _x sin O, while ton 0 = d'i/d_ = ?'cos _/(IJ + F sln _).
2 )ff f- rr/2 /,_ V
/ i
'-'- _ DIRECTION
II_ II lr/ll IZ OF FLIGHT
F/gum 4.18 Elementery vortex strip
However, according to Eq (4.43), the nondimensional distance _r between the two cy-
cloids encompassing the considered vortex strip is _u7 = #/t ¢o, and
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7 = bArb-r/2nRp sin O.
Equivalent Rectilinear Vortex System. The cycloidal vortex strip can be resolved
into two components; one, parallel to the x, and another to the z axis (Fig 4.18 and
4.19) having a circulation strength per unit width of_fx and 3'z, respectively.The x com-
ponent may be called longitudinal, and the z component lateral.
" 1_3'_l'r, DIRECTION
_,.. e,_l z 7z
Figure 4.19 Vortex filaments from a four-bladed rotor
The values of these components within various ranges of the azimuth angle are as
fol Iows:
and
b&ra; p + _ sin
I T cos 0 =. 2_Rp "Fcos
--T cos _ = b_ rb7 p + T sin
2eRp 7 cos
bA r T
•ys/n_ =
2_rRp
for
"rz = 0 for
b_r 7
-T sln _ -
2_RM
for
3
for-< _ <--e
2 2
fl" /l"
for---< $ <--
2 2
w 3
--<_<-_r
2 2
It 3
_ =--and _=--Ir
2 2
lr _"
--..< _, <-.
2 2
(4.44)
(4.45)
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It can be seen from Fig 4.19 that lateral components ('Yz) of vortices which spring
from a circle of radius _ will exist only inside of that circle. Outside, they will cancel each
other (point P, Fig 4.19). By contrast, the 7x components will add to each other and con-
sequentiy, the strength per unit width of the longitudinal vortex will double outside of
the circle of radius ?'. All of the above considerations indicate that the original system of
cycloidal vortices shown in Figs 4.17, 4.18, and 4.19 can be replaced by a simpler sys-
tem of rectilinear vortices more suitable for mathematical treatment (Fig 4.20).
x
Figure #.20 System of rectillneor vortices equlvo/ent to thor of cyc/oido/ vortices
6.2 Determination of Induced Velocities
Llneor Problem. As long as the assumption of a 'rigid' wake is maintained, no in-
teraction exists between induced velocity v and the wake structure; thus, the problem be-
comes linear. This means that in computing the resultant T, the components generated by
various vortex subsystems forming the wake (in this case, lateral and longitudinal vor-
rices) can be computed separately and then superimposed.
This process of summation can be best performed by determining the contributions
of the lateral and longitudinal vortices to the components (vx, vv, vz) of vector_ along the
x, y, z axes. At this point, it should be noted that rectilinear vortices can induce velocities
only in planes perpendicular to them. Consequently, lateral vortices contribute only to
components vx and vv located in the xOy plane, or in planes parallel to it, while the
longitudinal ones contribute to vv and vz. Since both longitudinal and lateral vortices
contribute to the vy component, the first contribution will be symbolized by Vvo and
the second, by vy i"
Velocities Induced by Loterol Vortices. The magnitude of the elementary velocity
vector d(ZI _) induced at some point C(x_, Yl, zl) (Fig 4.21) by an element of lateral
vorticiW dx wide and _ long located at a point (x,z), and having strength _'z per unit
width, Eq (4.11) can be expressed as follows:
d(Av) = "}'z(sin ¢/41td= ) dx dy (4.46)
where
d = _/(x-xl,) = + y 2 + (z- z=);,
and
dnr_ = _[(x- xl)= + yzZ "/d.
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It can be seen from Fig 4.21 that they andx velocity components will be
d(_.vyl) = --d{Av)COS0,and d(Avx ,) = --d(Av)sine. (4.47)
where
I _/-. | 7 |
sJn O = y11Vrx-xl) 2 + y_ , and cosO= (x-,l)/_/(x _ -x,) = + yl ='
(
_'x
" 0
i
Figure 4.21
y
Avx C
0 A! a
Velocities Induced by Ioterol vortices
By substituting Eq (4.46) into Eq (4.47), and expressing (a) all the above anglesin
terms of r, x, and z, and (b) l'z asshown in Eq (4.45); the x_vvl and Avxl valuescan be
obtained by performing double integration. This was done once with respect to x (from
-r to r), and once with respect toz (from--_r_ to _-'_). A closed-form
solution wasobtained in Ref 1, with the following results:
AVv z = (b_'br141rR_A OVz (4.48)
and
Av x = (bAI'br/4_rR N A_ x . (4.49)
In Eq (4.48), the vertical component _vy I is given in terms of_vi which, in turn,
isexpressed as follows':
where
I
A;,,, = ,_, j _,,d, (4.so)
-I
.,/TZ-'__)" + ._, + _-z,) _
- + + a+ ,,J"
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while
xl = xl/r, _,, = yl/r, _, = z,/r.
It can be seen from Eqs (4.48) and (4.50) chat the character of the distribution
of velocity induced by lateral vortices along the fore and aft rotor diameter is asshown
in Fig 4.22.
DIRECTION
o,,-,o,T'-""
Figure 4.22 Charocter of Avy distribution (/long the fore-ond-oft
rotor '_lscdiameter
Wich respect to the horizontal component ( & vx ), the following notations were
used in Eq (4.49):
7,I
&;, = -(II2_) / _. d_ (4.51)
¥--1
where
- 'Y' I _'i+
+ ÷
The following can be deduced from Eqs (4.48) and (4.51):
1. At points symmetrical to they0z plane, the _x vaJuesare the same:
2. For_l > 0 (above the rotor disc), &_x < 0 (induced velocities opposite to the di-
re;tion of flight); while for_z <0 (below the disc), A_ x > 0.
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3. For_ 1 ÷=% -A-_x+'0.
4. For._,",',Av_ -,.0
Vy I and Av x represent.velocity components induced by lateral vortices asso-
ciated with an annulus of radius r and width Ar. In order to obtain complete velocity
values vvl and vx induced by the whole lateral vortex system, &vvalues associated with
all annuli of the disc from the root (Fo) to the tip ( ¥ = 1.0) should be summed up:
_- 1.0 F- 1.0
vy = _ AVy, vx = _. Av x
_'_o r-to
^ A
To facilitate calculations, the values of vx and vv= are presented in graphical form
in Ref 1.
Velocities Induced by Longltudlnol Vortices In the yOz Plane. It was shown in
Fig 4.19 that outside of the circle of radius r from which the vortex springs, the strength
of the circulation of a strip of longitudinal vorticity dz wide(_F x = 27x dz) is twice that
which is inside the circle. However, inside this circle, the contribution of longitudinal
vortices located ahead of the z axis is equal to that behind iL Consequently, the pre-
viously discussed vortex system which exhibits a jump in circulation strength when pass-
ing through the circle of radius • (Fig 4.23a) can be replaced by another one having a
uniform circulation strength of 27x per unit width, which extends from thez axis where
x=O to x =--= (Fig4.23b).
(
¥ Y
> x
-- , _TJZO
_uyo_
Figure 6.23 Replocement of the (o) Iongltudlnol vortex system by system (b)
Incremental velociW d(&v) induced at some point E (O,y_,z I ) of theyOz plane
by a vortex element dz wide located at a distance z can be expressed as one-half of that
which would be generated by a rectilinear vortex extending from--== to == (Eq 4.1):
d(& v) = - (2Tx/4_ d} dz (4.52)
where d= _/v, = + (z-z,) ='.
The downwash (vertical component of" this elementary induced velocity) becomes
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d(_,VVo) = -d(Av)cos O, Cos 0 = (z-z=)/d
or, in light ofEq (4.$2), this changesto
d(AVvo ) = (Tx/2ed= )(z - z,)dz.
Expressing 7x according to Eq (4.44), and integrating from z = -r to z = r, the
following is obtained:
where
(4.S2)
^ /_ (Z--_.I)(IJ + _sin _) dr. (4.53)
-r
Evaluation of &v'v0 along the z axis (Yl = 0} would indicate the following I :
_0
/a. + Tl
-1 for z'l < -7
-1 for-/ • Is • I (4.54)
-1+ zV/_--il2 _ 1
where/a. = _.
Eqs (4.53) and (4.54) indicate that the longitudinal vortices belonging to the
system of vorticity springing from the rotor at radius • generate uniform induced veloci-
ties along the lateral diameter of that circle. An example of the above result for/a = 0.15
and _ = 1.0 is shown in Fig 4.24.
..T.=AT,. === A=_.=,.o s,.
_-o_,s _vo l
/ ,.o! I \
i / \ I
-2.0 -1.0 0 1.0 ]
1
F/gum 4.24 Exomple of the chorocter of ,_Vo vs_t
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Induced velocities along the z axis which are caused by vortices leaving the blades
at all radii of the disc can be determined by the following method. In Eq (4.52), A Fb _
is expressed according to Eq (4.42) and then the integration is performed from the root
(r0) to the tip (R):
R
b f drb_Vvo(i') = 4_R_ A;r(z,) _ dr. (4.SS)
ro
Taking advantage of Eq (4.54), expressions can be obtained for components along
the lateral rotor axis of the induced velocity resulting from longitudinal vortices. For
points inside the rotor disc located on the advancing side between the tip and root sta-
tions, this becomes:
b(P + _l) (dr bdd/') dr
Vvo_O• _, • 1) = ]47rR/_ _/'_z = -- T2. (4.56)
ro
If2"I > I, then
1
V.oC ,>,)= f (drbr/dT)d?'_/arl:_ f2 (4.57)
ro
On the retreating side inside the disc (-7 o ;= zl ;_ -l),
Vvo(-_o _ _ • -I) =
b(l_ + z.z) ( (dFh,/dF)dr (4.58)
and outside (i I < -1),
1
Vzo(_, < -1) = b(la + _.___._._--] (dFhJd_)dV (4.59)
ro
With the help of Cauchy's theorem, itcan be proven that in spite of the discontinu-
ities in Eqs (4.56) and (4.58) associated with [/11 : r; and in Ecis (4.57) and (4.59)
resulting from ITll = I, the integrals appearing in these equations have finite values.
It can be seen from Eq (4.58) that for zl " -P on the retreating side, Vvo = O;
while Eqs (4.54), (4.56), and (4.58) indicate that vvo also equals zero in the-F o •-_l •
?o region. Furthermore, it can be deduced from E_ (4.56) and (4.58) plus Ecls (4.57)
and (4.59) that for the same IS:I magnitudes, Vvo values on the advancing side of the
rotor are higher than those on the retreating side.
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In many practical computations, circulation distribution along the blade, /'bP =
F(k'), may be given in graphicad form. Then, a finite increment approach instead of
integration should be taken. For instance, instead of Eq (4.58) for -re ;= z, ;_ -1,
the following formula should be used:
b(_+_:) r=zl &rb_
(4.6o)
Some conception of how the type of circulation variation along the blade span
affects the character of the associated Vvo velocities can be obtmined by assuming three
types of PbV = If'F) distributions; namely, (a) triangular (lr'bF= aT), (b) constant along
the blade span (['b = const), and (c) curvilinear where/'b7 = 0 at both ends of the blade
(/'b7 = (zF= (1 -- F)). The necessary derivatives of drb-r/dT appearing in Eqs (4.56) through
(4.59) and the resulting Vvo values can easily be computed. The results obtained for/a =
0.2, and shown in Fig 4.25, were reproduced from Ref 1.
Lateral Component of Velocities Induced by the Long/tud/na/ Vortices. The lateral
component (A %o) of velocity induced by vortices as shown in Fig 4.23 is
d(Z_Vzo) = d(_v) sin O; sin 0 =y,/d.
Similar to the development of Eq (4.52), it can be determined that
d(&V,o) 2%
= 4Trd-'---2 y: dz
and
barb7 &_zo (4.61)Avz° = #_R_
where
^ ,/
_Vzo =--
Tr _ f
_t 0_. + sin ¢)di
Velocities Induced by LongitudlnN Vortices In Planes Parallel to the yOz Plane.
In order to determine velocities induced by longitudinal vortices in a plane parallel to
the y0z plane and located at a distance xz (Fig 4.26), the following approach was used
in Ref 1. The strip of IongitudinaJ vorticity associated with radius • (or Tin nondimen-
sional notations) may be assumed to be composed of two systems whose individual con-
tributJons, using a linear approach, can be superimposed. The first system would consist
of a strip of double, strength (2_x) vorticity extending to --=o from the plane passing
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Figure 4.25 Types of circulotlon distribution olong the b/ode
ond ar_ocioted chomcterist/cs of vy o (0
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SYSTEM 1 SYSTEM 2
SUBSYSTEM 2A .IMJBBYBTEM2S
Figure 4.26 Equivolent system of longitudino/ vorticlty
through x I . Induced velocity components _ Vvo and AVzo generated by this system can
be readily computed from Eqs (4.52) and (4.61).
The second system would be formed by two subsystems (a) and (b) consisting of
strips of vorticity of finite length, and having a strength of 3'x per unit width. Subsystem
(a) would extend from the plane of interest to the leading edge of the circle of radius r,
while subsystem (b) would extend only to the trailing edge of the circle. The total system
will induce velocities with vertical and lateral components of Avv= and A vz=, respec-
tively.
When calculating AVv2 and & vz2 , the strength of the vorticity of subsystem (b)
should be considered negative for ix= I< Vr_-z "3", while the absolute strength of vortex
filaments belonging to this system is the same (Tx).
The vertical component due to the combined effects of subsystems (a) and (b) is
expressed in Ref 1 as follows:
AVv= = b&Fb'_"L /_V2 (4.62)
4wgp
,x_,,ere
Similarly,
= +
A
&vz= b&F_r ^
=_ &vz=
4_Rp
(4.63)
where
= + (4.63)
The values of functions M, N, K, and _ are given in graphical form in Ref 1. It
was also indicated that at points symmetrical with respect to that of the rotor disc (xOz
A . A
plane), velocities & Vv= remain the same; whtle &vz= are of the same magnitude, but with
opposite signs;
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(4.64)
For pointssymmetricalwith respectotheverticalplane(yOz)passingthroughthe
z axis,the signsofvelocitiesA vy2 and AVI2 arereversed,whiletheirmagniUJdesremain
the same:
" : - A vv =(_ t , "y_, "S_)AVv2(__i,.v,,?l) "
(4.64a)
A%(-x,, y,,_,)= -z_% (_,,_, _,).
" ÷ A Vvo,and _vz2 + _ Vzo.However, Inprac-For x'l + =% it is shown that A vw " J" ^ "
rice, for points located downstream ate'= _-10, it can be assumed thatAVva and Avz a
values areequal to those of A_vo and &_zo for the same coordinates._ and _'1.
Velocities Induced at on Arbitrary Point /n Space. Having determined induced
velocity components generated by various systems of vortices which left the rotor from a
circle of radius r, the complete components along the x, y, and z axes of velocity induced
by these vortices at an arbitrary point in space can be computed. For the sake of sim-
plicity, subscript b will be omitted from the symbol of circulation referred to one blade
(r instead of rb), and equations for the induced velocity components become:
bar
= _ &_'x, (4.65)
vx 4_Rp
and
b_r &v_v, (4.66)
_Vv - 4_R_
bar ,,
Av, = _ _v z, (4.67)
4_R/_
where
and
A A A.
A aw
For x ÷ ¢-, it can be shown that ZXvvl ÷0;, consequently, when Z_vv_ ÷ &Vvo,
Avv,_." = 2AVvo.^ (4.68)
This means that at distancessufficiently far downstream from the rotor, the vertical
component of induced velocity becomes twice as large as its value in the y0z plane, as
long as they and z coordinates remain the same.
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Figure 4.2 7 Distribution of circulation ovemgedalong the b/ode
If the circulation distribution along the blade, averaged over one revolution, is
known (Fig 4.27), then the procedure of determining induced velocity components
(vx, vv, vz) at an arbitrary point (xi, Yl, zi ) can be visualized as follows.
The continuous curve of r = ['(?) is approximated by a segmented line by taking
nondimensional radius increments of, say, &_= O.1 which provides sufficient accuracy for
practical calculations-assuming that the mean circulation for each interval is equal to the
actual one at the F= (7n + Fn+_)/2station. In this way, incremental variations (4['7) at
stations r = 1.0, 0.9, ...0.1 will be obtained (with the proper sign) as
_r, = r,__, - r,,_,. (4.69)
The sought values of the induced velocity components , as well as inputs repre-
senting circulation are expressed in Ref 1 as nondimensional quantities; namely, Fx =
v_/_R; _v = Vv/_R; P. = v./_R; _ = rlnR=; and ItS, = _pr/_. v*, where r.v is the
circulation for one blade averaged over a complete revolution. Expressions for vx, _v,
and _z can be written as follows:
_x(x,, Yl, z,) = (br.v/4"P);x(;,, ;1, z,} (4.70)
_,(_1,_,, _:) = (bt_o,/4,N;,(_,,);l, _1) (4.72)
where
P'I
Put 0
p=!
_(_1,_1,_12 = _ _;_m(_,,Y,,_,)=r-,-
F=,t
(4.7_)
(4.74)
(4.75)
elt Is obvious that _r_. c=on also be oX_mle¢l 1 • ratio of ¢llrneneionll viduel of the al:l:rOll:rl•te
¢lrcla Iltlon.
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It can be seen from Eqs (4.70) through (4.72) that in order to calculate the desired
velocity components at some point (_,, _7,, zt ), it isnecessary toknow the overall aver-
age circulation around the blade ['=v and the valuesofv x, vv, and vz. Some ,dea regarding
the practical procedure of determining the v components can be acquired by considering
the necessary steps for computing vv(x_, Yl, z= ) by assuming, for example, that _
-1.2; .F_ = 0.2; _t = 0.2 and la = 0.2. For a blade divided into ten segments, Eq (4.74)
can be written in explicit form as follows:
where A _=,.. A F=0 represents incremental jumps in the relative blade circulation (with
respect to the average) at blade stations F = 0.I to F = 1.0. Then, ,_t, ,_=, "Tt and/_, are
computed for each of the considered blade stations. For instance, for F= 0.1, those values
would be x'l - ,_=/F=-12,';t =--Yl/f=2;T= -_/?=2, and#, =-i_?=2, respectively.
Having computed these values,_ Vvfl) can be evaluated using the graphs given in Ch II of
Ref 1. Repeating the above procedure for other blade stations, the numerical valuesof all
_v multipliers can be determined.
The same procedure can be used for other & f components and other points of
interest; thus, if the values of tee and _ Fl ..-& Fle are known, it is possible to map the
induced velocity field in any region of space influenced by a rotor in forward flight.
Average CJrculation at a Blade Station. According to the Kutta-Joukowsky law
expressed by Eq (4.14), elementary thrust d T developed by a strip dR =- RdFwide, and
located at radius • = RTcan be expressedusing the notion of the averagecirculation (FT)
at that blade station.
dT F = _flTR['TRdF. (4.76)
However, circulation at station /" actually varies with the azimuth angle symbolized by
F(F, _) and the elementary thrust dTTshould be expressed as follows:
2ff
dT F = (ll2_)P / ['(F,_)UIRdFd_. (4.77)
0
Elementary thrust expressed by Eqs (4.76) and (4.77) should be the tame, hence
the right-hand sides of these equations can be equated to each other. This results in the
following expression for the averagecirculation at station ?:
I'_ = (l12_r-) / ['(r,_)Uld_k
where 0
(4.76)
UI = Uj./flR.
Neglecting the thrust component caused by the profile drag, the circulation at
station i_ and azimuth _ given in Eq (4.16) can be written in terms of the local blade
section lift coefficient (cZ) only;
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I"(7, _J = ½CtrCrU i. (4.79)
in order to express circulation in nondimensional form [_(F,_/J E r(7,_J/R2_2],
both sides of the above equation are divided by R 2 _ which leads to
t'_7,V,)= _c, _5_. (4.80)
where ci is the nondimensional chord cF-c#/R at station T.
The section lift, as in Ch III, can be given in terms of the local angle-of-attack
[a(/', _)] of the blade station and the two-dimensional lift_,urve slope o: a(t, _)= 0(F, _)
+ ¢(P',_) where 8(T,_} (see Fig 3.17) is the local blade pitch angle including twist and all
control inputs, and _'T, _) is the tot_ inflow angle, taking into account the following:
(1) the axial component of the forward velocity, V s/n ad, (2) local induced velocity,
v(F, _) == vv(/" , _), and (3) the velocity component due to flapping, v_{'_ _).
Under the small ingle assumption, the section angle-of-attack ca_ be written as
follows:
a(_,$) = oO=,_) + vad+ vv(r'_2 + v_e,_2
ul
or, dividing the numerator and denominator of the last term of the above equation by
V r =- _R, a becomes
a['f,¢/,) = 8{T,_) + [_%;_V(7,¢) + V_(_,¢}]/U'j. (4.81)
Using Eq (4.81) and remembering that cl_F,$ ) = oa(7,¢), Eq (4.80) becomes
r'(T,¢) =½_cl[eC_',¢)O.L + "_v(T,,¢) + _[jC'f,¢) + /_Zd]. (4.82)
Substituting Eq (4.82) into Eq (4.78), switching to nondimensiona] circulation
(_ =- ['/R2_), and performing the indicated integration, the following expression is ob-
rained for the circulation at a particular blade station:
_F =_ _, (l',¢J_" + -_ _ +pa d + _w(T) + _ _[_¢U.L d • (4.83)
o
In the above equation, the last integral represents the contribution of flapping
motion. As long as the motion is assumed to be of the first-harmonic type, the integral
is equal to zero. This means that although the circulation at various azimuth angles may
vary because of blade flappin& its total contribution averaged over one complete revolu-
tion would be zero.
Eq (4.83) contains a new symbol, ow(¥ ) which stands for
2_r 2_ 2_
s-,.-.-.-.* s# _,d_ = -- + $d¢.
(4.84)
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On the right-hand side of this equation, the expanded expression for "_w(f') repre-
sents the induced velocity at station T averaged over one complete rotor revolution.
Hence, it will be called
2w
I
f _v(_,V,)de.
_r=2-_ (4.85)
0
It is shown in Ref 1 that _ is related to r? in the following way:
brr
(4.86)
where b is the number of blades and "_'--V'/_'IR is the nondimensionai resultant velocity
of flow through the disc. For high-speed horizontal flight, it may be assumed that V'_=/_.
The physical significance of Eq (4.86) lies in the fact that it shows, as in the case of
hover discussed in Sect 4.2 of this chapter, that the value of induced velocity averaged
over a complete revolution at a given blade station (7) depends only on the level of
circulation at that station-also averaged over one complete revolution. It is not influ-
enced by the circulation at other blade stations.
For the second integral on the right side of Eq (4.84), a new symbol of ;#('r) can
be introduced:
where
Fp(_) = (/_2F)_ 1 (4.87)
21t
_=,('f} = (1/_} f Py(F,_}sin _ d_ (4.88)
0
represents a coefficient at sin _/in the development of _v(?,¢) into the Fourier Series.
Again, it is shown in Kef 1 that Eq (4.87) can be evaluated in terms of (a) the averaged
nondimensional circulation (r_7) at blade station K, (b) number of blades b, and (c) ad-
vance ratio p:
Fp(P,)= - (I_P2}(bF_4T¢). (4.89)
SubstitutingEcls(4,86) and (4.89)for the integralson the rightsideof Eq (4.84),
we have:
_.(v) = -(1 + _-)4-_ 14.90)
Now, substituting Eq (4.90) into Eq (4.83) and solving it for FF, the following is
obtained:
I ___ Pad] (4.91)=.[0,,(, ,,)+
where
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Relationships developed during the preceding discussion of the fiat-wake concept
should enable one to write a suitable computer program for determination of the induced
velocity field. Those interested in achieving this goal without the aid of computers can
find the necessary inputs in the graphical presentations of functions K, L,/_, and N in
Ref 1.
6.3 Validity of the Flat Wake Concept
Figs 4.28 and 4.29, reproduced from Ref 1, give some idea as to the limits of the
validity of the flat-wake concept. In Fig 4.28, the downwash velocity _v = f(¢/) at P= O. 7
was computed for a rotor with fiat untapered blades; having o = 0.07; and operating at
a d = 0 =, I_ = 0.15, and CT = 0.006. The _y{_) relationship represented by dashed lines
was first computed for circulation constant with the azimuth and varies only with (P)
according to Eq (4.91). Then, the variation of circulation with the azimuth (solid lines
with crosses) was considered; assuming that F = F 0 + I_= sin _ + r= cos 2_/. It can be seen
from this figure that the assumption of 1"(_) = const at ?= O. 7 has little influence on the
py values also computed at T = O. 7. In both cases, a _tisfactory a_'eement with test
measurements is shown, although the _v values computed on the 1_(_) = constassumpt_on
appear to be even closer to the experimental results.
_v
o.od,
-0._
-0.06
Figure 4.28 A comporl$on of predicted end rne_ured vv = f(_) ot P = O. 71
Figure 4.29 provides further insight into this comparison by showing computed vs
measured _v = f('i) at various azimuth angles along the rotor diameter.
It may appear somewhat surprising that the measured downwash values at the ad-
vance ratio of i_ = O.15 agreed so well with those predicted by the flat-w=ke approach.
It should be realized that at low # values, the amount of average deflection of the wake
in the vicinity of the disc is quite noticeable and then doubles further downstream.
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Figure 4.29 A cornporlson of predictions ond tests of vv (F) ot several azimuth onglesI
The order of magnitude of the wake deflection with respect to the velocity vector
of the distant horizontal flow can easily be obtained from the simple momentum theory
which indicates that the ratio of induced velocity at the disc (v) to Vho is V/Vho =
CT/2/J=. For the considered example, this ratio amounted to v/Vho = O.13, or about
7.5=. Although the results of the analysis were good at this particular wake deflection, it
may be expected that the fiat-wake concept may lose its validity for larger slipstream in-
clinations.
These inherent limitations are recognized in Ref 1 where it is indicated that the
fiat-wake approach should be used only when the advance ratio/z ;D ?.62V_T. It should
be noted that for the C T value shown in Figs 4.28 and 4.29, this/J limit value would
amount to /J ;_ 0. 72, and thus the considered case was still within the validity range of
the flat-wake model.
6.4 Other Approaches to the Fiat-Wake Concept
In the United States, Ormiston 14 investigated the fiat-wake concept and indicated
that becauseof less computational complexity, this approach may be especially suitable
for preliminary design stages. However, similar to Baskin et al, he recognized the limita-
tions of mathematical models based on this concept. Consequently, he recommends that
it be applied to advance ratios where/_ ;_ O.15.
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Similar to the previously considered case, the fiatvortex sheet representing the
wake isbroken down intothe simple vortex forms shown in Fig 4.30.
TRAILING VORTICITY
CIRCULAR ELEMENTS, _c SHED VORTICITY, "r$
LONG,TUD,NA,_ELEMENTS.OUNOVORT,CIT','.-,,.
ROOT,f _VORTEX _,_ ,t,
Figure 4.30 Schernotic of vortex decomposition t4
The trailing vorticity is decomposed into ciroJlar (7c) and longitudinal (?t, in-
cluding root vortices) components. Shed vorticity is represented by radial vortex ilia-
menu (7=). Finally, bound vorticity (l'b) is assumed to be radially distributed with its
center at a fixed point of the wake (rotor hub). For the special case of bound circulation
constant with the azimuth, _/= vanishes and *lb does not contribute to the downwash
generation (see Sect 4.1 of this chapter). In general, however, all four types ofvorticity,
plus the root vortex, should be considered.
We will now consider the wake vorticity as consisting of circular and radial elements
which are resolved into orthogonal x and y components amenable to the Biot-Savart
interpretations t .
An example of the character of downwash distribution at the rotor disc obtained
in this way is shown in Fig 4_31. This was done by assuming that F(r,_) =const, which
postulates the existence of a strong root vortex, whose importance in the determination
of downwash velocit'f can be appreciated by comparing Fig 4.31b with 4.31¢.
,
HOVERING AND VERTICAL CLIMB OF A ROTOR HAVING A FINITE
NUMBER OF BLADES
Development of the Woke Concept. The simple wake models of a rotor in hover
and forward flight discussed in Sects 4 through 6 of this chapter should have exposed the
reader to most of the basic techniques that may be encountered in dealing with the appli-
cation of the vortex theory to various rotary-wing aerodynamic problems within the
limits of incompressible and inviscid flow. In order to provide a practical example of the
application of the acquired basic knowledge to more sophisticated wake concepts de-
veloped for hover OGE and vertical climb, the problem of determining aerodynamic
loading of a rotor having a finite number of blades under static conditions and during
axial translation in the thrust direction will be considered.
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Figure 4.31 Character of downwesh distribution (shown here as going up)
at the rotor disc for r (r, _) = const
In Ref_ 4 and 5, many investigators tried to improve the blade load and hence,
rotor performance methods by developing more realistic rotor-wake models than those
discussed in Sect 4 of this chapter. Three of these approaches, dealing wi_ a rotor in
hover or vertical climb, are discussedbelow in the order of increasingcomplexity of the
assumed vortex system.
7.1 Non¢ontracting Wake
A vortex system consisting of bound vortices and noncontracting wake generated
by the individual blades may be considered as one of the simplest conceptual modelsof
a rotor having a finite number of blades. An example of this approach can be found in
Ch VI of Eel 1. Here, the bladesare represented by segments of the lifting-line filaments
with the circulation varying alongtheir span: ['(F) _= const. Furthermore, it is assumed
that trailing vortices springing from the lifting line move downstream in a rectilinear
motion at a constant speed equal to the sum of the distant incoming flow (V==) and the
induced velocity averaged over the disc (T). In this way, a helical vortex sheet formed
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behind each blade would be inscribed into a cylinder of He same radius as that of t_e
rotor (Fig 4,32a). Any individual vortex filament on the vortex sheet would form a helix
of constant pitch (Fig 4.32b), Such helix can be descdbed by a relatively simple para-
metric equation.
IV==
(4 (b)
Figure 4.32 Noncontracting woke
For practical computations, the blade wake is "discretized" by dividing the blade
into rn segments and assuming step variations in circulation at each segment, and a dis-
crete vortex of strength FI, ['2, ...Fm leaving the blade at each step (Fig 4.33). Knowing
the Pi values and having equations of the corresponding vortex filament shapes, the Biot-
Savart relationships can be used to compute the induced velocities (_) in the space around
the rotor. In particular, velocities induced at control points (j) along the blade lifting line
can be determined as
m
; = ._,_ _ij Fi (J = 1, 2, 3 ...m) (4.92)
i I
"2 i'2 m +"10 i"m I-m+1
Figure 4.33 System of discrete vortices of a blade
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where v_j are the proper influence coefficients, while _i values can be related to the blade
geometry and its operating conditions. Details of this operation can be found in Ref 1,
where it is shown that by using this model of the vortex system of a rotor, a good agree-
ment can be obtained between computed and measured performance values, including
hover (Fig 4.34).
CT
0.0060,
0.OO25
0
0
HOVERING /
0
--/
/-/ _ _REOICT,ON=
• TESTS
Figure 4.34 Comparison of predlcted ond rneosumd C r = C T(Co) I
Reservations Regording IVoncontroct/ng Wohe. In spite of the good agreement
demonstrated in rotor performance predictions, other investigators indicated that ne-
glecting the wake contraction may lead to a seriously disturbed blade loading, especially
an underestimation of loads in the tip region Is. For this reason, different approaches
aimed at the incorporation of wake contraction were developed. In some cases, this
was done on a rigorous basis with a minimum of simplifying assumptions, while in others,
semi-empirical corrections were added. The method developed by Erickson and Ordway 16
can be cited as an example of the rigorous approach, while that of Davenport, Magee,
et al I v represents the philosophy of semi-empirical corrections.
7.2 Free Wake
The Model. The essence of the method of Erickson and Ordway (developed in co-
operation with Borst and Ladden) consisted of finding a way of determining the deforma-
tion of a blade vortex sheet as it moves downstream. These deformations would comprise
an elongation of the sheet along the rotor axis, accompanied by a radiaJ contraction and
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tangential distortions. In addition, the edges of the sheet are locally unstable and tend to
roll up. All of these deformations may be potentially important in the case of static
operation (hover), since their magnitude is larger than in vertical climb, and they occur
close to the rotor disc.
Because of the type of considered flow (purely axial), a rotor-fixed polar coordi-
nate system (Fig 4.35) appears suitable for this case. As before, they axis coincides with
the rotor axis; however, this time it is more convenient to assume that its positive direc-
tion is the same as that of the downwash flow. The rotor induced velocity "_ at a point
P(y, r, O) may therefore be considered as a vectorial sum of the following components:
v (axial), u (radial), and w (tangential). All b blades are assumed to stay in they---O plane,
and the t_=0 axis coincides with that of the first indexed blade (/-=1); thus, the blade
positions may be given as
0 i = 21r(1- l)lb i = 1, 2, ...b. (4.93)
Y
Figure 4.35 Polar coordlnotes
As before, the individual blades are modeled by straight-line segments of bound
vortices whose circulation varies with the blade radius: ['(F) _= const.
Induced Velocities. if one takes into account both bound and trailing vortices,
then at any instant of time at a specified point in space, using the Biot-Savart law, the
induced velocity components can be expressed as follows:
b /P
o= u, u,.],,
i"I Ro
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b R
dr(r_)dr_VT] or; (4.94)
dr(rd I_] dri,,,.±iE'," ,,'W.-,,,.,
I='I R O
where R o and R, respectively, are the cutout and the blade radii, r is the strength of
bound circulation at (0, O, Oi), and -dr is the strength of an elementary vortex ribbon
leaving the blade at (0, ri, OI). As defined in Ref 16, UB, VB, and We, respectively, are
influence functions for the u, v, and w velocity components at point (y,r,O), induced by
a bound vortex of unit strength and unit length. 5imilarily, U_-,VT,andWT repre-
sent the influence functions for the arbitrarily deformed trailing vortex ribbon of unit
strength and semi-infinite length which sprang from the blade at (O,ri,Oi). As in the pre-
viously considered cases, the influence of the bound vortices can often be neglected,
since their contribution to the axial (and obviously, radial) induced velocity components
is zero, and is only negligible to the tangential ones. Explicit expressions for influence
functions are given in Ref 16.
Formulot/on ore Free Woke. In this approach, it can be clearly seen that no pre-
conceived assumptionsare made regarding the wake form. The wake is free to assume any
shape that may result from the mutual interaction between the total vortex system of the
rotor, and the velocity field induced by this system. The mechanism for achieving the
ultimate wake shape (assuming that eventually, a steady-state can be reached) can be
imagined as follows: The elements of vorticity forming the trailing (free) vortex sheets
are carried in the rotor slipstream only under the influence of the velocity components
given in Eq (4.94). During an infinitesimal increment of time d_', an element of vorticity
will be carried for the following distances in they and r directions, and through an angle
O:
dy = vdr; dr = udr; dO = [_ + (w/r)]dr. (4.95)
At time t (considered here as z parameter), the distancesy, r, and the corresponding
angle 0 traveled by the considered element of the wake will be
t t t
gv = f ,.dr. y. I f v.d,; O.=0t + *t + f (w/Odr.
o o o
(4.96)
Eq (4.94) can be combined with Eq (4.96) and thus express the dependence of in-
duced velocities on the position of the blade vortex sheets. These combined expressions
are given in the following form in Ref 16:
u = Ou (r, -dr dr; u,v,w)
v = Ov (r, -dr/dr; u,v,w) (4.97)
w = Ow(r, -dr/dr; u,v,w)
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where Ou, Or, and 0 w respectively, are the Biot-Savart operators for the radial, axhd,
and tangential velocity components.
Blade Circulation. In Eq (4.97), circulation distribution along the blade and hence,
its derivative, are still undetermined. In order to relate these quantities to rotor geometry
and its operating conditions, it is recalled that the blade section lift coefficient at some
station r i can be expressed as
ct = 2(dL/dr_)/pU2_c. (4.98)
where c is the local blade chord and as before, U2 t ==_r + w i is the component perpen-
dicular to the blade axis of the resultant flow encountemd by the blade at station ri (Fig
4.36).
Figure 4.36 Flow scheme at a blade station
Taking Eq (4.16) into consideration, circulation [" at blade station rI can be written
as
F = _cj Ullc. (4.99)
Final Deterrninatlon of Wahe 5hope and Induced V¢loc/ty Values. Eqs (4.97) and
(4.99) now form a complete set of equations which should permit one to determine the
rotor wake shape and the associated field of induced velocities. The solution to this set
of equations can be obtained through an iteration process using numerical techniques
adapted to large capacity computers.
To facilitate this process, Eq (4.97) is rewritten under the following form:
, = u -K,[,- Ou(r,...)]
v = v - K,,[v-Or(r, ...)] (4.10o)
w--- w-Kw[w-Ow([",...)]
where Ku, Kv, and Kw are the iteration factors which are "chosen as necessary to achieve
convergence and may be constant or depend on any variable of the problem."
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The iteration process begins by some approximation for the inflow as well as the
blade circulation and a guessat the induced velocity field in the rotor wake. In this
respect, the combined blade element and momentum theory can provide a good approxi-
mation for the blade circulation # = r(r) in Eq (4.99) and the induced velocity values.
Knowledge of the vi and wi values at the intermediate stepsof the iteration process
permits one to obtain the corresponding r(r) and -dr dr. The relationship of this quan-
tity through Eq (4.99) to blade geometry c (r) and 8r(r) , operating conditions 6o and
Vr, and blade airfoil characteristicscan be easily established (Fig 4.36)
Once the fixed values of vi and wj are obtained, the rotor thrust and power can be
computed by integrating sectional inputs in a manner similar to that previously dis-
cussed in Ch III.
In principle, the above outlined rigorous approach should provide a suitable tool for
an exact prediction of blade loading and rotor performance in hover. In practice, how-
ever, correlation with tests is often not as good as that resulting from simpler methods
(Fig 4.37). Furthermore, the free-wake method is somewhat limited because of the
amount of computer time required to obtain acceptably accurate solutions. For this rea-
son, semi-empirical techniques were developed, which also take into account rotor-wake
interactions.
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Figure 4.37 Comporison of predictlom with test results16
7.3 Semi-Empirical Approach.
Woke Contraction. A method developed by Davenport, Magee/et all _ is briefly
reviewed as an example of an approach in which wake contraction effects are evaluated
through empirically-established influence coefficients. An additional interest in this
method stems from the fact that it forms a basis for the computer program used in Ch
II, Vol I1. of this textbook.
Similar to the two previously considered cases, each blade is modeled by a bound
vortex filament with the circulation strength varying along the radius ['(r) _const. It was
also assumed that r(_) = const; consequently, there are no shed vortices in the wake.
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In order to facilitate numerical calculations, it is postulated (as in the case of the simpli-
fied approach) that blade circulation varies in steps; thus resulting in a wake consisting of
discrete trailing vortices, in contrast to the simple case considerations, the blade intervals
associated with jumps in circulation are not assumed equal, but by following the so_;alled
cosine law, they become shorter at the tip:
r  = I - cos,_ (4.101)
where t_ = ½1r/n; n being the total number of blade segments to be considered (usually
n ;_ 13). This cosine law contributes to a greater accuracy of analysis, especially in the
blade tip region.
It was previously emphasized that contrary to such cases as verticaJ climb at a high
rate, the flow that carries vortex filaments in the wake during hover is solely induced by
these vortices. Consequently, it becomes of utmost importance to establish, in the be-
ginning, the so-called nominal wake whose shape would approximate as closely as possible
the wake corresponding to the velocity field induced by the rotor. Contraction of the
slipstream represents one of the most important inputs as far as the shape of the wake is
concerned. The simple momentum theory as discussed in Sect 3.1, Ch II, gives only the
ratio of the slipstream radius far downstream (R==) to that at the rotor disc (R), which
is assumed to be the same as that of the rotor itself. In hover, this ratio was R=_R =
O. 707 regardless of rotor C T values.
By modeling the wake with the help of vortex rings of finite cross-section Is, a
trend between the ultimate wake contraction and rotor thrust coefficient was established.
It was shown that R_/R is influenced by CT values as well as by the ratio of the ring vor-
tex core radii to the rotor radii. In the presently discussed approach, however, the influ-
ence of this parameter was ignored and a single-line relationship for (R_/R) = f(CT) was
assumed (Fig 4.38).
Slipstreorn Acceleration ParameTers. Knowledge of the relative contraction of the
distant wake, together with the known radius at the disc, give only two extreme cross-
sections of the wake boundary. In order to get some idea as to its shape at the inter-
mediate locations, it is assumed that the axial velocity in the rotor slipstream varies as
follows:
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Figure 4.38 Wake contraction ratio variation
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v(y)/v = ½[2 - (I-A)e -Nv/R] (4.102)
where A is the slipstream ¢ross-_¢tion area ratio; and for the case of hover, v is de-
termined from the simple momentum theory:
= Vr_2Crl[l - (Ro/R)_r;
Ro being the blade root radius. Values of A were computed from the variation of R_/R
given in Fig 4.38 and the continuity equation.
As the flow moves downstream and the slipstream contracts, the flow accelerates
and its rate of acceleration would depend on the magnitude of the exponent N in Eq
(4.102). Assuming that the value of N is known, the nominal wake geometry of vortices
carried out by the flow inside of the slipstream can be figured out. As to the tip vortices
which lie on the boundary of the rotor slipstream and the outside flow-the latter being
zero in the case of hovering-it is assumed in Ref 17 that these vortices are convected
axially at a rate equal to the average of the speed of the slipstream and the outside flow.
Values of the exponent N were obtained empirically by computing the perform-
ante of several propellers and rotors in hover, using various magnitudes of N and noting
those which best correlate with test results. This data was then plotted vs thrust co-
efficient, and a single envelope over the entire test range was obtained (Fig 4.39).
o o._ o.oyo o.ols o.02o o.o_
ROTOR THRUST COEFFICIENT CT
Figure 4.39 511pstreom occe/erot/on porometer
Induced Flow and B/ode Loodlng. Establishment of the nominal shape of the wake
permits one to approximately establish positions of the discrete trailing vortex filaments
in the rotor slipstream. It now becomes possible to develop a procedure leading to the
achievement of the following goals:
(1) Matching the loading (via blade element angle of attack) to the induced flow at
the blade which depends on vortex wake strength ond shape, and
(2) Matching the wake shape to the induced flow at all points of the wake.
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This is done in the following way: In addition to the previously mentioned blade
stations 7 i (/=1,2,... n) where circulation undergoes a step variation in its value, another
set of control points is selected for induced velocity calculations between the jumps in
circulation. Further procedure is carried out in the following steps:
(1) Inputs necessary to determine the nominal wake are obtained from the data re-
garding the desired thrust 7",tip speed Vt, air density, and the velocity of axiaJ translation
if Vc _ O. Consequently, the location in spaceof all the vortex filaments representing the
rotor trailing vorticity can be established (Fig 4.40). The Biot-Savart law is now applied
through the proper computer program to determine the velocity component induced at
each control point by each vortex filament of unit circulation strength. As in previous
cases,the so-determined velocities are called "influence coefficients."
Figure 4.40 Geometry o[o single vortex f/Ioment
(2) From the assumed ['(F,) of the bound vortex, & Fj corresponding to each vor-
tex filament is determined. Induced velocities at control points I = I, 2, ...n are computed
from the known vortex strength & r/ and the corresponding influence coefficients.
Appropriate adjustments are made to reflect the departure of the vortex filament geom-
etry from the nominal (originally used to compute the influence coefficients).
(3) Using the influence coefficients obtained in step (1) and the&F i values in step
(2), the induced velocities at control pointsj are computed. Having the new induced
velocity values, adjustments are made to reflect the departure of the vortex filament
positions from those which were originally assumed.
(4) Taking into consideration the blade geometry (collective pitch, chord, and twist
distribution) as well as the previously obtained induced velocity values, new blade loading
at each control point iscomputed (_ee Fig 4.36, and the associated procedure) using tabu-
lated two-dimensional airfoil data.
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The last three steps are repeated until an acceptable agreement between the blade
loading and velocity components is obtained.
Now, the thrust and torque of the rotor as a whole are computed in a way similar
to the previously discussed procedures.
A final check is performed by comparing the so-obtained thrust with the originally
assumed one. If there is not a satisfactory agreement, a new collective pitch value is as-
sumed and the entire procedure repeated.
An example of the degree of correlation between the computed and measured blade
loading values is given in Fig 4.41.
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The discussion presented above should contribute to an understanding of the
method of refining the rotor wake geometry through empirical inputs. The reader in-
terested in computational procedures associated with this approach is directed to Ref 17.
o APPLICATION OF THE LI FTING-SU RFACE THEORY (HOVER AND
VERTICAL CLIMB)
8.1 Statement of the Problem
In the preceding discussion of rotors having a finite number of blades, the blades
were modeled by a single bound vortex filamenL However, even on a purely intuitive
basis, one may expect that such a model might be accurate for dender blades, but would
not be adequate for blades having a low aspect ratio. One may also expect that in the
blade tip regions where three-dimensional effects are more noticeable, greater accuracy in
predicting air loads should be obtained if such aspects as chordwise variation of the load
is taken into consideration. For this reason, a place may be found in rotary-wing aero-
dynamics for a conceptual model based on the lifting-surface approach.
Boundory Conditions ond BesIc Assumptions. The goal of modeling a blade by a
thin lifting surface may be stated as follows: Knowing the geometry of the blade and its
motion through the medium, the associated field of induced velocities and aerodynamic
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loading of the surface must be determined. In this respect, one may visuaJize severaJ
boundary conditions which must be fulfilled in a meaningful physical model: (a) No flow
may penetrate the lifUng surface. This means that the component of the resultant flow
normal to the lifting surface must be VJ.s = O. (b) The Kutta-Joukowsky condition of
finite velocity of flow at the trailing edge must also be fulfilled.
It is usually assumed that the blade is not stalled and thus, the flow around the
lifting surface is smooth and without separation. Under these conditions, only the lifting
surface itself, and possibly its wake, represents a surface of discontinuity in the otherwise
irrotational potential flow.* Consequently, it can be imagined that the lifting surface is
formed by a continuous layer of properly distributed vorticity which, in turn, may be
approximated by a grid of horseshoe-shaped vortices of finite strength. The central seg-
ments of these horseshoes are parallel to the rotor axis, and remain bound to the blade
while the free ends first move along the lifting surface and are then carried in the rotor
slipstream. Should the horseshoe vortices be infinitesimal, then a continuous vortex sheet
would stream from the blade. With the finite-size horseshoe vortices, discrete vortex fila-
menu would be present in the rotor wake.
As discussed in Sect 7 of this chapter, it may be assumed that the rotor slipstream
either retains a constant cross-section, or it contracts. For instance, in Ch VIII of Ref 1, it
was assumed that no slipstream contraction occurs. As a result, in such regimes of flight
as vertical climb, all trailing vortices would move downstream along straight lines at a
uniform speed equal to the sum (V c ÷ v¢) of the incoming flow (-V¢), and the ideal in-
duced velocity at the disc (-v c ) (see Eq (2.11), etc.).
The relationship between the induced velocity field and strength of a continuous
vortex sheet can be expressed with the help of the Biot-Savart law, leading to an integral
equation. However, by approximating the vortex sheet system as an assembly of discrete
horseshoe vortices, this equation can be replaced by a system of linear algebraic equa-
tions. This latter approach, discussed in detail in Ch Vlll of Ref 1, is briefly reviewed here.
8.2 Discrete Vortices
Equations of the Vortex 5ysrern. The blades are indexed by n (17= I, 2, ...b) and a
Cartesian coordinate system Oxyz is attached to the number one blade (Fig 4.42). The
parametric equation for the lifting surface modeling the n-th blade may be written as
Figure. 4.42 Approximation of rifting surface by discrete vortices
*For a more detailed di_uuion of potentfM flow, see Ch V.
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where _n : 2_(n - l)/b, 7 is nondimensional radius (P- = r/R) which, together with an
angle _ (positive when moving away from the z axis in the direction opposite to that of
rotor rotation), represent the polar coordinates of point (x, 0,_) for n = I.
The grid of discrete vortices replacing the lifting surface can be constructed as
follows: Let us imagine a number ((2 + I) of cylindrical surfaces
(n=1,2,3,..0+1) (4.104)
which cut the lifting surface (Fig 4.42). The intersecting lines of these surfaces are de-
fined by an index "q". In turn, each of the q lines is divided into P segments of equal
length.
A system of discrete horseshoe-shaped vortices (indexed i = 1,2, ...rn where rn = PQ)
is substituted for the lifting surface. Each of the / vortices consists of a bound segment
extending along the line p (p = 7,2, ...P) between nodes Mpq and Mp,q+l, and a pair of
trailing vortices consisting of two segments; first going along the lifting surface (along the
line q) and then, starting from point P, taking the shape era half-infinite helix as a result
of the vortex filament being carried in the rotor slipstream.
Induced velocities are computed at control points j (j = l, 2, ...m) located between
the bound and trailing vortices.
Under the previously mentioned assumption of a uniform flow (no contraction) in
the rotor slipstream, parametric equations for the shape of trailing vortices can easily be
written.
Determination of Induced Veloc/tles. The procedure for obr_ning induced veloci-
ties may be visualized as follows: Induced velocity components, generated at pointj by
a bound vortex of unit strength, are defined as _p,_ _'Pi, and _p/, while those due to a
trailing helical vortex of a strength equal to -1 are called 5qi, Fei, and we/; and u_+t,i,
re+t,/, and wq+t, i. Detailed expressions for the above components can be found in Ch
VIII of Ref 1. Here, only the relationships for velocity components induced by the I horse-
shoe vortex of unit strength located on the n.th blade are
Uij "_" Upj + Uqj -- Uq+t, j
_ fl
= %J* %J-
It is also indicated in Ref 1 that programming expressions for uqi, vqi, and _qi
and those wiU_ index q+l, as well as Eq (4.105) should be done in such a way that first,
the velocities of components _qj, etc., are computed for p = P. For computations of
velocities induced by the helical vortices extending from nodes of the line p = P - I,
there is no need to again perform the integration along the semi-infinite region. It is suffi-
cient to add the velocities generated by segments of helical vortices included between
lines p = P - 1 and p = P to the previously obtained velocities. A similar procedure is
foJlowed in determining induced velocities from helical vortices springing from the line
p = P - 2, P - 3 .... I. It is possible to simplify the procedure by substituting broken
lines having apexes at the nodes of the grid for the curved q lines.
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In order to determine induced velocities 9i(Dj, Ej, _vi) generated by the rotor at con-
trol point "/" of blade I, components of velocity vector v,.j(Dii, vii, wii) induced by the
vortices with identical indices "1" and unit strength must be calculated. Summing up the
velocities given for the n-th blade by Eq (4.105), one obtains:
k k k
n n n
,.j = T. % v.j = _ % % = :E %. (4.1o6)
!1"I n'l n_l
Since vortices with identical indices "/" have the same circulation Pi, the desired
components of vector _j will be
m /1'/ //1
_s= _ %r,. _ = _. _,sP,. _i = T. _,j_, (4.107)
i= I i" 1 i" 1
In t_is way, computation of the velocities in Eq (4.107) corresponding to given
values of ri is reduced to the determination of coefficients in Eq (4.106) on z computer.
The problem now consists of determining circulation ri on the basis of boundary condi-
tions.
8.3 Boundary Conditions
Nonpenetmtion of the Lifting Surfoce. It was mentioned at the beginning of this
section that physical considerations require that the flow around the airfoil does not go
through the lifting surface modeling the blade. In order to trandate this physical require-
ment into mathematical language, Eq (4.103) is presented in the following form:
= f(_#). (4.1081
Then, F =._ - f(_,l) = 0 and the unit vector R'-normal to the lifting surface-can
be expressed as
-PO
n = g-_ F/_grod F] (4.109)
where projections ofgm_ F on the coordinate axes are
aF/aY = -fx, aF/a7 = 1, aF/a_ = -'fz (4.110)
where fx = af/a_, and fz = af /az.
If v(vxj, vyj, vzi) represents the resultant velocity vector of flow at the lifting
surface at point j, the condition of nonpenetration can be written as
_-;° = O. (4.111)
Due to the rotation of the rotor about its axis, the components of nondimensional
velocity along the x, y, and z axes at pointj are -_j, O, and xi; hence, the nondimensional
velocity components of the total flow at that point would be
(4.112)
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Taking into account Eqs (4.110) and (4.112) in the expanded product given by Eq
(4.111), the following is obtained:
Pi - _if*/ - _vlfzi = _if, j - _if, i + _" (4.113)
Derivatives fx i and fz i are determined at point/from the known geometry of the
lifting surface (say, assumed to be composed of the mean lines of airfoil sections forming
the blade) and known blade collective pitch angle.
Substituting vi and wi values as given by Eq (4.107) into Eq (4.113), a system of
linear algebraic equations for the determination of the sought circulation is obtained.
m
where
_.. _filri = gi (4.114)
i- I
= ;,.;-  irr, j - ;qgj, = x-it,j - +
In the first order approximation for conventional airscrews, _itfzi and _jfzi can be
neglected; therefore
If _'00= - Vc is low, then _ijl < Ixill and correspondingly, _/j m= _ij.
The Kutto.Jouhowshy Condition. As to the second boundary condition; namely, the
Kutta-Joukowsky requirement of a finite velocity at the trailing edge, it is indicated in Ref
I that for the assumed distribution of discrete vortices and contro_ points, this condition is
automatically fulfilled.
Comporlson with Tests. A comparison of predicted and measured nondimensional
circulation values vs nondimensional blade stations shows that for both relatively slender
(A_ = 12.5) and more stubby (AR = 9. I) blades, a better approximation off = F(F) in the
tip region is obtained by the lifting-surface than by the liftingJine approach (Fig 4.43).
9. THREE-DIMENSIONAL WAKE MODELS IN FORWARD FLIGHT
9.1 Regimesof Forward Flight Requiring Advanced Wake Concepts
Performance predictions at medium (p > 0.15) and high-speed flight regimes of heli-
copters may quite often be adequately treated with the help of procedures rooted in the
combined momentum and blade-element theory. For those cases where more detailed
knowledge of the induced velocity field outside of the immediate rotor slipstream may
be required, the previously discussedfiat-wake concept may provide the necessaryinforma-
tion.
At the other extreme of the flight spectrum; i.e., hover and vertical ascent, again the
combined momentum and blade-element theory is quite often adequate for practical per-
formance predictions. For problems requiring more detailed knowledge of blade loading,
vortex theory methods based on the more sophisticated wake concepts discussedin the
preceding sections can be used. It appears hence, that except for the transition region from
p _= 0 to p ==0.15, the various approaches previously discussedshould prove adequate in
dealing with aerodynamic problems of the helicopter flight spectrum.
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With respect to performance predictions in this particular regime of flight, the mo-
mentum theory may provide suitable guidance for the determination of the character of
induced power variations between previously established power values in hover and say,
p _= 0.75. In this region, induced power usually represents the largest fraction of the total
rotor power. Consequently, the known Plnd(V) trend may serve as a guide for the estab-
lishment of a sufficiently accurate PFt(V) relationship for engineering practice. Here,
accuracy may be further improved by taking into account the profile power variation
Ppr(V} indicated by the blade-element theory.
However, there are aerodynamic problems associated with transition flight where
the above-mentioned approaches are inadequate, and more sophisticated physicomathe-
matical models than those offered by the momentum, or the combined momentum and
blade-element theories are required. The following tasks may be cited as examples of such
requirements.
(a) Determination of time-dependent blade aJrloads as may be needed for heli-
copter vibration and rotor stress analysis.
(b) Mapping of the induced velocity field to determine aerodynamic interaction
with other rotors in the multi rotor, or the tail rotor in single-rotor configurations.
In the past, transition chiefly represented a transient stage between vertical takeoff
and cruise, and from cruise to hover and vertical landing. As a result of this. a thorough
underslanaing and precise analysis of this regime of flight was of lesser importance to
helicopter designers and analysts than those of hover and high-speed forward flight. How-
ever, with the increasing interest of the military in nap-of-the_arth flying, low-speed hori-
zontal trandation is now commanding the growing attention of rotary-wing practitioners
and thoereticians.
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9.2 Rotor Vortex-System Models
Similar to the previously considered case of hover and vertical climb, one may
imagine several rotor vortex-system models of various degrees of sophistication which,
in principle, may be suitable for low-speed, forward-flight analysis.
First of all, the blades may be modeled either by segments of a vortex filament or
by lifting surfaces. As to the structure of the rotor wake, here again, in the simplest con-
cept, it may be assumed that the wake is rigid. This means that it is formed by free vortex
• elements leaving each individual blade and carried downstream along straight lines at a
speed equal to the sum of the inflow velocity due to the rotor inclination with respect to
the distant flow, and induced velocity averaged over the disc. In this case, obviously
neither contraction nor further deflection of the wake further downstream is implied.
Since such wake is not time dependent, induced velocity components generated by various
rotor vortex subsystems can be computed independently and then superimposed.
At the other extreme, it may be assumed that the wake is free to take any shape
that may result from the interaction of the induced velocity field and the free (both
trailing and shed) vortices.
Between these extremes, similar to Sect 8 of this chapter, the so-called semi-rigid
wakes may be imagined where prescribed wake deformations from the simplest form are
superimposed through either experimental or analytically established corrections.
Of the three basic possibilities, two examples will be briefly reviewed; namely, one
representing the rigid, and another, the free-wake approach.
9.3 Rigid Wake
Woke Structure. An example of the three-dimensional, rigid-wake concept can be
found in Ch X of Ref 1, where it is recommended that it be applied to those flight re-
gimes when/_ < 1.41M_T. As to the structure of the wake itself, Baskin et al assume that
flow in the wake downstream from the rotor is uniform, aFd as shown in Fig 4.44a, at a
speed V',
v'= + (4.115>
where _ is the velocity of the distant flow, and V,v is the average induced velocity at the
disc.
A Cartesian coordinate system (Oxyz) originates at the hub center with the y axis
coinciding with the rotor axis of rotation, while _ is in the xOy plane. The rotor rotates
about the y axis at an angular velocity _. Each blade of the b-bladed rotor is modeled by
a segment of the bound vortex filament where circulation Fb = F(7, ¢). Vector _'forms an
angle av, with the plane of rotation; thus
V'x =-V'cosa_., V"v = V'sinav', Vz =0. (4.116)
The wake of the vorticity leaving each blade forms a vortex sheet. Let us look at a
particular element of this vortex sheet which separated from point A of the bound vortex
filament OB when it was at azimuth _,4 (Fig 4.44b). As the considered bound vortex
filament moved through angle t_ to a new azimuth position ¢, the trailing vorticity ele-
ment traveled downstream to point E. The coordinates at point A are
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Figure 4.44 Rigid wahe of {aJ a four-bladed rotor and (b) a single-vortex filament
_A = --rcos (_ -t_), _A = O, _A = rsin (_ -0). (4.117)
The time of rotation of the blade modeled by filament OB through an angle t) is
t = 0/_, and the corresponding displacement of the trailing vortex element from its
original point of separation (A)is
a_A = -V_Ol_Z) cos %.; _,_ = v'(Ol_)sin a,.; z_tA = 0. (4.118)
Coordinates of the vortex element when it reaches point E can now be presented in
a nondimensional form (linear dimensions divided by R and velocity by _R) as follows:
= POcos =,. - _cos (_ - 0),
= _Osin ¢_ (4.119)
= 7sin($ - o)
whe re
Fo _ Y _ 1.0 , O _ _ _ 2_r, O _ 0 _ =.
Eq (4.119) represents the desired parametric equation of the blade vortex wake. It
should be noted that for a blade at azimuth angle _ and known V'and a v, it is possible,
from Eq (4.119), to get an equation of a single skewed helix representing the complete
path of the vortex filament (Fig 4.44b) which sprang from blade point B corresponding
to the relative blade station ?). Obviously, this can be done by assigning the proper 7=
const and _ = const values for those two parameters and letting 0 ÷ ,-. By the same
token, by permitting Y to vary within its limits oft o • 7 • 1.0, the whole family of
skewed helixes forming a sheet of trailing vorticity left by a single blade can be obtained.
It can be visualized that along these skewed helical lines extend elementary trailing vor-
tices with circulation
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- (a/a_)[E(_ _ - o)] de.
It is also possible from Eq (4.119) to get an equation of a family of straight-line
segments located on the vortex sheet, and parallel to the rotor plane-of-rotation. This can
be done by assuming that both _ and 0 = const, and letting 7vary within limits of¥ o
7 _ 1.0. In turn, by varying 0 within limits of0_ 0_ ==, a complete blade wake will be
outlined by these segments. It may be imagined that along the so-obtained straight lines
extend elementary shed (lateral) vortices of strength
- (a/aO)[F(r,-O)] dO.
Induced Velocities. Having established the mathematical model of the wake and
knowing the law of blade circulation variation with both radius and azimuth, it should
be possible to evaluate the instantaneous as well as time-averaged velocities induced by
the rotor in the surrounding space. In this process, advantage of the superposition princi-
pie can be taken by separately computing velocities induced by the various groups of the
total vortex system of the rotor. For example, instantaneous induced velocities can be
obtained from independently computed components due to trailing, shed, and bound
vortices. Then, time-averaged components can be determined for the same vortex groups.
Expansion of induced velocities into Fourier Series and ways of determining co-
efficients representing induced velocities through their harmonics is also possible. In this
process, Baskin et al emphasized a classic mathematical approach, where integral expres-
sions were evaluated with the help of Legendre equations and polynomials. As a result of
this philosophy, it is now possible to deal with the rigid-wake model by using graphs and
tables similar to those presented in Ch X of Ref 1, without the necessity for high-capacity
computers. By the same token, the above-discussed model may also serve as a basis for a
suitable computer program.
9.4 Free Wake
Bosic Concept. Studies by Sadler may be cited as an example of the free-wake con-
cept and its application to the determination of blade airloads and associated induced
velocity fields under steady-state conditions _9 and during maneuvers =°. In both cases,
dynamic aspects were included by taking into consideration not only blade flapping, but
also blade bending and torsional harmonic deformation. Here, attention will be focused
on the aerodynamic side of the problem only.
The basic philosophy of the free-wake approach can be appreciated by citing the
following excerpts from the Summary of Ref 19:
Rotor wake geometries were predicted by a process similar to the start-
up of a rotor in a free stream. An array of discrete trailing and shed
vortices is generated with vortex strengths corresponding to stepwise
radial and azimuthal blade circulations. The array of shed and trailing
vortices is limited to an arbitrary number of azimuthal steps behind each
blade. The remainder of the wake model of each blade is an arbitrary
number of trailed vortices. Vortex element end points were allowed
to be transported by the resultant velocity of the free-stream and vortex-
induced velocities. Wake geometry, wake flow, and wake-induced veloc-
ity influence coefficients were generated by this program for use in the
blade loads portion of the calculations.
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Blade loads computations included the effects of nonuniform inflow due
to a free wake, nonlinear airfoil characteristics, and respom¢ of flexible
blades to the applied loads. The resulting nonlinear equations were solved
by an iterative process to determine the distribution of blade shears, bend-
ing moments, and twisting moments.
From the above, it can be expected that in contrast to the rigid wake which could
be managed through classical mathematical techniques, the computational procedure re-
quired in the free-wake method could only be accomplished by the use of high-capacity
computers. Fig 4.45 gives some idea regarding the most important steps in an actual com-
putational program.
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PRELIMINARY CONTROL SETTINGS,
CALCULATIONS ETC.
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PROGRAM END
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Woke Geometry, Wake geometry, of course, is time-dependent, and its variation
is examined in the following way: At time 0, the blades are assumed to be at some azi-
muthal and flapping positions without wake vortices.
The blades then rotate through an azimuthal increment, ,',_, and shed and
trail vortex elements of unknown strength, but with known positions. The
strength of the vortices that are shed immediately behind the blade are then
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determined, and include the effect of their own self-induced velocities.
All vortex element end points not attached to the blade are then allowed
to translate as the blade is stepped forward for a time At with velocities as
determined by the free stream and induced velocities. Here, At = A_s/_,
where _, is the rotational speed. This completes a typical first step in the
wake geometry calculation.
A similar procedure is applied by further rotating the blades through increments of
A_. As in the first step, the vortices just behind the blade have unknown strength;how-
ever, the strength of those in the wake is already known. The resulting wake vortex sys-
tem can be approximated by a mesh of discrete straight-line segments representing both
shed and trailing vortices (Fig 4.46).
IoUND VORTEX
Sj-i)
) VORTICES
TRAILING
VORTICES
Figure 4.46 Wake model with combination of 'full.mesh" wake, and
'modified' wake of trailing vortices only
The strength of the bound vortices, as well as the induced velocities at the end
(nodal) points of vortex elements and the elements themselves, are computed. The nodal
points of the vortex mesh are assumed to be convected with the velocity resulting from
the freestream flow and induced velocities.
It was indicated in Ref 19 that if the complete mesh of vortices is retained, but for
the sake of reducing computer time, A¢ is made large, considerable inaccuracy in the
whole procedure would result. By the same token, if the A¢ step values are selected
sufficiently small to assure acceptable accuracy, computer time would become prohibi-
tire. As a compromise, only the trailing vortices were retained further downstream, and
the full mesh was confined to represent the wake immediately behind the blade (Fig
4.46).
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Finite-Size Cores of Vortices. Contrary to the previously considered cases, here the
wake and blade vortices are assumed to have finite-sized cores of rotational fluid, and the
core sizes at the blade are controlled by an input parameter so as to be adjustable to im-
prove agreement between calculated and experimental or theoretical data, as desired.
In Fi_ 4.46 all vortex elements are assumed to be straight for purpose of calcula-
tions, except where induced velocity determinations are performed for an end point (i.e.,
point A in Fig 4.46) at the inboard junction of the trailing and shed vortices. At such a
point, the neighboring elements are assumed to bc arcs with curvature determined by
three appropriate end points.
Induced Velocities. Induced velocity components generated at any point (C) of
the space surrounding the rotor can be computed for each straight-linesegment of the
vortex sheet using Eq (4.13) which, in Refs 19 and 20, is written (with the notations
shown in Fig 4.4"/) under the following form:
_v = (r/4nd)(cos OA - cos eB). (4.120)
C
A
Figure 4.47 Vortex Induced flow model
The total induced velocity at any point of interest is obtained by summing the
contributions of all the vortex mesh segments. However, when computing the vortex in-
duced flow at a point adjoining that vortex element, Eq (4.120) becomes indeterminable.
Following the approach developed by Crimi = i, an expression for induced flow by adjoin-
ing finite-core-radii vortex elements was developed:
'l r.,,(""o,, "]l,,_,<,°,_, ,-c-/. .
(4.121)
In the above equation, end points are used to define the approximate radius of
curvature Rcu of a circular arc. In addition, F is the vortex strength, o is the core radius,
and _ is the angle defined in Fi= 4.48.
Eqs (4.120) and (4.121) tnould permit one to determine the interaction of vortex
elements. However, when the vortex end point falls inside the fini',c core of another
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Figure 4.48 Vortex self.induced flow model
element, the theoretically predicted induced velocities may be unrealistically high. To
alleviate this physically unacceptable situation, an arbitrary limit expressed as a fixed per-
centage of the tip speed is imposed.
Actual determination of the variation of the wake geometry is performed within
a Cartesian coordinate system having its vertical axis located in the vertical plane to coin-
cide with the rotor shaft. In Figure 4.49, the y axis is oriented along the shaft, while
vector Vfo lies in the plane passingthrough the y and x axes. At this point, it should be
noted that in Refs 19 and 20, the coordinate system is different from the present one.
r(r, @)
z
Figure4.49 Rotor system coordinates
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B/ade Circulation. Circulation around the blade in the free-wake approach is com-
puted in a manner similar to the cases previously considered. At station r, the inplane
velocity component perpendicular to the blade axis is
Ui = _r + vfosin$
while that perpendicular to the disc plane is
V'L = V,o (a, - a(3) + v (4.122)
where ¢zs is the shaft axis angle with respect to the freestream, positive aft; _ is the for-
ward tilt of the rotor plane with respect to the shaft axis due to flapping; and v is the
induced velocity component due to the wake (v = 0 at start.up).
Combining the expressions for unit span loading according to the blade element
theory with that given by the Kutta-Joukowsky law in Eq (4.16) and taking into account
Eq (4.122), the following expression for blade circulation (["b) at station • and azimu_
is obtained:
Fb = ½colao(_r + Vfo sin 4) + Vfo(a, - a/3) + v]. (4.123)
It is indicated in Ref 19 that "the wake-induced velocity on the blade, v, (coiled w
in the reference) is made up of velocities due to known circulations in the wake and to
unknown circulations at the blade, and may be written in the form
v(ri,_k) = vN(ri,_k) + Y _, oli(ri,_k)r(rz,_j) (4.124)
e i
where vN (ri,_k) iS the induced velocity due to all known wake circulations; r(rt,_i) is
the blade circulation at rt,_i; andozfri,_k ) is an influence coefficient which, when
multiplied by circuJation Y (r l, _i) gives the induced velocity of that element at ri,_ k .
"The summations over indices/, andj indicate a summation over all radial sections
of all blades at their respective azimuthal positions. Then a set of equations for all ["s
may be obtained, and is of the form
"Here, ['ik is equivalent to Y(ri,_k), and occurs on both sides of the equation. This
equation is solved with a simple iterative procedure."
Res#fts. With blade circulation values determined for a given 4, the vortex-induced
velocities are computed at all end points of vortex elements in the wake. As the blade
moves through an increment position A_ during time At = _/.c/., the end points are con-
vetted at A t intervals at a speed resulting from the sum of the freestream flow and induced
velocities. Then, the entire procedure is repeated. For details of this approach for applica-
tion to predictions of blade airloads associated with the free-wake concept under steady-
state flight conditions as well as in maneuvers, the reader is directed to Refs 19 and 20,
respectively, Here, Fig 4.50 is reproduced from Ref 19 as an example of the path traveled
by the tip vortex of a two-bladed rotor at a low _uvalue.
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Figure 4.50 Tip vortex Iocotlon of o two-bladed rotor: p= 0.097, a s = -3. I °
With respect to the accuracy of predicting actual downwash by the free-wake
method, it appears that under steady-state conditions, the agreement wit_ test data is
good (Fig 4.51).
The same applies to airloads (Fig 4.52). However, judging from the figures pub-
lished in Ref 20, successin predicting airloads in maneuvers can be qualified as only
fair.
10. COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
10.1 Basic Relationships
Up to this point, compressibility effects, if considered, were applied to airfoil
characteristics only (e.g., lift_;urve slope, drag divergence, and maximum lift coeffi-
cient). The significance of a finite value of the speed of sound resulting in the noninstan-
taneous transmittal of aerodynamic signals from vortex filaments to the surrounding
space has been ignored in the classic Biot.Savart law. However, _e role of compres-
sibility was considered by many investigators of aircraft propellers. It was also studied
in the case of helicopter rotors by Baskin et al (Ch X of Ref 1). In the section on Basic
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Assumptions and Notations, they indicate that an expansion analogousto the classic Biot-
Savart vectorial relationship (4.4a) can be developed for a compressible medium.
It is assumed (1) that a field of induced velocities_u,v,w) at a point P(x,y,z) _,_
generated by a vortex filament S moving uniformly at a speed L-T(V,O,O)within a large
mass of compressible fluid, and (2) that Ivl <iVL. Then, the vectorial relationship will be:
= v_._Ffd'X d'_ (4.126)
4_ J 3$ dv
where _, r/, and _"are coordinates of the vortex element dS,
a_ = _/_ (_- x)2 + (_- y)' + (_- z)_', v = JI/(I - M')', M = V/s
ands is the speed of sound in undisturbed flow.
In anaJogy with Eqs (4.7) to (4.9), expressions for induced velocity components
are obtained:
Pf
u = -- --dory -- --dr, (4.127)
Pi
Pi
Pf
.rf[a ) (4.,19,
Pi
As in Sect 3.1, it is assumedthat the equation of line 5 is given in a parametric form
with p as a parameter: _ = _(p); "q= rl(p); _ = _(p). In Eqs (4.127) to (4.129), integration
is performed from the initial Col) to the final (pf) parameter values.
10.2 Application to a Rotorin an Oblique Flow
The rotor velocity system is similar to that considered in Sect 9, and illustrated in
Fig 4.44. As previously noted, a coordinate system, xyz, is attached to the rotor which
is exposed to a uniform flow of compressible fluid moving at velocity V along=the X axis
of another stationary Cartesian coordinate system, XYZ (Fig 4.53). Vector 17 makes an
arbitrary angle-of-attack, av, with the rotor disc.The blades are modeled by segmentsof
bound vortex filaments whose circulation varies with ?, [" = ['(F), but remains constant
with the azimuth: ['(¢) = const. As a result of this concept, a vortex sheet composed of
trailing vortices only is formed behind each blade. A parametric equation in nondimen-
sional form for the OXYZcoordinates of that vorticity surface can be written as follows:
= "_cos(¢ - o)cos_ + F;_ = -'_cos(_- o)sJ,7av; _ = -'rsln (_- o) (4.130)
where angle 0 is the parameter.
Velocity _ induced by the rotor can be imagined as the sum of velocity _'b due to
the bound vortices, and _'f generated by the free vortices (in this case, the trailing ones
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only). Using nondimensional definitions for velociUes, this relationship can be expressed
as follows:
_+(_,;,_) = _',(_, %,_) + _(_,, v-f,_f). (4.131)
In order to determine the time-averaged velocity _'b induced by a b-bladed rotor at
an arbitrary point P ('._,._ _} related to the Oxyz coordinate system, we assume that_ =
-;e cos _p; z = r e sin d/p, where _p is the radial, and _p is the azimuthal location of
point P. ,_ext, Eq (4.130) with 0 = 0 is substituted into Eqs (4.127) through (4.129) and
the results are time-averaged and then transferred to the Oxyz coordinate system. The re-
suits of this operadon are given in Ch X of Ref 1" as
21T I
ZT_= 8--q d/
0%
2fr I
._b = __-pb / / ' "/sin (_- ¢P) d'Fd_du" (4.132)
o "-o
2_ ;
= i _ d?"d_
-ju'
o To
where
d-'2 = L = + _= + (_ + l)d'_=; d_ : _s/n % - Lx cos %;
* When comparing the eceumlexpnmiom in Ref I wJm ¢hwe in thi_ text, the aUffemnoe in some
wmbo/ definitions should be kept In mind.
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while,
L = _/_ + r-e_ - 2iiecos(4-_e)'; andLx = 7cos_, - _ecosep.
It can be seen from Eq (4.132)that contrary to the previously considered cases,the
induced velocity _b generated by bound vortices is not zero. However, when v = I (in-
compressible fluid), the To velocity field vanishes.
Velocity induced by bound vortices averagedover the entire radius _-e will be
2g' 2_" 1
_ -_b res#,(_,-4e)
rOT-- 161r3 f / f P ' dFd_d4p.
o o o
(4.133)
From this equation it can be seen that by changing the independent variables from
4 and 4,0 to -4 and -4p, the v'bTchanges its sign. This means that the;"b field is asym-
metric with respect to axis x.
The uf, vf, and _f components due to free vortices can be determined in a similar
way in the Oxyz coordinate system. For points on the rotor disc in particular, the follow-
ing expressionis obtained:
= f f  ,pcos(qJ-4,)+pL.
o r'-o
1 1 d-f d4 (4.134)
+ --v L?cos ¢c°sav] L(L + vLxcosa v)
where V" - V/V t is the nondimensional velocity of distant flow which, for casesof high
and even medium velocities of flight, may be considered as _'"=/a, and Lz = 7s/n 4 - F'p
sin ep. In axial flow, a v = +90 = and in Eq (4.134), the second term containing v (re-
flecting compressibility) disappearsand that equation can be reduced to
br(T)
Pf = 4_V "
For hovering, when flow through the rotor becomes identical to the induced
velocity at the disc (_ = v = vf), the above equation can be written in a dimensional
form as follows:
vf = -_ [ b r P)l v f(an/Ct) ] .
By inspecting this equation, one would recognize that b I_(7) is the circulation
transferred from radius 7"to the wake by all b blades, while vf(2_r/I_) is the distance
traveled by the trailing vortices during one rotor revolution. ConsequentJy, it may be
stated that [bF'(r)/vf(27r/_2)] = d['/dy, and the expression for vf becomes identical to
Eq (4.19a).
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Baskin et al pointed out that the stationary field of induced velocities does not de-
pend on the blade rotational Mach number M_ =- _r/s (where s is the speed of sound),
but only on M v E V/s of the uniform flow along the skewed cylindrical vortex wake.
As an illustration of the influence of compressibility, comparative calculations of
vf (from Eqs (4.132) and (4.134)) were performed at M = 0 and M = 0.2 for a rotor
operating at _R = 22/m/second, IJ = 0.3j o_ = -18, and C T = 0.007.1 Under these con-
ditions, compressibility effects are relatively small (Fig 4.54).
o
o.o_ _j._ I
M'O.2 x /M'O /,
0 100 200
/
/
Figure 4.54 Example of compressibility effects on "_* of o rotor
ot /_ = 0.3 and Vr = 221 m/second
The reader interested in a more thorough discussion of the implication of the finite
velocity of sound on vortices in a compressible medium, and application of those findings
to airscrews, is directed to Ch XVI of Ref 1.
11. VISCOSITY EFFECTS
11.1 General Remarks
There are two important physical aspects of viscosity effects in the vortex theory.
First, the existence of a finite radius core at the moment of "birth" of a vortex and
second, the diffiJsion of that core with time. The final remit of the second phenomenon
may be a complete dissipation and loss of identity of the vortex structure. The process of
core diffusion and complete vortex dissipation is quite complicated. However, a thorough
understanding of this process and development of reliable mathematical treatment is
important in predicting the decay of tip vortices of fixed-wing aircraft in terminal opera-
tions. Because of flight safety aspects, a continuous high-level effort (both analytical and
experimental) mw be expected in this domain 9.
As far as investigations into the diffusion of vortices of rotary-win 8 aircraft is con-
cerned, the available analytical material seems to be quite limited. It also appears that
outside of some initial pioneering efforts (for example, see Ref 10), there is a lack of
methodical experimental studies in spite of the fact that in almost every visualization
technique, He qualitative aspects of vortex dissipation are quite a_oparent (Figs 4.1 and
4.2).
"* P."e#umelNyer "r=O.7 or 7 ."O.75.
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With respect to the analytical treatment of the diffusion of vortices and its influ-
ence on the field of induced velocities, one may find a brief discussion of this phenome-
non in Ch XV of Ref 1.
10.2 Influence of Free Vortex Diffusion on Instantaneous Induced Velocities
It should be emphasized at this point that in the vortex system of an airscrew,
diffusion may affect the free (shed and trailing) vortices only, and obviously has no bear-
ing on bound vortices.
At time zero (t = 0), when a free vortex separates from the straight-line vortex
segment modeling the bla_de, circulation of the just "born" vortex is equal to r, while the
associated vorticity field T is enclosed inside a tubular filament. With the passage of time,
a diffusion process takes place according to the following equation of dissipation.
(aT/at) = _,qA¥ (4._3s)
where _eq is the equivalent kinematic viscosity coefficient for turbulent flow. Eq (4.135)
represents an equaUon of heat transfer for vortex vector T.
Let it be assumed that one wants to investigate the state of diffusion of a vortex
filament downstream in the wake at a location defined by angle 0 (Fig4.55) at the time
the blade from which this filament sprang is at azimuth ¢. The time interval between the
moment of "birth" of the investigated section of the vortex filament and its present posi-
tion downstream at 0 is
t = (_, - O)l_Z. (4.136)
Y v' v_,
Figure 4.55 Vort/¢W woke of o b/ode
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Keeping the above presented general remarks in mind, a comparison can be made
between expressions determining velocities vf induced by free vortices with, and withou t,
consideration of the diffusion.
Without diffusion, velocity induced at a poi_ P (xp, yp, zp ) whose location in space
is determined by the position vector'_'p = xpT+ypj + zp'_ can be obtained from the classic
Biot-Savart law (Eq (4.4a)). Assuming that the n-th blade of a b-bladed rotor is at azimuth
angle ¢n, an expression for the _f corresponding to the wake of that blade as shown in
Fig 4.55 can be written as follows:
b /_ _kn --
d X D(,,r,'7) d_'dt9 (4.137)r, =>-:.f f
n" ! 0 _=o
where "=r xT+ _ + Z'_ is the position vector locating elements of vorticity on the blade
wake, d'= 7- 7p, and _n = _ + 2_r(n-7)/b, v.hile
ar ar arc
t2_,_) = ar a_ a,_ Or
is the J acobian.
When the law of dissipation as given by Eq (4._35) is taken into consideration and
time is defined according to Eq (4.136), the new expression for _'f is obtained by multi-
plying the integrand of Eq (4.137) by K(d), where
d/_
K(d) = (4/_) J x: e -xa ax
and 0
6 =2,v/'_.
Intermediate steps in the development of these relationships can be found in Ch
XV of Ref 1.
At the beginning of this section, it was indicated that there was an apparent lack of
intense research on the dissipation of rotor-wake vorticity. This status may be partially
explained by the fact that "in the past, interest was focused primarily on the flow field at
the rotor disc-where induced velocities are most significantly influenced by the near
wake, while vortex dissil_ation usually occurs further downstream. However. should this
interest be expanded to include fields of flow more distant from the rotor; for instance,
in the case of rotor-wake interaction with the fuselage or tail rotor, then the whole prob-
lem of vortex dissipation would ar,,quire more practical attention.
12. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The application of vortex systems to physicomathematical modeling of both lifting
and propelling airscrews offers, in principle, the most versatile tool available at present
for the determination of time-average and instantaneous flow fields generated by rotary
wing_ in unlimited st)ace. Because of this freedom of space and time in dealing with aero-
dynamic phenomena, the vortex theory is _ittracting the attention of theoreticians as well
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as applied aerodynamicists and aeroelasticians, resulting in a steadily growing flow of
literature. In parallel, new vortex computer programs aimed at air-load determination,
aeroelastic problems, performance, and special tasks such as noise are continuously
being written.
With respect to performance, it should be noted that the results have often been
disappointing. In spite of large expenditures in computer time, the predicted perform-
ance figures, when compared with actual flight or wind-tunnel test results, appeared no
more and sometimes less accurate than those obtained by the combined blade-element
and momentum theory.
Paradoxically, these discrepancies usually result from what constitutes one of the
strongest points of the vortex theory; namely, the ability to pinpoint the occurrence
of very strong local induced velocities. Although the high induced-velocity regions are
usually limited to the proximity of the vortex core, large loads may be generated when a
strong tip vortex comes into the vicinity of the blade.
The existence of high concentrated blade loads and vibratory excitations resulting
from vortex-blade interaction was investigated by many authors and confirmed both in
flight (e.g., Scheiman and Ludi2=), and in wind-tunnels (e.g., Surendraiah 23 and Ham24).
Hence, in this case, it is clear that the ability to use the vortex theory to predict the
positions of discrete vortices and indicate the existence of high induced velocities in the
vicinity of their core may lead to a better understanding and more precise quantitative
analysis of actual physical processes.
However, the very nature of the vor_x theory which allows one to pinpoint the
existence of singularities having actual physical meaning, might become a source of
erroneous physical interpretation and computational errors when applied to the case
of performance predictions. The classic theory, where vortex cores of infinitesimally
small cross-sections are assumed, might be especially prone to errors. Here, during the
execution of a computer program, physically non-existent areas of high induced veloc-
ities may appear simply as a result of the fact that, inadvertently, some of the points
where induced velocity is determined happen to be too close to the vortex filaments.
For this reason, when developing computer programs based on the classic vortex
theory, it is important to incorporate various safeguards against the possibility of running
into mathematical singularities having no physical counterparts. Proper selection of
collocation points _ may be cited as one example of such a safeguard. Further improve-
ment in the program may be derived from recognizing the fact that vortex cores actually
have finite diameters, while vortex sheets are of finite thickness, and incorporating
this into the mathematical model.
In parallel with the more meaningful modeling of individual airscrews, their assem-
blies, and even the whole rotorcraft through approaches derived from the vortex theory,
there is a growing trend toward finding meaningfiJI shortcuts which would allow one to
reduce computer time without sacrificing basic accuracy. This was borne out by Land-
grebe et al2s in a review of the status of the vortex theory in the mid-seventies and
especially, its application to aerodynamic technology of rotorcraft. For instance, in the
static case, the authors came to the conclusion that "the lifting-line approach is adequate
for predicting the hover performance of a wide range of conventional and advanced rotor
designs." However, this approach was improved through a special program called CCHAP
(Circulation Coupled Hover Analysis Program) which couples the wake geometry to load
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distribution. It was indicated that accuraciessimilar to those associated with lifting-surface
methods can be achieved through CCHAP, but at a much lower computer time and cost.
When predicting performance in forward flight, emphasisseemsto be concentrated on the
following areas: (a) use of variable inflow methods for rotor-power predictions, (b) re-
finements in unsteady aerodynamics and skewed flow, (c) the role of aeroelastic coupling
in the design of optimized rotors, and (d) a preliminary assessmentof rotor airframe in-
terferemce 2s.
Outside the framework of the vortex theory proper, there is a continuous effort to
develop simpler methods, but still have the ability to determine, in both time and space,
unrestricted velocity fields induced by an airscrew in various regimes of fli_t. The appen-
dix to this chapter, describing the local momentum theory, is given as an example of
these efforts, while in the following chapter it is shown that many basicobjectives of the
vortex theory can be achieved through the velocity- and acceleration-potential approach.
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APPENDIX TO CH IV
LOCAL MOMENTUM THEORY
-I. INTRODUCTION
The local momentum theory approach proposed by Azuma and Kawachi in Ref
26 is similar to Sect 2.2 of Ch III in that a combination of the momentum theory with
the wing or blade element theories represents the main vehicle for relating wing or rotor
geometry and some characteristics of their airfoil sections to the determination of in-
duced velocity and aidoads. However, in the present case, rome aspects of the vortex
theory are used; therefore, it seemed appropriate to include an overview of this material
asan appendix to Ch IV.
The Azuma and Kawachi approach is aimed toward determination of both timi=-
average and instantaneous fields of rotor induced velocities. The authors achieve this goal
with reasonable accuracy, but without the computational complexities of the classic
vortex theory. In this case, the physicomathematical model of a rotor is basedon the con-
cept of representing an actual aerodynamic load and downwash distribution of a blade by
a series of n overlapping wings of decreasing size; each having an elliptical circulation
along the span and therefore, producing a uniform downwash velocity.
The main task consistsof finding a way of relating the geometry of a singleblade
(planform, twist, pitch angle, etc.) as well as that of the whole b-bladed rotor, plus its
operating conditions (hovering, axial, and forward translation), to sustained loads and
downwash produced by the component wings. Knowing these values, actual blade loading
and downwash velocity can be obtained as a summation of the aerodynamic loads and
downwash velocities produced at the point of interest by the component wings.
Since this approach is rooted in fixed-wing aerodynamics, the basic philosophy
of the theory will be more appreciated by first considering its application to the non-
rotating wing. However, at this point it should be stressedthat practical use of the local
momentum theory is more suitable for rotary-wing than for fixed-wing applications. In
the latter case, a large amount of error may accumulate by not taking into account the
upwash flow at both tips of the elliptic wings which model the actual wings. By contrast,
the upwash flow on the root side of the elliptic wings modeling a rotor blade is not as
important except perhaps, around _ = 90 ° in high lu forward flighL
This theory may be more helpful in solvingunsteady, rather than steady, problems
in rotary-wing aerodynamics. Flight maneuvers and gust responseconditions may be cited
assuitable areasof application becausein such transient motions of the rotor, the vortex
theory would require a large amount of computational effort to precisely determine the
downwash distribution 2° .
2. FIXED WING
The classic aerodynamic theory t+.la indicates that an elliptically4oaded wing
moving at a speed -V develops a uniform downwash velocity ve along Its lifting line
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(1/4_hord). Far downstream, this velocity still remains uniform, while its value becomes
2v o. The magnitude of the regions of upwash existing outside of the wing span can be
expressed as follows (Fig A4.1)*:
v = %(7 - Irtl)Iv'_'-_- I (A4.1)
where t7 =y/½b wire b being the wing span.
DIRECTION //
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Figure A4. I Downwash distribution of on eillptic#ly-looded wing
Integrated effects of upwash on the flow fields are small, and the total lift of the
elliptically-loaded wing can be expressed as
L = 21rp(b/2)2 Vvo
where p is the air density.
Load (I.) per unit of wing span becomes:
.! = (#LI,b)V/_--_.
(A4.2)
(A4.3)
If the spanwise wing loading is not elliptical because of planform, twist, and airfoil
characteristics, it can still be approximated as a sum of the lift of z number (n) of ellip-
tically4oaded wings. The individual contribution (L i ) of each of these wings cam be ex-
pressed in a way similar to Eq (A4.2), while the total wing lift. now becomes
n
L = _, 27rp(bl/2) 2 VAv I (A4.4)
1
where the symbol Av i is introduced to signify the downwash velocity contribution of
each wing, and bi is the corresponding wing span.
*It should be nomd ¢het in _i= Appendix, • ¢oordnl= lysmm Identicel to the oHgine/ peper w_
edopmd. This ia different from lttBt uoedin _hepreceding chopte_.
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The contributing elliptically-loaded wings can be arranged in many ways. Examples
of symmetric and one-sided arrangements are shown in Fig A4.2. If the upwash regions of
the component wings are neglected, then at any nondimensional station, _ = y/½b, of the
actual wing, the downwash velocity will be
n
v = _. &vi. (A4.5)
/
L Ll LI Ln
v
/ _'A/"]VI _ "AV=
(a) SYMMETRIC ARRANGEMENT
L LI L= Ln
.......
171/: _1 - _J_,,
(b) ONE_IDED ARRANGEMENT
Figure A4.2 Two types of ormngement of equ/volent wings
For a symmetrical arrangement of the elliptical wings, lift (l) per unit of wing span
length at station I_ becomes
n
I
where _/= yi/_bi is the nondimensional span station of the I-th wing.
It was assumed that the lift distribution of the equivalent wing is elliptical; there-
fore, simiiar to Eq (A4.3), the unit span loading of the/=th wing will be
I_; = (4LilTrbi)_,
and the expression for if will now be
/. = _. (#Lilrtb#
1
(A4.6)
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Since the upwash regions of the component wings have been neglected, only
I_il_ l are considered.
In order to express the lift supported by any single wing (say, the j) of the whole
series of n equivalent wings, and to link this lift to the geometric and aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the actual wing, the momentum and strip approaches are combined.
According to the strip approach, the lift of the portion of the actual wing between
the left-hand side tips of the j and (j + 1) wings (cross-hatched area in Fig A4.3) can be
expressed as follows:
--_bj+ I
- _bj
Figure A4.3 Horlzontol project/on of equ/volent wings
where, in the most general case, the lift-curve slope o may vary (but not likely) along the
wing span due to section airfoil characteristics, etc.; e v , the angle of incidence, may also
van/ along the span 6 v = #(y) as well as the wing chord c v = c(y). However, the value of
the };/t vi/V sum for the/to/limits is assumed to remain constant within the interval of
y = --½ bj to y = -½ bj+ 1 (between the consecutive wing tips) and, under the small.
angle assumption, represents the inflow angle which, subtracted from the local angle of
incidence, gives the section angle-of-attack.
In Ref 26, the relationship expressed by Eq (A4.7) is simplified by assuming e =
const and taking the mean values of c and 8 for the considered wing segment; namely,
cj = c[-(_j + _i+i)/2] and 8/. = 8[-(r/j + _j÷I)/2]. (A4.8)
As an alternate to Eq (A4.7), lift L'/can be expressed as a sum of the contributions
of the appropriate segments of the component elliptic wings from n = 7 to n = j.
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Remembering that the resultant span loading J_iof all j wings is given by Eq (A4.6), L'i
according to the momentum theory becomes
Li = _ (4Lt/bt) dy. (A4.9)
i
- _b i
Equating the fight sides of Eqs (A4.7) and (A4.9), the necessary relationship for
finding vi = Z _ vi for the I to / limits can be obtained. Dividing both sides of the so-
developed equation by ½ (bi - hi, I), it can be rewritten in terms of the unit span loading
(Ij). Furthermore, replacing cv and Ov by their mean values according to Eq (A4.8),
and switching to nondimensional span coordinates (r/=y/½b), the following is obtained:
--r/j+ 1
li = ½pV_ [ Cl_(ej- vjlV)d_l(_j-r/l÷1)
-_j
- r/j+ I
if : _ (b/bl)= r/2 'dr/l(r/i _ r/j÷ 1). (A4.10)
Eq (A4.10) permits one to find vi and l i at station j. Repeating this processfor all
stations from j = 1 toj = n, both the downwash and span loading along the lifting line of a
fixed wing can be obtained.
3. Rotary Wing
When trying to apply the above-discussedapproach to a rotary-wing, new physical
facts encountered in the latter case should somehow be reflected in the development of
the conceptual model. Some of" the more important differences between the fixed and
rotary wings are as follows: (1) in all regimes of flight, the velocity of flow variesalong
the blade span; consequently, for each individu al blade, there is no symmetry of down-
wash, and (2) aerodynamic interactions between the blades should be anticipated. The
induced velocity field generated by the preceding blade would influence the flow at the
following blade. Furthermore, some attenuation of induced velocities may occur before
the following blade enters the perturbed area.
In view of (1), Azuma and Kawachi represent the blade by a series of wingsarranged
to one side as shown in Fig A4.4, and assume that each of the wings has an elllpticolly
distributed circulotion. Due to the existence of the incoming velocity gradient U(¥) =
R_ZT+ sin _, the spanwise load distribution along the blade will not be elliptical. Never-
theless, it is assumed that the downwash velocity along the ipan of each wing still remains
uniform.
In order to determine the flow field at the rotor disc, a plane passingthrough it is
divided into elements whose positions are given by coordinates I and m. "For the caseof
vertical climb and hovering, the sequence of normal velocity variation with time at some
selected points of the discare illustrated in Fig A4.5.
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Figure A4.4 Representation of o rotory wing
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Figure A#.5 5equence of induced velocity voHotlon ot 3 points of the disc
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Let it be assumed that at some instant ti_1, the blade element is located at a point
(_.'Tn') where it encountc_ the velocity of incoming flow UCj_ _,k. According to the con-
vention accepted in Ref 26, "...the first subscript shows the i-th radial position of the
blade element, the second subscript shows the time or azimuth-wise location of the blade,
and the third subscript shows any quantity which is related to the k-th of a b-bladed
rotor."
The total velocity component normal to the disc can be obtained as a sum of the
following: (a) velocity vi.i_ 7.k induced by the blade element at the point of interest
(I'm') and at this particular instant (t = td_ 1); (b) velocity v_-,r, induced by the blade
dement that passed over this point one increment of time before, and (c) the normal
component VN, which may be due to axial trandation of the rotor (vertical climb) and/or
the flapping motion of the blade. In steady-state horizontal translation, this component
would be V N _ Vad, where czd is the angle-of-attack of the disc plane.
At time ti, the blade element will pass through point (i_, rn); and at time ti+1;
through (3. '; m" ). In the meantime, the velocities which had been induced at point (L',m')
will attenuate. This physical fact is accounted for by applying, to those Oelocities, a
proper attenuation factor Cj_',rn" corresponding to the blade position at insta.n+tt = t i. At
time t = tj. 1, the attenuation factor at point ($',rn_ will oe symbolized oy CJ, _,. It can
be seen from Fig A4.5 how this philosophy is applied to other points: (t.,m) and (_ ,m' ).
,, v /Thus, as stated in Ref26, ... _,m can generally be given by the following recurrent
formula:
ri-1[ i-1 n _ __
vJ=,m = _']-,rn_Vz,m + Z Z Vi.j_1.kSl.,,,/ (A4.11)
i-1 k'f
p1
where the attenuation coefficient CL, m should be a function of the normal component
of the velocity passing through the station (J_, m) at time tj_ I, and where 61, m should be
one if any blade element hits station (Jr,m) at time tj_ I ; and otherwise, zero."
Similar to the previously discussed fixed-wing case, means s'2ould be found of link-
ing blade and rotor geometry as well as its mode of operation with loads and induced
velocities associated with a series of elliptical-circulation wings replacing the blade.
At this point it may be recalled that all outboard tips of the equivalent wings coin-
cide with the blade tip. Consequently, any blade station (F= r/R) can be related to posi-
tion r i of the inboard tip of the I wing and its own nondimensionalized coordinates _i =
yt/½b (see Fig A4.6) in the following way:
7-- ½[(/+T/) + //(I-F/)] or // = [2r- (7 + F/)]/(/ -- TI). (A4.12)
Imagining that between blade stations r i = FIR and at blade tip R there is a quasi-
elliptically-loaded wing of semispan R(i - Fi)/2 , the mass flow tn i associated with that
wing would be
in i = plr[R(l -FI)/2] 2 U i (A4.13)
where U i = [ V sin _ + R_(I +?i)/2] represents the mean vdociw of flow approaching
the considered wing.
Similar to the previously discussed fixed-wing case, the blade geometry and rotor
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Figure A4.6 Downwash and loading of the equivalent wing
mode of operation can be linked through the blade element theory to the unit lift (tl) be-
tween blade stations "rt (position of the inboard tip of the i wing) and F/+ I corresponding
to the inboard tip of the i+l wing:
Ti+ #
/ Uiicia(ei - _/)d'r/(_i+l - 7i)½p
ri
where the mean values of the velocity of the incoming flow (UI), blade chord (ci) be.
tween stations 7/and _+ 1, and inflow angle (¢i) are given below:
J/
u,
= v,i, + z + + ,,+,)12
;t-#
,:, = Ic(4) + c(_+,)112 (A4.15)
¢J; = (V N + v_,.,,, + %S.,I/U_.
(A4.14)
In the above equation, ¢k,o is the initial azimuth angle ofthe k blade, and A¢ the
azimuthal step. In general, Ui, 0i, and ¢i are f(¢) which should be reflected in full sub-
scripts of ijh. However, for the sake of timplicity, the jk subscripts were omitted in Eq
(A4.1 5).
The total lift (L i ) corresponding to the blade _egment between itationi _ and _÷ t
can be written as
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Li = 2in i,%v i (A4.16)
where rn i is given by Eq (A4.13) and _v/ represents the downwash velocity associated
with the i wing. However, additional aspects must be considered in order to establish the
t{F) relationship; i.e., to find how the total load is distributed along the blade span.
According to the Kutta-j oukowsky law, B(_) = pU.L(F)["(r--) where UI(F ) and F(_)
respectively, are the incoming flow velocity component perpendicular to the blade at sta-
tion 7, and r(_) is the velocity circulation at this station.
It was assumed that each of the component wings have elliptical circulation distri-
butions. Furthermore, it was also assumed that trailing vortices are straight-perpendicular
to the wing span-and extend to infinity. Consequently, the elliptical circulation can be ex-
pressed as follows:
F;F) = 2R Avi(l - 7,.)_'_ -£ = 2R Avi(l -- Fl)_/l -- [(27-- I -- "fi)/(l -- Yi)] "
(A4.17)
and the total lift of the i wing, expressed in terms of both circulation and the simple
momentum relationship of Eq (A4.16) is
L i = J PUI(?) F(O Rd7 21niAv i (A4.18)
or, expressing rn i explicitly by Eq (A5.11), the above becomes
1
Lj = J pUz(?/r(TJRd? = 2p_[R(I - 7¢/2]'Uj_vl.
h
By combining Eqs (A4.17) and A4.18a), the desired expression for lift distribu-
tion along the blade span-derived from the momentum consideration-can be obtained:
(A4.18a)
ti(F) = [4L i/wR(1 - Fi) ] [(RQT+ V sin _ )lUi]_ll - [ (2F- I - 1"t)1(I -- 7/)]".
(A4.19)
Equating the li expression according to the blade element theory of Eq (A4.14)
to that based on the momentum consideration of Eq (A4.19), one can obtain the equa-
tion necessary to solve the induced velocity contributions (v) appearing in Eq (A4.11).
With respect to upwash generated outside of the jpan of each elliptical wing,
Azuma and Kawachi indicate that its effect on the inboard side can be neglected in all
regimes of flight. As to the upwash at the outboard side, it may be neglected in hover and
vertical climb. In the advancing rotor, however, the upwash flow left by the preceding
blades is not always small on the blade-tip side and, as shown in Fig A4.7, it is necessary
to take this into account when estimating the load distribution of the considered blade
operating outside the tip vortices of all preceding blades. The tip-side upwash at station
"_> 1 can be given by
,&v('F> 1) = _, Av i - (2F- 1 -rjJ/2_/(F- 1)(7- . (A4.20)
t
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Figure A4. 7 Upwash effect on the succeed/rig blade out_lde the tip vortex
The induced velocity v/at some station (1, m) must be calculated by not only tak-
ing into account the actual blade (_ l) passing over that station, but also its hypotheti-
cal extension through the upwash region (¥_> 1). Similar to the downwash treatment,
the same attenuation coefficients should also be applied to the upwash velocity com-
ponents.
The magnitude of the attenuation coefficient, C/. I = v/v o at station (IE,m) occupied
by blade element (i,j, k}, will depend on the relative position of the local station and time
elapsed between passages of the blade: At = t  - ti_ t.
Values of the attenuation coefficients computed in Ref 26 are shown in Fig A4.8a
for both hover and horizontal translation. It is also indicated that in the simpler c;ases,
_c/" r = C) and the representativethe constant attenuation coefficient may be assumed _"lLm
C values for Y = 0. 75 can be obtained for the various thrust coefficients (CT) and number
of blades shown in Fig A4.Sb.
3.1 Applications
The steady-state hovering case for an articulated rotor with two untwisted blades
was investigated using the above-discussed method. The spanwise partitioning of the
blade was n = 20, and the azimuthal increment was Z__ = 21t/b. The so_btained span-
wise load distributions shown in Fig A4.9 indicate a good agreement with experimental
results.
Steady-state forward flight was also examined. The actual procedure as outlined by
Azuma and Kawachi is as follows:
The effect of upwash velocity observed in _he outboard part of the blade
must, as stated before, be included in determining the angle of attack of
every succeeding blade. The trace of the upwash velocity as well as the
downwash velocity left on any station in the rotor plane is stored in the
computer memory and is recalled every moment, and then multiplied by
the attenuation coefficient at that instant for the calculating of induced
velocity.26
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Figure A4.9 Spanwlse loading of o rotor with two untwisted blades
Using this approach, spanwiseaidoading was computed at # =0.78. As before, the
blade wasdivided into n > 20 segments, but the azimuthal increment was reduced to A¢ =
10 °. The field was divided into a net of R/80 square elements, the number of which was
X m = 160 X 320. A lift coefficient of zero was assumed in the reversed flow region.
A coml0arison of i_redicted and exoerimental valuesof spanwise loading is shown in
Fig A4.10, indicating a good agreement between analysis and tests.
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Figure #.10 Sponw,iseloading In forward flight
Finally, it can be reaffirmed that this method appears especially suitable for un-
steady conditions since it considerably reduces computer time. As an example of such
applications, rotor response to a rapid increase in collective pitch and to sudden input of
cyclic pitch is discussedin Ref26.
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CHAPTER V
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
POTENTIAL THEORY
Basic formulac of the velocity potential in an incompressible fluid are recalled, and
then ways of applying them to rotary-wings are indicated. Next, the same steps are taken
with respect to the acceleration potential, and the links between the two potentials are
shown along with ways of applying them to rotor blades moldeled by lifting lines and
lifting surfaces. Considerations of the consequences of fluid compressibility completes
the presentation of potential-theory fundamentals; followed by their application to such
tasks as determination of the induced velocity field of an actuator disc having a pre-
scribed area loading, and computation of blade loading in steady and unsteady flows.
Finally, a brief discussion of the application of potential methods to mapping of the
flow around nonrotating helicopter components concludes this chapter.
Principal notation for Chapter V
{A ] matrix
CI. area lift coefficient
c Blade, or wing chord m or ft
ct section lift coefficient
F load-per-unit span N/m or Ib/ft
h elevation m or ft
_",_ unit vectors along x, y, z axes
£ distance m or ft
rn flow doublet strength (moment) m4/s or ft 4/s
_" vector normal to the surface
p pressure N/m 2 or psf
Q strength of flow source m3/s or ft3/s
q strength of pressure doublet
R radius m or ft
r radial distance m or ft
T nondimensional radial distance, F- r/R
5 surface m2 or ft 2
T thrust N or Ib
t time s
U velocity of distant flow m/s or fps
u, v, w velocity components along x,y,z axes m/s or fps
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V
V
W
X,Y,Z
x,y,z
Z i, Xq, Y/i
o.
r
E
e
A
¢,
co
V =
II
[]
Subscripts
II
±
v
Superscripts
velocity in general
perturbation velocity
normal velocity component
Cartesian coordinates
Cartesian coordinates
coefficients
angle-of-attack
velocity circulation
increment
short distance
angle, or blade-pitch angle referred to zero-chord
angle
angle
area
velocity potential
acceleration potential
azimuth angle
rotational velocity
solid angle
de=;v=-_ala,,,') + _;J/ay) + _'(alaz)
Laplacian (del = ) V: -= (a = lax = ) + (a = lay =) + (a = laz =)
column
matrix
parallel
perpendicular
velocity
time derivative
vector
m/sor fps
m/sorfps
m/s or fps
morft
morft
rad or deg
m:/$ or ft:/s
morft
rad or deg
rad or deg
rad or deg
m 2 or ft 2
m2 Is or ft 2/s
rad or deg
rad/s
steradian
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I. INTRODUCTION
From previous discussions of the various theories, the reader has probably come to
the conclusion that the vortex theory offers the most precise description of the aero-
dynamic phenomenon of the rotor, but in practical applications, it requires the largest
amount of computational effort. This is especially true if one attempts to rigorously
account for all, or at least most of the interactions between vortices, such as in the case of
nonrigid wakes, unsteady aerodynamics (e.g., aeroelastic phenomenona), some maneu-
vers, etc. Application of velocity and acceleration potentials makes it possible to de-
termine steady and unsteady flow fields induced by the rotor in both incompressible and
compressible fluids with a precision similar to that offered by the vortex theory approach
but with less computational effort.
Mangler and Squire 1 were probably the first (1950s) to adapt the velocity and
acceleration potential concepts to the determination of the induced velocity field of a
rotor. This was done for the case of forward flight where induced velocity was con-
sidered small in comparison with that of the distant flow (reverse of the rotor transla-
tory velocity). The accompanying pressure differential between the surfaces of the disc
was assumed to be a relatively simple function of the rotor radius only (axisymmetric
Ioadi ng).
The Mangler and Squire approach of finding time-average induced velocities was
extended by Baskin, et =12 to include the case of a rigid wake associated with a finite
number of blades. In addition to the two types of disc loading examined in Ref 1, they
studied a third one; also with an axial symmetry. Finally, they investigated disc loading
as a function of both rotor radius and azimuth angles.
Investigations dealing with the application of potential methods (both velocity
and acceleration) to more sophisticated rotor models were initiated in me 1960s. Such
aspects as unsteady aerodynamic effects and their influence on airfoil section character-
istics, effects of ¢omressibility, and finite values of the speed of sound were taken into
consideration. In addition to the determination of both time-average and instantaneous
induced velocities, the task of evaluating both span and ¢hordwise loading of the blades
was undertaken.
To deal with these problems, the basic methodology of potential flow was avail-
able from fixed-wing technology. However, inherent complexities resulting from rotor
blade motions, as well as mutual interference between the blades makes the task of
applying potential methods to rotary-wing aircraft more difficult.
When considering the adaptation of velocity and, especially acceleration potentials
to unsteady rotor aerodynamics the contributions of Dat 3.4.s and Costes s,? should be
mentioned, van Holten e.g along with other investigators in this field, tend to emphasize
the acceleration potential approach, while Jones and his coworkers and followers I o.11.12
built their approach around the velocity potential. Similar to the vortex theory, there is a
steadily growing body of literature dealing with the application of the potential concepts
to rotary-wing aircraft as exemplified by Ref$13 and 14.
Before discussing the various philosophies and methods of application presented in
Refs 1-14, in more detail, some basic aspects of the potential vector field will be briefly
reviewed. This will be followed by a brief resume of fundamental relationships; first of
velocity and then, acceleration potentials. The presentation of actual samples, however,
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will be given in reverse order; starting with the acceleration potential concepts, and then
the application of the velocity potential. Finally, application of the potential methods to
the mapping of flow around nonrotating helicopter components will be briefly outlined.
2. VELOCITY POTENTIAL IN AN INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID
2.1 Basic Relationships
The theory of vector fields (see any textbook on Vector Analysis;e.g., Vectorond
Tensor Analysis +5 or Fundomentds of Aerodynamics le, p. 65) states that under some
conditions, which will be specified later, a scalar function of the spatial (Cartesian)
coordinates _(x,y,z) may exist, and knowledge of the _(P) value at an arbitrary voint
P(x_v,z) would enable one to determine the magnitude and direction of a field vector
ar this point by computing its components along the x,y,z axes as: a_/ax; a_/ay; and
a_/az.
Should such function _, which will be called the velocity potential, exist in a field
of flow, the components of velocity vector _'(P) associated with _ can be obtained as
u = a_lax
v = a,play (s._)
w = a_/az.
Velocity v(P) can also be defined as a vector sum of its components as given by Eq
(5.1):
= T(a¢/ax) + 7(a¢/ay) + ;;(a_/az). (s.la)
where /, j, and _'are unit vectors along the x,y, and z axes, re_ecUvely. The relation-
ship between _'(P) and ¢(P) does not depend on the type of the coordinate system. It
should be valid in the Cartesian as well as cylindrical, or any other set of coordinates.
This fact can be expressed in the universal languase of vector analysis as
"_(P) = g-m"_[_(P)]. (5.1 b)
However, in the Cartesian system, Eq (5.1 b) is often written using a vector operator
called "de/" which is symbolized byV:
v = T(a/ax) + T(a/ay) + _'(a/az). (s.lc)
It can easily be shown that a continuity of flow in an incompressible fluid requires
that
(au/ax) + (av/ay) + (aw/az) = o. (5.2)
The expression on the left side of Eq (5.2) is called the divergence, "ally", while the
whole equation states that me divergence must be zero in order to preserve the continuity
of flow in an incompressible fluid. The physical truth of this s_tement should be inde-
pendent of the type of coordinate system. This fact is again expressed in the language of
vector analysis as
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d/v'; = O. (5.2a)
Since _" = gra-'_, the condition of continuity given by Eq (5.2a) can be written
as fol lows:
div grad_o = O,
which in light of Eq (5.1) leadsto
(a=+lax2) + (a2+lay =) + (a=+/az2) = o.
(S.2b)
(s.3)
The above relationship indicates that if some function ¢ can fulfill the condition
expressed by Eq (5.3), the vectors obtained as space gradients of ¢ would form a con-
tinuous field, called the potential field, while the equation itself is known as the Laplace
equation, and the left side is often abbreviated through the "del a" symbol:
V2 _=(a2/ax 2) + (a2/a.v2) + (a2/az=).
In the particular case of flow fields determined by velocity vectors, the existence
of a potential; i.e., a function fulfilling Eq (5.3), is synonymous with the lack of fluid
rotation in such a flow.
Vector rotation (in this case,velocity'_) is symbolized in vector analysis as rot v.
The lack of rotation requires that _ = O. In Cartesian coordinates, this can be ex-
pressedas
=-_[(av/ax) -(au/ay)l +7[ (au/az) -(awlax)] + _[(aw/a>,) - (av/az)] = o,
(5.4)
which, in turn, leads to the following conditions:
(avlax) - (au/ay) = o
(au/az) - (a_/ax) = o (S.4a)
(aw/ay) - (av/az) = o.
Expressing u, v, and w in Eq (5.4a) according to Eq (5.1)0 and then summing the
three expressions,will result in the Laplace equation (Eq (5.3)), thus proving that exist-
ence of the velocity potential is synonymous with the absenceof rotation in the flow of a
fluid.
The Laplace equation has some properties that are of importance for the applica-
tion of potential methods (either velocity or acceleration) to rotary-wing aerodynamics.
One of them is the fact that Eq (5.3) has an infinite number of particular solutions. This
in turn provides a large latitude of function ¢ which can be used when selectingexpres-
sions for either velocity or acceleration potentials. In this process,however, it should be
remembered that in addition to complying to Eq (5.3), these functions should also satisfi/
the particular boundary conditions associatedwith the considered problem.
Another important property of Eq (5.3) is that it is a linear equation, which means
that any linear combination (addition or subtraction) of its particular solutions as repre-
sented by various potential functions will still satisfy the Laplace equation. In other
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words, any linear combination of potential functions also leads to a potential function,
which opens the way for the use of superposition in dealing with various tasks of flow
and load determination.
2.2 Application to Ro_ry-Wing Aircraft
Similar to the previously considered cases, it will usually be assumed that the rotor
is stationary, while an infinite volume of fluid moves past it with a uniform distant veloc-
ity (-Uoo - -/-'_.) directed toward the negative half of the x axis of the Cartesian sys-
tem of coordinates as shown in Fig 5.1.
DtSTANT FLOW
\
\
/
'P 1; _\
__1
/
/ p
Figure 5.1 Axes of coordinates
The presence of the rotor disturbs the flow by inducing perturbation velocities (_)
and changing the pressure from its distant value of p==. Perturbation velocities
= 7".+ + (s.s)
will obviously modify the flow.
However, it is usually assumed that absolute values of _" are small in comparison
with U==,
Ivl < IU,=I.
Consequently, it may be stated that the flow velocities in the perturbed flow will
be as follows:
Vx = U=,, + u _ U_
V v = v (5.6)
V, _- W.
Furthermore, the flow must satisfy some boundary conditions. The most important
of which are as follows:
1. The flow is undisturbed far ahead of the rotor; hence, _', vanishes.
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2. Far downstream from the rotor, pressure in the fluid must return to its original
value of p..
3. Envelopes consitituting lifting surfaces (as those of any physical nonporous
body submerged in the flow) cannot be penetrated by the flow. This means that
v. = o (s.7)
where V is the resultant velocity of the flow at the surface, and n o is the unit vector nor-
mal to the surface.
4. The Kutta-Joukowsky condition of a smooth flow must be fulfilled at the
trailing edges of the lift-producing airfoil sections.
The velocity potential approach can be used for the detemination of both time-
average and instantaneous velocities induced by either a blade or a rotor. In the case of
time-average problems, the potential will be expressed solely as a function of the space
coordinates (spatial location of the point of interest P), _ = _(P); however, when dealing
with instantaneous phenomena, the variation of the potential with time should also be
considered: _0= _p(P,t).
Since the existence of a potential is synonymous with the absence of rotational
flow, it is obvious that potential methods cannot (at least directly) be applied to the rotor
vortex system; i.e., to the rotor disc where bound vortices are present, and to the wake
formed by the shed and trailing vortices. Ways of overcoming difficulties associated with
this subject will be discussed later.
2.3 Expression of Velocity Potential through Doublets
In principle, there are many ways of finding functions of spatial coordinates which
may express the velocity potentials of fixed-wings, rotors, or blades and still satisfy all the
necessary boundary conditions. The one most often used relies on doublets of proper
strength and distribution over such surfaces as the rotor disc, rotor blades, and the blade
and rotor wakes.
In the case of wakes, the application of doublets would permit one to map a flow
induced by such surfaces of vorticity as vortex sheets. In the vortex sheet, the flow is
obviously rotational; i.e., nonpotential. However, a velocity potential usually exists out-
side of the sheet itself, and its value can be related to the strength and distribution of
doublets located on the vortex sheet.
Flow Doublet end Its Potential. At this point it may be recalled that the concept
of a doublet in the flow field of a fluid was derived as a limiting case by imagining that a
source of strength Q (flow rate) and a sink of strength -Q approach each other in a way
such that the absolute value of Q increases without restriction as the source-sink distance
e decreases. At the limit when e*O, the source_ink pair becomes a doublet, while the Qe
product reaches a finite value: rn = Qe. The symbol standing for m- the product of
distance and flow rate-is actually the doublet moment. However, it is also called the
doublet strength, and the latter, more descriptive term, is used in this text.
The velocity potential at point P(x,y,z) due to a doublet located at an arbitrary
pointPo(xo,Yo, to,), and having strength m (e.g., Ref 16, p. 252) would be
#(P) = - (alano)(m/4==) (5.8)
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or
_(PJ = (mxl4,,f ) = (mcose/4,_P) (5.Sa)
where l = [(x - Xo) 2 + (,v - yo) 2 + (z - Zo)_ ] I/2; and alan o signifies differentiation
with respect to the doublet axis (assumed in Fig 5.2 to coincide with the x axis); while 8
represents an angle between the doublet axis (x, or _'o) andS.
Y
STREAMLINES
DOUBLET AXIS
Figure 5.2 Flow doublet
Representotion of o Vortex Surfoce through Flow Doublets. It is assumed that the
point of the doublet location (Po) lies on a surface of vorticity (say, a vortex sheet),
and the doublet itself is so oriented that its axis (say, x) coincides with vector_o, normal
to the surface. At point P(x, y,z}, this doublet would induce a velocity whose value (v/)
in a direction perpendicular to _ can be expressed as a proper derivative of the doublet
potential given by Eq (5.ga):
v1 = (ml4,r)(sinell 3). (s.9)
On the other hand, velocity vL can be expressed in terms of circulation r(Svo) of
a vortex sheet (Sv) at the doublet location:
f r(sj sinev1 = 4wf3
5v
dS (S.IO)
where the subscript Sv at the integral sign signifies integration over the surface of vor-
Ucity.
Equating the right sides of Eqs (5.9) and ($.10), one finds that a relationship can be
found between the strength of the doublet inducing the same velocity, and circulation
value at the corresponding area of the vortex sheet:
/.
m = I r(sJ_s.
.%
(s.11)
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The following expression linking velocity potential at some point P to the circula-
tion of a vortex surface is obtained by substituting Eq (5.11) into Eq (5.8):
_o (p) = - / l FCSv)14_] (alano)(lll )dS . (S.12)
Sv
Velocity potential at point P may result from the influences of many areas of
vorticity (Svl , Sv_ ..3v n ). However, due to the previously discussed linearity of the
Laplace equation, this resultant potential can be simply obtained as a sum of the indi-
vidual contributions of ['=vt, Fsv2, etc. Consequently if the shape of the whole vortex
system is known and the velocity circulation values within it are related in some way
to the design and operational parameters, then the following approach to the determina-
tion of the induced velocity (perturbation) field of the rotor would appear attractive.
The whole vortex system could be divided into proper areas of vorticity which can be
either defined by simple analytical expressions, or approximated by fiat geometric
figures. Knowledge of the orientaUon of vectors n (_'1, n'2,..._', ) and values (t 1,1a, ... =,)
determining the absolute distance from those "patches" of vorticity to point P would,
using Eq (5.12), permit one to calculate the individual contributions to the total velocity
potential at P. As the next step, the induced velocity _'(P) can be found as g-'_o(P).
This approach, which in principle appears simple, unfortunately encounters con-
siderable difficulties in calculating _" at the vortex surface itself (be it vorticity repre-
sented by vortices attached to the blad% or moving freely in the wake). Looking at Eq
(.5.12), one would realize that with/. * 0, the expressions for the velocity potential and its
gradient become meaningless.
The above result should be anticipated from the general discussion of the velocity
potential which states that the potential exists only where _v = 0. Of course, this does
not apply to the blade or rotor vortex system.
There are ways of relating velocity potential to physical quantities other than
circulation. But the above-discussed difficulties in determining induced velocities at the
vortex surface would still exist. For this reason, induced velocity determination based on
the acceleration approach may appear advantageous e.
3. ACCELERATION POTENTIAL IN AN INCOMPRESSIBLE FLUID
3.1 General Relationsl_ips
When discussing the velocity potential approach, only two properties of the fluid
were explicitly mentioned: (1) incompressibility, which means that the speed of sound
(i.e., velocity of transmitting signals) is infinite; and (2) pressure, where it was stated that
in establishing boundary conditions, the pressure far downstream should return to the
same value as in the distant incoming flow. Knowledge of the fluid density p was not
required. In the acceleration potential methods, this additional characteristic of the fluid
becomes important.
Acceleration of fluid-expressed by the complete derivative of velocity _ with
respect to time (d_/dt)-can be related to the fluid pressure (p) and its density (p)
through the Euler equation which, in vector analysis notations, is expressed as
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- /p)_dv/dt = --(1 p (5.13)
and in Cartesian coordinates, this becomes
au au au iaU+u +v--+w--
a t ax ay az p ax
av + av av av = _/ap (5.13a)
a--; ua-;+ v_ + waz pay
aw aw aw aw 1 ap
--+ + + w_-- =at u_ v_ p az
By retaining the previously accepted assumption of I v I < I U. I which led to Eq
(5.6), Eq (5.13a) can be simplified to the following form:
au au ; ap
at +_ u. =----p ax
av av iap
a_ +_x U. = pay (5.14)
aw aw I ap
--+--U. ....
at ax p az
By summing up the above equadons and remembering the continuity relationship
expressed by Eq (5.2), it can be shown that
a=P + a2P a=p
a.--_ _y, + _T = O. (S.;S)
This indicates that pressure p, which should be interpreted as the difference be-
tween p. and local pressure, _p = p - p., saUsfies the Laplace equation and thus; repre-
sents a potential function.
Looking at the physical aspects of Eqs (5.13) and (5.13a), however, one would
clearly see that as far as fluid acceleration is concerned, it is not the pressure differen-
UaJ alone, but the (p - p)/p which influences the d_/dt values. ConsequenUy, it appears
logical to call this quantity the acceleration potential (_) and define it as follows:
= - (P - P.)/P. (5.16)
By solving Eq (5.16) forp and substituting those values into Eq (5.15) it is easy to
show that _ as defined by Eq (5.16) is also a potential function since it satisfies the
Laplace equation
ax = + ay: + az = = O. (5.17)
Similar to the velocity potential, the acceleration potential is obviously a function
of the space coordinates, but it also may be a function of time; hence, in general, _(P,t),
where P symbolizes the location of the point of interest, P(x,y,z) and t is time.
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3.2 Application to Lifting Surfaces
With respect to the practical application of the acceleration principle to rotary-
wing aerodynamics, there is the problem, as in the case of velocity potential, of relating
to some physical quanties pertaining to rotor characteristics and/or its operation. In
other words, there is again a question of constructing a physicomathematical model
around the basic concept of acceleration potential. In trying to find the proper mathe-
matical expressions for _(P, tJ, care should be taken to see that the physical requirements
reflected in the boundary conditions are also satisfied.
Costes6 indicates that in dealing with load problems, it may be quite convenient
to use doublets of pressure. In analogy with the case of fluid flow (Sect 2.3), it may be
imagined that the doublet of pressure has a strength q which may also be a function of
time, q(tJ. Then, similar to Eq (5.8a), the acceleration potential can be expressed as
(s.18)
or
cos 0
• (P,t) = -q(t) _ (5.18a)
where, as in the case of Eq (5.8a), 2 signifies the distance (in this case, indicated by a
vector) between the point of the doublet location Po(xo, Ye, ze) and the point where the
potential is calculated, P(x,y,z).
A physically significant dependence of the strength of the flow doublet on circula-
tion was established in Sect 2.3 (Eq (5.11). In the present case, another important rela-
tionship between the strength of the pressure doublets (q) and pressure differentials
(_p = aerodynamic loads) sustained by lifting surfaces can be obtained (Fig 5.3). Dat 4
DOUBLET AX;o S_
I
Figure 5.3 Accelemt/on doublet and
the lifting surfoce
accomplished this task in the following way:
With respect to a doublet located at
Po, two planes (S1 and 52) , symmetrical
with respect to Po and perpendicular to the
doublet axis no, are considered. These planes
can be interpreted as being tangent to the two
faces of a lifting surface.
Force F1 experienced by surface _ on
plane51 is
= -_ ._ (p-pJdZ (5.19)
(r-,)
where (_I) signifies integration over the
area _, d_; is a surface element of that area,
and no is the unit vector. This force can also
be expressedin terms of acceleration as
(s.2o)
= -no,o-_-_- j dE;
.(_)
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However,
is the elementary solid angle dco relating point Po to the element dZ. Should w I repre-
sent the solid anglecorresponding to the whole surface _;_, then
Ft
For the lower surface (5:),
=
•
•"- CO2
= --nopq(t ) -'-. (5.22)
4w
When the distance between the two surfaces becomes zero, then _n = co= = 2_r if
the doublet axis pierces areas _t = _a = _, as in Fig 5.3. However should the doublet
axis miss the _; areas,the the following relation would hold: _= = co2 = O.
It can be seen, hence, that the resultant force F--'=Ft + _'_ becomes
--nopq(t), if the doublet lies inside _-, and
(5.23)
_" = 0, if the doublet lies outside Z.
This means that the lift is concentrated only on the element of aread_; where the
doublet is located.
On the other hand, considering that the aerodynamic load at time t on area d]; can
be expressedin terms of the pressuredifferential Ap(t} and the surface area:
F = --n o Ap(t)d _, (5.24)
and equating the right sidesof Eqs (5.23) and (5.24), one finds that
q(t) = &p(t)d_,/p (5.25)
which represents the sought relationship between the strength of the acceleration doublet
and pressure sustained by a lifting surface.
4. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION POTENTIAL
4.1 Integral Equations of the Velocity Potential
In aclual application of the potengal methods, one determines velocities (flow per-
turbations) induced by the blade or the rotor as a whole, by calculating the gradients of
the vdocity potenUal. However, loads sustained by tee lifting surface may be given in
terms of the acceleration potenUal. It becomes important, hence, to establish basic inte-
gral equations relating the velocity potential to the acceleration potential and eventually,
to the pressure differentials experienced by the lifting surfaces.
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The velocity of flow at some point P and at a given time t may be thought of as
the result of acceleration acting on the fluid at that point from "all the way back" to
time t. Consequently, the velocity potential _0may also be imagined as the following
time integral of the acceleration potential •:
t
_o(P,t) = J q'(P, to) dto. (5.26)
_00
Substituting Eq (5.18) for__d(P,to), and remembering that vector _'is the difference-
between the position vectors P'-and 7go(to) of points P and Po(to), _o(P,t) can now be
expressed in terms of the acceleration doublets:
t
= - 4--,-= T "'° (5.::)
Again substituting Eq (5,25) for q(tj and changing d_ to d$ in order to indicate
that final vlues will be obtained through integration not only with respect to time,
but also over a surface $, Eq (5.27) becomes
r
4rip ($) __= IT(t)-'go(to)l'
V__,_T_G SURFACE AT TIME t
\ \\xx,, \ \
\
\ /" Po't_x\
\ I \\ A
N /
x" i
LIFTING SURFACE AT TIME iOl'_ "
\
Figure 5.4 Time and space integration
In ibis intej,_.al, Fo ( to ),
n"+'o(t ), and _o(P-o,to ), respec-
tively, denote the time history
of (1) position, (2) orientation,
and (3) lift, related to an element
of the lifting surface4. With
respect to the latter item, it
should be noted that in Eq (5.28),
&p stands for the pressurediffer-
ence between the upper and lower
sides of the lifting surface: _p =
Pu - Pl • Consequently, negative
_p would correspond to a positive
lift.
Finally, one's attention is
called to the fact that the time
integration indicated in Eq (5.28)
using a dummy variable to is per-
formed along the path of each
lifting element (Fig 5.4).
4.2 Lifting-Line Case
In a particular case when the lifting surface can be represented by a lifting line
located at 1/4-chord (usually an acceptable assumption for hi_ aspect ratio surfaces
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such as rotor blades), Eq (5.25) giving the strength of the doublet can be written as
follows 6 (Fig 5.5):
1 Ap(t,y,x )q(t,y) = dx (5.29)P
x2
while the acceleration potential at any point P and time t can be expressed as:
Yl
1 [" q(t,y) cos 8(y, t)
(P,t) = ---- J dy. (5.30)
Y2
In this equation it should be noted that the integration is extended over the whole
lifting line, and both _ and 8 may vary with time and location.
As in the previously discussed three-dimensional case, the velocity potential will be
obtained by substituting Eq (5.30) into Eq (5.26):
t Yl
' / / q(ta'Y) C°'O(y't°)
_o(P,q = - 4"_ Z =(y, to) dt o dy. (5.31)
_o= y=
Y2
¥1
Figure 5.5 Lifting-line concept
Similar to the more general case of the lifting surface, it is necessary to know the
path (S) traveled by the lifting line (Fig 5.5) in order to perform the integration indicated
in Eq (5.31). For instance, for a wing moving horizontally at a speed U. the coordinate
x can be expressed as a function of time: x = U.(t - to) , and Eq (5.31) can be rewritten
in terms of variables related to spatial coordinates only _ :
Y_ 0
' f / q(P°)c°sO(P°P)
elF, t) = 4TrU. l = (pop) dydx. (.5.32)
,Y2 --_
Eq (5.32) represents an integration performed over a plane suffice swept by the
lifting line up to the instant t.
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When P ÷ Po and thus, IZl ÷ O, it can be seen that Eq (5.32) becomes meaning-
less. In order to investigate this case, Costes 6 considers two points, P= and P=, located
symmetrically with respect to 5 (Fig 5.6). According to Eq (5.18a), acceleration poten-
tials • (P= ) and _(P2) due to a doublet atP o will be of the same magnitude atP= and P=,
but of opposite signs. The same will be true of their velocity potentials: _(P2) = -_P=).
This means that velocity potential _ is antisymmetric and discontinuous with respect to 5.
PI
] / I
W
P2
Figure 5.6 Po/n_ symmetrlcol with respect to 5
An investigation of the resultant velocities (_'= _ _) would show that t_eir com-
ponents parallel to the plane S would be opposite to each other for the points located on
opposite sides of that plane. By contrast, the normal component for the points above and
below 5 would be the same. Consequently, plane S or, more generally, surface E to which
the considered plane may be assumed as a tangent, appears as a surface of discontinuity
for the velocities tangent to the surface. The discontinuity of velocity components parallel
to the surface was considered in Sect 3.1 of Ch IV, where it was shown that this phenom-
enon occurs in the presence of a vortex sheet. The same approach can now be extended
to include the present case, where surface S, along which the integration indicated by Eq
(5.32) should be performed, may be interpreted as a _ortex sheet of free vortices forming
the wing wake. 'Reduction to practice' of this idea will become clearer when examples of
the application of the potential approach to the solution of various problems of rotary-
wing aerodynamics are discussed later in Sect 6.
5. ACCELERATION AND VELOCITY POTENTIALS IN COMPRESSIBLE FLUIDS
In acoustics, the velocity potential of the three-dimensional sound propagation
satisfies the following wave equation ! _:
a:+ a2+ a2+ I a2+
+ + - a-7 = 0. (s.++)
where+ is the velocity of sound.
Just as in the case of incompressible flow where both the velocity (Eq 5.3) and the
acceleration (Eq 5.17) potentials satisfied the Laplace equation, the acceleration poten-
tial must satisfy a wave equation of the type given by Eq (5.33):
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a = _I' a =,I, a = + i a=q '
-- + + ..... o. (5.34)
ax = _ az_ s _ at2
It appears that the acceleration potential approach is especially suited for a proper
interpretation of the physical aspects of the flow phenomena in a compressible medium.
This is due to the link existing between acceleration potential and pressure variations
which, traveling at the speed of sound, represent a physical means of transmitting aero-
dynamic signals in a compressible medium.
In the incompressible case, it was shown that the acceleration can be directly re-
lated to the pressure differential through Eq (5.16). This relationship must now be slightly
modified to indicate that fluid density p in the area of the occurrence of pressure varia-
tion may no longer be the same as that in distant flow (P=o)" Consequently, Eq (5.16) for
the compressible flow medium should be written as
_, = - (p- p)/p.. (5.35)
Using p instead of the longer terms, (p - p_) or &p, to denote pressure fluctua-
tions, and substituting the so-defined p from Eq'(5.35) into Eq (5.34), the following
equation is obtained for pressure potential in a compressible fluid:
a2p + a=p a2p 1 a=p
ax--T + = o (5.36)az_ _ at =
It should be emphasized at this point that here, as in the case of incompressible
flow, the linearity of the basic differential equations permits one to obtain a complete
solution by superimposing particular solutions.
Time Log in Signal Transmittance. It is obvious from Eq (5.36) thatsinc+ pressure
signals directly related to the acceleration potential are transmitted through the medium
at a finite velocity s (speed of sound), a time delay develops between the instant +"when
• e signal is emitted from point Po and the time (t) it is received at pointP:
t - _ =IP - Po_s (5.37)
where"_o and _'are radius vectors (having a common origin) which locate points Po and P
respectively, in the space. Eq (5.37) can also be written as follows:
t - • ffi Ill/s. (5.37a)
The physical fact of the t - _"time delay in transmitting pressure signals leads to the
concept of retarded potential.
Velocity Potent/#. As in the incompressible case, a doublet of acceleration may be
considered as representing an element of the lifting surface. However, in order to find a
mechanism for computing induced velocities resulting from the lifting surface loading,
relationships establishing the dependence of velocity potential on the strength of _e
acceleration doublets as given in Eq (5.25) must be developed firsL
This was done by Dat 3 , who derived the velocity potential at a pointP and time t
generated by the moving doublet. His approach in this case was similar to that taken for
incompressible fluid. Acceleration potential for both positive and negative (sink) forces
was written in terms of the strength of the acceleration doublet, except that in this case,
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the retarded potenti =1 aspects were introduced by replacing q(t) with its Dirac distribu.
lion:
oo
q(t) = / q(r)_(t-- r)dr.
In Sect 2.3 of this chapter, it was indicated that the strength of a doublet represents
a product of the source strength and distance e between the source and the sink. It may
be stated hence, that the strength of an acceleration source would be q(t)/e and the
potential of the source would be:
_(P,t) = -
where =
_=0 4/rl_(r)le d1"
An expression for the potential of an acceleration doublet was derived-as in the
incompressible case--by adding the potentials of a source and a sink, and assuming that
the distance along the vector no representing the doublet axis decreases to zero: e * 0.
The so-obtained potential for an acceleration doublet is integrated with respect to
time, thus yielding the velocity potential expressed in terms of the strength of the accel-
eration doublet.
Assuming that the doublet moves at a velocity smaller than s (subsonic), the veloc-
ity potential due to this doublet may be written as follows:
_(P,t) = q(_, )TCr, ) • n'_o(_, )
I,'[, I ,l1
mll(_ )1 J
where
TI = t -- _rl )1 , and referring to Fig 5.7,
$
Po(r) defines the time history of the doublet position
_'o(r) defines the time history of the doublet velocity
_o(_') defines the time history of the doublet orientation
q(T) defines the time history of the doublet strenl_h.
1 q(l.)_(1.)._o(l.) dl.
+ 4=lt-_(r)le
mOO
(s.3s)
The physical reason for making rl instead of t as the upper limit of integration is
the fact that sign=Is (acoustic waves) emitted during the time interval t - _'l have not had
time to reach point P.
Similar to the previously considered case of incompressible fluid, it can be seen Chat
as point P approaches Po; i.e., as Itl ÷ O,sinsularities will appear in Eq (5.38) which, as
before, means that a line or surface on which doublets are distributed represents a sur-
face of" discontinuity for tangential velocity components.
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P
,no
Figure 5.7 Poth of o doublet
Application to Lifting 5urfoces. In order to get the velocity potential due to the
whole lifting surface, Eq (5.38) must be integrated over a surface S on which doublets are
distributed. Again, as in Section 4.2, vortex sheets forming the wake of a wing, blade, or
the whole rotor can be interpreted as the surfaces over which integration should be per-
formed. It should also be noted that the condition of discontinuity of tangential velocities
requires that vectors _'o (doublet axes) be perpendicular to the surface. One should also
recall that vortex filaments move with the fluid. Consequently, there should be no flow
through the vortex sheet; which can be expressed mathematically as _ - _ = 0 where
V o is the resultant velocity of flow at point Po; i.e., at surface S.
A helicopter rotor or a propeller where the blades are modeled by lifting lines can
be used as an example of determining the velocity potential. At tJme t under the'_'o • n o
= 0 condition, the sought velocity at point M (over blade No. 1) is now expressed by the
following:
R, R, ,_r(r) q(,,,)TZo
/ q(r,r,)Z" --'1 dr + f J 4""1' dr dr_o(P,t) = no
[°'" t Ro-"Ao 4r,slLI= I s'_
(5.39)
This equation was obtained from Eq (5.38) in a way similar to Eq (5.32).
It is obvious that for the helicopter rotor shown in Fig 5.8, it is necessary to per-
form the integration on the wakes of all three blades. In this way, the mutual interaction
of the blade is taken into consideration. In Eq (5.39), t I depends on r, hence the integra-
tion is performed within that part of the vortex wake which, in the neighborhood of the
blade, is limited by the rt (r) line after which it extends into infinity.
Theoretical considerations of the potential concept presented thus far in this
chapter should have provided the reader with the basic information needed to better
grasp the application of this principle to various problems of rotary-wing aerodynamics.
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/tj (r)
Figure 5.8 Zones of Integration
6. EXAMPLES OF POTENTIAL METHODS
6.1 Actuator Disc with Axisymmetrical Loading
Assumptions. Mangler and Squire I developed a rather simple way of relating
acceleration and then velocity potentials to the character of load (pressure) distribution
over an actuator disc which is assumed to model a rotor in forward flight at velocity U.
(Fig 5.9). The time-averaged induced velocity field (_'= _u +_ + _'w) is obtained from
the velocity potential under the assumption that I_'1 • I_. I. It is postulated that the
rotor is lightly loaded in order to assure compliance with this condition.
-u
m,iP
f
y& y,
w'i_ w
¥ V I
Figure 5.9 Wind (x,y,z) and disc-plane (x'o y_ z')
This is satisfied by the requirement that the rotor disc lift coefficient (C/.J, based
on U., is
CL - T/_pU.=_R = • 1.0. (5.40)
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As the fluid moves in the -x direction at velocity -U., it experiences an acceleration
which, assuming that Bu/at is small in comparison with (au/ax)U., etc., can be expressed
from Eq (5.14) as follows:
-- U. (_'_/ax) = - (gm-_ p,)/p , (5.41)
where the function expressing the spati=l variation ofp satisfies the Laplace equation (Eq
5.25).
Velocity v'induced by the rotorat points having their abscissa equal tox can now
be obtained by integrating Eq (5.41) from ==, where both the pressure differential and in-
duced velocity vanish to x. When expressed in the nondimensional form of (_U.), it be-
comes
X
-_/U. = (lip U.') f g_odpdx. (5.42)
q/
Since Eq (5.42) represents potential flow, it is, in principle, valid everywhere except
inside the rotor wake which contains vorticity and thus, rot'_# 0. Neglecting deviations
due to induced velocities, the wake may be assumed to be represented by the halfc_,ylinder
extending downstream from the rotor disc with its generatrices being parallel to -U.. The
flow through the disc is continuous; consequently, the induced velocity component per-
pendicular to the disc is the same both above and below its surface. But _components
parallel to the disc must also be the same both above and below the disc surface. Other-
wise, this type of velocity discontinuity (shear) would imply the existance of inplane
forces, which are not assumed in the actuator disc concept.
Induced Ve/oc/tlcs. Under the above assumptions, the induced velocity component
u, or its nondimensional value (u/U.) along the x axis can be obtained by integrating Eq
(5.42). Outside of the wake, this would give
u/U. = (p - p.)/p u. = 5.43)
and inside the wake,
./u. = [(p-p.) + &p]lpU. = (5.44)
where p. is the pressure in undisturbed flow and &p =- (Pu - Po) is the pressure rise
across the disc directly ahead of the point under consideration.
Eqs (5.43) and (5.44) permit one to determine only one component of the induced
velocity. In order to determine the whole field of induced velocities, Mangler and Squire
solved the Laplace equation for the pressure potential (Eq (5.15)). They did this In terms
of Legendre functions of the elliptic coordinates associated with the disc, which_re dis-
continuous between two faces of the disc, but continuous everywhere else. The induced
velocity components are then determined from Eq (5.42) for some simple axisymmetdcal
types of nondimensionalized load distribution over the disc, expressed as Ap/pU.=C L =
f_) where T=-dR (Fig 5.10).
The most important induced velocity components; namely, those appearing at the
disc surface in a perpendicular direction (w_, as well as those perpendicular to the distant
flow far downstream (w_.) are presented in graphical form in Figs 5.11 to 5.14.Figs 5.11
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Figure 5. I I Contours of nondimensionalized
induced ve/octty w'/U.C L at the disc for
Type / pres_m distribution a = 0 ° and
a =_15 °
and .5.13 should enable one to calcu-
late downwash distribution at the disc
for both types of the assumed disc-area-
loading, while Figs 5.12 and 5.14
would provide downwash distribution
far downstream from the rotor. Addi-
tional figures may be found in Ref 1.
Harmonic Representation. The
nondimensional downwash distribu-
tion at the disc may be expanded into
a Fourier series in Fand _. As indicated
in Ref 1, it will contain the cosine
terms only, because of the symmetry
of loading with respect to the fore-and-
aft diameter:
(w'/u.c L)
o_
= '_ao(7,_)+_. a.CT,a)cosn_.
n=,1 (5.4s)
The expression for the zero-
harmonic coefficient for Type I
loading will be
01o = AplpU.=C L = _(1 -- 72 )_
(5.46)
and for Wpe II,
a! io
= _plpUJ CL = (TSle)_=(l - ?=_"
(5.47)
Values of the higher harmonic
coefficients can be found in P,ef 1.
Mean Induced Velocity at the
Disc. It is interesting to figure out the
value of induced velocity w' averaged
over the disc (_ 'my):
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Figure 5.12 Contou_ of nondimensioncz/tzed induced velocity w_.lU.C L for Type I
pre._ure distribution far downstream a = 0 ° and a = -/5 °
_vIR
Figure 5.13 Contours of nondlmenstondlzed induced velocity w'/U.C L for Type II
pressure distribution at the disc a = 0° ond a = --15 °
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Figure 5.14 Contours of nondimenslona//zed Induced velocity w.lU.C L for Type I1
pressure distribution u = 0 = end a = -15 =
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R
"_'o, = w'Rv IU.C L = {#1wRi)f f (w'/U.CL)rdrd _. (5.48)
-ff 0
It is easily determined that the harmonics higher than zero will vanish in the above
integration; thus leading to
1 t
;'=v = [ °ioFd?" = f Ollo_'d_" (5.49)
0 0
Substituting the zero-harmonic values from Eqs (5.46) and (5.47) into Eq (5.49),
and performing the indicated in_gration, it is found that both (Types I and II) Ioadings
lead to
;_, = #/4, (5.50)
which can be rewritten in a dimensional form for w':
w' = T/2_Ri pU.. (5.51)
This will be immediately recognized is the Glauert formula for induced velocity of
an ideal rotor in horizontal flight when rid = w'is rmnall in comparison with U. (Eq 2.31).
In Ch II, this equation was given simply-without additional proof-as a logical extension
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of axial translation, and as being analogous to the elliptically-loaded fixed-wing. The deri-
vation of Eqs (5.50) and (5.51) may be considered as more rigorous proof of this basic
relationship; at least for the case of lightly-loaded rotors (w'_{ U.) modeled by an actu.
ator disc.
6.2 General Remarks re Blade-Loading Examples
The works of Dat and his associates 37 formed the foundation for what may be
coiled the ONERA School of Application of the Acceleration Potential Principle to
Various Aerodyn_u_ic and Aeroelastic Phenomena of both Fixed and Rotary-Wings in
Incompressible and Compressible Flow, As an example of the application of the ONE RA
approach, the case of predicting instantaneous blade loads on helicopter blades in an
incompressible unstalled flow will be considered. Here, the blade will be represented by a
lifting line located at the first one-quarter chord. As a second example, the case of deter-
mination of helicopter blade loads, taking into consideration the unsteady-aerodynamic
phenomena and stall, will be outlined.
6.3 Instantaneous Blade Loads in Unstalled, incompressible Flow
5totement of the Problem. The helicopter rotor is assumed to be in a steady-state
translation: hence, load sustained by the blade and blade motions become functions of
the azimuth angle only. A linearized approach is applied to this case, which allows one
to express the load through some basic functions and in turn, to determine perturbation
velocities generated by each of these functions. The next step is to find a combination of
functions which would satisfy the requirement of nonpenetration of the lifting surface by
the flow. This condition is verified at some selected points on the blade surface at various
azimuth angles.
It will later be shown that perturbation velocities corresponding to each of the basic
functions depends only on the translational and rotational velocities of the rotor, as well
as the planform of the blades. They are not, however, a function of other characteristics
of the blade, such as cyclic and collective pitch.
Costes points out that the required combination of the basic functions which would
satisfy various boundary conditions can be obtained with little additional calculation.
Presentotion of Blade Loods. An airscrew blade is represented by a lifting line
located at the first one-quarter chord. The load F per unit span of the blade is a function
of both time t and location on the blade as given by the radial distance r: F = F(t, r).
The load also varies along the blade chord; hence, F(t, r) must be determined as
follows:
¢
F(t,r) = - J £pdc (5.52)
0
where £p is the pressure differential between the upper and lower blade surfaces along
chord c at time t, and blade station r. It may be recalled (Sect 4.1 of this chapter) that
negative £p corresponds to positive lift as reflected in the minus sign in Eq (5.52).
As indicated by Eq (5.25), a lifting-blade segment can be represented by a doublet
whose strength depends on the average pressure differential sustained by the _rface of
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this segment. However, one can imagine that this surface is reduced to a l/ring line; thus,
the surface distribution becomes a line distribution of doublets per unit-span. This in-
tensity is the sum of the doublet surface intensity along the chord.
C
= ( _"_Pdcq(t, r)
./ Po
0
but according to Eq (5.52), the integral of Ap dc is equal to -F(t, r). Consequently,
qO,r) = -F(t, r) /po (5.53)
Under steady-state conditions at • = const, F(t, r) assumesthe samevalue after every
rotor revolution. In other words, it becomes a periodic function of time t which, in turn,
can be related to the local azimuth angle _g (Fig 5.15) by the following relationship:
_t = at + o(•) (s..s4)
where O(r) represents a time lag permitting one to take into account a possible staggerin
the time counting, beginning with zero at various points along the lifting line.
x//
Y
v
Y
!===
Figure 5.15 Defin/t/on of the local azimuth angle _v
The n points located at r i 0 = I, 2, ...n) are selected along the blade span, and the
force dsitribution will be detemrined at (2m + I) azimuthal positions: ¢i(j = l, 2, ...m).
Variation of the load F at a given blade station ri is periodic with time. Conse-
quently, the variation F(t}ri.consr can be expanded into the following Fourier Series;
m /71
F(O,_ = Z_ + _, X_/cosj(_t +0,_) + Z Y'jjsinj(_t +0,_) (5.55)
j'1 j'I
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where Xii , YIj, and Zt, are coefficients of expansion, and must be determined.
For the lifting line passing through the axis of rotation, Oti will obviously remain
constant for all values ofn.
Ecl (5.55) represents the Ioad-per_Jnit span at discrete points (/= I, 2,...n) of the
btade span. In order to obtain-witJ1 a limited number of points-the best possible de-
termination of the F values along the blade span, values of r i were selected as the Gauss
points fnr the wei_ing tunction v/T-'_, where r/ = (2ri- R= - Ro)/(R = - Ro) ,
as shown in Fig 5.16(a). The blade span loading at an instant t can be obtained by inter-
polation of the F(t = constJr i values between the i points.
POLYNOMIAL Li
(b) r, r_'_
Figure 5./6 (a) Load distribution along the blade, and
(b) interpolating Logrange polynomial for i = 2
This is done with the help of the Lagrange polynomial Li(r) which has a zero value
at points rk for k #= I, and is equal to one for ri. Now the variation of span loading with
both time and blade radius becomes
/I
F(t, r) = Z L/r) F(t), i. (S.S6)
i'!
In order to expliciUy show the variation of F with time, Eq (5.55) for F(t)q is sub-
stituted into Eq (5.56):
/1 /_ /'/1
F(t,r) = _, ZiLi(r ) + _. _ Xijcosj(_t+O(r))Li(r)
i-t i=1 j=l
n m
+ Z r,,i,,j(at + (S.ST)
i,,1 j,,f
Furthermore, Ori is replaced by _r) in Fq (5.57) to better account for the geom-
etry of the lifting line. For r = ri, the values of F(t,r) as given by Eq (5.57) become identi-
caJ to the F(t)t i vaJues obtained from Eq (5.55).
In order to cope with the abrupt variations of loading at the inboard and tip ex-
tremities of the blade, a large number of stations r/would be required. This situation.
however, can be remedied by introducing into the expansion of F(t,r), some functions re-
fleeting the expected behavior of the blade span loading at both extremities of the blade.
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The theory of finite-span wings indicates that the drop-off of loading at the tips should be
proportional to the square root of the distance from the tips. Assuming, the same as
Costes, that a similar dror__.._ would occur at the blade tip as well as at its roots, Eq
(5.57) is multiplied by _/I -r/', where r/= (2r- R 1 - Ro)/(R 1 - Ro).
In this way, fewer points r/-smaller n-would be required for a realistic determi-
nation of the blade span loading. This would result in fewer equations for computing the
unknown coefficients Z/, Xij , and Y/i"
Keeping in mind Eq (5.25), and using Eq (5.57) as refined by the tip-shape function
/_/______2, the strength of the doublets located along the lifting line can be expressed as
fol lows:
q(r,O = _ ZiLi(r) +
i='I I'I j"1
°° I+ Z Z Vijsinj t+O(r) Ll(r ) (5.58)
I,,1 jml
Co location Method. Eq (5.57), in principle, would permit one to determine the
span blade loading at any given time t-equivalent to a blade azimuthal angle V-but it
contains the unknown coefficients Zi, X/i , and Yli" In order to compute them, advantage
will be taken of the fact that having q(r,t) as given by Eq (5.58), expressions for accelera-
tion and velocity potential can be written for both incompressible and compressible cases.
Knowing the velocity potential, the associated induced (perturbation) velocities _'can be
determined at any point in the space surrounding the rotor. The method of collocation as
originally developed for fixed wings allows a selection of the number of points best suited
for the task of finding coefficients Zl, X/j, and YIi"
In multibladed rotors, the interaction between the blades is taken into considera-
tion by performing the summations indicated by Eq (5.31) for incompressible, or Eq
(5.39) for compressible, fluids over the wakes of each blade, while maintaining the proper
value for O(r):
For instance, for a three-bladed rotor:.
Blade No. 1: Oz(r)
BladeNo. 2: O=(r) = (21r/3) + O=(r)
Blade No. 3: 03(r) = (47r/3) + O= (r).
As to the location of the collocation points, similar to fixed-wing practice, the in-
duced velocity is determined along the three-quarter chord line of the blade chord, while
the lifting line is assumed to extend along the one-quarter chord. Points of collocation are
located at distances of r i from the axis of rotation.
In order to retain the linearity of the problem, it is assumed that the wakes trail
independently from each of the blades, and that the blade motions in the direction
normal to the wake are small. The second condition implies that the velocity components
normal to the blade are small in comparison with tangential ones.
In principle, the induced velocity at any point can be calculated if the velocity
potential around the rotor is known. Of special interest would be the induced velocities
vn which are located along the lifting line, and are perpendicular to the blade. However, it
can be seen that for both the incompressible m_dium as noted in Eq (5.31) and the
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compressible medium in Eq (5.39), the presence of the igl 2 = 0 term in the denominators
would lead to uncertainty. The following finite difference approach _8 was suggested
in order to overcome this difficulty.
Velocity Vn in a direction perpendicular to the blade is computed at a collocation
point as:
v.(h,_h) = [_(P,) - _(P,)] I_h (5.59)
where, as shown in Fig 5.17, h is the normal elevation of point P= over the blade wake,
and Ah is the distance between P2 and Pi. It was indicated in Ref6 that the values h _-
0.035c and A h _- 0.005c where c is the blade chord, can be used for practical calculations.
NORMAL TO THE WAKE
p_ _h
f_
Figure 5.17 Locotion of velocity potentlol points
Computotional Procedure. Velocity potentiaJ ¢ at a point P at time t can be deter-
mined for the incompressible case from Eq (5.31), and from Eq (5.39) for the compress-
ible case by performing an integration with respect to r and 1". Before doing this, however,
Eq (5.58) must be substituted for q(r,T) appearing in Eqs (5.31) and (5 39), while the
- _ ..-.-9-
vectors _" = PoP, V o are determined for the trajectory of each blade depending on r and _"
and elevation h, or h + Ah, above the blade wake.
By substituting Eq (5.58) into Eqs (5.31) and (5.39), a relationship can be estab-
lished between the velocity potential and the unknown coefficients Zi, X/j, and Yii. The
normal components of induced velocity vn at the collocation point (Pk) and instant t_
can now be obtained by following the procedure leading to Eq (5.59), which now enables
one to express vn(Pk, tl ) under the following algebraic form;
fl
v.(P,, t,) = _ Zi (o),-Wjo _rk, tl)
i- I
n m _'J (Pk,t,) (5.60)+ _n _" Xijwijmfl/(pk, tl) + _ _ YiJ w .
i-I j'T i='1 j=1
(o)
Costes 6 explains that coefficients w/j are integrals in r and 1": wio (Pk, ts ) is the
velocity induced at point Pk, and at an instant t= when the strength of the doublet is
given by
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q(r) = [_/l - _2 (r)'/ p.lLi(r);
w[IJ(Pk , t I ) is the induced velocity when the strength of the doublets is given by
and wl_}(Pk,ti) is the induced velocity when the strength of the doublets is given by
q(r,r) = [_/p.] Li(r) sin /["t + tg(r)].
w fO) through integration overNumerical calculations consist of finding i/ ' w[; 1' w(2)ii
the assembly of wakes represented by more or less complicated, but known, functions.
Eq (5.60) expresses vnfPk, tl ) as a function ofZi, Xij , Yij through a matrix rela-
tionship. By considering the same number of points of collocation and instances of time
t_ as the number of unknowns, wii becomes a regular matrix, and after inverting it, a
matrix which expresses the unknown Zi, Xii, Yii as a function of the normal velocities
of vn(P k , t I ) is obtained. The latter may also be directly expressed as a function of
parameters which determine movement and deformation of the blades, while the condi-
tion of the tangency of flow to the lifting surface is maintained.
Condition of Tangency of Flow to the Blade. The requirement of nonpenetration
of the blade by the flow can be expressed for any pointP on the blade surface and time
t on the condition that the normal component vn(P,t ) of the velocity induced by the
wake must be equal to the normal projection of the velocity of that point with respect
to the air at rest. This means that the velocity experienced by point P must be expressed
in reference to a fixed system of coordinates OXYZ. For the case of a rotor blade articu-
lated in flal_ping, but otherwise rigid, the procedure would be as follows:
Another system of coordinates O'xyz is considered, assuming that O'coincides with
the rotor hub center and axes x,y,z are parallel to At, Y,Z. The position of O' with respect
toO is determined by the magnitude of velocity U and its angle A in the OXZ plane (Fig
5.18). In this figure, the location of the flapping axis O] is given by r o and angle _t + t9o.
Z
y0 =-
0 Zl
z A _0
x/
Figure 5.18 Blade section coordinate system
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Flapping (/3) is determined with respect to the 01x]ylz I system where it is assumed that
axes 01ylzl are in the plane O'xy. The 02x2y2z 2 system is related to the blade station
being considered and finally, the O=xLyLz L system is obtained from the 02x2y2z 2 by
assuming that the 02x L axis coincides with the zero chord airfoil section which makes
an angle fl (resulting from collective and cyclic inputs) with the 02x 2 axis.
The blade is assumed to be infinitely thin and th-s may be represented by a sur-
face-or for untwisted blades, by a plane-formed by zero-lift chords. Any point P on
the so-modeled blade would have the coordinates x L , 0,0 in the 02XLYLZ L coordinate
system. Knowing r, 13(t), _ t + 0 o and U, it is possible to determine the velocity Vp of
point P in the OXYZ system.
v", = (d/,Jt)_ = (d/dt)6-6'+ (d/,Jt)_,O_+ (d/dt)_. (S.6_)
A normal to the blade at pointP would be parallel to the 02zL. axis, and the condi-
tion of nonpenetration of the blade by the flow can be expressed as
v. (P,t)= _. _ (5.62)
Presenting the vectorial relationships expressed by Eq (5.61) in Cartesian coor-
dinates, the condition expressed by Eq (5.62) can be written as followse:
v. (P, O = - U. cos A [sin O sin (_ t + 0o) - sin _(t) cos Ocos (_ t + 0o)]
+ U. sin A cos _(t) cos 0
-- _ sin O[r o + (r- to) cosf3(t)] - slnfJ(t)Dx L + (r- ro)_(t ) cos O. (5.63)
Wake Geometry. In order to calculate coefficients w,j'(k), the geometry of the wakes
streaming behind the blades must be known. In the linearized approach, as in the vortex
theory, the blade wakes are assumed to be rigid-no contraction, hence no change in dis-
tance between vortex sheets of individualblades. This approach is based on the supposi-
tion that the wake shape in the immediate proximity of the rotor has the most significant
influence on the structure of the induced velocity field at the disc. In order to still further
improve the similarity between the real wake and its physicomathematical model repre-
sented by the rigid wake, the influence of the ideal induced velocity at the disc is taken
into consideration. It is assumed that the wake of each blade is formed by the trailing
vorticity moving in a direction perpendicular to the rotor disc at a velocity of U= _n A +
vial , while being transferred at a speed of U. cos A in a direction parallel to the disc. It
should be noted that vicI does not enter into the calculation of vn(pk ' t) according to Eq
(5.63). The reader's attention should also be called to the importance of small blade
movements and deformation in the determination of Vn values in Eq'(5.63) versus the cal-
culation of the w(i_:} coefficients.
In the first case, flapping, blade twist, and both collective and cyclic pitch influence
the values of the normal velocity components at the points of collocation. In the second
case where w(i_) coefficients are determined from the wake geometry, the wake shape is
influenced by blade flapping motion, pitching, and torsional deformation. Under steady-
state conditions due to the periodicity of those occurrences, however, the relative distance
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between the individual blade wakes would remain the same since all of them are affected
in the same manner. Consequently, vectorl "= Po-_appearing in Eq (5.39) can be deter-
mined solely by the translatory velocity of the rotor, its rotational speed, and its inclina-
tion with respect to the distant flow. As indicated in Ref6. this further simplifies calcula-
tions of Wtrk) coefficients by assuming that _(t) -0 for rotors with a low coning angle.
Test '_ornparisons. Using potential methods, airloads were calculated for the rotor
shown in Figure 5.19 for which wind-tunnel tests were available 6 .
4 3
a d = _8.4 °
61 m/=---._ -_. 5 2
6
' I 200
=0.3 T_
8 _._...._L.._ lO
m=11 9
Figure 5,19 Definition of a rotor for tests and calculations
In the analytical predictions, five blade stations (n = 5) and eleven azimuthal posi-
tions (m = 1 I) were considered in Eq (3.58) for determination of the doublet strength.
The selected values of n and m results in 55 unknown coefficients Zi, Xij, Yij, whose
determination would require 55 equations. As each position of the blade permits one to
write 5 equations, it is necessary to calculate induced velocities for 11 positions of the
blade, which are presumed to be as shown in Fig 5.19.
Strictly speaking, in the inboard regions of the blade, and especially in the reversed
velocity areas, induced velocities are no longer small in comparison with the incoming
flow experienced by the blades. This, of course, violates the assumption of small per-
turbations which is essential for the linearized approach. However, since the air loads are
also quite low because of the low resultant velocities, the condition of nonpenetration of
the blade by the flow was replaced by the condition of zero lift within the reversed veloc-
ity area 6. In other applications of the nonpenetration rule, the blade was considered as
rigid, while its flapping motion was directly taken from test measurements which gave
(3= 1.22 ° - Z55 = cos _.
The computational problem consists of solving a system of 55 linear equations with
55 unknowns. The air loads at selected blade stations obtained in this way were plotted
versus azimuth angle and then compared with tests (Fig 5.20). In general, there is good
agreement. The areas of largest discrepancies are around _ = 180 °. This is explained in
Ref6 as follows:
I. The relative position of the lifting line end the collocation line are related to the
preuure distribution mlong the airfoil; it is possible that in the neighborhood of 0 °
and 180 °, the n_im/ velocity component varies ond thus introduce¢ a systemetic
error,
2. The velocity pnerered by the hub rand blade ertl_hrnen= is ignored. Hoverer,
thi¢ may be important for _ - 0 °.
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Figure 5.20 Examples of measured and calculated o/Hoods
The potential method can also be applied to detail performance calculations. How-
ever, this particular application is not likely to be used on a routine basis.
6.4 Aerodynamic Loads on Helicopter Blades in Unsteady Flow
Statement of the Problem. In contrast to the preceding case of determining aero-
dynamic loads under linear assumptions of unstalled airfoils, the approach here will be
the prediction of aerodynamic forces on helicopter blades during forward flight when
nonlinear aerodynamic effects must be considered. This problem was examined by Dats
and Costes 1 o. The basic principles of this method will be explained using Dat's approach,
which is based on the linear theory of lifting surfaces and, for a long time, was used in
dealing with aeroelastic problems of fixed wings. Since the method uses the potential
theory, some difficulty may be expected in the case of stall. However, this difficulty is
diminished by proposing a physicomathematical model where the vorticity zone asso-
ciated with stall is limited to a relatively thin layer of rotational flow, while outside of
this zone, the flow may be considered as being potential.
Linear Theory of a Li'fting Surface in an Arbitrary Motion. A method, based on
the principle of the integral equation used in the flutter analysis of fixed-wings, was
developed by ONE RA in dealing with helicopter blades modeled by lifting surfaces. How-
ever, in order to make this approach applicable to helicopters, a more general equation
dealing with the arbitrary motions of a lifting surface were developed.
The lifting surface is modeled by a surface sustaining a discontinuity of pressure.
It is imagined that the surface moves within a great volume of fluid thus generating small
perturbations which can be expressed as gradients of velocity potential ¢. Each element
d]_ of the surface is assumed to support a doublet of pressure ApdZ with its axis along
the normal "no. Similar to the development of Eq (5.39), an integral equation expressing
velocity potential in terms of the distribution of pressure differential Ap and time histow
(from --=0 to the present 1")can be obtained 3 (Figure 5.21):
,,(P,O= (( [7- .-;o(,)dZo
"
'  oc Jl'[,- v mlsp- To{,jIJ
+ fi f P°(7"°J]n°('°)
fA/ -=0 4wp==_"_-- -_o(l"o,)J' dl'odZo (5.64)
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Figure 5.21 Notations for Eq (5.64)
where as in Eq (5.37), _'o is determined from the equation reflecting retardation of the
acoustic signal t - _o = [P - Po(t)]/s, speed Vo = dPo/d_o, and s is the speed o sound.
Eq (5.64) can be applied to a single surface, or to several surfaces, as long as the
condition of small perturbation is fulfilled. As in the case in Sect 6.3, the requirements of
nonpenetration of flow and the Kutta.Joukowski condition should also be f_lfilled.
As long as there is no stall, the vortex sheet forming the'wake of each blade is rela-
tively thin. Hence, it may be treated as a surface of discontinuity where rotation exists;
outside of which the flow is potential. When a blade is stalled, this turbulent zone where
rot_=_ 0 becomes thicker. However, it may be assumed that at some point P which is
sufficiently removed from the turbulent zone, the flow is potential and the assumption of
small perturbations is valid (Fig 5.22). Therefore, at that point P where the velocity
potential exists, perturbations generated by a stalled lifting surface will be the same as
those induced by an unstalled lifting surface having the same lift as the one in stall.
f EQUIVALENT
'tSURFACE OF DISCONTINUITY
''%
ACTUAL AIRFOILIMEANLINE OF J
Figure 5.22 Modeling of o stalled airfoil
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The derivative of the potential in a direction perpendicular to the lifting surface,
which enters the boundary condition of nonpenetration of the lifting surface by the re-
sultant flow, cannot be determined at the surface itself. However, for pointsP which are
located sufficiently far from the layer of turbulence, one may use Eq (5.64) which relates
velocity potential to the lifting surface load. Thus, this approach may also be used in case
of stalled blades.
Loods on Helicopter Blades in Steady Flight. Blades (1,2,3,...) are modeled by in-
finitesimally thin lifting surfaces. The points on these surfaces are determined by non-
dimensional spanwise _ = (2r - R - Ro)/(R - Ro) and chordwise (_ = X/_C) coordinates
(Figure 5.23). It should be noted that at the inboard station of the blade 77= -I and at
the tip, t/= 1; while at the leading edge, _ = -I; and at the trailing edge, _ = 1.
QUARTER CHORD
| I1 " 1
AP_,r,_
R-R o
r-O
Figure 5.23 Pressure distribution on o b/ode
The task consists of determining differential pressure distribution &p as a function
of blade coordinates and time: _p(_, t_, t), assuming that the blade motion resulting
from helicopter velocity of flight, rotor rotation, and oscillatory and vibratory move-
ments of the blade is known.
In steady-state flight, _p should be a periodic function of time T = 21r/Q. Conse-
quently, the pressure differential on any blade (say, blade No. 1 on a three-bladed rotor)
can be expressed in terms of time and blade coordinates as follows:
&p1(_,_,t) = _/(1 - _)/(1 + _) Z Z cosPatPiC_)Qi(_7)X'lj p
p1 p-o
+ _, _, _. $1npE_tP_.(I_)Qj(TI)X'_j p . (5.65)/_"I j-1 p-1
As in the case considered in Sect 5.3, the multiplier v/_Tappearing in Eq (5.65)
assures a drop-off of the blade aerodynamic load at both spanwise extremities. The role
of the ol_er multiplier _/(I - _)/(l + _) is to guarantee that the chordwise load is zero
at the trailing edge which, in turn, assures compliance with the Kutta-Joukowsky law.
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Functions Pl(_) and Ql(r;) are independent polynomials, and X'lj p andX'_m make
an assembly of the M X N X (2R + 1) unknowns.
For the other two blades (Nos 2 and 3), the corresponding pressure differentials
Ap 2 and Ap 3 can be expressed as:
AP2 (Iio7, t) = Ap, [_,_, t + (2_/3n)] (5.66)
and
AP3 (_, 7, t) = Ap , [ _, W, t _ (2_/3_2 ) ] . (5.67)
By replacing _p in Eq (5.65) with Eqs (5.66) and (5.67) and taking into considera-
tion the trajectories of points Po of the three blades, it becomes possible to express po-
tential _ at a given point and a given time as a function of the unknown X'lj p and X'_m.
Using the same procedures discussed in Sect 6.3, the perturbation velocity component
perpendicular to the blade is determined from the finite differences in the potential
values (Fig 5.24). At the time t for which the normal velocity component is determined,
the position of point P on the disc is known.
Figure 5.24 No_tion$ for normal wloclty calculations as finite dlffemnc_
By taking M X N points on the tame blade and ¢onsiderin_ 2R + I as different
instants during the same period, we indicate the M X N X (2R + 1) points on the disc
corresponding to the points of the normal velocity components, or points of collocation.
The process described above would make it possible to write a system of algebraic
equations relating the velocity component normal to the blade W at those points as a
function of the unknown X_l p and X'_i p. In matrix notations, the equations may be
expressed as
Iwl=[AjIx} (5.68)
where
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I!V I is the column of normal velocities
{X } is the column of the unknown X;jo and X';jo, and
['A] is a matrix resulting from the numerical calculation of Eq (5.65) and the
establishment of derivatives along a normal to the blade through a finite
difference process.
Column IWI can be determined if the motion of the blade with respect to air is
known.
Pressure points, where discontinuities of pre.ssure _p are related to aerodynamic
forces, correspond to the points of normal velocity. Positions of points of pressure differ-
ential and those of normal velocities are selected in such a way that maximum accuracy in
the sequence of integration will be assured. In order to reduce the time required to calcu-
late matrix A, it is necessary to consider a relatively small number of points. For each
blade segment, this number is usually limited to one point for velocity and one for pres-
sure. In such a case, the representation of a lifting surface is reduced to a single lifting line
and normal velocity is calculated at the three-quarter chordline, while the linear spanwise
blade load (F) is assumed to be concentrated at the 1/4-chordline. Since this blade load is
linearly related to the unknown coefficients X'll p and X'_|o, it is possible to write a
matrix relationship of the form
{'-I I sl{x 15.691
where {/" I is the column of airloads on the blade segments at the considered instant (each
segment contains one point of pressure and one point of normal velocity).
ES'] is a matrix whose coefficients are determined by the basic functions of the
expn ,_i "-, given by Eq (5.65). From Eqs (5.68) anct (5.69), one obtains
W,t = • G,¢.... F,.. (5.70)
mo
where G is the matrix product, G = A$'1; Wkl is the normal velocity component at 3/4-
chord of the blade at radial station _k at the moment of the blade passage through the
azimuthal coordinate cZ. Finn is the load at the 1/4-chord in section _m when the blade
passes through an azimuth cn and when the blade motion with respect to the air is
known.
In the absence of stall, normal velocities can be found from the condition of non-
penetration of the blade by the flow. Then it is enough to invert matrix G in order to
obtain aidoads Finn.
However, even if the blade is stalled, it is still possible to find a nonstalled flow
which, for the points outside of the stalled zone and its wake, is the same as the real flow.
This equivalent flow can be obtained by replacing the real blades with fictitious ones
having the same lift, but which were developed at below-stall angles-of-attack. Eq (5.70)
remains valid for such hypothetical blades, but since the blade motion is not known
a' priori, the normal velocity components are also unknown. In order to find them, it is
assumed that each blade segment behaves as an airfoil oscillating in a two-dimensional
flow. The behavior of these airfoils at high angles-of-attack will be deduced from experi-
mental wind-tunnel data and the equivalent nonstalled flow. These inputs will be used
only for the determination of induced velocity at each segment to account for unsteady
effects.
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Representation of Airfoils In Two.Dimensional Flow. ActuaJ lift coefficients are
lower at high angles-of-attack than those given by the linear theory. In those cases where
the difference between the linear theory and experiments are large, however, it is still
possible to use the previously outlined method by replacing the actual airfoil by a hypo-
thetical one at an equivalent angle-of-attack a* as shown in Fig 5.25. This approach
can be justified by the physical fact that for points distant from the wake, the two.
dimensional flow around the unstalled airfoil at a* is equivalent to the real stalled flow.
Figure 5.25 also shows how the effective angle-of-attack can be determined from
the known ct (a) curve obtained under static conditions. However, as the airfoil oscillates,
points rePresenting the lift coefficient do not follow the staticcurve, but form an hysteresis
loop* (Fig 5.26).
UJ:
o
_=
,J
(2* (Z
ANGLE-OF.ATTACK
__ACTU AL ct'{ _P
ct i
EAR TIEORY
.___. - "_ST_ATI ON A Ry
0 a* a aret'
ANGLE-OF-ATTACK
Figure 5.25 Determination of the
effective ongle-of-attach
Figure 5.26 Lift hysteresisloop of
on oscillating airfoil
Cross and Harris _9 proposed a method for determining the loop if variation of the
angle-of-attack versus lift is known. They define the reference angle-of-attack (aref) as
aref = a -- */_cf/2Visln (_) (5.71)
where 7 is a function determined empirically from wind-tunnel measurements of osci-
lating airfoils.
The instantaneous lift coefficient c_i isgiven as
c [i = (a/a,,')cl(a,,,) (5.72)
where c R (aref) is the lift coefficient corresponding to are f under stationary conditions.
This method is depicted in Fig 5.26. In this case, it is possible to assume that real
flow is equivalent to a nonstalled flow corresponding to an effective angle-of-attack a°.
*This subject Is elso discussed In Ch Vl,
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In this way, it is possible to develop a physicomathematical model which will
expliciUv determine the equivalent angle-of-attack as a function of the actual angle-of-
attack a and its time derivative _z. Denoting the operator which defines this model as 9,
we have
a- = _(a,a). (5.73)
Operator g depends on Re, M, and reduced frequency of oscillation c_v/_-V. It
can be determined only on the basis of extensive wind-lunnel tests.
Rotors Encountering High Angles-of-Attack. The potential theory allows one to
determine blade loads and local angles-of-attack, even in the presence of stall. However,
to do this, it is necessary to consider the unknown motion of a hypothetical blade. Eq
(5.70) can be solved for the unstalied case because of the fact that Wk= could be obtained
from the known blade motion and the condition of nonpenetration of the lifting surface
by the flow. Now, the same condition should be fulfilled for the equivalent blade; thus,
in analogy to Eq (f70), the following can be written
W',= = _, Gk¢ m, Finn (5.74)
mn
where W'kt isthe normal component of the velocityof flow atpoint kt,for the fictitious
blade.
It was stated before that each segment of the blade behaves as an airfoil in a two-
dimensional flow. However, the angle-of-attack of the section is not known a' priori, as
the direction of flow appraching each segment is also influenced by the velocity v, in-
duced by the three-dimensional effects of the remaining blades, as well as other segments
of the considered blade (Fig 5.27). Yet, the lift is proportional to the equivalent angle-of-
attack, where the coefficient of proportionality is determined by the two-dimensional
linear theory. Hence, it is possible to write the following equation:
Fmn = Dr." a'm, (5.75)
where Do:. is a coefficient which depends on air density, local Mach number, and velocity
of the airfoil movement l_'mnl (projection of the resultant velocity on the plane as de-
fined by the blade chord and the normal n-_').
ACTUAL BLADE
--..I?Vo
w'-{_l_.(O, .- .1 /Ivt_w"
Figure 5.2 7 Determination of velocity component normal to the equivalent blade
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On the other hand, the equivalent angle-of-attack a* can be expressed in terms of
the real angle-of-attack and its time derivative. Thus,
a.m, = g(_,, _n). (S.76)
Finally, it should be realized that the difference between the angles-of-attack at
the considered section of the real and hypothetical blades is equal to am, - a*rn n SO
,==._=
that if velocity Vm, makes an angle 8ran with the chord, the velocity component normal
to the hypothetical blade is
W'm, = I-V'mnlsin (grnn + a'm, - amn). (5.77)
When the blade movement is given, Vrnn and 8ran are known.
If we eliminate W* and F from Eqs (5.74), (5.75), and (5.77), the following system
remains:
IVkt[ sin (Ok£ + a*k£ -- akt) ---- m_n Gktm nDmn a*mn (5.78)
a*mn = g(amn,a*m,). (5.78a)
Eqs (5.78) and (5.78a) form a system of nonlinear equations from which the real
(akl) and hypothetical ta**l ) angles-of-attack can be obtained.
The aerodynamic load F can now be computed from Eq (5.75). The solution of
Eq (5.78) is obtained by iteration.
6.5 Actual Calculations of Blade Loads and Angles-of-Attack
Costes =° shows how the ideas discussed in general terms on the preceding pages can
be reduced to practice and applied to such problems as determination of blade loads and
angles-of-attack under both stalled and unstalled conditions. This is done under the follow-
ing assumptions:
(1) The blade movement is a known periodic function of time.
(2) The blade is represented by a lifting line located along the 25-percent chord.
(3) The nonpenetration condition is _pplied to the 75-percent chord station, and
(4) The lift per unit of blade span is a linear combination of the time (azimuth) and
blade radius functions.
The
(5.65) adapted to the present purpose:
I /1 tt /1_
F(r,t) -- _ _- ZiLi(r) + _ _.
i,,I i=I j,, t
latter condition can be expressed by the following formula representing Eq
where Li(r) is a Lagrange polynomial,
XijLi(r) Cos j¢
+ _, _. YiiLi(r) sinj_ (.5.79)
i-I j-!
• is the radial coordinate of a blade section, and
Zi, Xii, and Yi/are unknown coefficients, to be determined by application of conditions 1
and 3. Other symbols are as previously defined.
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In Ref 20, five radial stations (n = 5) and six azimuthal positions (m = 6) were
assumed; thus resulting in a total of 65 unknown coefficients (Z, X, Y). Now by time inte-
gration, the tota_ induced velocity generated by each lift function Lifr), Li(r) cos j_, and
Li(r) sin j_ is computed. Integration is performed for each of the 65 functions on 65
points Po, evenly distributed on the rotor disc.
Because of the tinearity assumption, the induced velocitymay be expressed as a sum
of the velocities induced by each of the L functions with the appropriate values ofcoeffi-
cients Zi, Xi i, and Yi/. This allows one to write aset of algebraic equations which express
the relationship between the velocity at point Po and the Z coefficients. This can be
written in matrix form as follows:
Zii
1I = I"t c . ol
L YijJ
where [A] is the matrix resulting from the integration-each coefficient of A giving the in-
duced velocity at a particular point by a _arUcular lift function; theZ, X, Ycolumn repre-
sents the unknown coefficients; and J W[ is the column of the total induced velocity for
each point Po.
When any of the blade control points (Po) passes through the rotor disc point de-
fined by the combination of i andj values, the total velocity at point Po with respect to the
air can be computed from the known motion of the blade. In addition, the geometry of the
blade section passing through point Po is also determined; say, by the shape of the airfoil
mean line at the blade station L Finally, the total pitch of the blade section at i when the
blade is at an azimuthal position j should also be known. Now, at point Po(I), it becomes
possible to calculate the component of total air velocity perpendicular to the representative
blade lifting surface formed by airfoil meanlines, or represented by an assembly of the
airfoil zero-lift chords.
In order to satisfy the requirement of nonpenetration of the lifting surface by the
flow, absolute values of the total induced velocity W appearing in Eq (5.80) must be equal
to that resulting from the blade motion. The system of Eq (5.80) can now be solved; giving
values of coefficients Z, X, and Y which, in turn, would permit one to calculate (from Eq
(5.79)) the blade spanwise load distriabution at various azimuthal positions.
Determination of thp Blode Angle_f-Attoch. The corresponding angle-of-attack at
disc points (r, _1 can readily be obtained from the known blade spanwise values. For the non-
stall condition, it may be assumed that the slope of the lift curve, corrected for compressi-
bility effects* is
o =
where IV/E U_Js is the Math number of a blade section at disc IocationP(r,_) when the air
velocity component perpendicular to the blade axis is U.L. Now, the angle-of-attack of a
blade section at (r, 4) becomes
o_ = F_-M_ I_p U± =c. (5.81)
The approach described above is usually satisfactory for the determination of blade
section angles-of-attack of practical helicopters because of the low frequency of blade
i = i
*Thee corrections wi/I be cli_uued in Ch VI.
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oscillations in pitch, The determined ,Tp values can now be used for computation of blade
drag forces and in mapping the stall regions.
However, a more refined approach would require recognition of the fact that at
high angles-of-attack, the blade sections would experience an unsteady-aerodynamic phe-
nomena governed by the reduced frequency of oscillations of the blade sections, as well
as by its Mach and Reynolds numbers.
The spanwise unit blade load for unsteady conditions ( Funl can befound by follow-
ing the general approach described in Sect 6.4, and the effectw¢ angle-of-attack can be de-
termined using a formula similar to Eq (5.81):
a,,r = Fu.(r,t)VTI--M-_/_pU ±2c. (5.82)
Usu ally,
IFu.(r, OI < IF&,t);
therefore,
laeffl • lapi.
To simplify the problem, the surface formed by zero-lift airfoil chords instead of
that consisting of airfoil mean lines is assumed to represent the lifting surface. With this
simplification, the procedure of actual calculations for the unsteady nonlinear case can
be outlined as follows2°: Similar to the linear case, forces acting on the rotor disc can
be determined using procedures based on the assumption of nonpenetration of the lifting
surface by the resultant flow; except that the real airfoil meanlines are now replaced by
fictitious ones. It is still assumed that wake-induced velocities are determined by the same
linear relationships as in the linear case with the exception that the formedy linear forces
are now replaced by nonlinear ones. In principle, Eq (5.80) remains valid except that the
right-hand term is now an unknown; however, it can be considered as velocity perpen-
dicular to the equivalent zero lift chord of the stalled airfoil. The following step-by-step
approach is used by Costes to compute the nonlinear forces: (1) The linear approach is
applied to calculate o.p values. (2) The equivalent angle of attack (apeff) is obtained from
Eq (5.76). (3) Finally, the a.peff values are used in Eq (5.82) to determine the new right-
hand values in Eq (5.80), as well as the corresponding forces, Fun. The problem is equiva-
lent to solving a nonlinear system of 65 equations having 65 unknown parameters.
Resolution of the Nonlinear System. For convenience, the aerodynamic incidences
ap are chosen as unknown parameters to be determined at the 65 Po points of the rotor
disc. Once the incidences are determined, the effective angle.of.attack (o.peff -- a.*) is
computed from Eq (5.73), and the actual nonlinear forces F on the 65 Po points are
obtained from Eq (5.82). The interpolation of F(r, _b) over the entire rotor disc is made
-as for the linear computation-according to Eq (5.79). Because of the large number of
unknown a_ parameters (currently 65), Newton's generalized method, which converges
fast enough if the nonlinearities are not too severe, is used. The starting point is provided
by the solution of the associated linear system. The convergence is not likely to be diffi-
cult for strongly nonlinear cases; that is to say, for heavily stalled rotors. Fortunately, the
stalled region remains restricted to the side of the retreating blade which, in fact, reduces
the number of nonlinear equations.
A comparison of the blade section angle<if-attack computed by linear and non-
linear methods are shown in Fig 5.28(a), while Fig 5.28(b) gives a comparison of the
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Figure 3.28 A comparison of (a) Qngles_f.ottach, ond (b) blade span loading,
computed by linear and nonl/neor methods
corresponding unit span lift. In both dia&rams, it can be seen that outside of the stall
region (around _ = 270 °) the difference between the linear and nonlinear values of
and Fare small.
A further comparison was made between analytical load predictions and experi-
mental results obtained from pressure transducers. These tests were run In the Modane
Wind Tunnel on an articulated rotor with very rabid blades. The conditions, representing
heavy stall under which the tests were run, are specified in Fig 5.28. The comparison of
fiR = 0.520 and r/R = 0.855 shown in FiB 5.29 indicates that the use of the nonlinear
approach improves the accuracy of the blade load predictions.
Pm_ _ cmwutmD_
1 ..... L_an-tr, mr ¢=ml=utiv=an
°i i
r/R m0.520
[ . a o "2
fir - 0.855
Figure 5.29 A comparison of predicted and measured air Ioods
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7. DETE RMINATION OF FLOW AROUND THREE-DIMENSIONAL,
NON ROTATING BODIES
7.1 Introductory Remarks
Body-Generated Flow Fields. Similar to the design process of fixed-wing aircraft,
one needs to develop the shapes of nonrotating components of rotary-wing aircraft in
such a way that they would offer the lowest possible drag and create a minimum of inter-
ference with other nonlifting and lifting components. However, in order to properly
attack this problem, it is necessary to know the flow patterns at the body surface; strictly
speaking, just outside the boundary layer, as well as in the surrounding space.
If the geometry of the body is already fixed, its aerodynamic characteristics can be
obtained from the flow field at its surface by first calculating the pressure distributions,
and then integrating the pressures in order to obtain forces and moments. Furthermore,
the character of pressure variation on the body surface may indicate areas either suscep-
tible to, or actually affected by, the flow separation. Knowledge of the flow fields more
distant than just on the surface is essential in evaluating aerodynamic interactions.
Once the flow is determined, the designer-guided by intuition and experience-
may modify the geometry of the body or bodies, and possibly their arrangements, in
order to improve aerodynamic characteristics. This process is called onolysls.
However, the problem can be formulated differently; namely, as a requirement that
an optimally shaped body will be defined within geometric constraints. This is known as
the design approach.
Until the Sixties, flow analysis could be accomplished almost exclusively through
such flow visualization techniques as tufts, smoke, and gas bubbles; while streamline
velocities were measured using hot-wire and pitot-static anemometers. Tests were either
performed in flight (having the advantage of true Reynolds and Mach numbers, but still
expensive and time consuming), or in wind or water tunnels. In addition to flow visualiza-
tion° the wind-tunnel approach has an obvious advantage of providing direct force and
moment measurements, plus pressure distributions. It also permits one to make quicker
shape modifications than in flight tests. One disadvantage of this approach lies in the un-
certainties which may result from the fact that the Reynolds and Mach numbers do not
usually correspond to actual operating conditions.
As for obtaining optimum body shapes within given geometric constraints, tunnel
and flight test techniques could only help indirectly by providing experimental data as
a guide for the designer's intuition.
Potentiol Methods. Flow potential methods use various singularities (sources,
doublets, and vortices) properly distributed on the body surface, inside the body itself,
and in the wake; thus making it possible to map flow fields around the bodies or a com-
bination of bodies. In principle, this approach has been known since the beginning of this
century. However, because of computational difficulties, application was restricted to
geometrically-simple shapes such as bodies of revolution in the non-lifting, and thin
airfoils, in the lifting case.
With the advent of high-speed computers, it became possible to adapt potential
methods to the development of analytical programs; thus enabling the practicing engineer
to determine flow fields around arbitrary-shaped, three-dimensionai bodies and their
combinations. It also became possible to attack the problem of designing bodies of opti-
real aerodynamic shapes.
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The pioneering efforts of Hess and Smith 2 t in the early Sixties can be cited as one
of the first attempts to develop engineering applications of these analytical techniques.
By the mid and late Sixties, complete computer programs dealing with these problems
were already in existance. In the U.S., the works of Hess and his group were being par-
alleled by Ruppert and his coworkers. All of these efforts resulted in two programs
which, continuously modified and improved even as of this writing, are probably the
most widely used in this country. The program based on Hess's approach is also called
the Douglas-McDonald program 22, while that of Rubbet and his coworkers is referred to
as the Boeing program 2 J.24 Both programs permit one to deal not only with such tasks
as fuselage shapes, fuselage-wings, and fuselage_mpennage combinations, but also to
study flow both outside and inside of such components as engine nacelles and ducts.
Typical problems of fixed-wing aircraft which can be solved using these potential flow
modeling methods are indicated in Fig 5.302s .
VERTICAL TAIL_ HORIZONTAL
ANALYSIS (DESIGN)
- BODY
ANALYSIS)
(ANALYSIS)
(DESIGN)
AFT NACELLE
(ANALYSIS)
Figure 5.30 Typlcol problems of procticol Interest for airplone design
With respect to rotary-wing aircraft; in addition to studies of the flow around the
fuselage, engine nacelles, and lifting surfaces, the influence on the flow patterns of such
items as the transmission cooling-ducts, inlets and exits, and other similar systems can be
investigated. Even the interaction ot nonrotating aircraft components and the flow field
of the rotor Can be determined.
It can be seen, hence, that there is a wide field of practical applications of the flow
potential methods. There are even some enthusiasts who believe that computer-based
flow analysis may eliminate the need (unlikely) or at least reduce the scope (more proba-
ble) of wind or water-tunnel .testing. Consequently, the number of actual programs and
the volume of literature dealing with analytical predictions of flow fields is continuously
growing. It is because of this rapid development that only essential aspects of the applica-
tion of potential methods to flow determination about three-dimensional bodies repre-
sentative of helicopter nonrotating components can be discussed here. However, the
so-acquired basic knowledge should enable the reader to follow more advanced original
works on that subject.
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7.2 Development of Conceptual Model
Statement of the Problem. For the sake of simplicity, it will be postulated that the
flow velocity in the neighborhood of, as well as far from, the examined body is suffi-
ciently low that the flow itself may be assumed to be incompressible. Under this assump-
tion, the main task in the development of the conceptual model of a single body or a
combination of bodies consists of selecting the proper singularities and then distributing
them both on and inside the body itself and perhaps, in the wake, in such a way that the
resulting flow would comply with all the essential boundary conditions. It may be stated
hence, that this task represents a boundary value problem.
Once the proper selected boundary conditions are met, one may have a high degree
of confidence that the predicted flow patterns at the body surface, and in the surround-
ing space, will closely resemble those which would actually exist under the same condi-
tions.
With respect to the material needed for the construction of a model, one would
find the necessary "building blocks" under the form of such singularities as sources (both
positive and negative), doublets, and vortices (filaments and sheets). Which of these
should be used depends on the physical nature of the investigative problem.
Nonlifting Three-Dimensional Body without Flow Separation. In this case, the
flow is entirely potential, as vorticity is nonexistent. Streamlines follow the body contour
and upon leaving the body, assume the same direction as that of the distant incoming
flow. No surface of velocity discontinuity is present anywhere.
Under these conditions the body can be represented exclusively by sources of pro-
per strength and sign, appropriately distributed on the body surface.
Nonliftin 9 Three-Dimensional Body with Flow Separation. Should flow separation
be present, then recognition of this physical fact would require a modified approach.
It will be assumed that the line along which the flow separates from the body is
known (Fig 5.31). The part of the body with unseparated flow can be modeled, as in the
preceding case, through sources. By contrast, the separated wake where rotation is pres-
ant, would be modeled through the vorticity contained in its volume. This should be done
SEPARATION LINE
VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION
' WITHIN SEPARATED WAKE
SOURCES DISTRIBUTED
ON BASIC BODY SURFACE
Figure 5.31 Conceptual model for body with separated flow
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in such a way that the flow resulting from these vortices as well as sources on the non-
separated body would produce streamlines forming a surface boundary around the
separated (rotational) wake. The flow outside of the wake will be irrotationai; thus,
potential methods can be applied for mapping the flow.
As to the determination of the separation line, this is usually done by first assuming
that the flow around the body is unseparated. On this basis, velocities and pressure varia-
tions are computed along the streamlines. Regions of the body surface where ehe adverse
pressure gradient is high are designated as areas having a high probability of flow separa-
tion. The actual procedure for determining the line of separation is described by Stricker
and Polz = _
Combination of Nonlifting and Lifting Bodies. A combination of nonlifting (e.g.,
fuselage) and lifting (e.g., wings and empennage) bodies represents still another modeling
problem. Even assuming for simplicity that there is no flow separation on either of these
components, sources can not be used as the sole building blocks of the conceptual model.
This is due to the fact that the existence of lift requires the presence of circulation which,
in turn, can be modeted by either vortices or doublets. Fig 5.32 :a Ilustrates a model of
the fuselage-wing combination.
LIFTIN(
\
\
\ \
\
BOL
VORTICITY
..,,,
Figure 5.32 Example o f a conceptual model representing o comb/nation
of rifting and nonllfting bodies
It can be seen from this figure that vortices properly distributed on the wing and
in the wake were used as building blocks in determining the lifting component of the
fuselage-wing combination.
Selection of the Type of Row for Further Studies. The above discussion repre-
sents only a very rough sketch of the techniques used in the development of conceptual
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models. In order to give the reader more insight into the actual technique of flow deter-
mination, the case of a nonlifting body with no separation will be considered in some
detail. The selection of this particular illustrative example is justified not only by its
relative simplicity, but also by the fact that many flow aspects related to nonrotating
components of classical helicopters can by analyzed using this approach.
7.3 Determination of Nonseparated Flow about Nonlifting Bodies
Geometric Approximation of the Body Surface. The shapes of three-dimensional
nonrotating bodies encountered in aircraft design may be quite complicated. Conse-
quently, finding the required distribuUon of sources on such shapes would represent an
insolvable problem, even with high-capacity computers, unless the body shape is approxi-
mated in such a way that the computational procedure is discretized.
This is usually done through a special subroutine in the program by approximating
the actual body by an assembly of four-sided fiat panels on which sources of a uniform
strength (m) per unit area are distributed. The number of quadrilateral panels would vary,
depending on the accuracy desired and complexity of the body. For instance, for flow
studies around isolated helicopter fuselages, anywhere from 250 to 350 source panels
may be used to serve as a compromise between the desired accuracy and the required
computer time am. The sizes of the panels are usually not equ al and in those regions where
a particular phenomenon is more thoroughly investigated, the number of panels per unit
of body surface increases (e.g., inlet to the nacelle in Fig 5.33).
Figure 5.33 Pone/representation of o helicopter fuselogewocelle combination
It may be anticipated that it would be advantageous to approximate the body
geometry through an assembly of three-dimensional, rather than flat, panels. In addition,
if the strength of the source, instead of remaining constant, could vary over the panel
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according to some rule (say linearly), then fewer panel elements would be required to
model an actual body. In fact, procedures along these lines are being developed. However,
at this writing, programs incorporating these advanced ideas (such as those by Rubbert
and Saaris) are still in a preliminary stage.
Velocity of Flow. The velocity of flow (Vp) at some point P(x,y,z)located either
on the body surface or in the surrounding space can be expressed as follows:
Vp = U + vp (5.83)
where "_ represents the velocity of flow far from the body, and'_p is the velocity induced
by singularities (in this case, sources) distributed over the bod_surface.
Since the flow is potential, the total velocity alP; i.e., V(x,y,z) can be expressed as
a space derivative of the velocity potential _:
= re. (5.84)
Rubbert et al=4 ,indicate that it is convenient to represent _ as the sum of the distant
flow potential, U= • (ix +JY + 7_z), and the disturbance potential _:
Far away from the body, the velocity of flow becomes equal to U, which means that
÷ O, as x,y,z * =. (5.86)
Boundary Conditions. As far as the behavior of the unseparated flow at the body
surface is concerned, two possibilities are expressed by the so-called Neuman conditions:
(1) The surface is impermeable (e.g., the walls of the fuselage), which means that no
fluid can either enter or leave the body. This situation, similar to those considered in the
preceding sections, can be expressed as follows:
re" ne = o (5.8"7)
where, as before, np is a unit vector perpendicular to the body surface and directed out-
ward.
(2) Some areas on the body _arface can either allow the fluid to enter (e.g., various
inlets and intakes), or allow it to leave (e.g., exhausts and outlets). Such body areas are
considered to be permeable, and this condition can be expressed as follows:
,,,=0, (5.8s)
while the above product value can be specified a priori.
In view of Eqs (5.84) and (5,85), the condition of nonpenetratlon as expressed by
Eq (5.87) can be rewritten as follows:
(a_lan)p -"= -,. (s.sg)
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• or, in the case of a permeable surface,
(a¢lan)p = -n • - (5.90)
where the value of the (a_]an)p derivative can be specified.
As to the location of the points (P) where boundary conditions must be met,
Rubbert and Saaris _s indicate that for the case of constant strength source panels,
these control points are usually selected at the centroid of the panel (a and b in Fig 5.34).
However, they can also be located outside of the panel where in addition to the coor-
dinates of the control points, direction cosines of the unit vector and magnitude of the
velocity component along n are also specified (Fig 5.34c).
n. V'O
_%f UNIT NORMAL
___ VECTOR
PANEL'7_
(11) Impermeable Surflce
"n" _ SPECI
(b) Permlmble Surfece
,7.7 SPEC,PIEo
__UNIT VECTOR
SPECIFIED
._ ' _ _'__ i* _ BOUNDARY POINT\ coo.°,....
1¢1 Remote Boundlry Condition
Figure 5.34 Exomple$ of boundoty condition speclficotton
7.4 Governing Equations
Once the boundary conditions are specified, the solution to the boundary-value
problem is obtained by expressing _0in terms of distribution of sources over the whole
surface (S) of the considered body or bodies.
It is indicated in Ref 24 that since the disturbance potential satisfies the Laplace
equation, _0 can be expressed as a solution to that equation under the following form:
¢p = -(l l4_) S/ ( I /Z) (_¢lan) ds (5.9_)
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where 5 under the double integral sign indicates that integration is performed over the
entire body area, and I is the distance from point P to surface c.
But
a_lan = re(S)
where m(5) is the source strength per unit area.
Substituting rn(5) for a¢/_n in Eq (5.91), the following relationship between the
disturbance velocity potential at P and the source strength at various elementary panels
representing the considered body is obtained:
_, = -(1/41r) ;I [m(5)l._] ds. (5.92)
$
Assuming that _,= is known, _p values can be computed as'_p--v _ and then the
total flow vector at that point can be calculated from Eq (5.83).
However, before Eq (5.92) can be used, the source strength-per-unit area must be
computed, taking advantage of the boundary conditions generally specified by Eqs (5.88)
and (5.89). To do this, an integral equation-to be solved numerically-is ¢omtructed by
allowing the field point P in Eq (5.92) approach boundary S, and differentiating the equa-
tion with respect to the surface normal at P= 4 :
= =
an $ 4v an $
The left side of Eq (5.93) is known at every point of the body surface from the
specified boundary conditions. However, the actual numerical solution requires a special
computer program.
Exomples. A computer program, developed at Boeing =tong the above lines, w=¢
used bv C.N. Keys (guided by Saaris) to solve the flow problems around the fuselage-
nacelle combination schematized in Fig 5.33. One of the results of their efforts is shown
in Fig 5.35(a) where the flow velocity vectors are marked around the nacelle-body com-
bination and the hub fairing, while the resulting streamlines are traced in Fig 5.35(b).
¢ =0 °
VELOCITY VECTORS
(al
STREAMLINEs
(b)
Figure f 35 Exomp/e of flow studies for the fuse/oge-noce//e-hub fo/r/ng comb/noNon
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In sludies of aerodynamic interaction, potential methods may be applied to deter-
mine the flow in the space surrounding the body. One example of this application is
shown in Fig 5.36, wherein Keyes depicts the upwash angles at the rotor db¢ caused by
the presence of the fuselage.
FUIELAGE &'f'IrlTUDE NOTE; UIIWAJ_I ANGLE DEFINED
G m ___.(_o---- -- RELATIVE TO THE FRE|-
f
Figure 5.36 Upwash angles at the rotor disc due to the presence of the fuselage
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Potential methods in helicopter analysis are primarily used for the following tasks:
(1) Determination of blade aidoads (both time average and instantaneous), (2) Prediction
of flow fields resulting from the presence of a loaded airscrew, and (3) Mapping the flow
fields around nonrotating three-dimensional single bodies and their combinations. The
first two of the the above tasks were previously discussed in the chapter on Vortex
Theory which in a broad sense, belongs in the domain of potential methods, for outside
of the vortex filament all flow is irrotational (potential). However, the difference between
the considered approaches in Chs IV and V consists of the fact that in Ch IV, singularities
based on the vortex concept were used exclusively as building blocks for conceptual
models of _irscrews, and vortex-generated velocities were directly calculated using the
Biot-Savart law. In Ch V, the number of building blocks has been increased by adding
sources and doublets, while determination of velocity and acceleration potentials became
an intermediate step in analytical procedures.
The use of the doublet approach allowed one to develop methods of blade load and
local angle_f-attack predictions which in some cases may result in more simplified com-
putational procedures than those offered by the vortex theory. The use of sources alone
in the case of nonlifting bodies and nonseparated flow; and in combination with doublets
and vortices for the case of lifting bodies, or separated flow, made it possible to map the
flow at body surfaces and in the surrounding space. This opened the way toward a better
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understanding of the generative procer_ of aerodynamic forces (especially drag) and
moments on various nonrotating helicopter components as well as their assemblies.
It can be seen hence, that potential methods offer the helicopter designer an
important tool to assist him in the task of developing more efficient rotorcraft.
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CHAPTERVI
AI R FOI LS FOR ROTARY-WI NG AI RC RAFT
Basic definitions and working formulae used in applied airfoil aerodynamics are re-
viewed first, followed by brief presentations of thin and finite-thickness airfoil theories.
Considerations of viscosity, compressibility, and unsteady aerodynamic effects conclude
a review of the fundamentals. An analysis of the particular operational environment of
airfoils applied to rotary-wing aircraft, a di_ussion of the contribution of airfoil char-
acteristics to rotor performance, and a summary of requirements for airfoils best suited
for helicopter applications represent sections forming a link to the design aspects.
Principal notation for Chapter V I
A
AR
0
0
0
b
C
Co
CL
CM
g
C
C e
Cd
h
Cm
Cn
d
I
1
.!
M
M
coefficient in Glauert's expansion
wing aspect ratio: AR -- b2/S
lift-curve slope: o = dcl/da
cylinder radius
constant
wing span, or airfoil haft-chord
speed of molecular motion
wing drag coefficient: Co -= D/_p V25
wing lift coefficient: C/. --- L/_p V25
wing moment coefficient: CM =- M/½p V2S_
pressure coefficient: Cp =- (Pu - Pj.J/_P V=
airfoil chord
airfoil chord-force coefficient
airfoil drag coefficient: c o, - d/_pV =
airfoil lift coefficient: ct = .f./_p V =
airfoil moment coefficient: cm =- rn/_p V= c
airfoil normal.force coefficient
drag per unit length
i = yr.-
lift per unit length
length
Math number: M --- Vh
moment
moment per unit length
fad'1, or deg "1
m, or ft
m, or ft
m/s, or fps
m, or ft
N/m, or Ib/ft
N/m, or Iblft
m, or ft
Nm, or ft-lb
N/m, or Ib/ft
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mR,
$
$
u,v,w
V
v
W
x,y,z
z
a
r
_,_
o
#
p
P
¢
¢
Subscripts
DD
#.¢
COrn
¢.P
hS
i
/tic
is
Io
airfoil c_¢nber; ym_e/c
Reynolds number:. Re -= Vc/_
sudace
speed of sound
velocity components along x, y, z axes
velocity of flow in general
induced velociW
complex potential: W = ¢ + I_
Cartesian coordinates
complex variable: z -- x + ly
angle of attack
circulation
circulation per unit length
complex variable in the J"plane: J"--- 19+/f
coordinates in the _"phme
arlgle
rotor advance ratio: p =--V/V r
viscosity coefficient
kinematic coefficient ofvircosiW: u -=/J/p
air density
velocity potential
stream funcUon
blade azimuth angle
angular velocity
drag divergence
aerodynamic canter
compressible
center of pressure
high speed
ideal
incompressible
low speed
local
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ma, or f_
m/s, or fps
m/s, or fps
m/s, or fps
m/s, or fps
m, orft
rad, or deg
m= Is, or ft2/s
m/s, or fps
m, or ft
rad_or deg
kgJms,or Slugs/ft-s
k_Jm3, or $1ugs/fis
m=Is,orf_/s
rad, or deg
rad/s,or dens
Theory
f
II
1
.Superscripts
meanline
indication of numerical sequence
tip
parallel
perpendicular
time derivative
- average (mean)
", vector
I. INTRODUCTION
The significance of rotor-blade airfoil characteristics was indicated in the preceding
three chapters, especially in Ch III where the influence on helicopter performance of such
airfoil characteristics as c o' vs c t, c= max, compressibility effects, and sensitivity to blade
surface roughness was discussed. By this time, the reader is probably aware that improve-
menls in a set of airfoil character=sties, while beneficial in one regime of flight, may prove
to be detrimental in another.
This divergency in the requirements of airfoils suitable for helicopter rotor blades
chiefly stem from the particular environment in which they operate. Consequently, the
designer when confronted with the problem of either selecting the most suitable blade
airfoil section from a catalog or attempting to develop new ones, must seek a compromise
between often conflicting requirements.
A knowledge of airfoil theories should contribute to a better judgement of the possi-
bilities, as well as the limitations, regarding rotorcraft performance gains which can be
achieved through the application of the most suitable blade airfoil sections. In addition,
these theories should contribute to a better understanding of physical phenomena and in-
terpretation of experimental results. They may also provide a tool for the development of
sections which should exhibit a priori defined aerodynamic characteristics.
There are many texts (both classic and modem) which are either devoted to subsonic
airfoils 1, or at least contain large sections on this subject =.=.4.a,e. There is also a recent
publication, called DA TCOM _, which deals exclusively with airfoils suitable for helicopter
applications. In addition to some theoretical discussions, it contains a catalog compendium
of airfoil sections most widely used in helicopter design along with thole potentially
well-suited for rotary-wing applications.
The material presented in this chapter was selected in a way that should enable the
reader on one hand, to grasp the theoretical aspects of airfoil analysis and development;
while on the other, to help apply this knowledge to the aerodynamic design of rotors.
The above goals are accomplished by (1) a review of the most important aspects of two.
dimensional airfoil section theory, (2) an analysis of the particular aerodynamic environ-
ment in which the blade sections operate, and (3) a determination of the airfoil char-
_teristics most desirable for various regimes of flight and operational applications.
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2. REVIEW OF BASIC RELATIONSHIPS
2.1 Airfoil Characteristics
Lift, Drag, and Moment Coefficients. Airfoil data are usually presented under the
form of nondimensional force and moment coefficients. For wings of finite aspect ratios,
these characteristics are expressed by the following relationships: CL(=), Go(a), GD(CL),
Cm (a), and Cm (CL); and for the two-dimensionaJ case (_R = =), they become ct (a), cd(a),
cd(cz ), cm (a), and cm(cz ).
Airfoil section characteristics as given by the two-dimensional data are almost
exclusively used for rotary-wing applications. However, it may happen that only results
of three-dimensional tests of a wing of a finite aspect ratio are available. In this case,
an approximation of the sectionqift characteristics can be computed from the following
relationships based on the classic Prandd lifting-line theory of finKe-span wings.
The two-dimensional lift-curve slope (a --- dcs/da) is related to that of a finite
aspect ratio wing (o' --- dCL Ida) as follows (Fig 6.1a):
lla = I/d- IIwAR. (6.1)
where ARe is the wing equivalent aspect ratio-usually given with the test data. The
two-dimensional profile drag coefficient (Cd) at a lift coefficient (c_)-assumed equal to
that of the 3-D wing (c t = CL)-can be obtained from the mt_l drag coefficient (Co) of
a finite span wing as (Fig 6.1b):
c# = Co - CL= I1rARe. (6.2)
CL&¢ £ CL &el_
1.51 ._=e_/_ _-_ 1.6 _R " _ 8 5
1.o/ y<o 1"°t_
o,r o,rl/"
*°
1|1 (b)
Figure 6. I £xomple$ of (o) lift slope and (b) drag coefficient variations
for three aspect ratios
Normal (On) and Chordwlse (co) Force Coefficients. Knowing ct and co,, the normal
and chordwise force coefficients (Fig 6.2) can be calculated from the following relation-
ships:
cn == c! cos ,7 + Crl sin a.
Cc = Cd COSo. -- el, sin G.
(6.2)
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C_
c_ jz
BL,OE
c.oRo f1"lco  ,cd f _
Figure 6.2 Components of ofrodynomlc forces acting on on ¢lrfoil section
It is usually assumed that cn _ ct. By contrast, cc may be quite different from c O as
far as magnitude and sign are concerned, For instance, at high angles of attack (prior to
stall), the cc component may be directed forward; thus providing a driving force in an
autorotating rotor,
Pitching Moment Coefficient (cmJ ond Aerodynamic Center (o.cJ. As long as there is
no lifting-line sweep of a finite aspect ratio wing, it may be assumed that the cm (based on
the average chord of the wing) obtained from three-dimensional wing tests will be the same
as that for the two-dimensional case.
In principle, the pitching moment coefficient can be referred to any axis perpen-
dicular to the plane of the airfoil section (say, passing through the leading or trailing
edges). However, following past NACA practice, this reference axis is usually assumed to
pass through the so-called aerodynamic center (¢.c). In contrast to all other possible refer-
ence points, the moment coefficient referred to an axis passing through the ¢.c of an airfoil
section (cm=.c), when plotted vs r/., remains constant up to the inception of stall (Fig
6.3).
Cm
Cm o
,_,, ,_ .- -'= AFT POINT OF REFERENCE
POINT OF REFERENCE AT
AERODYNAMIC CENTRE
FORWARD POINT
OF REFERENCE
Figure 6.3 Moment coefficients obout vor/ous reference points
When dealing with experimental rslults, the position of the aerodynamic center
(usually close to the ll4.airfoil chord point) is often determined by the "cut and try"
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process. However, for theoretically developed airfoil sections, both thin _ and those of
finite thickness 4, the a.c location can be obtained analytically.
Center.of-Pressure Position. The drag, or more stricUy, the chordwise component of
the aerodynamic force contributes litUe to the moment about the o.c. Consequently, it
may be assumed that the pitching moment about the a.c is entirely due to the normal
component, approximately equal to the lift. Under this assumption, the location of the
center-of-pressure (c.p) can be determined as follows:
or, since cn _ c/ :
xc.o/c = c,, ,.=/cn (6.3)
x¢.o/c = c_,.c/c t (6.3a)
where x¢.o isthe chordwis¢ distance between the point of _plication of the normal force
and the a.c;xc.p being positivewhen measured ahead of the a.c and negative,aft.
Itcan be seen from Eq (6.3a)that for ca_> 0 =irfoilshaving cmo.¢ < O, the center-
of-pressureislocated aftof the a.c and would exhibita rearward movement for decreasing
a and hence ct values.By contrast,for airf_lshaving Cme.c > O, the center-of-pressure
would stayahead of the a.c and would move forward when n-and hence,cf.also-decreases.
For cmo.c = O, the center-of-pressureremains fixed at the aerodynamic center; at leastas
long as there isno stall,or compressibilityeffects.
The sign of CmR.© isimportant from the point,f-view of blade aeroelasticphenom-
ena_ Since the c.p movement associatedwith the angle-of.attackvariationhas a stabilizing
effect by shiftingin the directionthat generates a moment opposing torsionaldeforma-
tionsof the blade, CmR.c > O. proves advantageous. By contrast, Cm,.¢ < 0 is somewhat
more difficult to handle. For this reason, early successful helicopters employed symmet-
rical airfoil sections with cm,.¢ = 0 (no c.p movement when the angle-of-attack varies);
while attempts to develop new airfoil sections specifically suited for helicopter blades were
directed toward shapes exhibitingcm,.¢ > 0.
An increasing understanding of the blade aeroelastic phoenomena in the Sixties
enabled rotor designers to use cambered blade airfoil sections in spite of the fact that
they have Cm,.¢ < 0. The attractiveness of these cambered airfoils lies in the higherclm,x
values than those achievable in symmetrical airfoil sections (cm=.© = 0), or the S-shaped
ones with their trailing edges deflected up (Cm,.¢ > 0).
Meanline, Shape, and Thickness Distribution. It becomes clear-even from the above
cursory discussion-that it is important to establish a dependable relationship between the
airfoil shape and its aerodynamic characteristics. In particular, it would be desirable to
know how these characteristics are influenced by modifications in the shape of various
elements constituting an airfoil. It will be shown later that the two classical theories;
namely, of thin and of finite-thickness airfoils, provide some analytic guidance regarding
the dependence of aerodynamic characteristics on airfoil shapes. However, there are also
other approaches to this subject; for instance, that of NACA, where theoretical guidance
was combined with experimental inputs, thus leading to a systematic development of
families of airfoils, known as the four- to the six-digit series.
In this approach, an airfoil is visualized as being constructed of two basic com-
ponents: the meanline, constituting its skeleton, and the shape of the thickness distribu-
tion, forming an outer envelope "skewed" on the meanline (Fig 6.4).
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,,--,,--,,---,,-_._..
I Y /_,_r _,=_!_ _AN.LIN E
CHORO (_
Figure 6.4 (o) Thickness dist/qbutlon, ond (b) complete o/_o/I sectton
The spheres of influence of these two basic airfoil componen_ can not be com-
pletely separated. However, it may be assumed that the shape of the meanline mostly
governs pitching moment characteristics and ¢cmex levels, while the thickness distribution
influences profile drag and character of stall (the latter in combination with the meanline
shape). The best insight into the development philosophy and experimental data on the
NACA family of airfoils in general can be obtained from Ref 1, while current data as
applied to helicopters are given in Ref 7.
3. THEORY OF THIN AIRFOIL SECTIONS IN IDEAL FLUID
3.1 Basic Approach
Abbott and yon Doenhoff I indicate that the theory of thin airfoil sections may be
quire helpful in understanding many of the important airfoil characteristics governed by
the shape of the airfoil meanline; for instance:
(1 _ chordwise load distribution
(2) value of the zero-lift mille
(3) magnitude of the pithing moment
(4) value of the lift.curve slope, and
(5) approximate location ofthea.c.
This theory will be reviewed, following the classical Glauer_ approach in which the
airfoil meanline is modeled by an infinitely long vortex sheet having z width equal to the
chord length, c; while its generatrix is perpendicular to the incoming flow (Fig 6.5).
The intensity of vorticity per unit length of the meanline is 7 and may vary with x:
7{x}. As explained in Secl 3.1 of Ch IV, a vortex d_eet represents z surface of discon-
tinuity of velocities tangenzial to the surface just above and below that _rface, while 1'
(Eq 4.3) is numericMly equal to the velocity difference. Total circulation Y about the
entire vorticizy rburface would be
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__v f
_X
Figure 6.5 Conceptual model of a thin airfoil section
c
r = [ 7dx. (6.4)
,J
0
The actual integration indicated by Eq (6.4) should be accomplished along the mean-
line. However, since the camber is small in comparison with the chord length, it is con-
ceivable to assume that c _ tmi where J_mL is the length of the meanline.
Also assuming that a dx-long element of vorticity located at an abscissa x is small
enough to be treated as a single vortex filament, the velocity component (dvn) perpen-
dicular to the chord can I_e expressed according to equation (4.1) as follows:
"ydx
I
dr. = 2_(x - x,) (6.5)
while the total component induced by the whole sheet becomes
c
Vn = 21r(x - x=) dx. (6.6)
0
The principle of nonpenetration of the lifting surface by the flow, often discussed
in the previous chapter, in this case can be expressed under the small-angle assumption
as follows:
Va + v, - V(dy/dx) = O (6.7)
where dy/dx expresses the slope of the meanline.
In principle, Eqs (6.6) and (6.7) offer the possibility of determining aerodynamic
characteristics of a given thin airfoil; and also give the opportunity to study how some
characteristics of a thick airfoil are influenced by the shape of the meanline. Itshould be
noted, however, that similar to other cases discussed in Chs IV and V, mathematical pro.
cedures directed toward a practical determination of airfoil characteristics involve diffi-
culties associated with undetermined values of Eq (6.6) when x ÷ x,. Various methods
of dealing with this problem can be found in texts devoted to subsonic aerodynamics.
However, most of the methods are usua/ly bued on Glauert's odgina/approach of ex-
pressing x with the help of a new independent variable; namely, angle 0:
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x = (c/2X; - coso).
It is obvious that x varies within the intervad 0 _ x _ c; while 6 is included within
0 _ e _: Tr. The functionaJ dependence of' 3' on x; 3"(x), can now be expressed through
the following Fourier series:
"r(x) = "r(eJ= 2V(Aocm(o/2) + Z. A. s/,,,7o) (6.s)
n==1
where coefficients A o , A_, ...,An should be so-_le=ted that the condition of nonpenetra-
tion of the lifting surface expressed jointly by Eqs (6.6) and (6.7) is fulfilled.
Eq (6.6), when rewritten in terms of the new vadable 6 becomes:
v,,(e_)= (112_) f
i
"r(6)si. 6de
O c-_s's6-I --- c"_s 6 (6.9)
Multiplying the right side of Eq (6.8) by sin 6; substituting this product for 7(6)
sin (6) in Eq (6.9), and finding the simple integrals appearing in Eq (6.9), the following is
obtained:
[ " 1vn(Ol) = V Ao + _, AncosnO 1 . (6.10)
n"l
The condition of nonpenetration given by Eq (6.7) can now be written as
oo
a -- Ao + _. An cosn6 ffi (dy/dx). (6.11)
n_7
The coefficients in Eq (6.11) ran be obtained by multiplying, in turn, both sides of
the equation by cos 6, cos 26,... and performing the indicated integrations from 6 = 0 to
6 = lr, with (c/2)(I - cos 6) sul_tituted forx. This results in the following:
it
Ao = a- (l/,r)j (dy/dx) d6
0
_r (6.12)
A n = (2/Tt) j (dy/dx) cos n6 dg.
0
The lift-per-unit span is given in Eq (4.14) as
.g= pVF.
Sol_tituting the right side of Eq (6.4) for F in the above equation; expressing 3"(x)
according to Eq (6.8); and then integrating within 0 to _r limits, the following is obtained:
_t = pVZcTr[Ao + (4,/2)] (6.13)
and
cj = 2_(A o + _Az). (6.13a)
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Treating an element of vorticity y(x)dx asa single vortex filament; the elementary
lift de generated by this filament becomesd_ =p V?(x)dx.
Now, the moment about, the leading edge can be expressed as:
c
M = -p V f 7(x)xdx.
o
Following a procedure similar to that used for the determination of £, it can be
found that
M = -(Tr/#)pV 2 c2 [Ao + A= - (A=/2)], (6.14)
and the moment coefficient about the leading edge becomes:
cm = --(_/2)(Ao + Am --½A=). (6.14a)
Eqs (6.13a) and (6.14a) indicate that both lift and moment coefficients are influ-
enced by the three first-harmonic coefficients (Ao, A=, A= ) only. Higher harmonics are of
no significance.
Substituting the expressions for A as given by Eq (6.12) into Eqs (6.13a) and
(6.14a), the following is obtained:
c1 = 2_r(a + eo ) (6.1s)
co, = 2[_te -- (Tr/4)eo] - ¼ct. (6.16)
where
ff
% = -(I/Tt)f (dy/dx)(l -cos O)dO
0
and
= -¼ f (dy/dx)(1 - cos O)dO.
0
It can be seen from Eq (6.15) that when a= -ee, c_ = 0. This means that -%
represents the zero-lift angle-of-attack. Eq (6.15) also indicates that the lift-curve slope
of thin airfoils is dQ/da = 2_.
Eq (6.16) can be rewritten in a form more suitable for practical application. Calling
Cmo the moment coefficient corresponding to c! = 0, and noting from Eq (6.16) that
Cmo =2[#0 - (Ir/4)eo ], Eq (6.16) becomes
Cm = cmo -- _ct. (6.16a)
3.2 Meanline Shape for Uniform Loads
The development of a procedure for determining the mean-line shape assuring a
uniform chordwise load distribution is considered here as an illustrative example of (a)
a way of giving the airfoil some desired characteristics, and (b) a method of dealing with
sin_alarities.
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In order to have a uniform chordwise load distribution, 7(x) must be constant; con-
_equently, Eq (6.6) can be rewritten as follows:
c
v,(x, ) = (V/2_)/ Idxl(x - x,)l.
(6.17)
Again treating each vorticiw element "rdx as a vortex filament; the lift-per-unit
span (/.) can be written per Eq (4.14) as
c
P
=1 pV'_dx = pVw (6.18)
or, in a coefficient form, the ideal lift coefficient (ct/) corresponding to the desired uni-
form load distribution will be
ell = 2_/p V=c = 27/V (6.19)
and
7 = ½ Vc/. I. (6.20)
By substituting Eq (6.20) into Eq (6.17) and makingx and x I nondimensional, as
x/c and x I/c=, one obtains
I
"(_1 c=___/ _(xlc)v, c/= 4,_ (x/'_-('-.,/c) (6.21)
0
To avoid undctermined values as x * xl, the integration indicated in Eq (6.21) is
performed in the foltowing way: t
v \'_/ = 4,_ e.o (x/c) - (x, /c)
= _ lira n "E'--'_"
4fr e _o o
' ,Cxm+ / (xlc)-(x=/
(x11¢}÷ e
 t1'1[_ - (6.22)
It is indicated in Ref 1 Hat uniform load distribution is obviously symmetrical with
respect to the chord mid-point; consequently, the meanline will also be symmetrical with
respect to that point, while the an&de-of.attack at which this uniform load is realized
would be zero. Now, substituting Eq (6.22) for the vn/V ratio, Eq (6.7) becomes
#=L
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and integration results in the following equation for the meanline:
ylc - cgi 1--- _n 1- +-- In • (6.24)
4_ c c
In Eq (6.24), constants of integration were selected to makey(o) = O, and y(c) = O.
Similar procedures can be applied to obtain shapes of the meanline corresponding
to other desired forms of chordwise load distributions at a specified design (also called
ideal) lift coefficient, c I i- One such shape acquired wide recognition through its applica-
tion to laminar flow airfoils (described in Sect 5.2) developed by NACA in the late
Thirties. This shape has a uniform chordwise load from x/c = 0 to x/c = a, and then
decreases linearly to zero (Fig 6.6).
•.=---x/c " a _,_
= x/c - 1.0
X
Figure 6.6 Portiolly.uniform chordwtse Iood distribution
The expression for ordinates of the meanline assuring the type of load shown in
Fig 6.6 at c= = cli is given as follows I :
I
Y_. eli I 1
c : _(-_o+/)I--2 I
where
o[;(o-;)',ol-_I-_(,-;)',,_(,-_)
;(, ;}.,<o;).]. x ;i+ ..... .on--+ g -- h ,# c c
-,[,(,g = _ trio - +1-o
= --o - 1 g,_ I '°0°1-_(-°1" •
The ideal angle-of-attack for these meanlines is
c#t h (6.26)
a; 21r(o+1)
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At this point it should be recalled that the thin airfoil theory outlined in this sec.
tion incorporates the linear assumptions reflected in Eqs (6.1) through (6.3), where it
was assumed that the angle-of-attack of the incoming flow was small, and that the
straight-line chord could be substituted for the curved mean line.
The advantage of linearization is obviously the ability to obtain new solutions
through superpo$ition of already existing ones. For instance, if a new chordwise loading
can be broken down into simpler forms for which the corresponding meanline shapes
have already been established, then the ordinates of the mean line needed for this new
load distribution will oe obtained by simply adding meanline ordinates associated with
the simb,ler loading forms. However, the limitations of the linearized approach should
also be realized. An inspection of Eqs (6.24) and (6.25) indicates that y/c ordinates are
proportional to c E i, which would also be true for other shapes of the chordwise loading.
This means that as eli values increase, the required mean lines would have more camber
and thus, the assumption of/mz == c becomes questionable. Furthermore, Eq (6.26) in-
indicates that the angle-of-attack corresponding to the increasing czj would also increase,
thus placing the _nall.angle assumptions in doubt. It may be expected hence, that for
higher c! i vaJues, the predictions of aerodynamic characteristics based on the linear thin
airfoil theory may be less accurate.
4. THEORY OF FINITE-THICKNESS AIRFOILS IN AN IDEAL FLUID
4.1 Flow around a Cylinder with Circulation
The prime purpose of airfoils is the generation of lift. The simplest conceptual
model explaining lift generation in a two-dimensional flow of ideal fluid is that of an in-
finite cylinder around which exists a circulation of strength [', while an infinite mass of
fluid flows with a uniform velocity V in a direction perpendicular to the cylinder axis.
As can be recalled from Eq (4.14), lift generated per unit length of such a cylinder will
be • = _0 Vr, and the flow pattern can be convenienlJy described through the use of the
so-called complex potential (w):
w = ¢ + /¢ (6.27)
where _p is the velo:ity potential, _ is the stream function, and / - _1". Eq (6.27) as
a whole can be repr,.,_ented as a function of the complex variable z - x + Ix;
M/ == f(z_.
Once the above relationship is given, the velocity of flow at any point z can be ob-
tained as
dw/dz = U + h' (6.28)
where u is the velocity component in t;_.ex, and v in they, direction.
In almost all textbooks one can find that the complex potential of uniform flow
around a cylinder with circulation is as follows:
w(z) = V[z + (a=/z)] + /(FI2e)Zn z (6.29)
where o is the cylinder radius.
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By performing the differenUation indicated in Eq (6.28), the well-known flow
patterns shown in Fig 6.7 can be obtained from Eq (6.29).
L_]_
v=
x
2V. - I"/2.o
Figure 6. 7 Flow pottern oround o cylinder with clrculotlon
In particular, at the top of the cylinder where z = 0 + Io, the resultant velocity
Vu = 2 V + F/2wo; and at the bottom where z = 0 - io, Vb = 2 V==-- r/21ro.
It should also be noted that so-called stagnation points are located at those ele-
ments of the cylinder surface where the incoming flow has only a radial velocity com-
ponent.
Looking at Fig 6.7, one sees that streamlines are more closely concentrated at the
top of the cylinder than at the bottom; thus indicating that the velocity of local flow in
the upper region is larger, and smaller in the lower region, than that of the distant flow
(V==). This means that according to the Bernoulli equaUon, the pressureat the top of the
cylinder surface will be lower, and at the bottom, higher than in the distant fluid. Conse-
quenUy, an upward-directed lift force is generated. However, due to the symmetry of
flow with respect to the y axis, no drag is present in this scheme.
Lift Generation with Circulor Airfoils. Attempts were made to reduce to practice
the aerodynamic-force-generating scheme shown in Fig 6.7. This was done in the ca_"
of ships by replacing sails with rotating cylinders (Flettner). However, the work of
Cheesemans should be of direct interest to students of rotary-wing aircraft, since he
attempted to make lifting rotor blades out of circular tubes where circulation was pro-
duced by blowing through propedy located slots (Fig 6,8). This scheme appeared espe-
cially attractive for convertible aircraft, as the lift-generating ability of the bladeswould
instantly be "killed" by simply switching off the blowers; thus eliminating the most
difficult problem of stopping the blade in fiighL
The concept of the cylinder with circulation has not found direct application to
practical designsof lifting rotor blades becauseof the compressibility and viscouseffects
encountered in such real fluids as air. However, enormous indirect benefits to aviation
in general, including rotary-wing aircraft, resulted from the theoretical exploration of the
type of flow represented by the circular cylinder with circulation exposed to a uniform
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Figure 6,8 Cylindrico/ rotor b/ode with blowing
flow; as this concept formed the basis for the development of the finite-thickness airfoil
theory. The initial step in this development wastaken in the beginning of this century by
Joukowsky who, by using the so-called conformal transformations, pointed out a way of
transforming a circle into streamlined shapes which we recognize as airfoils, while _e
flow about a cylinder with circulation is also transformed into a corresponding flow
around the airfoil.
4.2 Conformal Transformation
The conformal transformation consists basically of "methods whereby a geomet-
rical field 1, characterized by an assemblage of points and lines may be transformed into
another field 20point by point, and line by line, in such a manner that the infinitely small
element of area in field 1 shall transform, in field 2, into an element of similar geomet-
rical form and proportions, while at the same time, the aggregatein field 2 may be quite
different from that in field 1" (Durand, Ref3, Vol 1, p 89).
Use of the Complex Vorloble. The conformal transformation can be performed
either graphically or analytically. The analytical transformation is usually done with the
help of functions of the complex variable.
The use of the complex variable can be considered as a method of representing
a vector in a plane or determining the position of a point in the plane. For instance, in
planez, the position of point P (Fig 6.9a) can be determined by the value of z:
z=x+iy.
Similarly, in plane _', the position of point P" (Figure 6.9b) can alsobe determined
by the value of_':
J" = _ + Ir_.
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Figure 6.9 The two plones of conformol tronsformotion
If the relationship between _ and z is expressed as a real, continuous algebraic func-
tion,
_-= f(z), (6.30)
then for an assembly of points in the z plane, a corresponding assembly of points in the _
J" plane can be found. Furthermore, under the above conditions, the requirement for
conform=l transformation is automatically fulfilled 3 . THis ,ndicates that there may be a
great variety of J'('z) functions which can be used in conformal transformation.
Tronsforrnotion of Circles into Airfoils. The importance of conformal transforma-
tion of a circle into an airfoil-like shape results from the fact that the velocity of flow tan.
gent to the contour of the cylinder at some point P in planez will also be tangent to the
airfoil sh_,pe at the corresponding point P" in plane _" (Fig 6.9). By the same token, stag-
nation points on the circle in plane z will also represent the stagnation points on the air-
foil in plane J'.
Since the location of the stagnation point on a circle representing a cross-section
of a cylinder exposed to a uniform flow with velocity I,'== depends on the strength of
circulation, its value should be so-selected that the location of the aft stagnation point
coincides with the trailing edge of the airfoil obtained in transformation. This auto-
matically leads to the fulfillment of the Kutta-Joukowsky condition of a r_nooth flow at
the trailing edge.
The actual transformation is accomplished by having two circles in planez; one with
radius o (o = I is assumed in Fig6.10) having its center at the origin of coordinates, and
another intersecting the smaller circle at two points. The transformation is obtained
through the following Joukowsky transform formula:
= z + (o=lz). (6.:31)
Now the small circle becomes a segment of a straight line 40 long (in this case,sim.
ply having four o-unit lengths). This segment is located along the _ axis with its center
at the origin of coordinates in the _"plane.
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Figure 6. lO Jouhowshy tmnsforrnotion ore circle into o profile
In order to transform the larger circle in the z plane and the flow around it into an
airfoil and its corresponding field of flow, the following should be noted:
The complex potential for the flow around the larger circle, when the velocity at in-
finity is inclined at an angle % toward thex axis, can now be expressed (Ref 1, p 52) as
E (a+_d'e_=o_ /r (z + e)e-i%w = v,_+_)e"% +
z+e . +-_ln o+eL" (6.32)
where • is the displacement of the larger circle from the center of coordinates.
Because of the nature of conformal transformation, the distant-flow velocity vec-
tor Vo= will also form an angle a o with the _ axis in the J"plane. The potential of the flow
around the airfoil can be obtained by substituting z(_') from Eq (6.31) into Eq (6.32).
However, it should be pointed out that this would lead to complicated expressions. A
simpler way, indicated by Abbott and yon Doenhoff, consists of selecting the values ofz
representing various points on the larger circle and finding the correspondng J"points
through the use of Eq (6.31). The velocities at these so-transformed points can be found
by remembering that in analogy to Eq (6.28), velocities in the _"plane can be expressed
as
dw/oT = (dw/dz)(dz/d_).
As indicated by the above, Eq (6.32) is differentiated with respect toz, while
dz/d_ is obtained from Eq (6.31); thus,
+ 2 7,+ ;;-,'. (6.33)
It can be seen from Eq (6.33) that for point z = o; i.e., point B in the z plane which
transforms into the trailing edge (point B' in the _" plane), the velocity of flow would be
infinite-thus violating the Kutta-Joukowsky conditions-unless the expression in the
square brackets of Eq (6.33) is zero. Writing that equality and solving the so-obtained
equation for 1_, one would find that the circulation satisfying the Kutta-Jowsky condi-
tion is:
3O2
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!" = 4_(_ ÷ e) vsin ao. (6.34)
It can be shown that as long as e • ¢, the chord of the airfoil will be c = 4o (Fig
6.10). Remembering that lift per unit span is_--p V F and substituting Eq (6.34) for F,
the following expression for the section-lift coefficient is obtained:
Q = 2_[ 1 + (el4¢)] sin a o. (6.35)
Under the small-angle assumption, sino o _= ao, and it can be seen from Eq (6.34)
that the lift-curve slope is somewhat higher than 27r/rod, as obtained in the thin airfoil
theory. It should be noted however, that • is related to the airfoil thickness as follows I :
(t/c) _ (3Vr3/4)(e/o). This means that for a 12-percent thick airfoil, the theoretical
lift-curve slope would only be 2.5 percent higher than for the zero-thickness section.
Since the above-discussed transformation gives not only the shape of the airfoil sec-
tion, but also the velocity of flow about its contours, pressure distribution at the airfoil
contour can be computed using Bernoulli's equation. Having obtained these pressures,
lift and moment coefficients can be calculated. Numerous comparisons of measured
and predicted pressu re distributions of airfoils transformed from circles usually indicated
a good agreement between theory and tests, at least for unstalled conditions.
Flow Around Arbitmrily.Shoped Airfoils. A problem opposite to that discussed on
the preceding pages is of special interest to aerodynarni¢ists since it represents the predic-
tion of the flow patter_ and hence, the pressure distribution around any arbitrarily-shaped
airfoil section. Given such knowledge, it would be possible to study, without recourse to
tests, the lift and moment characteristics of an airfoil section which appears promising
on paper. The task would be easy if a function(s) transforming the circle into this given
airfoil were known. Consequently, the attack on solving this inverse problem may pro-
ceed alonglines tracing the works of yon Karman and Treffetz (Ref 3, Vol II, p 80),
Theodorsen =. lo and others.
In all of these appro_hes, a given airfoil is first transformed into a curve of nearly
circular shape. Then another attempt is made to distort this shape into a circle or at
least, as closely as possible approximating a circle. Once these functions of transformation
have been established, the flow around the ¢in;le can be transformed into that around the
airfoil; thus obtaining the required pressure distribution.
Even more interesting would be the task of finding the shape of an airfoil section
which would produce a given (desired) pressure distribution. This problem was briefly
discussed for thin airfoils in the preceding section. However, for airfoils of finite thick-
ness, the first satisfactory solutions were found in the prewar years and much progress
was made during World War II ==. Here, again, the desired solutions were obtained
through the method of ¢onformal transformation, which proved once more its aerody-
namic usefulness.
5. EFFECTS OF VISCOSITY
5.1 Shearing Forces in Gases
Tronsfer of Momentum. In the preceding sections of this chapter, air was treated as
an ideal, non-viscous, incompressible fluid. But in reality, air is viscous, and bodies mov-
ing through it are subjected to tangential (shearing) forces caused by viscosity. The
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existence of viscous (shearing) forces in gasescan be explained by the transfer of momen-
tum by gas particles traveling between layers of gasmoving at relatively different speeds.
When the flow is turbulent-visually detectable through smoke or other means-
small masses of air are moving in a direction perpendicular to the main flow. Hence, it
is obvious that if there is a difference in speed between the adjacent air layers, then
these small traveling masses provide a means for exchange of momentum, resulting in
shearing forces.
However, when the flow is laminar, there are no visually detectable masses of air
traveling between the adjacent layers which, in the case of differences in speed between
them, can be imagined as sliding on each other like solid bodies. But even in this case,
shearing forces are still present. Their existence can be explained by the kinetic theory
of gaseswhich shows that the momentum is transferred by free molecules of gas which
are exchanged between the gaslayers moving at different relative speeds (Ref 12, pp 156.
184).
It is clear that the necessary condition for the existence of shearing forces in gases
is the difference in speeds of gas layers or, in other words, the presence of a velocity
gradient acrossthe flow.
It may be assumed that the magnitude of the shearing forces per unit area (y) is
proportional to the velocity gradient for both laminar and turbulent flow:
T = p_ulay). (6.36)
The coefficient of proportionality p is known as the coefficient of viscosity. For
air at standard sea-level conditions, Po = 101,320 N/m 2, To = 288.2K (Po = l#.T psl,
TO-- 518.7°R), and # becomes
SI Po = 1.79 X 10"e hg/ms
Eng Po = 3.37 X 10 .7 slu_/ft sec.
Dividing p by the air density p, we obtain the so-called kinematic coefficient of
viscosity v whosevalue under sea-levelconditions, where Po = 1.225 kg/m 3, is
SI vo : po/po : 1.46 X I0 "e m2/s
Eng _o : PolPo = 116380 t_/sec.
Reynolds Number. It was shown that such aerodynamic forces as drag may be
present due to the fluid viscosity. However, it may be anticipated that not only drag, but
other aerodynamic forces as well may be influenced in some way by viscosity. Once such
.an assumption is made, it can be proven (by means of dimensional analysis) that the
magnitude of the aerodynamic forces and hence, of the nondimensional coefficients
CL , c#, Co, co, etc., will in turn depend on the value of a special ratio called the Rey-
nolds number (e.g., Ref 3, Vol I, p. 30).
" R, = pt V/p, (6.37)
where V is the velocity of air, ._ is a characteristic linear dimension of the body, p is
the air density, and p is the coefficient of viscosity. For such bodies as wings or blades,
the chord length c represents the characteristic dimension as far as flow is concerned.
In addition, remembering that pip = v, Eq (6.37) can be rewritten as follows:
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R e = I/c/v, (6.37a)
For sea-level conditions, using the SI units of m and m/s, Reynolds number becomes
Ro o
or, in English units, ft and ft/sec,
= 68,493 V¢. (6.37b)
R,o = 6380 Vc.
The dependence of aerodynamic forces on Reynolds number is also known as
stole effect.
5.2 Boundary Layer
Definition. When air is flowing past a body, the air layer immediately adjacent
to the body has zero speed (adhesion), while at some distance from the body surface,
the velocity reaches its full magnitude U (Fig 6.11 ). This means that with'in this layer of
air where the speed grows from zero to U, there is a velocity gradient au/ay > 0 and
hence, according to Eq (6.36), shearing forces exist; but their presence is limited to this
layer only, since outside of it au/ay _ O, and the flow may be considered as inviscous.
This layer of air, where the speed grows from zero to its full value and where all shearing
forces acting on a body are generated, is generally called the boundary layer or sometimes,
Prandtl's layer. It is usually very thin in comparison with the characteristic dimensions
of the body. Consequently, in most practical cases, the existence of the boundary layer
may be ignored when determining the potential flow field around a body.
V
Figure 6. I 1 8oundory Ioyer scheme
Only a few topics referring to boundary layer will be dir_ussed here. A deeper
insight into basic aspects of boundary-layer pheonomena can be obtained from such
books as those of Abbott and v.Doenhoff I and Schlichting 13 while references to both
theory and application (until the early Sixties) can be found in a text edited by Lach.
man 14, and the Proceedings of the NY AS Congress on Subsonic Aeronautics I s
8oundory Lm/er of o Flot Plote, As an illustration of boudaryJayer phenomena,
the flow past a fiat plate will be considered (Fig 6.12).
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Figure 6.12 Development of boundory lover elong a fiat plate
The flow in the boundary layer at the leading edge is laminar and the boundary
layer is relatively thin. But moving downstream, the boundary layer thickness, 61, grows,
ascan be seen from Blasius'expression for this state of flow:.
6j = 5.4,#x/_._x , (6.38)
where x is the distance measured from the leading edge, and Rx is the IoczJ Reynolds
number, Rx = Vx/v.
At some distance from the leading edge; ray, between points xl and x=, Iz_ninar
flow begins to break down and beyond point x=, the flow in the boundaa_/ layer is
fully turbulent.
The thickness of the boundary layer in the turbulent state, dr, can be expressed by
yon Karman's formula,
6, = 0.377x1_, (6.39)
where all symbols are the same as those in Eq (6.38).
The mechanics of transition from laminar to turbulent flow and the caur_ pro.
during it were not entirely clear until Dryden's studiesz6. Prior to this, there were two
different schools trying to explJzin the physics of transition. Representatives of the so.
called Gottingen School believed that infinitesimal disturbances may cause a transition
by developing into unsteady wave motions at tome Reynolds numbers (laminar boundary-
layer oscillations). Adherents of the British school tried to explain the transition as the
result of turbulence already present in the free airstream.
Experimental results indicate that depending on the circumsUmces, the causes
singled out by both schools may start the transition. In addition, such factors as surface
roughness or an adverse pressure gradient also f=ilitate the transition. On the other
hand, transition may be delayed by such actions as removing a part of the boundary-layer
air, favorable pressure gradient, etc. For z better underJtanding of the origin of turbo.
lence and the nature of transition, the reader is directed to 5¢hlichtir_'s considerations
(Ref 13, pp 308-367) and Tollmien's & Grahne's analysis (Ref 14, pp 602-636).
&side from transition, separation is another very important phenomenon of
boundary-layer mechanics. _. cording t,:_Tetervin I _, "the separation point it the point
on the surface of the body at which the surface friction is zero. Upstream of the point,
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the direc,tion of flow in the boundary layer next to the surface is downstream; and
downstream of the point, the direction of flow in the boundary layer next to the surface
is upstream" (Fig 6.13).
I
F/gum 6.13 Boundary Ioyer seporot/on
In the presence of an adverse pressure gradient (pressure increadng downstream),
both laminar and turbulent boundary layers will eventually separate. However, the turbu-
lent boundary layer would show a greater degree of stability than the laminar one.
This is becausethere is a grater mixing of air between the layers in turbulent flow and
hence, more particles of the outer layers having a higher kinematic eneqw will penetrate
the inner layers, thus increasing their momentum; i.e., the ability of air particles to move
against the increasingpressure without appreciably dowing down.
Shin Friction Dr_j. Knowing the velocity gradient within the boundary layer;
i.e., the so-called velocity profile, we can calculate the friction drag of a plate and other
bodies such aswings,etc.
Since the friction drab depends on the contact area between body and fluid, it
seems logical to use the wetted area rather than the projected or cror_sectionai area when
calculating this type of drag. Hence, the friction drag coefficient Cf is defined as
Cf = D,/qA, (6.40)
where Ds is the skin friction drag, q is the dynamic pressure of the flow (_p V=) far
from the body, and A is the wetted area. In the case of airfoils, the wetted area will ob-
vloudy be sli_Uy larger than two times the projected area.
The friction drag coefficient of a laminar flow will be different from that of the
turbulent one because the velocity profile for the turbulent boundary layer differs
markedly from the velocity profile of the laminar boundary layer (Fig 6.14). "At large
boundary-layer Reynolds number the turbulent velocity profile shows an extremely
rapid dse in velocity in a very short distance. This large dope at the wall causes the
turbulent skin friction coefficient to be higher than the laminar skin friction coeffi-
cient.,,i 7
Blasius gives the following expression for the skin drag coefficient of the laminar
flow:.
Cf = 1.331_ (6.41)
where Re is the Reynolds number as given in Eq (6.37b).
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In the case of the turbulent boundary layer, the best known expressions for Cf may
be credited to Falkner:
Ch = O.0306/_r_e, (6.42)
and von Karman:
C,r = 0.072/J_/_ o. (6.43)
For instance, for Re = 6 X I06, Eq (6.42) gives Ctr = 0.0033; and for Eq (6.43) gives
c,, =ooo_2.
When friction coefficients for laminar and turbulent flow in the boundary layer
are plotted against Reynolds number (Fig 6.15), it becomes obvious that for the same
Rex values, the drag coefficient for turbulent flow is much higher than the drag coeffi-
cient for laminar flow.
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A transition region where the flow is mixed-partially laminar and partially turbu-
lent-often exists in the flow around the wings and other bodies. Assuming that transition
occurs at Re = 106, Clancys proposes the following formula for Cf in the mixed flow:
c, = (o.o ool ) - 29241R,
Values of Cf computed from Eqs (6.41), (6.43), and (6.44) are shown in Fig 6.15.
Large differences between the skin friction coefficients for laminar and turbulent
flows became apparent shortly after the presentation of the boundary-layer theory by
Prandtl in 1903. Consequently, various attempts have been made to obtain laminar flow
over the largest possibleareasof wings and other bodies exposed to the air-flow.
Remora  of the 8oundury-Loyer Air. One of the long-recognized possible means
of delaying transition-thus reducing the drag-is removal of the boundary layer by means
of suction through slots, porous surfaces, or perforated skin. In spite of promising possi-
bilitiest s; as yet, the application of this method of drag reduction to practical fixed-
wing aircraft has met with little success. The task of preventing transition in rotary-
wing aircraft may be even more difficult, since the tendency of the laminar flow to
break down increaseswith the turbulence level of the oncoming fluid. This is especially
true in forward flight where the rotor blade usually encounters increased air turbulence
caused by the vorticity left by all rotor blades, as well as hubs and other components.
Fovomble Pressure Grodlent. The creation of a favorable pressure gradient as
demonstrated by the use of low-drag, or laminar, airfoil sections probably represents the
most practical and widespread method of obtaining laminar flow over large sections of an
airfoil. In order to better understand this approach, the mechanics of transition on con-
ventional sections will be discussedfirst.
At positive lift coefficients, conventionaJ airfoils exhibit a pressure distribution
with a high suction area at the leading edge, followed by z marked drop in suction; ie, in-
crease in pressure in the downstream direction (Fig 6.16). This means that the air parti-
cles in the boundary layer on the top of the airfoil have to move against the increasing
pressure,or in other words, against an adverse pressure gradient, which facilitates transi-
tion.
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Figure 6.16 Pressuredistribution over o convent/otto/olrfoil ot o high ongle-of-ottock
In order to obtain a low-drag airfoil section; ie, an airfoil with laminar flow extend-
ing as far downstream as possible, it is necessaryto create a decreasing pressure down-
stream or, at leastto hold it constant for a large part of the chord. This has been achieved
through the design of airfoil sections having a desirable pressuredistribution (Sect 3.2 of
this chapter.
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It should be stressed that it is usually impossible to obtain a favorable pressuredis-
tribution over an airfoil section for the entire range of practical values ofcl. Therefore,
the low drag is limited to a certain range ofc z and outside this region, laminar-flow airfoil
sections may exhibit even higher profile dragcoefficients than conventional sections (Fig
6.17(a)). It should also be mentioned that low-drag airfoils are extremely sensitive to such
factors as surface roughness,deviation of the real shape from the theoretical one (manu-
fiu;turing tolerances), and wavesand notches. In this respect,conventional airfoil sections
show more desirable characteristics (Fig 6.17(b)). However, it should be noted that it is
possible to obtain a forced transition of the whole boundary layer of both low-drag and
conventional airfoils by making the leading edge rough; for instance, by covering it with a
material such as carborundum. This procedure is used for obtaining airfoil characteristics
of so-called standard roughness levels. More information about various aspects of rough-
ner_ is contained in Vol II, Ch 3, Sect 1, Dr_j Estlmote. The reader is also.referred to Ref
14, pp 637-747, where Tan/discusses the effects of two-dimensional and isolated rough-
nesson laminar flow; v. Doenhoff and Bradow consider the problem from the point-of-
view of distributed surface roughness; and finally, Coleman analyzes the influence of
roughnessdue to in_cts. Specific data on the effect of roughnesson various types of air-
foil sections can be found in Ref 1, Ch 7.
SMOOTH ROUGH
I I /,
1-------o,
Figure 6.1 7 Chorocter of the drug polar for oonvent/ono/ and lam/nur ulrfoils
Stoll. Stall-a condition that manifests itself as a more or lesssudden decreasein lift
associated with increasingangle-of-attaok and a large increasein profile drag (Fig 6.18)-is
a phenomenon caused by separation of the boundary layer when the adverse pressure
gradient becomes too high.
Three basic types of stall are recognized: (1) Trailing-edge stall that occurs when
the" flow begins to separate at the trailing edge, and with increasingancle-of-attack, the
separation gradually progressestoward the leading edge (Fig 6.18(a)). This is considered
as a gentle type of stall and more desirable than other types, since the llft decreases
gradually from its maximum value. (2) Leadinipedp stall which begins as a short bubble
is formed in the neighborhood of leading edge. When it bursts, a rapid ¢hanp of flow
over the upper surface of the airfoil occurs, rc_ulting in both a sudden drop in lift and an
increase in the profile drag. (3) Thin-airfoil stall, which begins with a long "stable"
bubble which elongates gradually and eventually bursts (Fig 6.18(c)).
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The type of stall is strongly influenced by the geometry of the front part of the air-
foil section within 10-15 percent from the leading edge; the most important factors
being the shape of the mean-line curve between 0 and 15 percent c, and the leading-edge
radius la,lo
ANGLE OF ATTACK: a
Figure 6.18 Three types of stoll: (o) tro#/npedge, (b) leod/npedge, ond (c) thln-olrfo//
The airfoils should be shaped so that the tangent to the mean line at the trailing
edge would make the smallest possible angle with the streamline of the incoming flow.
The leading-edge radius should be large enough to facilitate the flow from the stagna-
tion point located on the lower surface of the airfoil (Fig 6.1B(a)) to the upper surface
without the high centrifugal accelerations which would enhance the flow separation in
this area. It becomes obvious that, in general, thick airfoil sections which usually have
large leading-edge radii would be less likely to exhibit the leading edge stall than thin
sections; especially, symmetric ones having no favorable camber in the leading-edge
area.
The loss of lift of stalled airfoils can be explained through the reasoning based on
the Kutta-J oukowski law (Eq (4.11)):
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When the boundary layer separates, the character of flow around the airfoil, as
sketched in Fig 6.19(a), changes to that shown in Fig 6.19(b). It is obvious from Fig
6.19(b) that the circulation decreases around an airfoil in the stalled position. Between
points A-B in Fig 6.19(a), there is always some velocity component tangent to the
path along which the circulation is computed.
When stall occurs, the length of the A-B line in Fig 6.19(b) passes through a
turbulent wake which contributes little or nothing to the circulation. Thus, the circula-
tion around the stalled airfoil is reduced and consequently, lift is decreased.
The boundary-layer separation on airfoils (stall) and other aerodynamic shapes
can be prevented, or at least delayed, through both suction _nd blowing.
Removal of the boundary-layer air through distributed suction may be cited as
a means of preventing flow separation of airfoils; thus leading to higher values of the
maximum lift coefficients. The technical feasibility of this approach was demonstrated
long ago by Rasper and his followers =°. However, such practical aspects as icing and dust-
clogging of the suction passages represent some of the obstacles to operational applica-
bili_ of this concept.
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Figure 6.19 Clrculet/on oround on o/rfo# just before ond ofter leod/ng-edge stull
Because of the above-mentioned operational disadvantages, the application of
suction to rotor blades attracts little interest at the present time. It should be realized,
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however, that lift augmentation may become an important means for improving maxi-
mum speeds of helicopters by delaying stall of the retreating blade, and allow opera-
tion at higher average lift coefficients in hover, thus leading to a reduction in the rotor
blade area which, in turn, would contribute not only to a reduction in the power re-
quired in hovering, but also to an improvement of the rotor L/D e values in forward
flight.
For this reason, other means of delaying boundary-layer separation by energizing
it through blowing should not be neglected since they appear-at least in principle-
better suited for practical applications. The feasibility of blowing as a means of stall
delay and C=m=x augmentation has been demonstrated in full-scale wind-tunnel rotor
tests2
Readers more interested in the whole field of blade boundary-layer control are
directed to the work of Wuest (Ref 14, pp 196-208, and Schlichting's analysis (Ref 13,
pp 229-241) as far as suction aspects are concerned. In Ref 14 (pp 209-231), Carriere and
Eichelbrenner present a theory of flow reattachment by a tangential jet discharged against
a strong adversepressure gradient.
5cole Effects. Wind-tunnel tests of airfoils are seldom performed at exactly the
same, or even similar, Reynolds number values as would occur in actual flight. Conse-
quently, a methodology is required to predict the Re scale effects on such airfoil char-
acteristics as profile drag coefficient, cd(Re); maximum lift coefficient values,Ctmex(Re);
lift-slope levels, o('Re); and pitching moment coefficient about a geometrically-fixed
point; say Cmc/4(Re), since the position of the aerodynamic center may depend on Re.
Detailed procedures for dealing with these effects can be found in Ref 1, Ch 7, and in Ref
7, Sect 1.2.60. It should be noted that up to the incipience of stall, it may be assumed-
for practical purposes-that o(Ro) = const; while Cm=/4(Re) varieslittle with Re. Conse-
quently, only the two most pronounced scale effects for conventional airfoils will be
touched upon to illustrate the trend; ie, Clmex(Re) and cd(Re). Some basic relationships
relative to this subject were established by Jacobs and Sherman22 . Most of the conven-
tional airfoil characteristics were given by NACA at the standard Reynolds number.
Restc/= 8 X 10e . The maximum section-lift coefficient, timex, at Re other than 8 X 106
can be found from that obtained at the standard Reynolds number by adding or sub-
tracting a correction term, ACtmex:
Clmex = (c;,,ex),w + AClmex. (6.45)
The value of AC_mex for different types of airfoil sections with various Re values
can be found in graphs such as those found in Ref 22. The trend for ctmex(Re) for a
symmetrical (NACA 0012) and cambered (NACA 23012 and 13021) airfoils is illu-
strated in Fig 6.20, which shows that symmetrical airaoils are much more sensitive to Re
values than cambered ones as far as ctmex is concerned.
When the maximum section-lift coefficient, c! mex of an airfoil at a given Re is
known, the section-drag coefficient c¢ at different cz valuescan be estimated as follows:
Cd = C¢ml" + Accl (6.46)
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where Cdmln represents the profile-drag component whose value depends directly on Re,
while _c d is the increase in profile drag which depends on the relation of the actual cg
to the c z opt and timex , where cj oDr is the ct corresponding to Cdmln.
For many conventional airfoil sections, the variation ofcdmln with Re can be ex-
pressed as
Cdm/n = (Cdmin)lrd{8 X 1061R.)TM (647)
where (Cdmln)ttd IS the minimum profile drag coefficient obtained at standard Re :
8 X 10 e, and Re represents the value for which Cdmin is calculated. However, it must be
pointed out that Eq (6.47), although usually correct for Re greater than 8 X 106 and
conventional airfoils, is not zlwws true for R e < 8 X 106 even for conventional airfoils,
and is seldom correct for laminar sections. In these two cases, in finding Cdmln at a
given Re, it is always better to refer to experimental data obtained directly at the desired
Re. Fig 2.5 in Vol 11shows the trend of Cdmln(R=) for several airfoils suitable for rotary-
wing applications.
The correction factor, _Cd, shown in Fig 6.21, can be expressed as a function of
the following ratio:
(_ - CSo,_)/(c,_., - C,op_),
where cz is the section-lift coefficient for which &Cd is computed, CZmex is the maxi-
mum lift coefficient at a given Re, and cLo/, is the cz at which cd reaches its minimum
value.
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Three-Dlmenslonol Boundary Lover. The three-dimensional boundary layer is char-
acterized by the presence of a cross-flow, which can be defined asa flow in the boundary
layer in a direction normal to that of the outer streamlines.
Yawed and swept wings, even when exposed to a steady flow, develop a consider-
able cross-flow (especially on the suction side), and thus the boundary layer can no longer
be treated as two-dimensional. It may be expected hence, that for the helicopter rotor
in forward flight, or for any other airscrew experiencing an inplane velocity component,
flow conditions and thus, the boundary-layer behavior on the blade itself will be three-
dimensional and, probably, more complicated than for yawed or swept fixed wings. This
assumption is based on the fact that in addition to the time-variable blade yaw angle
with respect to the incoming flow, the flow itself is alto time-dependenL Finally, the
boundary layer is subjected to the centrifugal acceleration from the rotation about the
rotor axis.
Despite the possibility that the three-dimensional phenomena occurring in the
blade boundary layer may have a strong influence on rotor performance in forward
flight, theoretical and experimental knowledge on this subject is quite limited. This is in
contrast with the fixed-wing casewhere a considerable amount of literature exists on this
subject; for instance, Schlichting's considerations of the phenomena associated with a
yawed cylinder in steady motion (Ref 13, pp 169-179); studies of Linfield et al, of
approximate methods for calculating three-dimensional boundan/4ayer flow on wings
(P,ef 14, pp 842-912); Brown's investigations of stability criteria for three-dimensional
boundary layers (Ref 14, pp 914-923); and Eichalbrenner's paper on three-dimensional
boundary layers (laminar and turbulent) where an attempt wasmade to develop a unified,
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three-dimensional, boundary-layer theory t s
However, initial steps toward a better understanding of the behavior of theboundary
layer of rotary-wings have already been taken. In that respect, it should be mentioned
that three-dimensional effects in the blade boundary layer were studied, both experi-
mentally and analytically, in the late Sixties or eady Seventies by Tanner and Yaggy=3,
Velkoff and Blaser=4, Dwyer and McCroskey =s, and others.
McCroskey's measurements of boundary-layer transition, separation, and streamline
direction on rotating blades are especially interesting=6 . "For the suction surface of typ-
ical helicopter rotors, the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is dom!nated by the
chordwise adverse pressure gradient and a conventional laminar separation bubble, rather
than by Reynolds number, rotational, or cross-flow effects. The cross-flow in the un-
separated boundary layer is small with respect to the undisturbed potential flow stream.
lines, whether the flow is laminar or turbulenL Therefore, the boundary-layer flow on a
wide class of rotating blades bears a marked resemblance to its counterpart on conven-
tional wings.
"There are, of course some significant differences in rotor and fixed-wing boundary
layers. Though unimportant in a practical seine, centrifugal forces move the fluid signifi-
cantly outward in separated regionssuch as the laminar separation bubble or in trailing-
edge separated flow. On the more practical side, high-aspect ratio helicopter rotors in for-
ward flight and low aspect ratio propeller blades are known to develop much greater
thrust without stalling than would be expected on the basisof two-dimensional boundary-
layer behavior. This investigation completely ignored any unsteady effects, and little was
learned about the actual mechanisms of stall on the rotating blades.
"A better understanding was gained into the laminar flow on contemporary heli-
copter rotors as well as some initial insight into the nature of turbulent flow. Purely rota-
tional effects appear to be relatively unimportant, and the major three-dimensional and
unsteady effects on the stall charactedstics of actual rotors probably occur in the turbu-
lent and separated regions of the boundary layer.
"Since the laminar flow on the upper surface separates so near the leading edge for
large % the correct flow model apparently is a small region of essentially two-dimensional
quasi-steady laminar flow, followed by a three-dimensional unsteady turbulent flow.
This turbulent boundary layer has its starting or initial conditions in the x-direction
determined by a classical short separation bubble, and its subsequent behavior is pre-
dominantly influenced by the ¢]_ordwise pressuredistribution. Another important feature
is that the boundary layer ¢rosPflow is largely determined by the spanwiseflow at the
outer edge of the boundary layer, which is approximately Vw cos _ in high-spead for-
ward flight. This new knowledge, it is hoped, will serve as a useful guide for further
theoretical and experimental investigations."
6. COMPRESSIBILITY EFFECTS
6.1 Physical Aspectsof Compressibility
Speed of Sound. Compressibility effects stem from the physical fact that in such
real fluids as air, the velocity of the propagation of pressure sign=Is (sound) is finite. The
mechanism of pressure propagation relies on the collision of molecules. Thus, it may be
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expbcted that speed of sound (s) would be proportional to the mean value of the speed
of molecular motion (C). In this respect, the kinetic theory of gases:2 indicates that
s = 0.742_. (6.48)
where Cis the mean value of the speed of the molecules.
On the other hand, since the mean velocity of the molecules of a given gasdepends
only on its absolute temperature, it is evident that the speedof sound in air is a function
of the absolute temperature only. In fact, the speed of sound in air can be expressed (in
m/s) as
a = 20.05vr'T (6.49)
where T is the absolute temperature in K; or in mph, as
o = 33.35 (6.49a)
where Tis in °Rankine.
Airfoils in CompressibleMedium. Many papers (e.g., Ref 27) deal with airfoils suit-
able for high subsonicspeeds. However, here, only major aspects of compressibility effects
are discussed. For freestream velocities smaller than M = O.4 where M is the Mach number
of the distant flow, compressiblity effects can usually be ignored, but as the freestream
Math number becomes higher, the aerodynamic char_teristies of bodies, including
airfoils, undergo changes which can be better clarified by the introduction of such terms
as critical Mach number, subcritieal and supercritical speed, and supersonicspeed.
When the flow over some part of an airfoil (or any other body) equals the speedof
sound (local Mach number MJo becomes unity), it is said that the Math number of the
distant flow has reached its critical value, Met. Speedsfor Math numbers lower than Mcr
are called subcritical and those higher, supercritJcal.When the speedof sound is exceeded
at some point or points on the body; i.e., when the local Mach number becomes MZo •
1.0, a zone of supersonic flow appears, which usually terminates as a clearly defined
shock wave. Downstream of the shock wave, the flow again becomes subsonic.The above-
described type of flow is schematically indicated in Fig 6.22(a), while the detailed flow
field around an airfoil at M ==O.78 is shown in Fig 6.22(b) 2a.
As M increases, the region of supersonic flow covers larger and larger portions of
both the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. Eventually, even though M is still less
than 1.0, a situation may develop where practically the whole flow over the airfoil is
supersonic (Fig 6.23(a)).
When the freestream M becomes M > 7.0, the flow over sul_onlc airfoils having
rounded leading edges will be characterized by the existence of a detached shock wave
slightly ahead of the L.E. A small region of subsonic flow will exist behind the shock
wave, while the flow over practically the whole airfoil surface will be supersonic (Fig
6.23(b)).
It should be noted that compressibility effects begin to appear even at subcritical
speeds. The physical mechanism of compressibility effects can be better understood if
one visualizes that the speed at which pressure signals from the airfoil are being sent
upstream become lower and lower as the Mach number of the incoming flow increases,
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until finally, at M ;) 1.0, no signal can be sent upstream of the airfoil. Due to this re-
tardation of the sign=Isdirected upstream at M _ 1.0, but still being </.0, the streamlines
of the approaching flow receive signals at a I_orter distance ahead of the airfoil. Conse-
quently, having a shorter path in which to adjust themselves to the flow pattern around
the airfoil, they approach the wing at a steeper angle (Fig 6.24). This has the equivalent
effect of an increasedangle-of_ttack s.
_ LOW SUBSONIC M
IHIGH SUBSONIC M
F/gum 6.24 Streamline at both low and higher Much numbers s
The influence of these effects on some airfoil characteristics in two-dimension=i
flow will be discussedbriefly in the following paragraphs. The reader who is more inter-
ested in compressibility phenomena is directed to such texts as Ref 1, Ch 9, Ref5, Ch
11 ; and Ref 7, Chs 10-12.
Critic.o/Moch Number. Mcr can be found from relations established by yon Karman
and Tsien when the pressuredistribution around a body in an incompressible (low-speed)
flow is known:
=_ +_Mc, _- I (6.50)
q 3'M=,= 3'+I 3'-1 '
where Po is the static pressure in the freestream, Per iSthe pressureat the point of maxi-
mum suction (highest speed according to Bemoulli's equation), q is the dynamic pressure
of the freestream, and 3' is the specific heat ratio: Co/C v = 1.4.
Eq (6.50) can be presented in a graphical form as Met = f[(Pcr-Po)/q], where
(Per - Po)/q is the maximum suction coefficient at the surface of an airfoil. For airfoil
sections, however, it is more convenient for practical purposes to represent the critical
Mach number asa function of the low-speed section-lift coefficient (c4)le (Fig 6.25).
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It is now easy to read the critical Mach number corresponding to any value of the
section-lift coefficient experienced by the airfoil at low speeds.
Drag Coefficients. Drag coefficients of airfoils are influenced by compressibility,
and there are several theoretical and semi-empirical ways of estimating this influence _.
One, which may be called the classical way of accounting for compressibility effects
on the airfoil section drag at subcritical speeds in two-dimensional flow, consists of
the application of the Glauert-Prandtl correction factor, 7/vf_--_ " . This is done
following van Karman's approach which showed that the profile drag coefficient in
compressible flow of an airfoil having a thickness ratio t and camber m, and being at an
angle-of-attack eL, is equivalent to the drag coefficient in incompressible flow (low Mach
number) of this airfoil having a, t, and m multiplied by the Glauert factor. The practical
importance of this statement lies in the fact that if the low-speed profile drag coefficients
are known at different angles-of-attack for a family of airfoils characterized by various
thickness ratios and cambers, then the drag coefficient at high Mach number can be found
by multiplying t, m, and £zof the actual airfoil by 7/(1 - Ma) _ and finding the low-speed
profile drag of the sections modified in this way. Therefore, the low Math number
wind-tunnel measurements could be substituted to some extent for the hi_-speed tests.
However, it must be emphasized that when Mach numbers exceed or even approach
their critical drag values, van Karman's correction will result in an underestimation of
the actual drag rise (Fig 6.26).
0.020
v.KARMAN'S
APPROX IMATION
0"015" i
0.010 M
0 0:2 0.4' 01.6
Figure 6.26 Example of the validity of van Karman corrections for airfoil section drag
When M < Mcr , the increase of drag over mat found for incompressible flow (ob-
tained at low speed) is obviously negligible. However, when the ratio MIMer approaches
unity, the drag starts to increase rapidly until finally, when the M/Mct ratio exceeds a
value of 1.05 to 1.15, the drag increase is quite rapid. The fre_tream Mach number corre-
sponding to the point marking the beginning of a rapid drag increase is called the drag
divergence Mach number (Moo) which may be defined as an M value where the slope of
the profile drag curve ,Is freestream Mach number becomes dcd/dM = O.I.
The drag increase associated with high Mach number can also be represented as a
ratio of the compressible drag coefficient (cdcom) to its incompressible value (cdinc)
occurring at either the fixed cl , or o.value.
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Atypicalvariation of that ratio vs M/Mcr is shown in Fig 6.27.
Airfoils
Cdco,.Icdl,,c
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o " J1.0
M/Mcr
Figure 6.27 Typico/ vorlatlon of Cdcom/cOinc = f(M/Mcr)
Unfortunately, even with the known Mcr, it is impossible to develop a universal
curve similar to Fig 6.27 which would permit one to predict drag increases resulting from
high M values. According to Nitzberg and Crandall _ 9, this is because "...for some types of
airfoil sections the drag rises rapidly as soon as the freestream Math number exceeds the
critical, whereas for other types no appreciable drag rise occurs until the Mach number of
the freestrearn is considerably above the critical." They further suggest that a good mea-
sure of the freestream Mach number at which abrupt supercritical drag rise begins can be
found at the Math number at which sonic local velocity occurs at the crest of the airfoil.
Lift Slope. As indicated in Fig 6.24 and the accompanying discussion, compressi-
bility effects in subsonic flow cause an apparent increase in the angle.of-attack of the
flow approaching an airfoil. It may be expected hence that the lift-slope coefficient at
high subsonic speeds (Ocem) should be higher than at low speeds. The simplest correction
is given by the Glauert-Prandtl formula,
a=om = a;nc/V5 - M = (6.Sl)
where oin c is the lift slope for incompressible flow (low speeds). There are also more re-
fined formulas such as Kaplan's correction v, but for relatively low Math numbers (up to
M = 0.6 to 0. 7), Eq (6.51) usually shows a good agreement with experimental values.
Since there is no reliable source from which to obtain values for higher Math numbers,
this information can be gained only through the process of experimentation.
Fig 6.28 illustrates the e('M) depcndence by showing the variation of cl vs M at a
constant angle-of-incidence s .
Interection between 5hocks ond Boundory Loyer. The appearance of a shock wave
may, and often does, induce separation of the boundary layer downstream from the
shock which, in turn, would increase the drag. On the other hand, the character of the
boundary layer influences the structure of the shocks themselves.
Schlichting_ 3 pp 297-307, indicates that the understanding of mutual interaction
between shock waves and the buundary layer is complicated by the fact that behavior
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of the boundary layer depends on Reynolds number, while that of the shock waves de-
pends on the Math number. This creates difficulties for analytical treatment as well as
for experimental separation of these two influences.
It may be stated however that the appearance of the shock will be different when
the boundary layer is laminar from that when it is turbulent. In the first case, there are
usually several individual shock waves: a weak oblique shock located far upstream is
followed by a stronger normal shock or shocks. In the presence of a turbulent boundary
layer, there is only one normal shock wave.
The behavior of the boundary layer in the presence of the shock wave can also be
quite irregular. For instance, the upstream laminar boundary layer may maintain its
character downstream from the shock. However, this boundary layer could separate
upstream from the shock due to the adverse pressure gradient, and then reattach itself to
the surface beyond the shock, either in the laminar (original), or in the turbulent state.
However, it may not reattach at all. Furthermore, the upstream turbulent boundary layer
may either remain attached beyond the shock or it could become separated.
In view of all these possibilities, it is important to develop proper techniques for
the prevention of shock-induced separation, both by design and by boundary-layer con-
trol. The interested reader is directed to Pearcey's discussion of this subject on pp 1166-
1339 of Ref 14.
The so-called "peaky airfoils" may be exemplified as an attempt to create a favor-
able interaction between shocks and boundary layer by developing shapes with well-
rounded leading edges where at zero angle-of-attack, the "peak" of superveloclty appears
in the vicinity of the leading edge. Such airfoils seem to delay transonic difficulties at
high speeds. At lower subsonic speeds however, they appear inferior (drag.wise) to con-
ventional airfoil sections (say, NACA 00 Series), but even more so to the laminar ones as.
Mox/rnum Sect/on-Lift CoeftTclent. Normally, cjm,x decreases with increasingM
(Fig 6.29). As indicated in the preceding section, this can be attributed to the formation
of shock waves on the upper surface of the airfoil, and the resulting flow separation.
But with the Mach number still increasing, the CZmox may go up again, due chiefly to
the presence of supersonic unseparated flow over some portion of the airfoil. Thus, it
is evident that, depending on the character of the boundary layer and speed distribution
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at the surface, different airfoils may behave differently regarding the cjmex(M ) relation-
ship. This behavior is well illustrated by Fig 6.29 so where timex values for several airfoil
sections suitable for rotary-wing application are plotted vsM. Coordinates and aerody-
namic characteristics of the NRL 7223-62 airfoil can be found in Ref30, while those of
other airfoils, in Ref 7.
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Figure 6.29 Comparison of timex(M,) for severn/o/rlo//Sections
Center-of.Pressure Trove/. The position of the airfoil center-of-pressure also wries
as M increases. The available theoretical and experimental material is not sufficient to
establish universal expressions for precise quantitative computations of these variations.
It can only be stated that the aerodynamic centers of very thin airfoil sections (5 to 6 per-
cent) have a tendency to move aft with increasingMach number. The opposite is true for
thicker sections (tic ;_ 12 percent). Here, a for_r4rd c.p. shift of increasing subsonic
speed may be observed, followed by a rearward motion. In any case, it M > 1.0, the
center-of-pressure approaches the mid-chord point.
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Some idea about physical phenomena influencing the ¢.p. travel it high subsonic
Mach numbers can be obtained from Figs 6.30 and 6.31. In the first of these figures,
the character of the chordwise pressure distribution (Cp(c,)) at the high _b¢riti¢il flow
is compared with that at M > Mcr.
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Fi_ re 6.31, representing a cross-plot of the wind-tunnel measurements given in Ref
30, seems to confirm the trend of events depicted in Fig 6.31. Just before the M=r is
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reached, the c.p. moves forward, and then as the freestream Math number becomes higher
than Mcr , the center of pressurebegins to move toward the mid-chord position.
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7. UNSTEADY AERODYNAMIC EFFECTS
7.1 General Considerations
Unsteady Aerodynamic Effects Encountered by Airfoil Sections In Fixed Wingsand
Rotors. Unsteady aerodynamic effects alter airfoil characteristics of both fixed and
rotary-wing aircraft, and thus are of importance to both types. However, in the case of
airplanes, the unsteady aerodynamic phenomena are primarily linked to aeroelastic
problems. As a matter of fact, catastrophic manifestations of wing flutter of airplanes in
the early Thirties spurred analytical studies of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena by such
researchers as Theodorsen3 ! whose effort+ were paralleled by the experimental investi-
gations of Silverstein and Joyners= . In the Forties and Fifties, considerable literature
was published on this subject, including such textbooks as that of Bisplinghoff, et al33
Through the Sixties and Seventies, a number of publications related to unsteady aerody-
narni¢ effects on airfoils of fixed wings continued to grow (including various aspects of
transonic and supersonic speeds, and hyperrv_ni¢flow) but, ascan be seen from a more
recent textbook by Fung34 , they are still chiefly related to aeroelasti¢ problems.
By contrast, as far as helicopter rotors are concerned, interest in unsteady aero-
dynamics of airfoils stem not only from its Importance to aeroelastic problems, but
performance aswell.
This latter aspect became evident in the early Sixties when the attention of re-
searchers (e.g., Harris and Pruyn 3s) was focused on the fact that the boundaries of
rotor stall in forward flight were more favorable than those predicted on the basisof
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static two-dimensional airfoil data. It appeared that differences in airfoil characteristics
resulting from unsteady aerodynamic phenomena may have been responsible for the
discrepancies. The importance of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena to the unders_nding
and analysis of blade aerodastic problems provided an additional incentive for experi-
mental and analytical studies of unsteady flow. Experimental studies by Liiva_ et al 3_
represent one of the first efforts directed exclusively toward unsteady aerodynamic
problems of blade airfoil sections.
It is obvious that unsteady fluid dynamic phenomena are not limited to airfoil
sections of either fixed or rotating wines, but as M¢Croskey s v points out, cover a wide
range of fluid flows of practical importance, which include flows around slender and
blunt bodies as well as their arrays.
Unsteady flow dynamics is a fast growing field as witnesf,=d by the fact that most of
the 290 literature positions mentioned in Ref 37 were published in the Seventies. In this
text, however, attention will be focused on an area limited to unsteady aerodynamic
effects of airfoils in two-dimensional subsonic flow.
B/ode Section Angle-of.Attoch Vor/atlon. Rotor blade sections, especially in for-
ward flight, experience time-dependent variations of their angles-of-attack which, in turn,
may lead to the manifestation of various unsteady-aerodynamic phenomena.
In Fig 6.32, the velocities encountered by a blade airfoil rcction in forward flight
are shown with respect to the stationary air. From this figure, it can be seen that
a = f(8, Uj_ UII)
where 8 is the section pitch angle, while Uj. and Ull, respectively, are blade r_ction veloc-
ity components perpendicular and parallel to the tip-path plane.
since
Figure 6.32 8 ode sect/on ve/ocit/es w/th respect to o/r
As Liiva, et al_= point out, variations of the 6, Uj., and UII parameters are periodic,
8 varies:
a. it 1/rev because of cyclic pitch and/or flapping motion (accepting the cl=¢s-
ical equivalence between flapping and feathering), and
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b. at higher frequencies (4/rev or higher) because of blade torsional motion.
Ul does not experience any l/rev variation since axes are referred to the plane of
no-flapping, but varies:
a. at frequencies of 2/rev and higher because of flap bending at appreciable
amplitude, and
b. irregularly, becauseof vortex effects.
Ull varies:
a. sinusoidally at 1/rev becauseof aircraft forward speed,
b. at higher frequencies (but very low amplitude) because of chord bending, and
c. irregularly, becauseof vortex effects.
Wind.Tunnel Slmulotlon. When experimental programs for investigation of un-
steady aerodynamic effects on rotor blades were formulated in the Sixties, the question
was asked as to what extent the above-discussedvariation of the three parameter; could
be simulated in a wind tunnel. It is obvious that it would be impossible to simulate the
a (UII) function directly in existing wind tunnels, since it would require sinusoidal varia-
tion of the magnitude of flow velocity. This means that for practical purposes, the (z(Ull)
dependence must be approximated by such other means asairfoil oscillation (a(e)) about
its pitching axis (usually ¼-chord) and through plunging motions (a(UL)) 36.
The e(0) and a(UL) relationship can be directly simulated in a wind tunnel using
arrangementssimilar to those shown in Figs 33 and 34.
ADJUSTABLE
PITCH AXIS MOUNT
HYDRAULIC
MOTOR
YWHEEL
ECCENTRIC CAM
Figure 6.33 An ¢xomple of u w/nd-tunnel urrangement for s/mulot/on
of olrfo/I p/fch/ng osclllot/on_ e
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Figure 6.34 An exemple of wind.tunnel ormngement for slmulotlon
of olrfoil plur_lng oscillotionss6
In the case of pitch, the airfoil executes sinu$oidal or_iJlaUonsof half amplitude,
± &_,around some mean angle-of-attack, _. In plunging tests, the airfoil Is preset at an
zngle_of-attack ,, and then is subjected to sinumid =z Yertical o_;illations of z given frac-
tion of the chord (+y/c). In both cases, pressure tran_ucers register the pressure distri-
bution on the surface from which normal forces and pitching moments are calculated,
while drag is usually obtained from the wake momentum lossmeasurements.
7.2 Physicsof Unsteady Flow
5moll Osclllctlons BtJow Stoll. It may be anticipated that at low angles-of-att_:k
(below stall) and at smaJl airfoil oscitlations for both pitch and plunglnlL the behavior
of the airf'oil can be interpreted as being within the framework of potential theories; thus,
the linear approach would apply.
It can be seen from Figs6.35(a) and 6.3$(b)-taken from flow visualization studies
by Werle' and Armand3z-that the boundary layer remains atta=hed which, according to
Jones3g , signifies that virN;ous(nonlinear) effects may be ignored.
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Figure 6.35 Flow vlsuolizot/on around o/rfolls osclllotlng
In pitch gbout 0.25c ut low ongle._-of-ottoch 3 a
Under these circumstances, the most physically significant phenomenon would con-
sist of the formation of a sinusoidal vorticity wake (Fig 6.36). This wake would obviously
be generated behind the oscillating-in-pitch and plunging airfoils due to the variation in
their angle-of-attack being synonymous with the fluctuations of lift (Z) sustained by a
unit span of the airfoil. Referring back to Eq (4.14), this means that circulation ([')
around the airfoil would also vary. Every change (Z_[') in !_ will be accompanied by a
vorticity shedding equal to -&F. Consequently, a vortex wake is generated by an airfoil
undergoing periodic variations in lift. This wake, in turn, would influence the forces and
moments acting on the airfoil. In the particular case of a uniform flow in which an airfoil
is undergoing a sino-type variation of its angle-of-attack, a sinusoidal wake would form.
This wake may be imagined as being composed of discrete vortex filaments of varying
strength and direction of rotation (Fig 6.36).
• y-
IHEO WAKE
Figure 6.36 Scheme of the vortex wohe of on oscU/otlng airfoil
It may be expected that the ratio of the airfoil chord (c) to the wave length (X) of
the wake would represent a physically significant parameter. Remembering that X is the
distance traveled by fluid at the distant-flow velocity V during the time corresponding to
one complete o_illation at cycle frequency f (in Hz), the sought ratio becomes:
c/X =rclv. (6.52_
Noting that cycle frequency is related to circular frequency (co in rad/s), i.e.,
f= _/21r; Eq (6.52) can be rewritten as follows-
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cA = _cl2.v. (6.53}
McCroskeyS 7 indicates that in the broad class of problems which can be treated
by linear theory, unsteady effects become important when uJc/V is of the order of ; or
greater. In light of Eq (6.53), this statement can be interpreted to mean that unsteady
effects begin to be significant when _,lc _ 2_.
It is apparent that the fc/V ratio has a definite physical meaning, and all expres-
sions for the so-called reduced frequency (k) contain that ratio. For instance, Liiva 3s
and Dadone so express reduced frequency in Hz as
as
, = _fclV. (6.54)
McCroskey refers it to circular frequency (in rad/s) and defines it as
k = o_c/2V. (6.54a)
There are other authors (e.g., Wade'and Armand s s) who define reduced frequency
I¢ = 2_fclV. (6.54b)
The practical importance of reduced frequency lit_ in the fact that as long as the
nonlinear effects caused by viscosity and _mpr_sibility are not significant, or are taken
care of in tests by maintaining Reynolds and Mach numbers at the full-scale level, the
wind-tunnel simulation of unsteady aerodynamic effects would be truly representative of
the full-scale phenomena as long as the test k values are the r,lrne as those of simulated
airfoils.
Experimental results show that orcillations around low angles-of-attack (below
stall) produce some hysteresis as far as both forces (chiefly the normal component,
enumerated through the co value) and moments (characterized by the Cm coefficient)
acting on the airfoil are concerned (Fig 6.37a, where a o = 7.33). However, tt can be f_,en
from this figure that in this case, hysteresis loops are narrow and cn or cm values forming
them do not deviate significantly from the statically-obtained values.
Although the moment loop in this case is fiat, the reader's attention is called to the
general significance of the cm(¢) relationship. This is important because, depending on
the character of that relationship, either positive or nai_tive damping in pltoh will be
generated. It may be generally stated that if within some interval of the angles-of-attack
(say, between a 1 and a2, where a 1 <_ a2) , the following relationship occurs:
_;1 [Cm(Qlnllr) -- C/IR(O'llecl,)] dQ <_ O,
0,1
(6.ss)
then increments of aerodynamic moments are ¢enerated in such a way that they oppose
the angle_ofiattack variation. This obviously is synonymous with the existence of posi-
tive damping (see Fig 6.37(a), where a e = 7.33= ). Should the inequality given by Eq
(6.55) be positive, then negative damping will be present (lee parts of the moment coeffi-
cient loop corresponding to a o = 14.92°).
Oscillotion Close to 5toll. Oscillations close to stall are of special significance to
performance prediction, as they influence the values of vadous parameters (e.g., advance
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ratio, thrust coefficient, and thrust inclination) which determine stall boundaries for heli-
copter operations.
As far as the physics of this type of or_illation is concerned, it is anticipated that
in addition to the previously discussed influence of reduced frequency, viscous effects
(with all associated nonlinearities) will predominate. Also, the influence of compressi-
bility which may trigger radical changes in the behavior of the boundary layer (e.g.,
separation) could be stronger here than in the case of orcillation around low angles-of-
attack (Fig 6.38)
The strong role of viscosity and ¢ompressibiliW (when present) make the develop.
ment of a comprehensive picture of physical events taking place in the case of dynamic
stall more difficult. McCroskey _ points out that although during the last decade a better
insight into dynamic stall phenomena has been obtained, a complete understanding of
that event is still lacking.
The fact that dynamic stall more radically alters static-type flow around airfoils
than in the case of oscillations around low zngles-of-att_;k is quite visible from experi-
mental measurements. It can be seen from Fig 6._7(a) where _. = 14.92 °, and (b) where
= 12.45 °, that considerable departures from the static test airfoil characteristics are now
encountered, as large hysteresis loops are generated for both the cn(o.) and Cm(a) rela-
tionships.
In order to obtain at least some insight into the physics of dynamic stall, let us start
with an examination of the flow visualization pictures obtained by Wede'and Armand _ _
in a water tunnel at low Reynolds numbers (Fig 6.39).
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It can also be seen from Fig 6.39(a) that when the airfoil is close to the static stall
angle, a vortex-type disturbance forms close to the leading edge (position 0 on the upper
surface of the airfoil), and moves downstream along the surface following the path noted
on the sketch. In Fig 6.39(b), the position of the vortex is shown as the airfoil is approx-
imately at its highest angle-of-attack value. Further downstream, a somewhat weaker
vortex can be noted.
The flow along the lower airfoil surface appears to be attached, and is probably not
much different from that encountered under static conditions at high angles-of-attack.
Consquently, events occurring at the upper su_ace are chiefly responsible for the differ-
ences in airfoil characteristics associated with static and dynamic stall.
Physical aspects of the events occurring along the upper surface can be even better
appreciated by looking at Fig 6.4037, where an analytically-predicted flow is compared
with that obtained by flow visualization.
Figure 6.40 Novler-Stokes co ca/lotions by U.B. Mehto
ond flow vlsuollzotlon by H. Werld 3 7
It can be seen from this figure that the vortex-like formation seems to exercise
flow stabilizing effects. Unlike the case of static sudl (Fig 6.19), the streamlines outside
of the vortices are not broken, but remain continuous. Using the reasoning outlined in
Sect 5.2, it may be anticipated that the overall circulation around the airfoil and there-
fore, the lift as well, at high angles-of-attack above the static-stall angle will, in general,
remain high. However, at still higher angles-of-attack, the flow will eventually break down
ano cause stall. I hese c, anges in the flow pattern are obviously accompanied by a corre-
sponding variation in pressure distribution along the upper surface of the airfoil, as
shown in Fig 6.41.
The above-discussed events are summarized in Fig 6A23 _ which originally appeared
in NASA TN D_382 by Carr, McAIlister and M¢Croskey.
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It is apparent that vortices forming near the leading edge auld then traveling along
the upper airfoil $urfa_,e constitutes one of the main tools for producing unsteady aero-
dynamic effects. It may be expected hence, that reduced frequency, which influences the
distance between the vortices with respect to the chord length (Fig 6.433e ) should be
considered as one of the most important pzrameters.
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The actual mechanism producing these vortices and the factors which influence
them, as well as the behavior of the boundary layer, including its eventual separation and
then delayed reattachment, pose questions which still remain unanswered.
This problem was extensively sludied in the late Sixties and early Seventies by,
among others, Johnson and Ham 41 , and McCroskey et al42 Based on the analytical and
experimental results depicted in Fig 6.44, the events occurring at the leading edge are
described in Ref 41 as follows: "...the boundary layer is laminar initially, separates
when it encounters the adverse pressure gradient in the vicinity of the airfoil leading edge,
becomes turbulent, and reattaches, forming a separation bubble."
As the angle-of-attack increases, the separation point moves forward and eventually
reaches a stagnation point. It should be noted that this forward motion of the separa-
tion point toward the stagnation point occurs under static conditions as well as when
the airfoil is oscillating in pitch at various frequencies and at various locations of the
pitching axis.
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Figure 6.44 Bubble structure on o fhln olrfoll 4 t
However, as the value of 6. increases, the forward movement of the turbulent re-
attachment point is retarded, suggesting that the bubble elongates. Finally, the bubble
contracts as the reattachrnent point ap;..3aches the leading edge and, as the shortened
bubble encounters the large adverse prc::_re gradient, it bursts, and leading-edge vortex
shedding commences. From now on, the flow and hence, forces and moments, acting on
the airfoil are influenced by the vortex movement.
Eventually, as the vortex approaches the trailing edge, the flow in that area sepa-
rates (possibly due to the large adverse pressure gradient induced by the vortex), a coun-
ter vortex is shed from the trailing edge, and the flow progresses to the fully stalled
state.
Among the factors affecting stall characteristics, the role of compressibility is some-
what easier to grasp. Going back to Fig 6.38, it may be quoted from McCroskey 3_that
...progressively smaller mean angles were selected because of
the decrease in the static-stall angle with increasing Mach
number. The similarity of the static-stall characteristics at M=o
= 0.2 and 0.4 suggests that transonic shockwave formation
does not play a role in either case, but the static M== = 0.6
data show clear evidence of shock-induced separation and stall.
The dynamic data at M== = 0.6 suggest that the formation of
shock waves somehow inhibits the development of the vortex
shedding process, although some vestiges of the phenomenon
remain. New experiments similar to the types that have been
done at low speeds are needed to resolve this question further.
Pitching vs Plunging. Finally, at the conclusion of this discussion of physical and
experimental aspects of oscillating airfoils, a question should be asked regarding the
extent to which pitching can be considered as equivalent to plunging. Experimental re-
sults of two-climensional airfoil tests in both pitching and plunging were reported by
Liiva et ai16 but no comparative analysis between the two types of oscillation were
made. However, using the basic data of Ref 36, this aspect was investigated by Fuklshima
and Dadone 4 o who came to the following conclusions:
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1, Leading and trailing edge pressures(suction) during stall are generally lower in
pitch than in plunging.
2. In general, the rate at which stall propagateschordwise is initially greater in
vertical translation.
3. Only weak secondary stall phenomena have been observed; vertical translation
appears to be somewhat more conducive to secondary stall events.
4. For pitch and translation oscillations, similar changes occur in the chordwise
progression of stall with variations in frequency and mean angle-of-attack.
5. Within the limitations of the available data, no significant differences have been
observed in the mechanism of stall recovery with respect to effect on the nor-
mal force.
It appears hence, that for practical engineering application, unsteady aerodynamic
characteristics-especially those related to dynamic stall--obtained from airfoil tests in
pitching motions can be assumed as representative of both this and plunging types of
oscillations.
7.3 Analytical Approach to Oscillations of Thin, Flat Airfoils Below Stall
Appllcotion of Potenti¢l Methods. It was indicated in the preceding section that
at small oscillations below stall and before occurrence of compressibility effects, the
fluid may be assumed as inviscid and incompressible;thus, the flow around the airfoils is
considered as potential. This opens wide possibilities for analytical treatment of unsteady
aerodynamic problems since, through application of the r_perposition principle, the
velocity potential of the flow around an airfoil can be presented as the sum of potentials
associated with various aspects of both the characteristics and the motion of the airfoil.
Once the total velocity potential (_) of flow around the airfoil is established, the
difference in pressure (p) at any point P on the airfoil surface from that at infinity can
be computed using the Bernoulli theorem:
pp = --p [ (Vp _/2) + (a_p/at)] (6.s6)
where Vp is the velocity of flow at point P, and _0pis the total velocity potential at the
point which, in turn, can be expressed as the sum of the potentials representing various
aspectsof the oscillating airfoil:
_0p = _0, + _ + .... (6.57)
It is obvious that normal forces and moments can be easily computed once the
pressure distribution along the airfoil surface is known.
Theodorsen's Approach. Theodorsen studied aerodynamic forces and moments x
acting on a wing-aileron system oscillating asa whole about a pitching axis and executing
vertical motions while the aileron is free to move about its hinge3 z. In this approach, the
aerodynamic surfaces were modeled by fiat plates. If one assumes that aileron deflection
becomes the angle-of-attack of the whole airfoil, the r_.slmplified wing-aileron system
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could be used as a mathematical model for pitching and plunging oscillations of airfoil
sections (Fig 6.45).
V
-1 PITCHING AXIS +_
Figure 6.45 Basic notations for Theodorsen'$ mothemotlcal model
To further simplify the problem, it was postulated that the oscillations were infini-
tesimal. Consequently, the vortex wake of the airfoil would not be wavy as shown in Fig
6.36, but would be flat.
In order to obtain the total velocity potential needed for pressure computations,
Theodorsen assumes that it is composed of two clasps of potentials: (a) one, associated
with noncirculating flow which can be expressed through sources and sinks, and (2)
the other, linked to circulatory flow related to the flat vorticity surface extending from
x = 7 taX ==%
Velocity Potential of the Nonclrcul_tory Flow. The ve[ociW potentials of the non-
circulatory flow are developed by transforming a segment of a straight line (representing
the airfoil section) 2b long (where b is the half-chord) into a circle of radius b (Fig 6.46).
F/gum 6.46
ly
_(x 1-Y z /
Conformol transformation of an a/gall In nonclrculatory flow
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The potential of a source ¢ at (x i, Y m) on the circle is
_o= (+14,,)log[(x-x,) = + O]-y,)2]. (6.58)
By locating the double source 2¢ at (x,,y=), and a corresponding sink -2¢ at
(xt,- YI ), the following is obtained for the potential of the flow around a circle:
+ . (x-x,? +_,-yd _
+ = + (y+y,), (6.59)
But, as Theodorsen indicates, the function__on the circle directly gives the _rface
potential of a straight line, pq. Now, y = _I - x" and thus, ¢ is a function of x only.
Substituting -Vab for ¢ and integrating Eq (6.59) with respect to x _long the
whole airfoil chord; i.e., from -1 to 1, the following expression for the potentiaJ due
to angle-of-attack (_u) is obtained:
Ca = VabCF'_ T. (6.60)
The potential _, associated with the plunging motion at vertical velocity R, is
directly obtained from Eq (6.60) by noting that a =/_/V for small angles. Hence,
$/; -- /_b,v/_ - x2 . (6.61)
Finally, the potential ¢_ resulting from the airfoil pitching velocity _. can also be
derived from _0c¢by realizing that the rotation about some pitching axis located at o
(Fig 6.45) is equivalent to the rotation about the leading edge (x = -1) at an angular
velocity _, plus a vertical motion with a linear velocity --_I + u)b. This leads to
Ca = ab" (½x - o) lV_'_-x2 . (6.62)
The total potential related to the noncirculatory flow (¢,_) now becomes
_°.r = Ca + _otl + ¢_;. (6.63)
Eq (6.56) can now be used for the determination of pressure differentials (_p)
between the upper and lower surfaces of the airfoil. Realizing that the total velocity at
a point P can be expressedas Vp = V + a_]ax, the following is obtained:
_LP = -2p[ v(a_/ax) + (asia t)]. (6.64)
ve/oclty Potential ofcIrculutory Flow. Using the conformal tnmsformation as in
the preceding case, it is assumed that the vortex r,heet of unit strength $ extends from
x = b (where b = 1) to infinity (Fig 6.47). The velocity potential of the flow around the
circle associated with a dir_;retevortex element -ZXP = -TZ_x located at Xe,O is:
, v v ]
_" = -_-_Ltan- x-xo ton-' X __l/Xe. )- . (6.65)
where X, Y are coordinates of the circle imd X o gives the location of -ZiI" on the x axis.
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Defining X o + (l/Xo) = 2xo and noting that X =x and Y= V_- x2, the velocity
potential at point x due to the elementary vortex -AF at x 0 becomes
_ Xo = - -- tan- 1 (6.66)
21r I - x xo
Realizing that the vortex element _Ap movesaway from the airfoil along the posi-
rive x axis at a speed V, the time derivative appearing in Eq (6.64) can now be ex-
pressedasa_/at = v'd_/ax o. Hence, _PF, due to the circulatory flow, becomes
and
However,
_I" =--2pV[(a@/ax) + (a_/axo)].
2Tr _ ,v/'Xo= - 1 1
/xp ax =_ Xo-X
AP axo -V_-o =-1 Xo-X.
(6.67)
Substituting ac/ax and a¢/ax o from the above equations into Eq (6.67), _pp
is expressed _ follows:
_,r xo + x
&o r = --pV-- . (6.67a)
. lv  -x, V;o' -,
The increment of force (F_ on the whole airfoil, resulting from the elementary
vortex _r located atxo will be
I
f "°AFt = _,r_- = -pro _ ar. (6.68)
-I
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On the other hand, _ ]-' = ?dx o and thus, the total force on the airfoil resulting
from the vortex wake extending from x = / to ==will be
ao
,f "°Fr = --pVb _ ?(ixo (6.69)
Using a similar approach, the moment on the whole airfoil (caused by the vortex
wake) about an axis located at o becomes:
xo1Mr = -pVb' -_ (o +_) _ _dxo (6.70)
It should be noted that since the elements of vorticity move with the fluid with a
velocity V, their valueswould remain constant when referred to a system moving with the
fluid. By contrast, for a fixed system related to the airfoil, it may be stated that
? = f(Vt- xo),
where t is the elapsed time since the beginning of the motion.
The strength of circulation is determined by applying the Kutta condition of finite
velocity at the trailing edge or, in other words, at x = 1:
Vx.I = a@lax= (a/ax)(_r+ _a + _ + eh) = fin/re.
Substituting the values of noncirculatory and circulatory potentials from Eqs (6.60),
(6.61), (6.62), and (6.66) into the above formula, the following relationship is obtained:
oo
I
Using Eqs (6.69), (6.70), and (6.71), the following expressions are obtained for the
force (F) and moment (Mi) resulting from the circulatory potential:
F[, = -27rp VbQC (6.72)
and
Mir= -2wp Vb= Q[_ - (o+ _)]C. (6.73)
where C is a special quantity defined by Theodorsen as a ratio of the following integrals:
"<: <o.,,>
1
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which is later expressed as a function of the positive constant k determining the wave
length. This is done by assuming that
•),=To e
where s = Vt is the distance from the first vortex element to the airfoil (s * =). Now,
" /7[ ']C(k) = /(xo/vxr'o 2 1) e -Ikx° +- ,x0 (,o ,)/ ,-,*,O,xo (6.75)
1 1
Upon solving these integrals, C(h) is expressed in terms of the functions E and G*
as follows:
C(h) =- E + IG. (6.75a)
These values are graphically shown in Figure 6.48.
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Figure 6.48 Functions E ond C vs l/k sz
The total force and moment resulting from the noncirculatory and circulatory
flows are now given as functions of various parameters cahracterizing an oscillating air-
foil motion:
F = --pb=(V,_+Irh -_ba'_) - 2_pbC[Va+l_+b_-a)&] - 2_ (6.76)
and
Me = --pb=[lr('_ - o)VOi= + ,rb_(_/. + e=)_- mroh']
+ 2p Vb = frt(k_+ o)C[ Va + I_ + b_(k_ - o)&]. (6.77)
*Expressed as Fand G in the original notations of Theodorsen.
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7.4 Analytical Approach to Oscillations of Airfoils with Thickness and Camber
Oscillotlons Below Stoll. The analytical approach to oscillations of flat plates as
discussed in the preceding section can be extended to airfoils having finite thickness and
camber. This problem will be briefly discussed by following the McCroskey approach 43
Similar to the preceding case, it is assumed that the fluid is inviscid and incom-
pressible, while displacements of the airfoil-whether pitching or plunging-are small.
Under this assumption, the problem may be considered as linear; thus, the velocity poten-
tial of the flow around airfoils (¢) can be expressed as a sum of potentials due to thick-
ness (¢ r), camber (¢c), and angle-of-attack resulting from the rotation about a pitching
axis located ato (¢.):
= _t + _c + _,. (6._8)
The first two components of the total potential are independent of time; therefore,
they are the same as for a stationary airfoil. The third component, due to unsteady
motion, can be interpreted as being the same as for the oscillating fiat plate as discussed
in Sect 7.3
7w(t,t)
v_ + _ + _----'_-
s'rlEADY: U = Vt÷ re÷ V.(Z
UNSTEADY: U" V t + V¢ + VIGT
Figure 6.49 Interpretotlon of the flow oround on olrfo# os o sum of
contributions from thlckne_, comber, ond o$clllotlng flat plote 4 3
In liJzht of Eq (6.78), the nondimensionalized ¢hordwise velocity on the airfoil
surface (U --- U/V=_ existing at the airfoil chordwise coordinate x at time t, can be
expressed as follows:
U(x,,) = V, + V. + V. aT (6.79)
where _'t) is the local instantaneous imgle-of_tttack, and Vr, Vc, and Vm are velocity com-
ponents nondimensionalized with respect to V==.
Tis assumed to be a function of both x and t, and is defined in Ref43 as follows:
The function T(x,t), which contains o// the unsteady effects, is
the ratio of the unsteady to quasi-steady solutions for a fiat plate
at angle of attack a. In other words, we hive merely substituted
aT in place of cz in the steady theory to obtain an unsteady solu-
tion of comparable quality.
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From the unsteady Bernoulli equation, the chordwise pres-
sure distribution is
Cp = I - U = - (2c/V_CO#.lat)
where U is given by Eq (6.79) and &;. at can be developed from
the appropriate thin airfoil solution for an unsteady fiat plate.
(6.80)
In order to obtain a better insight into the dependence of Cp on various parameters
characterizing oscillatory motion of an airfoil, McCroskey linearized Eq (6.80). This was
done by first squaring Eq (6.79):
_2 = 2(_/--t + Vc + -Vea 7")- I + second-order terms. When the second-order
terms are neglected, and the so-obtained linearized expressions for _2 are substituted
into Eq (6.80), a linearized expression for Co (called Colin ) is obtained:
Cp,,, = 2(I - V--t - V=- V.czT) - (2c/V,_)(B_./at).
This equation can be rewritten as follows:
'_cp.n = I - vt- v:- V.,,R. (6.81)
where the quantity R = R(x, t) is analogousto T(x, t) appearing in Eq (6.79), except that
this time R represents all the unsteady effects for pressure distribution and similar to the
determination of T, R can be defined as the ratio for unsteady to quasi-steadysolutions
for a fiat plate at an angle-of-attack o.
In general, it may be stated that for sinusoidal o_illations, Theodor_en's function
C(h) is used to determine R and T, while for such other manifestations of unsteady aero-
dynamic phenomena as a step change in ct or sharp-edge gusts, advantage is taken of
other functions (i.e., those of Wagner & Kussner).
The above-indicated expressions for velocities and pressuresat the surface of oscil-
lating airfoils permit one to get at least an Insight into some of the phenomena asso-
ciated with dynamic stal(. For instance, the unsteady phase lag and attenuation of the in-
viscid pressure gradients near the leading edge explain the dynamic delay in laminar
boundary separation on oscillating airfoils. In this case, the invlscid theory correctly
indicates the trends in the onset of large-scale boundary-layer separation, but not the
quantitative delay above the angle-of-attack for static stall.
In order to achieve the goal of precise analysis of dynamic stall, the viscid-inviscid
interactions, which became clearly apparent during the discussion of the physics of
dynamic stall, must be incorporated into the mathematical model. Unfortunately, formu-
lation and solution of the problem is extremely difficulL Consequently, attempts have
been made to develop semi-empiricaJ engineering methods for predicting airfoil dynamic
stall characteristics.
An Exemple of Engineering Anolys/s of Dynornlc Stall. The method of Erickson
and Reding44 for predicting dynamic stall characteristics using static data can be given as
an example of an engineering analysis of the problem for airfoils o_illatlng in pitch at
relative low reduced frequencies when o_c/Vw < 0.5. in this approach it is assumed that
there is equivalence between boundary-layer improvement due to pitch-rate-induced
effects and increasing Reynol'di _._ttu_ber. Consequently, the maximum lift coefficient
achievable during dynamic stall can"not""exceed ctm,x corresponding to Re = ==.
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"The technique is semiempirical and uses experimental data to determine certain
critical proportionality constants for the effects of pitch amplitude and frequency on the
dynamic-stall characteristics."
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Figure 6.50 Composition of stotlc czmex overshoof 4
To illustrate the proposed approach, the reader's attention is called to the determi-
nation of the dynamic ¢lm,x overshoot over its static value (Fig 6.50).
First of all, it should be noted that the dynamic c/(a) curve is displaced to the
right through an angle _aw, where the subscript w indicates that this displacement is
associated with the wake effect. The displacement is the result of the existence of a time
lag occurring in the circulation buildup of the oscillating airfoil. Using the v. Karman-
Sears approach, this circulation lag is expressed as follows:
A(Zw = _wcalV_ (6.82)
where the value of the coefficient _w is assumed to be l.O.
It is indicated in Ref 44 _nat the experimentally-determined _ a w is somewhat
lower than that given by Eq (6.82).
It can be seen from Fig 6.50 that the most important effect is that of Aal, repro-
senting an increase in the stall angle resulting from dynamic effects. This _¢z s increment
is expressed as:
A¢, = K.c&/V=. (6.83)
where the K. coefficient for airfoils oscillating about the quarter-chord axis is assumed to
be K I = 3.0.
Once the extension of c_(n) under unsteady conditions to the dyni_ic CZm,x
value is established, the hysteresis loop for the cn(a) curve should be established. Details
of this procedure can be found in Ref 45.
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8. OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF ROTOR-BLADE AIRFOILS
The operational environment of the blade airfoil in the helicopter regime of flight
is, in general, quite different from that of airplane wings. Furthermore, in nonaxial trans-
lation (forward flight), it also differs from that encountered by propellers. Most peculiar-
ties existing in helicopter-type forward flight stem from the asymmetry of the incoming
flow encountered by the blade in the rotor-disc plane. It should be emphasized, however,
that although the helicopter-type forward flight generates a particularly difficult environ-
ment for blade airfoils, they may also encounter detrimental working conditions in axial
translation (vertical climb and descent), and even in hovering.
To give the reader some quantitative insight into the operating conditions of blade
airfoils during one complete rotor revolution in forward flight, the following cases are
considered:
Voriotion of Inp/one Velocity Componets. Expressing the inptane velocity com-
ponent perpendicular to the blade axis (UJ.), in nondimensionaJ form as UI - UjJVt, Eq
(3.62) can be rewritten as follows:
U£ = 7 + /a sin ¢. (6.84)
It can be seen from this equation that for I--/_sin _1 >?, U± becomes negative or,
in other words, airfoils encounter flow from the trailing edge. The extent of the regions
of this reversed flow within the disc area can be judged from Fig 6.51.
lsoO
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Figure 6.51 Regions of reverted flow encountered ot various I_ values
Figure 6.52 supplements Fig 6.51 by showing the magnitude of the UI(_) varia-
tion at some selegted blade stations and various/a values. It can be teen from this figure
that at the so-called representative blade station 7= 0.75 and/J = 0.#. the normal velocity
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component during one rotor revolution would fluctuate from UI = I. 15 at _ -- 90 °, to
UI = 0.35at _ = 270°.
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Figure 6.52 Variation of UI _ _ for various p values at four blade stations
Presented in a nondimensional form, the inplane velocity component (Ull) parallel
to the blade axis (Uli - UU/Vr) becomes
UIt = pcos _. (6.85)
Becauseof the UJ. and Utl variations, the sweep angle (A) existing at various blade
stations would, in forward flight, also undergo periodic variations as the blade moves
through the azimuth angle. Combining Eqs (6.84) and (6.85), the sweep angle becomes
^ = tan-_ cos_/[(?/p) + sm _]. (6.86)
Fig 6.53 gives an example of the sweep-angle variation for two values of the ?/p
parameter F/;z,_ 0.5, representing the blade station locations of the center of the reversed
velocity circle, and i'/p = 2.0, corresponding to the blade station twice removed from the
outer border of the reversedvelocity circle. For instance, for p = 0.4, "f/p = 0.5 would
represent _'- 0.2; and for ¥/p =2.0, ¥= 0.8.
It can also be seen from this figure that at F= 0.2, the blade airfoil sectionsduring
one revolution are subjected to a complete variation of the sweep angle including flow
along the blade axis in both directions (A = -90 ° and A = 270 °) and flow from the
trailing edge (-90 ° > A > -270°). By can,t, the sweep angle at the _"_0.8 station
would oscillate within much lower limits of-30 ° < A< 30 °.
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Periodic Angle-of-Attoch VorioUon. Periodic variation of the blade section angle-oh
attack represents another important characteristic of the operational environment of
rotor blade airfoil sections.
The frequency of oscillations ( f, in Hz) associated with the first-harmonic flapping
and pitch control inputs will obviously be equal to the rotor rps. However, higher oscilla.
tory frequency may be encountered due to higher blade flapwise bending modes, elastic
torsional oscillations, or higher harmonic control inputs. This latter contribution is, as
yet, seldom found in practice. Once the f values are known, reduced frequencies can be
determined from the equations given in Sect 7.2.
With respect to amplitudes associated with blade oscillations, the highest are usually
associated with the frequencies resulting from the first-harmonic inputs. For instance,
the angles-of-attack of the outboard blade sections may vary from a ( 0 to a's higher
than those corresponding to static stall.
In addition to frequencies of of oscillations and the associated amplitudes, there is
another important parameter; namely the c_/Vo= ratio. It can be seen from Eq (6.83)
that this quantity appears in the expression for the increment of the dynamic stall angle
over its static value.
For this reason, an expression containing c_/V m which, for the case of blades
becomes c;c/Ul, is defined as the stall delay function (aim called gamma function):
= c;,/2u±. (6.87)
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Assuming, for simplicity, that the angle-of-attack of a blade station varies in a sinu-
soidal manner between its lowest, (am/n) at ¢ = 90 °, and its miucimum, (amox) at _ =
270 °, values so that (Z_a)max -=- lCme x - _m/n; the incremental variation of_a{_) can
be expressedas follows:
Aa = '_(aa)mo.(l-sin $); (6.s8)
and consequently,o. becomes
°" = - _Q(&=),.=x cos (6.S9)
where _ - d_/dt.
The other quantities appearing in Eq (6.87) can be expressedas follows: c -- o_R/b,
where o is the rotor solidity, R is the radius, b is the number of blades; and U± =
_3R( F + _ sm _). Thus,
= - (,r/4)[(A,,),,,.,, (a/b)cos_] / ('_+ _ sin_). (6.90)
From Eq (6.90) it becomes apparent that valuesof the parameter 7 are independent
of _ and consequently, are not influenced by the rotor diameter and its tip speed, but
by the rotor geometry only (number of blades and solidity). This finding is of practical
importance, since it permits one to transfer empirical results-within proper limits of
Reynolds and Mach numbers--of the stall limit extension obtained from geometrically
similar models to full-scale rotors operating at the same/J values.
Acceleration of Boundary L_yer. Another phenomenon-absent in fixed-wing air-
craft, but encountered by airscrew blades-is the centrifugal acceleration field acting on
the boundary layer. At present, the significance of this acceleration and its Infuence on
airfoil characteristics is not fully understood. Nevertheless, it should be realized that
(1) the boundary layer of all alrr_rews are subjected to high accelerations, and (2) for the
same tip-speed value, this magnitude increases inversely proportionally to the air_rew
radius R. This can be readily seen from the expressionfor acceleration at a blade station
"r(o r in m/s= or fp_l):
or = Vt_Vr/R). (6.91)
Acceleration at the tip (expressed in g's) is shown in Fig6.54 as an example of the
function of R for the three selected levelsof Vf. For instance, for a blade having a radius
of 20 ft and a tip speed of 700 fps, the tip acceleration would be of = 760g'_ However,
for a 1/5-scale model, of = 3800 g's.
5urfoce Roughness end Flow Turbulence. Finally, it ihould be emphasized that
because of their operational environment, the blades of rotary-wing aircraft are fre-
quently exposed to sand and rain erosion. Consequently, a higher degreeof surface rough-
ness (especially in the leading-edge area) can be expected than on fixed-wing aircraft.
It should also be noted that due to the presence of vorticity in the blade wake
-especially in forward flight-the airfoils encounter much more turbulent incoming flow
than airfoils of fixed-wing aircraft. Both _rfice roughnessand incoming flow turbulence
should be taken into consideration when selecting or developing new airfoil _.¢tions for
rotor blades.
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9. CONTRIBUTION OF AIRFOIL CHARACTERISTICS TO PERFORMANCE
In order to give the reader some idea regarding the extent to which improvements
in airfoils may contribute to the efficiency of helicopter performance in hover and
forward flight, the influence of the cd(cl) on fllNre-of-medt (FM) and LiD, &re briefly
discussed.
9.1 Hover
As far as hover is concemed, the influence of airfoil characteristics on performance
would manifest itself through the dependence of the rotor figure-of-merit on the Cd(Cl)
function.
To facilitate this investigation, the expression for FM m _+h (Eq 3.57) is rewritten
in the following terms:
FM = l][hind + 2.60/V_(_ =n /cd)] (6.92)
where hin d is the ratio of actual induced rotor power to the ideal induced rotor powerxx
(RPid), kin d 7= RP/RPid; _'j is the aver'_e rotor lift coefficient, cI = 6w/op Vt 3 ; Cd iS
the average profile drag coefficient, cd =- 8RPpr/ofrR= P Vt s,; and o is the rotor solidity.
The rotor solidity is strongly governed by struetund weight considerations and
other design factors; however, its level is also influenced by such airfoil charactedstic$ as
absolute value of the airfoil cemex and the character of the Cd(C z) relationship in the
high cI r_ion. It is obvious that high values of timex accompanied by gentle airfoil stall
characteristics would allow the designer to reduce rotor f_lidity. Nevertheless, for the
present consideration, it will be assumed that o = const in Eq (6.92).
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It becomesclear that in order to maximize the figure-of-merit, kin d should be made
as low as possible, while _e31=/_d should be as high as possible.The hind is minimized by
first attacking the induced power level through such means as blade chord and twist dis-
tribution; and then, the geometry of the blade arrangement within the rotor. Such airfoil
characteristics as prevention of stall, and the steepness of the lift-curve slope also con-
tribute somewhat to the hin d level.
With respect to the second term in the square brackets of Eq (6.92), the task would
consist of the development of invariable airfoils showing the highest possible ct312/Cd
levels. It is, in principle, also possible to improve this ratio for the case of hover through
the proper variation of the airfoil shape (e.g., deflection of the trailing- or leading-edge
segments),and through such meansas boundary-layer or circulation control.
Assuming that o = O.lO is typical of contemporary designs, Fig 6.55 was prepared
in order to give some idea of the combinations of kind'S and cz 31=/Cd'S required for
O.7 _ FM _ 0.85.
120-1 FM - 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.70
I I I l,f, zn/Cd FOR
1 Ill , v23010-l_S_.
,ooi__/_/_l__i .-o. ,,._.,.,.,.
eo / / / / / N.c.ool=t-t-t-J- -i--,.o.,,,..,...,,
J / / / / _,lc_. oo,==LAoe
.ol/ /__
1.0
F/gum 6.55 Required El=n /Cd vs kin d for given FM volues
In addition, typical values of (Cii'l/Cd)mix , which are obtainable with the sym-
metrical 0012 and cambered V23010-1.58 airfoils, are also noted on this figure. The two
higher values are based on wind-tunnel tests of smooth models _ (Fig 6.56), while the
lowest one may be considered as representative of symmetrical airfoils of blades having
_rfaces roughened by erosion asencountered in actual operations.
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airfo# sections
Eq (6.92) and Fig 6.55 relate the figure-ofimedt to the Els/2/_'d ratios based on
the average values of lift and profile drag coefficients. This means that in order to maxi-
mize these ratios, the blade planform and/or blade twist distribution should be such that
particular blade sections operate at c t's as close as possible to those corresponding to
(cz 3_=/cd)m= x • However, it would vrobably be impossible to reach this maximum at all
blade stations simultaneously. Consequently, the maXimum ESsra/_ d value for the blade
as a whole should be expected to be lower than the (cZsl=/cc/)mRx found from wind-
tunnel tests of smooth models of a particular airfoil section.
It is also apparent from Fig 6.55 that once _/=/co' becomes higher than 100 for
o J= 0.1, the FM curves become less sensitive to further improvements in this ratio. It
appears hence, that from the FM point-of-view, airfoil development has already reached a
level where further improvements in their c/3t21¢c/levels would contribute little to an
improveml=nt in the figure-of-merit for rotors having o n= 0. I. Thus, a reduction of the
k/n_ values becomes the way for increasing the figure-of-merit.
It should also be noted from Fig 6.56 that maximum values of c L st2/c_ occur at
c! 's close to the incipience of s_l. The need of providins a sufficient margin for maneu-
vers may force designers to select the average operational rotor-lift coefficient in hover-
generally, at lower values than those corresponding to (_I='2/_c/)mmx.
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9.2 Forward Flight
It is intended to give the reader only a general idea about the influence of blade
airfoil section characteristics on forward flight performance. To achieve this goal, expres-
sions for the lift-to-the-equivalent-drag ratio of the rotor (L/De)R alone-with no hub
contribution-are obtained by assuming, in Eq (3.106), that the rotor lift (L) is substi-
luted for the weight (W), the parasite drag term is equal to zero, and the download co-
efficient is equal to 1.0. The so-obtained expression for her is then substituted into Eq
(3.109); thus, (L/De) R becomes
(L/De)R_ z _ wkin d I olrR2 PVt3(l +4.7/z=)_d
2p Vho2 I- (6.93)8 L Vho
Remembering that 6w/op Vt= = 6L/a_rR =p Vt= =_/, where the so-defined c'L is the
averagelift coefficient, Eq (6.93) becomes
(L/De)R-l = (I/121_2)Ok/nd_!+ (3/41_)(I+4. 7/_=)(_U/Ez) (6.94)
where kin d , in the present case, represents the induced power coefficient in forward
flight; and W is the advance ratio. The remaining symbols are as defined in the preceding
section.
Differentiating Eq (6.94) with respect to _j, and solving the a(L/De) R la_ t = 0
equation, an expression for the cz value (_lopr) minimizing (L/De)t_" 1; i.e., maximizing
(L/De), is obtained:
op,= +4.7.')/ok,.d] (69S)
Taking the optimum value of _ from Eq (6.95) and substituting this value into Eq
(6.94), we obtain the following expression for the inverseof the maximum (L/De)R:
[(L/D.)I?].,.-'= [ (6.96)
It is again assumed, as in Sect 9.1, that the rotor solidity is fixed (o = const) as a re-
suit of designconsiderations, and that kind is known.
Eqs (6.95) and (6.96) clearly indicate that for a givenp, the average bade profile
drag coefficient (Cd) is the parameter governing both the level of optimum operational
average rotor lift coefficient and maximum value of the rotor lift-to-the-equivalent-drag
ratio. The influence of Cd can be seen from Fig 6.57 where czeor and [(L/De)R]mex
are shown as functions of cd for several p values. Auxiliary _j [_d = const lines should
enable the reader to appreciate the order of magnitude of the airfoil lift-to-drag ratios
associatedwith the Cnopr values.
Figure 6.58 was prepared in order to indicate how deviations In the cl value from
its optimal level of Clops would affect the=decrease of (L/De)R from [(L/De)R]mex. It
can be seen that the character of (L/De)l? f(_/.) is such that deviation from _'= opt by
as much as A_, + 0.2 leads to a relative small decreasein(L/De)l? from [(L/De)l? ]mu as
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long as C'd remains constant. This means that from the point of'view of" the blade airfoil
characteristics, it is important to have airfoils which retain low co, values both above and
belowc_ _ C-zopt.
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It can be seen from Eq (6.96) that the product of rotor solidity (o) and the kin d
factor can be treated as a single parameter-the lower the value, the higher the maximum
lift-to-the-equivalent-drag ratio at a given #.
In order to show the combination of oktn d and C'd required to achieve various
[(L/De)R]me x values, Fig 6.59 was prepared giving this relationship at/J = 0.35.
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Figure 6.59 Combinotlon$ of"C d ond the oh tn d porometer required
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10. CONCLUDING REMARKS
For decades, the NACA 00 airfoil family and especially, the 0012, appeared to be
the only blade section suitable for helicopter application.
In the late Fifties, it became apparent that incorporation of a camber (although
still through modifications of the 0012 airfoil) resulted in performance improvements
in all regimes of flight. This, in turn, provided an incentive for a more vigorous search
for airfoil shapes that would still further contribute to performance i_ins and/or improve-
ments in flying qualities. However, this task is not easy since conflicting airfoil character-
istics may be considered as optimum, depending on the regime of flight, or even the azi-
muthal position of the blade.
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Hover. It was indicated that a high cz3/2/cd, combined with low rotor solidity
ratios, is required in order to maximize the flgure-of-meriL But, in turn, the solidity
ratio is inversely proportional to the averagelift coefficient at which the rotor operates.
This obviously means that airfoil sections best suited for hovering conditions should
possessthe following characteristics: (a) ability to operate continuously at high section-
lift coefficients, (b) still provide a lift coefficient margin for maneuvers and gustsat high
operational c e 's, and (c) have the highest c13/2/cd ratios possible. Finally, operations at
these high lift coefficients should be as free aspossiblefrom compressibility effects, thus
allowing the designer more freedom in selecting higher rotor tip speeds, should this be-
come desirable for overall design optimization.
To satisfy all these demands, highly cambered airfoils, about 12-percent thick,
appear as the most suitable. However, even in this case, a conflict in these requirements
may now develop since high camber is usually accompanied by elevated negative cm
values which may be unacceptable because of aeroelasti¢ instabilities and high control
loads. An upward-reflected trailing-edge section may be required to alleviate these prob-
lems. However, this usually leads to a reduction in the ability to achieve high section-lift
coefficients. _
Forword Flight. During high-speed forward flight, an obvious conflict exists in the
blade characteristic requirements on the advancing and retreating sides. Becauseof the
combination of very low section-lift coefficients and high Mach numbers encountered by
the outer sector of the advancing blade, one would like to see airfoils airfoils exhibiting
high drag and moment divergence Math numbers around ct = O. This, of course, would
favor either symmetrical or slightly cambered thin airfoil sections.
On the retreating side, the operational environment is just the opposite; here, rela-
tively low Mach numbers are encountered, but airfoil r,=ction-lift coefficients should be
high and the c_ (a) relationship should be characterized by gentle stall. Consequently,
moderately thick (or thick) cambered airfoil sections appear as the most suitable for this
situation.
For the azimuth angles around the upwind and downwind positions of the blade,
the o_rational conditions of airfoils are again different from those on the advancing
and retreating sides. Here, there is the possibility that the blade sections may encounter
a combination of relatively high Mach numbers with high section-lift coefficients. Under
these circumstances, it would be desirable to have blade airfoil sections that would
tolerate the moderately high M- cl combinations with no detrimental compressibility
effects. Moderately thin cambered airfoils would fulfill these requirements.
At present, only invariable blade airfoil sections are used in practical helicopter
designs. Consequently, the only possible solution consists of selecting airfoil shapes in
such a way that a compromise can be reached between the often conflicting demands for
aerodynamic characteristics. However, one can imagine that in the future, pra_ical means
of varying the airfoil geometry for different regimes of flight or even as a function of the
&imuth angle, may be developed. It is also possible that some goals of the variable
geometry airfoil sections could be achieved through boundary layer or circulation con-
trols. Should any of these stipulations become a reality, new gains in i_rformance of
conventional helicopters would be possible.
The fundamentals of airfoil theory presented in this chapter should provide the
reader with a better insight into the possibilities and problems of finding or developing
blade sections representing a good compromise within the invariable geometry constraints
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or to establish guidelines for the development of variable geometry blade sections or
flow,control schemes. The latter would enable one to develop blade sections whose
aerodynamic characteristics could be adapted to various operating conditions.
This chapter on airfoil theory concludes the presentation of basic theories of
rotary-wing aerodynamics.
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